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Abstract—Curvature lines are objects of great significance in
many areas, such as Architecture, Engineering, Arts, and even in
Visual Computing, to perform geometry analysis or remeshing,
for example. This work 1 presents a method to compute lines of
curvature over triangle meshes without using a parameterization.
Instead of using a parameterization approach as [1], we use
geodesics and parallel transport of vectors to compute and
smooth tensors of curvature, and integrate lines of curvature
directly in the surface geometry. Experiments were performed to
demonstrate that the method is indeed effective to compute lines
of curvature in arbitrary genus surfaces, while avoiding issues
caused by distortion of parameterizations.

Resumo—As linhas de curvatura são objetos de grande im-
portância em diversas áreas do conhecimento, como na Arquite-
tura, nas Engenharias, nas Artes, e na própria Computação
Visual, para realizar análise de geometria ou remalhamento,
por exemplo. Este trabalho apresenta um método para cal-
cular linhas de curvatura sobre malhas de triângulos sem
usar parametrização. Em vez de usar parametrizações como
[1], aplicamos neste trabalho conceitos envolvendo geodésicas e
transporte paralelo de vetores para calcular e suavizar tensores
de curvatura, e integrar linhas de curvatura na própria geometria
da superfı́cie. Apresentamos resultados de experimentos para
demonstrar que o método é capaz de calcular linhas de curvatura
em superfı́cies de gênero arbitrário, além de evitar problemas
causados por distorções de parametrizações.

Keywords-tensor de curvatura, linhas de curvatura, geodésicas,
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I. INTRODUÇÃO

Em geometria diferencial as linhas de curvaturas são curvas
regulares traçadas sobre uma superfı́cie regular, cujas direções
tangentes são paralelas as direções na qual a superfı́cie se
curva mais ou se curva menos. São objetos de importância
em várias áreas, como ilustra a Figura 1.

Transportar este conceito à uma malha de triângulos não
é uma tarefa fácil, muito menos exata e única como no
caso de superfı́cies regulares, pois é necessário trabalhar com
aproximações.

A. Trabalhos Relacionados

Uma das aplicações de linhas de curvatura é o remal-
hamento poligonal de malhas de triângulos. Em [1], tensores
de curvatura são estimados, em seguida suavizados, e poste-
riormente linhas de curvatura são integradas por meio de um
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Fig. 1. Pintura de Vincent Van Gogh (esquerda) e Centro Cultural Heydar
Aliyev Center em Baku, Azerbaijão, projetado por Zaha Hadid (direita).

sistema de equações diferenciais. Porém, em todos os passos
desse método é necessário utilizar parametrizações.

Em um trabalho posterior, buscou-se adaptar essa abor-
dagem para dispensar o uso de parametrizações globais no
cálculo de linhas de curvatura [2]. Entretanto, o cálculo
descrito se utiliza de parametrizações aproximadamente
isométricas no plano.

Apresentamos neste trabalho um método para calcular
linhas de curvatura em malhas de triângulos. A princi-
pal contribuição deste trabalho é a eliminação do uso
de parametrizações que ocorre em [1] e [2]. O uso de
parametrizações, apesar de trazer as facilidades de se tra-
balhar em uma geometria mais simples, é responsável pelo
surgimento de distorções indesejáveis, além de ter alto custo
computacional, principalmente em malhas grandes.

Visão Geral: Em nosso método [3], utilizamos
geodésicas e transporte paralelo sobre a malha de triângulos
para resolver este problema diretamente na geometria da
superfı́cie discreta. Inicialmente, estimamos o tensor de cur-
vatura em cada vértice da malha de triângulos, como feito
em [4]. Em seguida, definimos para cada triângulo um tensor
de curvatura 2D realizando projeções, e consequentemente
extraı́mos campos de autovetores formados pelas direções
principais dos tensores (Sec. II). Baseando-se em conceitos de
transporte paralelo de vetores e curvas geodésicas, adotamos
o método Runge-Kutta geodésico sobre a malha [5] para
integrar o campo de autovetores (Sec. III). Para amostrar



Fig. 2. Construção do tensor. A região em cinza é a vizinhança V de v.

linhas de curvaturas sobre a malha, utilizamos um campo de
distância dado pelo método Fast Marching [6] (Sec. III-D).
Apresentamos também uma forma de suavizar o tensor de
curvatura, utilizando apenas geodésicas e transporte paralelo
(Sec. IV). Finalmente, apresentamos e analisamos experimen-
tos realizados (Sec. V).

II. CAMPOS TENSORIAIS

Utilizamos a definição dada em [4] para calcular um tensor
de curvatura em cada vértice da malha. Nesse trabalho, o
tensor em um dado vértice v da malha com vizinhança V é
estimado somando-se várias contribuições das arestas contidas
em V , de acordo com a seguinte expressão:

T (v) =
1

area(V )

∑
arestas e

β(e) |e ∩ V | e et,

onde β(e) é o ângulo com sinal entre as normais dos triângulos
adjacentes e orientados a e, |e ∩ V | é o comprimento do
segmento de reta e∩V , e e é um vetor unitário na direção de
e. A Figura 2 contém uma idéia geométrica desta estimativa.

Uma vez que temos um tensor de curvatura 3D definido
em cada vértice da malha de triângulos, podemos obter um
campo tensorial 2D linear para cada triângulo F da malha da
seguinte forma:

1) Tomamos uma orientação para M , de modo que dado
um triângulo F qualquer temos um vetor n que é normal
a F e respeita a orientação da malha.

2) Fixamos uma base ortonormal u1, u2 para o plano que
contém o triângulo. Sejam v1 e v2 dois vértices de F
escolhidos pela orientação do triângulo. Então os vetores

u1 =
v2 − v1

|v2 − v1|
,

u2 = n ∧ v1

(1)

formam uma base ortonormal do plano que contém F ,
na mesma orientação do triângulo.

3) Sejam T1, T2 e T3 os tensores de curvatura 3D nos
vértices v1, v2 e v3 de F . Usando a orientação da malha
temos um triedro ortonormal em cada vértice vi de F ,
formado pelos vetores ni (normal à malha em vi), e1

i

(direção de curvatura máxima) e e2
i (direção de curvatura

mı́nima), com i = 1, 2, 3. Rotacionamos cada triedro de

forma que cada ni fique alinhado à normal do triângulo.
Os vetores e1

i e e2
i podem ser escritos como combinações

lineares da base {u1, u2} .
4) Podemos calcular um tensor 2D sobre cada vértice vi

de F , como

Ti = Pti

(
k1i 0
0 k2i

)
Pi,

onde
Pi =

(
e1i e2i

)
.

As colunas de Pi representam as direções principais em
vi escritas na base {u1, u2} de F , e k1i e k2i são as
curvaturas principais.

5) Dado qualquer ponto p ∈ F , escrevendo em coordenadas
baricêntricas p = λ1p1 + λ2p2 + λ3p3, com λ1 + λ2 +
λ3 = 1, onde p1, p2 e p3 são os vértices do triângulo F .
Desse modo, o tensor em p fica então escrito da seguinte
forma:

T (p) = λ1T (p1) + λ2T (p2) + λ3T (p3).

Para cada triângulo F da malha temos agora um campo
tensorial 2D linear que passamos a chamar de tensor de
curvatura 2D:

TF (p) =

(
T11(p) T12(p)
T12(p) T22(p)

)
, p ∈ F,

onde TF (p) esta expressa na base {u1, u2} de F .
Em cada ponto p ∈M podemos agora calcular as direções

principais, exceto em pontos umbı́licos, que trataremos na
Sec. II-A; e nos vértices e arestas da malha, onde esta
definição é ambı́gua. Portanto, a menos destes pontos, temos
bem definidos dois campos de autovetores representando as
direções de curvatura máxima e mı́nima. A Figura 3 exibe
um exemplo, onde o campo de direção de curvatura mı́nima
é desenhado sobre a malha.

Fig. 3. Campo de direções de mı́nima curvatura sobre uma malha de
triângulos.



A. Pontos Umbı́licos

Um ponto p ∈ F é dito umbı́lico se o tensor de curvatura
2D nele avaliado possui auto-valores iguais, então podemos
escrever:

TF (p) =

(
k 0
0 k

)
,

em qualquer base de TpM .
Devido ao cálculo do tensor de curvatura 2D sobre cada

triângulo ser resultado de uma interpolação linear, teremos em
cada triângulo no máximo um ponto umbı́lico, a menos que
mais de um de seus vértices sejam pontos umbı́licos.

Seja um triângulo F ⊂ M e um ponto p ∈ F , é fácil ver
que se p for umbı́lico, ele satisfaz a seguinte propriedade:{

TF 11(p)− TF 22(p) = 0
TF 12(p) = 0

,

sendo TF o tensor de curvatura 2D. Chamando TF 11(p) −
TF 22(p) de α(p), e TF 12(p) de β(p), e usando o sistema de
coordenadas baricêntricas (λ1, λ2, λ3) de F , onde F é definido
pelos vértices p1, p2, p3 ∈ M , temos que um ponto umbı́lico
(λ1, λ2, λ3) ∈ F , satisfaz λ1α(p1) + λ2α(p2) + λ3α(p3) = 0

λ1β(p1) + λ2β(p2) + λ3β(p3) = 0
λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1

. (2)

B. Classificação dos Pontos Umbı́licos

Para estudar o que acontece com o campo na vizinhança de
pontos umbı́licos p, vamos considerar as derivadas parciais

a = 1
2
∂(T11−T22)

∂x b = 1
2
∂(T11−T22)

∂y

c = ∂(T12)
∂x d = ∂(T12)

∂y

avaliadas em p ∈ S, onde (x, y) são as coordenadas na base
{u1, u2} do triângulo F que contém p. Considerando uma
vizinhança de p e usando a série de Taylor de primeira ordem,
temos {

T11−T22

2 ≈ a∆x+ b∆y
T12 ≈ c∆x+ d∆y

onde (∆x,∆y) é uma pequena variação de p.
Dada uma curva simples e fechada contida no triângulo F

cujo interior contem um único ponto umbı́lico p, encontramos
dois tipos de setores angulares:

1) Setores hiperbólicos, quando as trajetórias das curvas
soluções não passam por p;

2) Setores parabólicos, quando as trajetórias chegam em p.
Chamamos de separatrizes as curvas integrais que separam
um setor de outro. Sejam θk os ângulos entre as separatrizes
e o eixo dado pelo vetor u1 (ver Eq. 1). De acordo com [7],
os valores Xk = tan(θk) são raı́zes da equação

dX3 + (c+ 2b)X2 + (2a− d)X − c = 0. (3)

Portanto, podem existir no máximo três separatrizes, que
classificam o ponto umbı́lico.

Um valor importante para caracterização de pontos
umbı́licos é

δ = ad− bc,

Fig. 4. Ponto umbı́lico do tipo wedge (direita) e trissector (direita).

que possui a propriedade de ser invariante por rotação do
sistema de coordenadas. Quando δ < 0 temos um trissector,
caso δ > 0 temos um wedge, como exibido na Figura 4.

Para maiores detalhes, consulte [8] e [7].

III. INTEGRAÇÃO

Nesta seção descrevemos como integrar os campos de
autovetores representando as direções de máxima e de mı́nima
curvatura. Como resultado dessa integração, conseguiremos
linhas de curvatura sobre a superfı́cie, com um espaçamento
definido pelo usuário.

A. Sistema de Equações Diferenciais

Para integrar uma linha de curvatura C sobre qualquer
triângulo F ⊂ M , considere a base {u1, u2} do plano que
contém F , de acordo com a Equação 1. Agora podemos
calcular a linha de curvatura C : t→ x(t)u1 + y(t)u2 sobre o
triângulo F , apenas integrando a seguinte equação diferencial
ordinária: [

x′(t)
y′(t)

]
= ei(t) (4)

onde ei(t) com i = 1, 2, é um autovetor do tensor T (x(t)u1 +
y(t)u2). Para estender o cálculo de C para toda a malha M ,
será necessário tratar os casos especiais de integração sobre
vértices e aresta de M . Mais detalhes em [3].

B. Amostragem de Linhas de Curvatura

Para integrar linhas de curvatura, é necessário estabelecer
condições iniciais, que chamaremos de sementes. Cada se-
mente representará uma única linha de curvatura que será
resultado da integração do sistema descrito na Equação 4.
Portanto, a escolha dessas sementes está relacionada com a
amostragem de linhas de curvatura desejada.

Para determinar as sementes usadas na integração, incluı́mos
inicialmente todos os pontos umbı́licos em uma fila de pri-
oridades, chamada de S1. Começamos a traçar as linhas de
curvatura a partir dos elementos de S1 com maior curvatura
gaussiana absoluta, como proposto em [9]. Caso M não
apresente pontos umbı́licos, adicionamos a S1 apenas o vértice
de maior curvatura gaussiana absoluta.

Seja pi o ponto obtido no passo i da integração da linha
de curvatura C. Plantamos duas sementes, a uma distância
σ de pi, na direção ortogonal à curva, em sentidos opostos,
usando geodésicas retas, como mostra a Figura 5. Em seguida



Fig. 5. Distribuição de sementes. Pontos si são sementes e σ é um parâmetro
que determina a distância da curva na qual as sementes são plantadas.

adicionamos estas novas sementes em uma nova fila, chamada
S2. Uma vez que a lista S1 termina, passamos para a lista S2,
iniciando pelas sementes que apresentarem maior curvatura
gaussiana.

C. Runge-Kutta sobre Malhas de Triângulos

Para integrar os campos de vetores sobre malhas de
triângulos, usamos o método Runge-Kutta de quarta ordem.
Este método é baseado em transporte paralelo de vetores e
geodésicas retas, definidos em [5].

Para um ponto p ∈ M e um valor h (tamanho do passo),
considere δ(t, p, v(p)) a única geodésica reta que passa pelo
ponto p com vetor tangente v(p). Um simples passo do método
de Euler geodésico é dado por:

pi+1 := δ(h, pi, v(pi)).

Isto gera uma sequência de pontos {p0, p1, p2, ..., pn} sobre
M , os quais estão conectados por pedaços de geodésicas retas
com comprimento h.

Seja p ∈M e o valor h > 0 (tamanho do passo). Denotemos
por δ(t, p, v(p)) a única geodésica reta que passa pelo ponto
p, tem com vetor tangente v(p) neste ponto, e avaliada no
parâmetro t, tal que p = δ(0, p, v(p)). Seja π|δ o transporte
paralelo de vetores ao longo de uma geodésica reta δ a δ(0).
As amostras do método Runge-Kutta geodésico são extraı́das
como:

v1
i := v(pi)
v2
i := π|δ ◦ v(δ1(h2 , pi, v

1
i ))

v3
i := π|δ ◦ v(δ2(h2 , pi, v

2
i ))

v4
i := π|δ ◦ v(δ3(h, pi, v

3
i ))

(5)

e finalmente a direção de integração final é a média ponderada:

vi :=
1

6
(v1
i + 2v2

i + 2v3
i + v4

i ).

Uma simples interação do Método Runge-Kutta de quarta
ordem Geodésico é dado por:

pi+1 := δ(h, pi, vi).

Em nosso problema, os vetores tangentes v são repre-
sentados pelo campo de autovetores representando a direção
de curvatura máxima ou mı́nima. Porém, faz-se necessário
determinar o sentido de integração de cada autovetor. Seja v
seja um campo de autovetores. Em cada ponto p, temos dois
sentidos possı́veis v(p)− e v(p)+. Para determinar o sentido
de integração de uma curva integral {p0, p1, ..., pi} no ponto
pi, usamos um vetor unitário ui tangente à curva em pi. Caso
〈v(pi)

−, ui〉 > 0, o ângulo entre o vetor tangente e o sentido
v(pi)

− é pequeno, e daı́ este será o sentido escolhido. Caso
contrário, v(pi)

+ é escolhido. É importante destacar que se o
ponto pi encontra-se sobre uma aresta da malha, é necessário
realizar um tratamento especial. Mais detalhes podem ser
encontrados em [3].

D. Critérios de Parada e Densidade das Linhas de Curvatura

Construiremos aqui um campo de distâncias D, que será
utilizado para critério de parada durante a integração de uma
linha de curvatura. Usando o Fast Marching Method (FMM)
[6], dado um vértice p ∈M , temos aproximadamente a menor
distância de p às linha de curvatura Ci, dada por:

D(p) = Min{D1(p), D2(p), ..., Dn(p)} (6)

onde n é o número de linhas de curvatura que foram traçadas.
Agora, se p não for um vértice, podemos aproximar a distância
D(p) interpolando distâncias entre as curvas e os vértices
v1, v2 e v3 do triângulo F que contem p. Dai teremos:

Di(p) ≈ λ1Di(v1) + λ2Di(v2) + λ3Di(v3),

onde λ1, λ2 e λ3 são as coordenadas baricêntricas do ponto p
em relação ao triângulo F , e então usando a Equação 6, temos
D(p).

Cada vez que um novo ponto p é adicionado à curva C,
testamos se p está a uma distância menor que σ′ de: um
ponto umbı́lico; da própria curva C (neste caso será uma curva
fechada); ou de outra linha de curvatura. Para testar esta última
possibilidade, utilizamos o campo de distâncias D.

Note que σ′ recebe o nome de densidade das linhas de
curvatura. Observando que utilizamos um parâmetro σ para
plantar sementes na vizinhança de um linha de curvatura, então
temos que σ deve ser maior que σ′. Em nosso trabalho, a
densidade é constante sobre toda a malha de triângulos.

Para mais detalhes sobre densidades de linhas integrais,
consulte [10].

IV. SUAVIZAÇÃO

Se desejarmos um campo de direções topologicamente mais
simples, é conveniente suavizar este. Em [1], este passo é
realizado sobre uma parametrização. Apresentamos uma forma
de suavizar o campo tensorial 3D T sem usar parametrização.

Para suavizar o tensor T (p), basicamente calcularemos uma
média ponderada de tensores em uma vizinhança de p. Aqui
surgem três problemas:

1) Encontrar os vértices em uma vizinhança de p. Para isto,
usamos o Método Fast Marching [6] (FMM), como na
seção anterior.



2) Cada tensor 3D está representado em uma base própria,
daı́ a necessidade do uso de transporte paralelo de
vetores via geodésicas.

3) O peso de um tensor T (q) na vizinhança de p depende
da distância entre p e q sobre M .

Usaremos a abordagem apresentada em [11] para calcular
geodésicas de forma iterativa e resolver estes dois últimos
problemas.

Dado um vértice p e um raio r > 0, temos a vizinhança
V (p) = {q ∈ M/D(q) ≤ r}, com D(q) sendo a distância
geodésica de p à q, dado pelo método FMM. Podemos agora
estimar o tensor de curvatura T suavizado sobre M , definindo
para cada p ∈M :

T (p) =

∑
q∈V (p) w(q) ·A(q)∑

q∈V (p) w(q)
,

onde w(q) =
1

|Γq|
, e |Γq| é o comprimento da geodésica que

liga os vértices p e q de M . A matriz A(q) representa o tensor
de curvatura 3D calculado em q e transportado de q até p pela
geodésica Γq . Portanto,

A(q) = P (q)

 k2(q) 0 0
0 k1(q) 0
0 0 0

P (q)t,

onde

P (q) =
(
π|Γq
◦ e1(q) π|Γq

◦ e2(q) N(p)
)

π|Γq
representa o transporte paralelo de vetores do ponto q ao

ponto p, ao longo da geodésica Γq .

V. RESULTADOS

A implementação do trabalho foi testada em vários modelos
de malhas de triângulos, considerando a geometria, presença
de ruı́do e topologias distintas. Apresentamos na tabela I os
resultados obtidos com experimentos em alguns modelos.

De modo geral, três suavizações foram capazes de reduzir
consideravalmente a quantidade de pontos umbı́licos. Isso
pode ser observado na Figura 6, onde o campo de direções
de curvatura mı́nima tem sua topologia simplificada iterativa-
mente, ao mesmo tempo em que respeita a geometria global
da malha. Isto mostra que o processo de suavização é capaz
de tratar malhas que apresentam ruı́do na geometria.

É possı́vel observar também que poucas linhas de curvatura
são traçadas em malhas que apresentam baixa curvatura, como
o elipsóide, enquanto malhas mais sinuosas como a vaca são
amostradas com mais linhas de curvatura. Isso está relacionado
com o método de distribuição de sementes e os critérios de
parada da integração.

Na coluna tempo total informamos o tempo total gasto para
calcular os tensores de curvatura e geodésicas, executar 3
iterações de suavização do tensor de curvatura, e integrar as
linhas de curvatura. Nas Figuras 7, 8, 9, 10 e 11, exibimos
resultados da integração das linhas de máxima e mı́nima
curvatura.

# # pontos # linhas # linhas tempo
Malha vért. umbı́licos mı́n. máx. total(s)

elipsoide 5002 162/4 978 332 7,15
mulher 9502 396/146 2508 1869 26,74

vaca 10000 901/134 3379 2657 35,35
coelho 10000 965/154 3105 2765 33,75

toro 33480 360/0 1997 1629 86,9

TABLE I
TEMPOS GASTOS PARA CALCULAR AS LINHAS DE CURVATURAS COM 3
SUAVIZAÇÕES. A TERCEIRA COLUNA REPRESENTA A QUANTIDADE DE

PONTOS UMBÍLICOS INICIAL E APÓS SUAVIZAÇÃO.

Fig. 6. Suavização do tensor de curvatura 3D: sem suavizar (acima à
esquerda); 1 suavização (acima à direita); 2 suavizações (abaixo). Os pontos
vermelhos representam pontos umbı́licos.

Fig. 7. Linhas de curvatura sobre o elipsoide. Neste exemplo suavizamos
o tensor de curvatura 20 vezes.

VI. CONCLUSÃO

Este trabalho apresentou um procedimento para calcular lin-
has de curvaturas e suavização de campos tensoriais sobre uma
malha de triângulos M sem usar parametrizações. Utilizamos
para isto alguns conceitos intrı́nsecos de superfı́cies regulares:
transporte paralelo e geodésicas.

De modo geral, o cálculo das linhas de curvatura apresen-
tou bons resultados sobre as malhas utilizadas, inclusive em
malhas com gênero maior que zero, como o toro.



Fig. 8. Linhas de curvatura sobre o toro. Aqui os critérios de parada
prejudicaram a uniformidade da amostragem das linhas.

Fig. 9. Linhas de curvatura sobre o coelho. O tensor de curvatura foi
suavizado apenas 1 vez.

Fig. 10. Linhas de curvatura sobre a mulher. O tensor foi suavizado 3 vezes.

Como trabalhos futuros, pretendemos verificar se existe
aumento na precisão do método em relação a [1]; desenvolver
um método para realizar amostragem adaptativa de linhas de
curvatura; e melhorar os campos de distâncias para conseguir
uma melhor densidade de amostragem das linhas, evitando

Fig. 11. Linhas de curvatura sobre a vaca com 3 suavizações do tensor.

linhas pequenas e regiões com densidade muito variada, como
no exemplo da Figura 8.
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Fig. 1. Teasing result of our methods: a layered directed acyclic graph (DAG) is processed by three phases in order to
minimize its number of edge crossing: a pre-processing (optional) phase which uses BC or MEDIAN methods; a phase that
uses our DAG PQR Sort algorithm, based on PQR trees; and a post-processing phase which uses BC or MEDIAN methods.

Abstract—One of the major aesthetic criteria for layouts
of layered directed acyclic graphs is to avoid edges crossing
whenever possible, aiming to facilitate the understanding of the
drawing. Crossing reduction algorithms should also run in less
than 0.1 s, allowing its use in interactive visual structures. In
this paper, we investigate how PQR trees could be used to
improve BC (Barycenter Heuristic) and MEDIAN methods for
crossing reduction in layered directed acyclic graphs. Among the
new developed methods, PQR BC2 stood out for improving BC,
and PQR M2 for improving MEDIAN. The results obtained by
applying the methods to graph packages used in the literature
show that our methods outperformed BC and MEDIAN methods,
with respect to crossing reduction, in 42% of cases, tying
this criterion in 48% of the analyzed graphs. In addition, the
proposed methods also performed at a feasible time (with a mean
time lower than 0.1 s) for use in interactive visual structures.

Keywords-Layered directed acyclic graph; crossing reduction;
PQR tree; graph layout; Information Visualization

I. INTRODUCTION

A directed acyclic graph (or DAG, for short) is a data
structure used for representing hierarchical data such as
PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) diagrams,
VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) circuits, genealogy trees,
software class dependencies, entity-relationship diagrams and
knowledge representation [1], [2]. Representing a DAG as a
node-link diagram may help users to understand it. Automatic
drawing methods for DAG have been the focus of many
researches in Information Visualization and Discrete Mathe-
matics field [2], [3]. Drawing DAGs according to aesthetics
criteria is necessary for enhancing pattern perception and data
comprehension [4], [5].

Edge crossing minimization is one of the most important
criteria for DAG drawing [6]. Fig. 2 presents a DAG after and
before executing a crossing reduction method; in Fig. 2b the
relationship among nodes is clearer than in Fig. 2a. Besides,

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. A DAG (a) before and (b) after DAG PQR Sort algorithm. (a) 4
crossings; (b) 0 crossings.

crossing reduction methods should run in a feasible time [7],
[8], specially in order to provide a fast user interaction[9].

Barycenter and median methods (BC and MEDIAN, for
short) are noteworthy due to their good cost-benefit between
crossing reduction efficiency and execution time[10]. They
use mean and median node positions, respectively, in order
to recalculate their positions in the DAG.

Recently, Melo [11] used PQR trees [12] for solving matrix
reordering problems, and obtained good results when com-
pared to BC method. Siirtola and Mäkinen [13] related this
problem to crossing reduction in bipartite graphs, which are
two-layer DAGs. Therefore, we considered the possibility of
using an approach similar to Melo’s one in crossing reduction
problems in DAGs.

Contributions1: This paper proposes a different approach
to crossing reduction minimization in a DAG. We argue that
using PQR trees associated to BC and MEDIAN methods
enhances their crossing reduction performances, without de-
teriorating execution time regarding user interaction tasks.
The results obtained by applying the methods PQR BC2 and

1This work summarizes the M.Sc. dissertation of the first author [14].
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PQR M2 to packages of graphs widely used in the literature
show that the methods based on PQR trees outperformed
BC and MEDIAN methods, with respect to the crossing
reduction, in 42% of cases, tying this criterion in 48% of the
analyzed graphs. In addition, methods based on PQR trees
also performed at a feasible time for application to interactive
visual structures.

A. Related work

Graph layouts based on aesthetic criteria may ease graph
reading and interpretation [2], [15], [16]. Common aesthetic
criteria include minimizing number of edge crossings, total
drawing area, sum of edges lengths and number of bends
along edges. It is hard to find an algorithm that deal with
all these criteria at the same time; besides, it was suggested
that crossing minimization should be the criterion of highest
priority, given its impact on the understanding of relationships
represented by a graph [6].

1) Layout techniques for DAG: The Sugiyama framework
[16] is a classical strategy for DAG layout which includes
crossing minimization. It comprises 3 phases: (1) defining
to which layer a node belongs; (2) minimizing crossings by
permuting nodes that belong to a same layer; (3) defining
final coordinates to each node. Phase 1 may be omitted if
the data domain already defines a layer for each node (for
example, a DAG that represents an undergraduate program
whose courses have predefined semesters [17]). Otherwise,
a possible algorithm for this phase is longest path ranking,
which may be executed in linear time complexity in a DAG
and defines a minimum number of layers [18]. Phase 1
also includes transforming the layered DAG into a proper
hierarchy, i.e., a DAG in which each edge starts and ends in
neighbor layers. This may be accomplished by splitting each
edge that disagree with this rule into smaller edges which obey
it. This splitting process creates dummy nodes in intermediary
layers.

Phase 2 (crossing minimization) aims to define an order
among nodes of each layer, which could reduce crossing
number. Di Battista et al. [2] point out the layer-by-layer sweep
algorithm (explained later) as one of the most used techniques
for this phase. Its input parameters are a proper hierarchy and
a number of fails, which determines in how many consecutive
iterations the algorithm may fail on reducing crossing number.

Phase 3 defines final coordinates for each node, obeying the
order established by Phase 2. Also, it replaces dummy nodes
by bends in order to achieve a pleasurable drawing. This phase
also aims to create compact drawings without overlapping
edges on nodes [19].

An alternative approach for Sugiyama framework is upward
planarization [20]. At a first step, this technique removes some
nodes of a given DAG, aiming to create a planar subgraph
whose edges point to the same direction by removing some
nodes. After that, it reinserts the removed nodes and their
edges into the graph; for each new edge crossing created, it
adds a dummy node in each crossing point in order to keep
the graph planar. In the end, dummy nodes are removed and

the original edges are reinserted. This technique returned less
crossings than layer-by-layer sweep, but at a higher execution
time. Also, it does not split nodes in layers; however, an
improved version of this technique [21] uses DAG planariza-
tion results for defining layers for each node. Both techniques
merge Sugiyama framework’s Phases 1 and 2, which hampers
the use of these techniques when node layer is already defined
by data domain.

2) Crossing reduction algorithms for DAG: The crossing
reduction problem in DAG (Phase 2 of Sugiyama framework)
is also known as MLCM (multi-layer crossing minimization).
Many techniques for solving MLCM are based on layer-by-
layer sweep algorithm [2]; it converts the multi-layer problem
in many two-layer problems. Indeed, for each two-layer prob-
lem, it fixes one layer while searches for a good permutation of
the second one. Layer-by-layer sweep iteratively solves these
OLCM (one-layer crossing minimization [22]) problems using
some of the following techniques.

The Greedy-Switch method [23] solution for MLCM is
based on bubble sort. It iterates through all consecutive pairs of
nodes of a layer and reverse their nodes if this action implies
crossing reduction. This process repeats until no possible
reversion could achieve a better crossing number. The Split
method [23], in the other hand, is similar to quick sort. Define
cab as the number of crossings between edges incident on
node a and edges incident on node b, where a is at left of
b in a layer. In a recursive approach, Split first chooses a
pivot node p in a layer. For each other node u of the same
layer, if cup < cpu, then it places u at the left of p, otherwise
it places u at the right of p. The Barycenter method (a.k.a.
BC or Barycenter Heuristic) [16] calculates node position in
a layer as the mean of the positions of each of its neighbors
in the opposite layer. Thus, nodes are ordered according to
these new positions. The MEDIAN method [10] is quite similar
to Barycenter method, but uses median (instead of mean)
position. Both methods always find a zero-crossing solution
for a OLCM if it exists [2].

Besides heuristic methods, some alternative methods aim
to solve MLCM, OLCM and TLCM (two-layer crossing
minimization) problems, such as integer programming tech-
niques [24], semidefinite programming [25] and genetic
algorithms[26], [27].

B. Technique overview

We proposed a set of methods for reordering nodes inside
DAG layers. In this sense, given a layered DAG, we execute
in a preprocessing phase BC (or MEDIAN) method for
reordering nodes (as an optional first step). A second step
reorders previous graph with our DAG PQR Sort algorithm
(presented at Section III). A post-processing phase runs BC
(or MEDIAN) again over the last graph, producing a final
reordered DAG. Fig. 1 summarizes the whole process.

II. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

In this section, we present some concepts related to DAG
and PQR trees. The reader can find a more complete exposition



of these themes in the works of Di Battista et al. [2] and Telles
and Meidanis [12].

A. DAG-related concepts

A layered directed acyclic graph G is defined as G{L,E}.
L = [L1, L2, ..., Ln] is the list of layers of G. Li = [vi1, v

i
2, ...]

is the node list of layer i; the order of nodes in the list is used
as the layout order of the layer. The edge set of G is E =
{e1, ..., em}, where ek = {via, v

j
b}, i 6= j. The set of neighbors

of a node via will be defined as neighbors(vab ). The layer-by-
layer sweep algorithm will be referred to as LBL(G,M, f),
where G is the DAG, M is “BC” or “MEDIAN”, and f is
number of fails. Given that an edge connecting two nodes
of the same layer does not exist in a proper hierarchy, we
adopted the following density measure d of a DAG instead of
traditional ones: d = |E|

emax
, where emax =

∑n
k=2 |Lk−1||Lk|

[26].

B. PQR tree concepts

A PQR tree [12] is a recent data structure which reduces
the total number of possible permutations of a set of elements
according to some rules (restrictions) imposed to them. These
rules inform what set of elements should be consecutive
in all permutations represented by the tree. If there is at
least one solution that obeys all restrictions, it is possible to
construct a PQR tree that represents it. Otherwise, it is possible
to construct a PQR tree that represents all non-conflicting
restrictions and that isolates conflicting ones.

An algorithm that constructs a PQR tree receives as input a
universe set U with elements to be permuted, and a restriction
set R = {r1, r2, ...} , where ri ⊆ U , |U | > 1. This tree has
four types of nodes: leaves, which are are elements of U ; P-
and R-nodes, whose children admit any kind of permutation;
and Q-nodes, whose children may be only reversed.

The frontier of the tree (i.e., its leaves, read from left to
right) is one of the permutations represented by the tree. Using
the frontier is preferable than obtaining other permutations,
which involves leaves permutation and consumes time.

(a) A PQR-tree with two P-nodes (empty circles) and a Q-node
(empty rectangle).

(b) A PQR-tree with two P-nodes (empty circles) and a R-node
(circle with a “R” inside it).

Fig. 3. Examples of PQR trees and the permutations that they represent [28].

For example, Fig. 3a shows a PQR tree T (U,R) where U =
{a, b, c, d, e} and R = {{a, b}, {d, e}, {c, d}}. Observe that its
frontier, {a, b, e, d, c}, is one of the possible permutations that
obey all restrictions of R.

A PQR tree uses R-nodes for grouping nodes whose re-
strictions may not be simultaneously obeyed. In the previous
example, if R = {{a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}, {d, e}}, there is no
permutation of U that agrees with all three first restrictions.
In this case, a R-node becomes a parent node of a, b and c
(Fig. 3b). Even in this case, the permutations represented by
the PQR-tree still obey to the last restriction of R.

It is noteworthy that PQR trees may be constructed in almost
linear time complexity [12].

C. Usual adaptation

PQR trees have been used recently in matrix reordering
approaches [11], [29]. A PQR tree is created for each axis
of a reorderable matrix. The universe set of the column-
related PQR tree has all column labels, and its restriction
set contains restrictions that group columns according to a
similarity criteria. The row-related PQR tree is very similar.
Frontiers of both trees are lists of column and row labels that
determine how the original matrix should be permuted.

III. PQR TREE BASED METHODS

Our methods aim at reducing edge crossings in layered
DAGs at a feasible time for user interaction. We want to
use PQR trees as part of the Sugiyama framework strategy
for crossing reduction in a DAG (as a continuation of our
preliminary work [28]). In this sense, be G(L,E) a DAG
as defined in Section II-A. For each Li, define a PQR tree
T (U,R) where U has the elements of Li. Every subset of Li

whose elements have a common neighbor in Li−1 or Li+1

is added as a restriction of R. This action aims to make
these nodes consecutive in the permuted version of Li. The
frontier of T defines the new order of Li nodes. Algorithm
1 formalizes this algorithm, called DAG PQR Sort algorithm.
Fig. 2 exemplifies the crossing minimization capability of this
algorithm, when applied to a 3-layer DAG with 9 nodes and
4 crossings.

Algorithm 1 DAG PQR Sort algorithm
Require: G(L,E) {G is a layered DAG}

for i = 1 to |L| do
U ← Li

N ← Li−1 ∪ Li+1

for j = 1 to |N | do
S ← neighbors(Nj) ∩ U
R← R ∪ {S}

end for
F ← PQR tree frontier(U,R)
G← G with Li sorted as defined by F

end for
return G



Algorithm 2 DAG PQR General (base algorithm)
Require: DAG G(L,E), M , fpre, fpos

if fpre 6= null then
G1 ← LBL(G,M, fpre) {Step 1 (optional)}

else
G1 ← G

end if
G2 ← DAG PQR Sort(G1) {Step 2}
G3 ← LBL(G2,M, fpos) {Step 3}
return G3

Algorithm 3 PQR BC1 Algorithm
Require: DAG G(L,E), fpos

return DAG PQR General(G,“BC”, null, fpos)

Algorithm 4 PQR M1 Algorithm
Require: DAG G(L,E), fpos

return DAG PQR General(G,“Median”, null, fpos)

Algorithm 5 PQR BC2 Algorithm
Require: DAG G(L,E), fpre, fpos

return DAG PQR General(G,“BC”, fpre, fpos)

Algorithm 6 PQR M2 Algorithm
Require: DAG G(L,E), fpre, fpos

return DAG PQR General(G,“MEDIAN”, fpre, fpos)

Despite the underlying logic of this algorithm, we observed
that there is no guarantee that it always reduces the crossing
number. Therefore, we proposed to use DAG PQR Sort algo-
rithm together with other classical algorithms, aiming to verify
if they may benefit each other. Our solution is summarized
in Algorithm 2, which presents the base algorithm of our
association strategy. It comprises 3 steps, from which the step
2 is our DAG PQR Sort algorithm. The output of this step
is processed by a layer-by-layer sweep based on Sugiyama
framework and using BC or MEDIAN algorithms (step 3).
Algorithms 3 and 4 present two methods (PQR BC1 and
PQR M1, respectively) which execute only these two steps.
This strategy aims to group nodes in order to enable BC or
MEDIAN algorithms to find better solutions, as shown in Figs.
4a, 4c, 4b, and 4d.

We added the step 1 later to the base algorithm because
we noted the importance of the order in which restrictions
are added in the restriction list of a PQR tree. This order
directly impacts the tree frontier, which defines how each layer
is permuted. Indeed, Melo [11] observed that a preprocessing
phase when defining PQR tree restriction list may improve
results for seriation problems. In this sense, we opted by
including step 1 as a preprocessing phase, in which we
execute the same method used in step 3 (BC or MEDIAN)
for providing a first ordering of nodes in each layer. The

(a) BC (51 crossings) (b) MEDIAN (53 crossings)

(c) PQR BC1 (44 crossings) (d) PQR M1 (43 crossings)

(e) PQR BC2 (21 crossings) (f) PQR M2 (33 crossings)

Fig. 4. A 7-layer, 48-node DAG after being reordered. Each graph indicates
the method by which it was reordered, and its crossing number.

respective methods are PQR BC2 (Algorithm 5) and PQR M2
(Algorithm 6). It is worth noting that distinct number of fails
may be set to steps 1 and 3 (fpre and fpos, respectively) in
both methods.

Figs. 4e and 4f present the same DAG already used as
example in this section, but now reordered by PQR BC2
and PQR M2, respectively. In both cases they reached lower
crossing numbers than the other methods.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We validate our methods by comparing them to BC and
MEDIAN when permuting graphs from two packages: Rome
Graphs [30] (11531 graphs) e North DAGs [31] (1277 graphs)
(hereafter called Rome and North packages). Each of these
graphs have 10 to 100 nodes, and are highly related to real
examples [25]. Disconnected graphs of Rome package were
not considered. We executed longest path ranking algorithm
in order to define layers for all nodes. We also added dummy
nodes for transforming those graphs in proper hierarchies.

The evaluation criteria were total crossing number and
execution time. For this analysis, we grouped graphs according
to their density (after adding dummy nodes). A few graphs
with density greater than 0.6 were discarded given that their
small number would provide no conclusive analysis.

We executed these experiments in a notebook with a 2.5
GHz Intel Core i5 processor.



Implementation: We implemented our algorithms in
OGDF (Open Graph Drawing Framework) [32], a C++ frame-
work which implements Sugiyama framework with methods
BC and MEDIAN. For PQR tree creation, we used an im-
plementation from Dilly[33], which was connected to OGDF
through JNI (Java Native Interface).

Settings: We set empirically the number of fails, based
on the maximum mean time of 0.1 s for each graph group of
each package. We observed that for fpre > 10 and fpos >
2 the number of wins and defeats remains almost the same
for all analyzed algorithms in both graph packages, but their
mean run times still increase and exceed the 0.1 s threshold.
Therefore, we defined fpre = 10 and fpos = 2.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The obtained results point out that the percentage of vic-
tories of each of the proposed methods against its classical
correspondent algorithm (BC or MEDIAN) in most cases are
greater than the percentage of defeats.

Fig. 5 presents stacked bar charts which indicate wins
(green), defeats (red) and ties (light blue) of one of the
proposed methods when compared to one of the classical
methods. Each bar shows a percentage of analyzed graphs
of one package (Rome or North). We omitted PQR BC1 and
PQR M1 charts due to space limitation.

This chart set indicates very interesting results of PQR BC2
and PQR M2. There are only few cases (in densities lower
than 0.3) in which our methods lose to BC or MEDIAN.
Indeed, PQR BC2 and PQR M2 win the classical methods
in 42% of the tested graphs, draw in 48% and loses in 10%.
Besides, in the defeats, they found solutions whose crossing
number is only 2 percentage points higher than the crossing
number provided by BC and MEDIAN.

It is relevant noting that PQR BC1 and PQR M1 methods
found better results than BC and MEDIAN, respectively, in
approximately one third of the analyzed graphs, and vice-
versa.

Table I presents mean execution time for all methods.
Observe that all these times are below 0.1 s, which is very
interesting for interaction purposes. Besides, these times are
very similar each other, which indicates that our strategies did
not cause a notable difference in the execution time of the
algorithms.

It is worth considering that our results apply only to
Rome and North graphs, after being transformed into proper
hierarchies. These graphs variate in terms of number of nodes,
edges and layers, and these variations were not considered into
our analysis. Further research may evaluate if these variables
impact on the algorithm performance and efficiency.

TABLE I
MEAN EXECUTION TIME OF DAG REORDERING METHODS

Method Time (s) Method Time (s)
BC 0.04 MEDIAN 0.032
PQR BC1 0.036 PQR M1 0.033
PQR BC2 0.041 PQR M2 0.038

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed new methods based on PQR trees aiming to
enhance BC and MEDIAN crossing reduction capabilities with
a similar execution time. We concluded that two of them,
PQR BC2 and PQR M2, reduced more crossings than BC
and MEDIAN, respectively. Execution time analysis indicated
that their mean execution time is below 0.1 s (which is relevant
for interaction purposes), and that the difference in execution
time between classical and proposed methods are in order of
milliseconds. Therefore, we suggest the use of PQR BC2 and
PQR M2 as alternatives for reordering layered DAGs.

Future works include: comparing the algorithms proposed
in this work and genetic algorithms for crossing reduction;
testing our algorithms using graphs created by DAGmar[34];
and using our algorithms in interactive visualization systems
such as CourseViewer[17], which presents real DAGs of
undergraduate course curriculum.

Publications: The dissertation of Marchete Filho pro-
duced one previous publication at WIP/SIBGRAPI ([28]).
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Resumo—A pesquisa 1 em apresentação investigou os requi-
sitos de visualização do dado sobre composição temática de
documentos obtido através da modelagem de tópicos – o qual é
esparso e possui multiatributos – em diferentes nı́veis de detalhe,
através do desenvolvimento de uma técnica de visualização
própria e pelo uso de uma biblioteca de código aberto para
visualização de dados, de forma comparativa. Sobre o problema
estudado de visualização do fluxo de tópicos, observou-se a
presença de requisitos de visualização conflitantes para diferentes
resoluções dos dados, o que levou à investigação detalhada das
formas de manipulação e exibição daqueles. A exibição dos limites
no uso dessas técnicas de acordo com a resolução de exploração
do dado é a principal contribuição desse trabalho, no intuito de
dar subsı́dios ao desenvolvimento de novas aplicações.

Abstract — This research has investigated data visualization
requirements for exploring the thematic composition of documents
obtained from topic modeling – where datasets are sparse and
has multi-attributes – at different levels of detail, through the
development of an own technique and the use of an open source
library for data visualization, comparatively. About the studied
problem of topic flow visualization, we observed the presence of
conflicting requirements for data display in different resolutions,
which led to detailed investigation on ways of manipulating and
displaying this data. In this study, the hypothesis put forward was
that the integrated use of more than one visualization technique
according to the resolution of data expands the possibilities for
exploitation of the object under study in relation to what would
be obtained using only one method. The exhibition of the limits
on the use of these techniques according to the resolution of data
exploration is the main contribution of this work, in order to provide
subsidies for the development of new applications.

Keywords-Visualization; Topic Modeling; Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA)

I. INTRODUÇÃO

O uso combinado de algoritmos para a descoberta de
tópicos em coleções de documentos com técnicas orientadas à
visualização da evolução daqueles tópicos no tempo permite a
exploração de padrões temáticos em corpus extensos a partir
de representações visuais compactas.

Na pesquisa, foi desenvolvida uma aplicação computacional
2 de visualização da evolução de tópicos numa coleção de
documentos dividida em 5 (cinco) componentes principais. No

1Dissertação de Mestrado defendida em março de 2014, na Escola de
Matemática Aplicada da FGV/RJ.

2O trabalho foi desenvolvido em linguagem de programação Python v. 2.7.3.

primeiro componente, estão os algoritmos desenvolvidos para
aquisição dos dados a partir da leitura de arquivos eletrônicos
de armazenamento local. No segundo, ocorre a extração de
um vocabulário fixo (após remoção de pontuação, números
e palavras de baixo conteúdo semântico) e a construção da
representação vetorial dos documentos de texto a partir da
contagem de frequência de termos pertencentes ao vocabulário
predefinido. No terceiro componente, tem-se a execução de um
algoritmo de modelagem probabilı́stica para a descoberta de
tópicos presentes na coleção e representação dos documentos
em função da sua composição temática. No quarto componente
desenvolvido estão as etapas de transformação dos dados,
as quais, no sentido que foi adotado do termo, contemplam
a agregação de dados em nı́veis de resolução variados, a
filtragem – a qual se deu pela fixação de limiar a partir do
qual cada dado deveria ser considerado para visualização – e
a ordenação, em particular o estabelecimento de critérios para
ordenamento dos tópicos com efeito sobre a visualização dos
mesmos. No quinto e último componente do pipeline projetado
estão os algoritmos de visualização dos dados.

A natureza dos dados obtidos por modelagem probabilı́stica
traz desafios importantes à sua representação gráfica. A
exibição de muitos atributos numa mesma forma é um pro-
blema recorrente em aplicações de visualização. A esparsidade
do dado também requer tratamento, o qual se deu frequente-
mente nas aplicações pesquisadas pela agregação de dados,
o que motivou a pesquisa em detalhe sobre as condições e
requisitos associados à visualização em multirresolução.

Entre as técnicas de visualização pesquisadas, percebeu-
se a larga adoção de uma solução que faz uso de curvas
interpoladas para representar de forma contı́nua o dado de
composição temática de documentos ao longo do tempo, o
qual é discreto na sua origem. Essa solução não é eficiente para
representar o dado em maior nı́vel de detalhe (ou aproximação,
alcançada através da ação de zoom in em aplicações interati-
vas), pois a interpolação não é capaz de representar o conjunto
de dados sem distorcê-lo de maneira significativa nessa escala
de visualização. Assim, percebe-se que há espaço para o
desenvolvimento de abordagens que explorem esse problema.

mailto:bruno.sch@gmail.com
mailto:asla.sa@fgv.br


II. APLICAÇÃO

A. Aquisição dos dados e vetorização dos documentos

No desenvolvimento do primeiro componente, o qual cor-
responde à etapa de aquisição e processamento de uma base
de dados, foi utilizado um conjunto de dados de referência –
o dataset “Reuters-21578” 3.

Para a representação dos documentos em formato conve-
niente à modelagem de tópicos, algumas técnicas de Proces-
samento de Linguagem Natural (PLN ou NLP, no termo em
inglês) foram empregadas. As tarefas de processamento de
linguagem foram realizadas através da utilização do Natural
Language Toolkit (NLTK4), uma biblioteca especı́fica para
PLN disponı́vel em ambiente Python.

A partir do uso do NLTK ([1]) e tendo como entrada as
strings contendo o texto completo das notı́cias da base da
Reuters, para cada documento (notı́cia) e sua string correspon-
dente foram realizadas as seguintes tarefas de processamento
de linguagem:

• “Tokenização” para decomposição da string maior em
uma lista de tokens.

• Remoção de algarismos numéricos e pontuação que não
tenha sido automaticamente filtrada pelo algoritmo de
“tokenização”.

• Eliminação de stopwords.
• Exclusão das hapaxes, as quais são palavras que ocorrem

uma única vez no corpus.
• Remoção de tokens formados apenas por 1 ou 2 caracte-

res.
• Stemming.
• Conversão para caixa baixa (minúsculas).

Com as tarefas de filtragem de elementos textuais descri-
tas acima, foi possı́vel construir um vocabulário contendo
18186 termos. No segundo componente do pipeline – o de
vetorização dos dados – os documentos do corpus foram
convertidos numa representação vetorial em função daquele
vocabulário fixo relevante predefinido. Os dois objetos re-
sultantes da etapa de processamento prévio do texto des-
crita foram, então, um dicionário contendo os 18186 termos
(sem repetição) encontrados após a filtragem do texto e a
representação vetorial do corpus, na qual cada documento
foi convertido num vetor com um numero de componentes
igual ao número de termos do vocabulário fixo. Por sua vez,
cada componente desse vetor-documento assumiu um valor
inteiro igual à contagem de frequência do respectivo termo
do vocabulário no documento representado pelo vetor. Por
fim, é importante mencionar que a escolha do tamanho do
vocabulário em relação ao corpus processado é um fator
relevante para a etapa seguinte – a modelagem LDA. Assim,
a referência de um experimento que utilizou LDA sobre o
mesmo dataset da Reuters ([2]) foi adotada e o tamanho do
vocabulário extraı́do nesse trabalho serviu de parâmetro.

3Ver http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/reuters21578/reuters21578.html
4Foi utilizado o NLTK v. 2.0b9, disponı́vel em http://nltk.org

B. Modelagem de tópicos

Para a modelagem de tópicos foi utilizado o modelo La-
tent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), por conta dos resultados
satisfatórios em relação a outras técnicas de extração de
tópicos (ver [2]) e pelos desafios à visualização dos dados
multiatributos gerados por esse modelo. A opção pelo uso de
um conjunto de dados standard está relacionada ao foco da
pesquisa e ao esforço que teria sido necessário para ajuste de
parâmetros na modelagem de tópicos LDA. Ao fazer uso de
um conjunto de dados conhecido, foi possı́vel se basear em
estudos de referência já realizados para a calibragem daqueles
parâmetros.

As duas entradas necessárias para a modelagem LDA são
um vocabulário fixo e a representação vetorial do corpus em
função desse vocabulário. Com esses dois insumos obtidos
na etapa anterior de processamento, no terceiro componente
do pipeline (modelagem de tópicos) foi utilizada a biblioteca
Gensim ([3], a qual está disponı́vel em ambiente Python e foi
concebida para a modelagem de tópicos a partir de coleções
de documentos.

As principais saı́das do modelo LDA são os vetores-tópico
(a distribuição sobre os termos do vocabulário fixo que carac-
teriza cada tópico, a qual também é chamada de distribuição
lambda) e os vetores-documento com a composição temática
dos mesmos (a distribuição de probabilidades da ocorrência
de cada tópico para um dado documento, a qual também é
chamada de distribuição theta).

Para a visualização de um tópico, pode-se utilizar a técnica
conhecida como Wordcloud (Figura 1). A saı́da com a
caracterização dos tópicos obtida após do modelo LDA é na-
turalmente “consumida” por esses algoritmos que exibem uma
“nuvem” de palavras, pois os mesmos requerem justamente
uma lista de palavras a ser visualizada e um valor numérico
associado a cada um desses termos.

Figura 1. Visualização numa wordcloud de tópico obtido a partir do Reuters-
21578.

C. Transformação dos dados

No quarto componente do pipeline, entre as operações de
transformação estão a agregação, a ordenação e a filtragem de
dados.

No algoritmo de agregação de dados desenvolvido, utilizou-
se como entrada os vetores com as proporções de cada tópico



para cada documento obtidos após modelagem LDA sobre
o dataset Reuters-21578, ou seja, a representação vetorial
dos documentos em função de sua composição temática (a
distribuição theta anteriormente apresentada). Outro insumo
da base de dados que foi utilizado para a transformação de
agregação foi a data (com o horário) associada a cada um
dos documentos no dataset de notı́cias da agência Reuters
processado. Diferentemente de outras séries temporais nas
quais o intervalo entre as medições das variáveis observadas
é constante, no caso de corpus de notı́cias o momento de
veiculação das mesmas pelas empresas de mı́dia naturalmente
pode se dar de qualquer forma no tempo e produzir intervalos
de tamanhos distintos entre a publicação de documentos
sucessivos. Por conta desta frequência irregular na geração dos
dados na origem, para a aplicação foi necessária a utilização
de uma estrutura de dados que guardasse o vetor com as
proporções dos tópicos para cada documento e ainda a data
e horário associado a cada um desses documentos. Com essa
estrutura, foi possı́vel “recortar” a matriz com a representação
vetorial da composição temática dos documentos em intervalos
de tempo, ao invés de intervalos de n-documentos. Ao seleci-
onar o intervalo de tempo fixo desejado (por mês, por semana,
por dia ou por qualquer outro intervalo arbitrariamente defi-
nido), obteve-se o dado agregado pela soma dos vetores dos
documentos contidos em cada intervalo correspondente.

Como as saı́das obtidas na modelagem LDA não especi-
ficam nenhuma correlação entre os tópicos, não é possı́vel
extrair diretamente do modelo uma ordem entre os mes-
mos. Por isso, nas aplicações que fazem uso do modelo
Latent Dirichlet Allocation é preciso desenvolver algoritmos
adicionais para se chegar a uma relação entre tópicos que
permita a ordenação dos mesmos. O algoritmo implantado5

para definição de maior ou menor proximidade entre os tópicos
se baseia na coocorrência entre os mesmos no corpus e executa
os seguintes passos:

• Para cada tópico, um vetor com a probabilidade de
ocorrência desse tópico ao longo dos documentos é
construı́do.

• Para cada par de tópicos (i,j), a distância entre as
distribuições que caracterizam os tópicos i e j é calculada
através da medida Kullback–Leibler (KL)6

• Sobre a matriz simétrica de distâncias KL construı́da no
passo anterior é aplicado Escalonamento Multidimensio-
nal (MDS)

• A primeira dimensão da solução MDS é então utilizada
para se obter ordem para os tópicos.

O algoritmo descrito acima constrói uma ordem entre os
tópicos de acordo com coocorrência nos documentos. Para
a visualização de dados, o ordenamento prévio é bastante
desejável, pois facilita a identificação de padrões (os quais

5Baseado no ordenamento de tópicos do Matlab Topic Modeling Toolbox
1.4

6Kullback–Leibler (KL) é uma medida não-simétrica da diferença entre
duas distribuições de probabilidade P e Q. A medida KL simétrica é obtida
diretamente por [D(P‖Q) + D(Q‖P)] * 0.5.

nesse caso são padrões de coocorrência de tópicos numa
coleção de documentos).

Ainda no componente de transformação dos dados, para
priorizar a representação dos tópicos mais importantes do
corpus – aqueles aos quais estão associados valores numéricos
mais altos no conjunto de dados – e, ainda, para produzir
representações visuais mais compactas e legı́veis, optou-se
pela filtragem de dados abaixo de um valor limite que pôde
ser configurado livremente na aplicação. A escolha do valor
para o limiar se deu de duas formas. A primeira foi a
localização de referências em pesquisas semelhantes7 e dos
respectivos valores que foram adotados nesses trabalhos para
filtrar elementos antes da visualização. Dentre as referências
consultadas, destaca-se a aplicação Paralleltopics ([6]), a qual
também fez uso do modelo LDA e onde valores abaixo de 0.3
não foram representados nas visualizações geradas. A segunda
forma de obtenção do valor limite foi a avaliação empı́rica dos
resultados obtidos nos gráficos gerados a partir do conjunto de
dados utilizados.

III. VISUALIZAÇÃO

Figura 2. Apresentação dos componentes da técnica de visualização Bubble
Timeline. No eixo horizontal está representado o tempo e no vertical estão
os tópicos. Para cada tópico foi definida uma cor diferente. A variação de
intensidade de cor em cada cı́rculo do gráfico representa a variação dos valores
entre 0 e 1 da probabilidade de ocorrência de cada tópico ao longo do tempo.
Adicionalmente, na parte inferior do gráfico há uma barra horizontal que
indica o tópico mais presente a cada ponto do tempo. Nessa barra, foi utilizado
o mesmo código de cores da figura principal posicionada logo acima.

O desenvolvimento do quinto e último componente do
pipeline proposto, o de visualização de dados, esteve orientado
por dois objetivos. O primeiro foi a construção de um ambiente
que permitisse a visualização de um mesmo conjunto de dados
através de mais de uma técnica, para efeito comparativo. O
segundo objetivo foi investigar a aplicabilidade das técnicas de
visualização escolhidas em situações onde há muita agregação
de dado e, de forma oposta, em situações de análise dos dados
em maior nı́vel de detalhe e aproximação, com pouca ou
nenhuma agregação dos dados.

A primeira técnica desenvolvida, a qual recebeu o nome de
Bubble Timeline, mapeia os valores da presença de cada tópico

7Em [4] e [5] também houve filtragem dos dados através da escolha de
valores-limite para a visualização de dados obtidos por modelagem LDA.



sucessivamente no tempo em cı́rculos de tamanho variado e
distinguidos por cor (Figura 2).

O raio desses cı́rculos é obtido a partir da raiz quadrada do
valor do conjunto de dados a ser representado, o que faz com
que haja correspondência entre a variação linear dos valores
no dataset e a variação quadrática da área de um cı́rculo.
Cada valor do conjunto de dados é representado por um único
cı́rculo e esses estão posicionados ao longo do eixo horizontal
de maneira subsequente e igualmente espaçados, ocasionando
sobreposição entre cı́rculos e gerando uma forma única para
intervalos de tempo com presença de um tópico ao longo
desse espaço de tempo. O mesmo eixo horizontal representa a
dimensão do tempo, a qual cresce da esquerda para a direita do
gráfico. Cada tópico está localizado ao longo de uma “linha”
do eixo vertical, ou seja, a área ocupada por um mesmo tópico
não se sobrepõe a de outro e a posição vertical dos cı́rculos
que representam os valores da proporção de um mesmo tópico
ao longo do tempo é fixa.

A segunda técnica de visualização utilizada, a qual se deu
pelo uso de um Streamgraph disponı́vel na biblioteca de
visualização D3js 8, foi escolhida pela diferente abordagem na
representação dos dados em relação à técnica anterior. Agora,
o que se tem é uma técnica que responde bem às tarefas
de visualização de fenômenos contı́nuos em séries temporais,
pois os algoritmos de interpolação dessa técnica permitem a
obtenção de curvas a partir de datasets com dados discretos.
Outra razão para a escolha do Streamgraph foi a sua larga
adoção em aplicações de visualização da evolução de tópicos
([4], [6], [7], [8], [9]). Também é notável a capacidade de
geração de visualizações compactas através dessa técnica e
dos respectivos algoritmos utilizados, pois mesmo na presença
de conjuntos de dados que excedam a quantidade de pixels
disponı́veis para visualização em tela o resultado é ajustado
à largura de exibição disponı́vel, o que usualmente é possı́vel
em visualização de dados por agregação ou sampling.

IV. RESULTADOS

Com duas técnicas de visualização em mãos, a etapa
seguinte foi a exploração de dados em diferentes nı́veis de
resolução através daquelas técnicas para o estudo do alcance
das mesmas. Para esse estudo, foi necessária a utilização de
um dataset maior com 300 mil textos do New York Times (9)
e datas de veiculação simuladas, pois as mesmas não estavam
disponı́veis no conjunto de dados utilizado.

A partir do conjunto de 300 mil documentos da base do
NY Times, foram selecionados intervalos de tempo cada vez
menores para aproximação e exibição dos dados em maior
nı́vel de detalhe (Figuras 3, 4 e 5). Nos 3 casos, no eixo
horizontal está representado o tempo e no vertical estão os
tópicos. Em cada figura, para representar cada tópico foi
utilizada uma cor diferente.

A exibição dos dados em diferentes nı́veis de resolução
através do Streamgraph mostrou a perda de legibilidade dessa

8Foi utilizada a biblioteca D3.js v. 3.4.1.
9Ver http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Bag+of+Words

Figura 3. Uso do Streamgraph para visualização de um intervalo de 2 anos
(agregado por semana) do dataset do NYTimes.

Figura 4. Uso do Streamgraph para visualização de um intervalo de 6 meses
(agregado por dia) do dataset do NYTimes.

Figura 5. Uso do Streamgraph para visualização de um intervalo de 1 mês
(agregado por hora) do dataset do NYTimes.

técnica a medida que o nı́vel de zoom aumenta. Os requi-
sitos para representação dos dados em diferentes nı́veis de
agregação variam de acordo com as tarefas de visualização
envolvidas (exploração de detalhes ou visão geral da coleção,
por exemplo) e não podem ser atendidos por uma única
técnica de visualização. Como o Streamgraph é orientado à



representação de fenômenos contı́nuos em séries temporais –
já que o algoritmo de interpolação gera uma curva que exibe
de forma contı́nua dados que originalmente foram processados
a partir de um conjunto discreto – tem-se que quando há muita
aproximação (zoom in) para exploração dos dados em baixo
nı́vel de resolução a solução contı́nua falha e a interpolação
distorce de maneira significativa o conjunto de dados e seus
respectivos valores que estão sendo representados. Nesse
cenário, o desvio entre o dado da base e as curvas construı́das
é significativo, somado a problemas de perda de legibilidade
já mencionados.

Para representar o dado no maior nı́vel de aproximação, a
técnica que não faz uso de interpolação, mas exibe o dado a
partir de cı́rculos de tamanhos variados é a mais adequada.
Essa técnica diminui o desvio em relação aos valores ori-
ginais na presença de um número insuficiente de elementos
no dataset que possam levar à simulação de um fenômeno
contı́nuo a partir de um número adequado de representantes
no correspondente discreto representado.

V. CONSIDERAÇÕES FINAIS

Sobre o problema estudado de visualização do fluxo de
tópicos observou-se a presença de requisitos de visualização
conflitantes para diferentes resoluções dos dados, o que levou à
investigação em detalhe das formas de manipulação e exibição
daqueles. Dessa investigação, a hipótese defendida foi a de
que o uso integrado de mais de uma técnica de visualização
de acordo com a resolução do dado amplia as possibilidades
de exploração do objeto em estudo em relação ao que seria
obtido através de apenas uma técnica.

As oportunidades de futuros desenvolvimentos vislumbradas
a partir dos resultados do trabalho estão ligadas à pesquisa de
técnicas de visualização mistas que se adaptem à resolução
do dado em ambientes interativos, particularmente para a
visualização de dados esparsos ordenados. Um sistema com-
pleto de visualização do fluxo de tópicos com essa carac-
terı́stica adaptativa poderia fazer uso de técnicas de curvas
interpoladas que simulam a continuidade em nı́veis mais altos
de resolução dos dados, mas a medida que essa resolução
diminuı́sse a transição para técnica de visualização mais
adequada se daria automaticamente.

Sobre as indicações apresentadas para futuro desenvolvi-
mento de aplicações, as mesmas estão limitadas a ambi-
entes interativos. Outra limitação do trabalho está relacio-
nada à ausência de testes das soluções apresentadas com
usuários, ainda que os métodos de validação de pesquisas
em visualização de dados frequentemente careçam de maior
robustez.

Para reprodução dos resultados da pesquisa e teste das
hipóteses defendidas, os códigos que deram origem às
visualizações exibidas no trabalho estão disponı́veis em:

http://github.com/brunoschneider/mestrado fgv emap
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Abstract—Machine learning consists of concepts and tech-
niques that enable computers to improve their performance with
experience, i.e., enable computers to “learn” from data. Data
clustering (or just clustering) is one of its main topics, which aims
to group data according to their similarities. Regardless of its
simple definition, clustering is a complex computational task. The
class of natural phenomena known as collective behavior has also
attracted much interest. This is due to the observation that global
patterns may spontaneously arise from local interactions among
large groups of individuals, what is know as self-organization (or
“emergence”). Interesting examples can be seen on the collectively
coordinated motion of large flocks of birds and schools of fish. The
objective of the present work was to develop clustering techniques
based on collective behavior1. Each dataset item corresponds
to an individual. Once the local interactions are defined, the
individuals begin to interact with each other. It is expected that
the patterns arising from these interactions match the patterns
originally present in the dataset. More than just providing new
machine learning techniques, this research has tried to show how
the techniques behave in different scenarios, in an effort to show
where lies the advantage of using collective dynamics in the design
of such techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

Briefly, machine learning is the field responsible for the
development of methods that make computers able to improve
their performance, on a given task, throughout past examples
or experiences [1]–[4]. In other words, it is the field responsible
for making computers able to “learn” from data. It has many
applications, such as: data mining, face and speech recognition,
and robotics [1]–[4].

Learning methods can be divided into supervised and
unsupervised [1]–[4]. Classification tasks fit themselves in
supervised learning (also known as predictive learning). They
work with collections of previously classified data. The goal
is to find a function to be later used to classify new data. On
the other hand, unsupervised learning (or descriptive learning)
starts from collections of unclassified data, in which there
are no previously established classes. The goal is to find out
patterns that govern the distribution of the data. Data clustering
(or simply clustering) appears as one of the unsupervised
learning tasks and, as its name suggests, tries to group the data
according to their similarity [5]–[7]. Although the objective
seems to be simple — to group the data according to their
similarity —, clustering is a computationally complex problem

1This paper relates to a M.Sc. dissertation developed at the Institute of
Mathematics and Computer Science, University of São Paulo (São Carlos, SP,
Brazil).

[5]–[7]. Besides supervised and unsupervised, there is also the
semi-supervised learning, which starts from a mixture of some
labeled (classified) data among a lot of others that have not
received any label yet [8], [9].

Vicsek & Zafeiris [10] describe various natural systems
that are able to exhibit coordinated motion of a large group of
individuals. Starting from relatively simple individuals, such
as macromolecules, passing through colonies of bacteria, up
to big mammals, it is shown that all these groups are able to
exhibit collectively coordinated motion from relatively simple
interactions among their individuals. Actually, this collective
motion is the manifestation of a more general class of phenom-
ena: the collective behavior. According to Vicsek & Zafeiris,
the most noticeable characteristic of the collective behavior is
that the actions of a single individual are dominated by the
influence of its neighbors.

Under certain circumstances, a globally organized pattern
may arise from such collective behavior. This is an outcome
of a self-organization. So this self-organization is characterized
by the appearance of global patterns originated spontaneously
from the local interactions among the individuals that make up
the system. This phenomenon is precisely known as emergence
[10]–[15]. Amazing examples can be seen on the collectively
coordinated motion of large flocks of birds and schools of fish.
One of the major challenges on modeling these systems is that
it is not possible to “program” the global pattern, just because
it “emerges” from the local interactions.

This master’s dissertation takes the hypothesis that collec-
tive dynamical systems are a powerful mechanism for solving
a wide range of computational complex problems, which
includes the machine learning tasks. Their decentralized nature
makes themselves robust and flexible, something desirable
in machine learning tasks, in which the data usually carry
imprecision and noise.

The goal of this work was to develop clustering techniques
based on collective dynamical systems. These techniques take
a set of data items as input. Each item corresponds then to an
individual of the system. So they are placed to interact with
each other, such that the groups emerge due to an organization
achieved by the data items themselves. However, in this work
we tried not only to propose new learning techniques, but
primarily, by means of many simulations and illustrations, to
show how these techniques behave in different scenarios, in
an effort to show where lies the advantage of using collective
dynamics in the design of the techniques.



In the following section, one of the proposed techniques
from the dissertation is presented, along with its results. More
details, as well as other techniques, can be found in the
corresponding dissertation (in Portuguese) and publications. In
Sec. III, the publications resulting from this master’s program
are listed. Finally, Sec. IV concludes the paper.

II. CLUSTERING VIA DYNAMICS IN SPACE OF EXTENDED
FEATURES

It is presented here, briefly, one of the techniques which
has been developed during the master’s program. We start
with a formal description of the proposed model. Then, some
empirical results are presented.

Initially, each data item is assigned an information state,
what will also be called extended features or simply state2.
As the process advances, each item exchanges its information
with surrounding items. The distance between each pair of data
defines their degree of interaction. This interaction is reduced
as the distance becomes larger, being positive for nearby items
and negative for distant ones. Positive interaction tends to
approximate the information states, whereas the negative one
tends to push them apart. It is expected that, for a proper choice
of parameters, the system is lead to a stationary configuration
where similar data keep their information states similar as well.

Strictly speaking, this process alone does not characterize
a clustering algorithm. No partition is generated from the data.
Instead, it takes the data in their original space (the space of
original features) and maps them into a new space named space
of extended features. Then the data items inside this new space
are expected to be more easily grouped. In order to complete
the process, a clustering algorithm is then applied on the data
inside the new extended space. The experiments conducted in
this work have employed k-means, which is a very popular
clustering algorithm [2], [5]–[7], [16].

Let m be the number of features which describe the data.
Then each data item (object) oi is given by the vector

oi =
(
oi,1, oi,2, . . . , oi,m

)
(1)

where each component oi,k is a real-valued feature. Let n be
the number of data and t the iteration index of the dynamical
system, such that t = 0 represents the initial state of the
system. Each data item is then binded to a vector of extended
features ei(t),

ei(t) =
(
ei,1(t), ei,2(t), . . . , ei,n(t)

)
(2)

where each component ei,k(t) represents a real-valued ex-
tended feature of data item i at iteration t. Notice that, unlike
the original features, their extended features change along
time. A degree of interaction inter(oi,oj) is defined for each
pair of data. It is just the function that makes nearby data
to maintain positive interaction and distant ones to maintain
negative interaction.

2Throughout the dissertation, the term energy state has been employed.
However, this term caused some confusion when this issue was later discussed
among researchers from other fields, specially physicists. That is because the
term “energy” used here is just an analogy, and does not try to rigorously
reflect the physical concept of energy. In order to avoid new confusions, we
chose to name it just information state, extended features, or simply state,
instead of energy state.

The system’s evolution is then governed by

ei,k(0) =

{
0 para i 6= k
1 para i = k

(3)

ei,k(t+ 1) = ei,k(t) + α
∑
oj

(
ej,k(t)− ei,k(t)

)
inter(oi,oj)

(4)

where oj represents all the other data items and α determines
the process’ precision.

Results from one of the experiments are presented in Fig. 1.
Three parameters are part of the model and are analyzed
in the figure: β, γ, and “zero at”. They appear in function
inter(oi,oj), whose details can be seen in the corresponding
dissertation (in Portuguese) or paper [17]. In order to measure
the quality of the resulting partition, Rand index was employed
[7]. This index results in values in interval [0; 1], such that
values near 1 indicate better partitions.

The original dataset is shown in fig. (a). It is composed of
two classes: a gaussian surrounded by a ring. One of the best
results obtained by the proposed technique is shown in fig. (b).
One can see that the obtained groups (clusters) reflect very
well the classes that have originated the dataset. Notice, in the
original dataset, the presence of some items from the gaussian
but completely mixed among the ring, thus preventing Rand
index from reaching its maximum value. Since k-means is
sensitive to its initialization and is prone to get trapped in very
poor local minima [2], [5]–[7], [16], all the obtained indices
are the average of the best 10 results among 50 executions of
k-means algorithm.

It is important to note that applying k-means algorithm
directly on the original dataset would be useless, because it
is not able to distinguish classes of such spatial pattern [2],
[5]–[7], [16]. On the other hand, applying k-means on the
new set of extended vectors which are transformed by the
proposed technique can achieve very good results. Looking
at fig. (f), one can also observe that the dynamical system is
lead to a stationary configuration where data items from the
same class tend to keep their information states closer than
items from distinct classes. This separation of the information
states achieved by the data themselves on such a decentralized
way (self-organization) is what ultimately allows for k-means
algorithm to reach its good performance.

A variant of this model has also been studied in the
dissertation. It establishes a very small number of dimensions
for the space of extended features. Doing so makes the
technique much faster, but demands some adaptation. For
example, instead of setting each extended vector to be linearly
independent from all the others at t = 0 (Eq. 3), now the
vectors are assigned random initial values. This new dynamical
model is then given by

ei,k(0) = N (0, 1) (5)

ei,k(t+1) = ei,k(t)+α ·
∑
oj

inter(oi,oj)·(ej,k(t)−ei,k(t))·

·


‖ei(t)− ej(t)‖ if inter(oi,oj) > 0

1
‖ei(t)− ej(t)‖

if inter(oi,oj) < 0
(6)
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Fig. 1. Results from one of the experiments. (a): Original dataset. (b): One of the best results, namely, one of that for β = 3, γ = 2 and zero at 2.2. (c), (d)
and (e): Results from different combinations of β and γ. (f): Evolution of the process for β = 3, γ = 2 and zero at 2.2. There are the quartile 1 (Q1), median
and quartile 3 (Q3) of the distances between the information states of all the pairs of objects, divided into pairs of the same class (intra-class) and different
classes (inter-class).
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Fig. 2. (Color) Evolution of the information exchanging dynamics on a two-dimensional dataset composed of two gaussians. The information state (extended
features) of each item is denoted by circles of different colors (vector direction) and different sizes (distance from the origin). The upper-left figure shows the
initial state of the system, where each extended vector is assigned a random value (diverse colors and sizes). The remaining figures display other three instants.

where N (0, 1) denotes a random value from a normal distri-
bution of mean 0 and variance 1, and ‖ei(t)− ej(t)‖ denotes
the euclidean distance between extended vectors ei and ej .

The following empirical results try to both visually il-
lustrate how the system works and to present its potential
to cluster the data. The visualization of the dynamics of
this information exchanging process has been designed as
follows. Two-dimensional datasets (two features) have been
employed, thus each data item is directly plotted on a plane.
Each data item is denoted by a circle whose color is related
to the item’s information state. A three-dimensional space
of extended features has been used as well, thus making it
possible to map each dimension to a different RGB color
component. Moreover, the area of each circle is proportional
to the distance between the extended features vector and the
origin of the corresponding space (euclidean distance). That is,
the bigger the circle, the farther the vector is from the origin.

Results from a simulation over an artificial dataset com-
posed of two gaussians are given in Fig. 2. Also, the arrange-
ment of the extended vectors at t = 5000 is shown in Fig. 3. In
this particular case, applying k-means on the original dataset,
without using the proposed technique, results in a Rand index
0,889. On the other hand, applying k-means at the end of
the process (t = 5000), but this time on the set of extended
features, results in 0,949. In both cases, the obtained indices
are the average of the best 10 results among 50 executions of

k-means algorithm.

One may notice that, at the beginning, the vectors of
extended features approach the origin, something evidenced
by the small circles. Then the vectors spread and, after some
more time, they exhibit a reasonable stable behavior. This
phenomenon has been observed in all the performed simu-
lations. It is expected that, when the system reaches such a
stable state, the vectors are separated according to the classes
which originated them. Indeed, it is evidenced by the colors
taken by the data. Again, this separation of the information
states achieved by the data themselves on such a decentralized
way is what allows for k-means algorithm to reach its good
performance.

Other approaches have been studied throughout the dis-
sertation as well. For example, a technique where the data
themselves move around the space of original features. This
technique, in particular, has been applied to semi-supervised
learning tasks. The dissertation also carries a study and dis-
cussion about the computational complexity of the proposed
techniques, as well as means to optimize them.

III. PUBLICATIONS

As a result from this master’s program, the following
papers have been published and/or accepted for publication:



Fig. 3. (Color) The space of extended features in three different projections (RxG, BxG, and RxB), corresponding to the instant t = 5000 of the system
presented in Fig. 2. The trajectory of each vector is displayed. The vectors (and their trajectories) are separated by different colors, corresponding to the different
classes which originated the data: red for the smaller left-hand gaussian and blue for the bigger one.

1) Roberto A. Gueleri, Thiago H. Cupertino, André
C.P.L.F. de Carvalho, and Liang Zhao. A flocking-
like technique to perform semi-supervised learn-
ing. Accepted for publication in the “2014 In-
ternational Joint Conference on Neural Networks
– World Congress on Computational Intelligence
(IJCNN/WCCI 2014), Beijing, China”. (CAPES
Qualis A2)

2) Thiago H. Cupertino, Roberto A. Gueleri, and Liang
Zhao. A semi-supervised classification technique
based on interacting forces. Published in the journal
“Neurocomputing”. Vol. 127, p. 43–51, year 2014.
DOI: 10.1016/j.neucom.2013.05.050 (CAPES Qualis
A1)

3) Roberto Alves Gueleri & Liang Zhao. An Energy
Exchanging Mechanism for Data Clustering. Pub-
lished in the proceedings of the “2012 Brazilian
Symposium on Neural Networks – Brazilian Confer-
ence on Intelligent Systems (SBRN/BRACIS 2012),
Curitiba, PR”. DOI: 10.1109/SBRN.2012.34 (CAPES
Qualis B3)

4) Roberto Alves Gueleri & Liang Zhao. Agrupamento
de Dados baseado em Dinâmica de Troca de En-
ergia. Published in the proceedings of the “Encontro
Nacional de Inteligência Artificial – Congresso da

Sociedade Brasileira de Computação (ENIA/CSBC),
2011, Natal, RN”. P. 418–429. (CAPES Qualis B4)

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

All the work resulting from this master’s dissertation have
tried to show the potential on using collective dynamical
systems to solve computational complex tasks such as those
from machine learning. The decentralized, self-organized na-
ture of the proposed techniques seems to be promising when
applied on tasks which involve, for example, imprecision and
noise, what are usual in machine learning. Also, the generated
information throughout the dynamical process — values of
the system’s variables — is rich and its analysis may reveal
valuable characteristics regarding the data, although it is a
broader study yet to be done.
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Abstract—Images of the inner anatomy are essential for clinical
practice. To establish a correlation between them is an important
procedure for diagnosis and treatment. In this paper, we propose
an approach to correlate within-modality 2D and 3D data from
ordinary acquisition protocols based solely on the pixel/voxel
information. First, we explored the similarity problem between
medical images using a 2-step technique that settles the com-
promise between processing speed and precision of two known
approaches. We evaluated its quality and applicability and we ex-
tended the method to use similarity analysis to, given an arbitrary
slice image (2D), find the location of this slice within the volume
data (3D). The solution minimizes the virtually infinite number
of possible cross section orientations and uses optimizations to
reduce the computational workload and output accurate results.
The matching is displayed in a volumetric three-dimensional
visualization fusing the 3D with the 2D. An experimental analysis
demonstrated that despite the computational complexity of the
algorithm, the use of severe data sampling allows achieving a
great compromise between performance and accuracy even when
performed with low gradient intensity datasets.

Keywords-2D-3D Image fusion; Medical images; Volumetric
visualization; Within-modality registration;

I. INTRODUCTION

Images of the inner anatomy are essential for clinical
practice as they support diagnosis, surgery planning, lesions
characterization and physiological studies to treat human
diseases. Several image acquisition modalities are available,
they emphasize different internal body structures (anatomical
or functional) and present varied number of dimensions. Some
of them are captured and analyzed in real-time, others through
batch processes for posterior analysis. Computed tomography
(CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultrasound, x-ray
and laparoscopic images are the most common. Virtual three-
dimensional representations of datasets from MRI and CT,
segmentation and classification of organs functional segments,
similarity analysis and image registration are some examples
of data analysis performed with this information.

To establish a correlation between medical images from
multiple sources is an important procedure for diagnosis and
treatment. While within-modality image correlation allows fol-
lowing disease evolution, cross-modality correlation permits to
combine a perception of the different structures visible in either
modality. Fusion of computed tomography (CT) and ultrasound
(US), for example, can improve the diagnostic value to an extent

Fig. 1. Skull cross-sectioned based on an input 2D image. Plane position
and orientation is calculated and the result visualized in 3D.

beyond the sum of the individual modalities [1]. Despite its
importance, this correlation procedure is most often performed
manually in clinical practice. The physician’s confidence
in a lesion identification and classification with multimodal
acquisition sources is still a challenging clinical procedure [2].
Results are then quite dependent of the physician’s skills. It
is expected that fast and accurate automatic medical image
correlation of within-modality and cross-modality can lead to
an improved diagnosis and treatment. Image features captured
in different timestamps or with different imaging devices would
be highlighted in a fused single view, increasing accuracy in
diseases localization and precise apparatus placement in lesion
ablation. Solutions for a variety of images correlations have
been proposed and widely explored (see section I-A).

Goal: In this paper, we design an approach to correlate
within-modality 2D and 3D data from ordinary acquisition
protocols based solely on the pixel/voxel information. Our
method uses similarity analysis to, given an arbitrary slice
image (2D), find the location of this slice within the volume
data (3D). Our solution minimizes the virtually infinite number
of possible cross section orientations and uses optimizations to
reduce the computational workload and output accurate results.
Volumetric rendering techniques are applied for visualization.
The volumetric medical image is cross-sectioned to highlight
the 2D image location.

http://www.inf.ufrgs.br/~jggrandi


Contributions: Following the technical contributions of
this thesis are summarized: a 2-step algorithm for multi-
dimesional medical images matching; a multidimensional
similarity search for 2D-3D data correlation and fusion, sets of
experiments performed to evaluate the quality and applicability
of our methods and a visualization tool that integrates real-time
volumetric rendering of dataset cross-sectioned with arbitrary
plane image.

Outline of this paper: After the technical background,
section II, the next two sections we deal with the investigation,
implementation and evaluation of two medical image matching
techniques: Two-Step technique (section III) to match within-
modality medical image in orthogonal planes and a method to
match arbitrary plane images within volumetric data(section
IV). The discussion, conclusion and next research cycles are
in section VI.

A. Related work

Several previous works address the image correlation/registra-
tion problem. This section focus on 2D-3D image correlation
techniques and discuss only the most closely related works. For
a more comprehensive analysis of related works, the surveys by
Maintz and Viergever [3], Khalifa et al. [4] and Mani et al. [5]
present several works focused on medical image registration.

Wein et al. [1] developed a technique to automatically register
US images with CT. The US transducer position is tracked with
magnetic sensors and a 3D sweep acquisition is performed.
To accomplish a successful match against the modalities, they
simulate medical ultrasound effects from CT data and elaborate
a robust similarity function. The registration was tested in 25
patients with average registration error of 8.1mm in relation to
the ground truth, which is too high for precise interventional
navigation.

Scharfe et al. [6] addressed functional and structural data reg-
istration. They register 2D PET scans with MRI. They propose
an implementation of the normalized mutual information (NMI)
similarity criteria on a cell broadband engine (CBE), which
allows multi-core processing in a PS3 game console. However,
the images are captured only in the axial plane, reducing the
problem to 2D-2D slice matching.

Nikas et al. [7] coregister intraoperative ultrasonography
with MRI using an optical 3D tracker. The tracker records
the patient’s head position and the US transducer position to
define the rigid transformations between them. In the same
direction, Crocetti et al. [8] use a comercial real-time CT-US
fusion system in targeting and subsequent radiofrequency (RF)
ablation of a liver target. They register the real organ with the
CT images using fiducial markers to calibrate the coordinate
systems. The position of the US transducer is electromagnetic
tracked.

While these works confirm the medical interest for fusing
different data sources, they either rely on invasive fiducials or
complex tracking infrastructure for registration. Our method,
instead, use only pixel and voxel information.

II. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

In this section we are going to detail three image similarity
approaches, mean squared error, peak signal-to-noise ratio and
structural similarity as they are useful for the understanding
of the paper.

A. Mean squared error

Mean squared error (MSE) is a simple and popular error
sensitivity metric, it is computed by averaging the squared
intensity of the pixel differences in two images, normally
one is the reference image and the other is the distorted one.
The result is a quantitative score that describes the degree of
similarity or the level of distortion between them [9].

The MSE between two signals is given by:

MSE =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(xi − yi)2, (1)

where x and y are two images data, N is the number of
signal samples (pixels).The difference between the original and
distorted signals is given by ei = xi − yi.

In the literature of image processing, MSE is often converted
into a peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) measure:

PSNR = 10log10
L2

MSE
, (2)

where L is the dynamic range of allowable image pixel
intensities. The PSNR is useful when comparing images
with different dynamic range, otherwise it does not add new
information relative to the MSE.

B. Structural Similarity Approach

The motivation of the structural similarity (SSIM) approach
is to find a more direct way to compare a reference and a
distorted image. The pixels of natural images have strong
dependencies that carry important information about the
structure of objects in the scene, especially when pixels are
spatially close. In this way, Wang et al. [10] proposed a new
framework to assess image quality, based on the hypothesis
that the human visual system is highly adapted to extract
structural information from images seen. The measure of
structural information change can provide a good approximation
to perceived image distortions. The task is separated into
three comparisons: luminance, contrast and structure. All three
comparisons are mixed into one equation, formulated as:

SSIM(x, y) =
(2µxµy + C1)(2σxy + C2)

(µ2
x + µ2

y + C1)(σ2
x + σ2

y + C2)
, (3)

where µx, σx and µy, σy denote the mean intensity and
standard deviation of images x and y, respectively, while σxy
denote their cross correlation. C1 and C2 are small constant
values used to avoid instability problems when the denominator
is too close to zero.



III. TWO-STEP ALGORITHM FOR MULTIDIMENSIONAL
MEDICAL IMAGES MATCHING

In this section, we explore alternatives to establish correlation
between image and volume medical datasets. We propose an
image similarity analysis methodology to match two- and
three-dimensional images from different sources for enriched
visualization using a two-step approach.

The data are axial slice images from the thorax to the pelvis
of a male human body acquired with a computed tomography
(CT). In total, four datasets from the same individual were
prepared for use in the testing phase. Our datasets were acquired
in one single exam session but using four different phases of
a radiocontrast injected in the patient. The phases are shown
in Fig. 2. The resulting images have 16-bit stored in one
color channel. The pixel data represents luminance values.
The datasets are composed of 140 slices with 512x512 pixels
resolution. The datasets were also scaled down by factors of
two and four. The inter slice distance is 2.5mm.

Fig. 2. Image samples from the four datasets. (a) before contrast. (b) arterial
phase: 30 seconds after the contrast injection, (c) venous phase: 70-90 seconds
post contrast, (d) late phase: 5-10 minutes after.

With the above image characteristics, the goal is to find
a slice in the complete dataset that is the most similar to a
reference input slice without using any additional information.
This can be done by a human specialist, the analysis is rather
effective, but its efficiency worsens as the dataset grows.

We first implemented the PSNR and SSIM algorithms in
C++. Preliminary tests reveled that PSNR is fast but is far from
being precise in many cases and the SSIM is the opposite. We
then developed a new algorithm that settles the compromise
between processing speed and accuracy of the two approaches.
Comparative experiments and results are discussed later in
section III-A. In a first step, PSNR calculation is performed to
quickly create a list of slices that best match with the reference
image. In the second step, SSIM is computed only for the top
ranked slices that resulted from PSNR and reorders them in
the ranking according to their best matches.

A. Image Matching Evaluation

We set up a test protocol to assess and compare the
performance and effectiveness between our 2-step approach,
PSNR and SSIM for predicting similarity. Our concern is that
the algorithms run faster and deliver the best possible results
in the detection of similarity between images. All tests were
conducted with a Intel Core i7-2600@3.4GHz and a GeForce
560Ti and relevant data are logged in runtime.

1) Experimental protocol: For testing purposes, we run the
algorithms many times, each with a different reference image.
Thus, the comparison is performed between all the slices of
one dataset with the other one. The stacks of images are

previously aligned. At every dataset comparison, we store the
most similar slice and its n neighbors sorted in decreasing
order. This information allows to calculate the distance (delta)
to the exact matching. Moreover, it lets us know if the correct
match neighbors are within the rank. The number of ranking
positions, n, directly affects the second step of the 2-STEP.

2) Test variables: The independet variables used in our test
are: dataset resolutions, orthogonal orientation planes, algo-
rithms, datasets radiocontrast phases. The dependent variables
colletected are: runtime, correct match distance and ranking.

3) Precision evaluation: To evaluate the precision, we
arbitrated the comparison of the venous phase dataset against
the late phase. In graph in Fig. 3, PSNR has a high instability
in the beginning of the dataset comparison (slices 1-30). In this
case, the set of best ranked slices does not contain the correct
match. Consequently, the second step of the 2-STEP algorithm
cannot predict the best match successfully, even though the
results are slightly better in the instability zone. The solution
was to increase the number of entries in the slice ranking (from
10 to 20) to increase the chances for the correct match to be
inside. It increased the 2-STEP computation time as it has to
perform more comparisons. The total runtime for this test is
shown in the chart of Fig. 5. The interesting conclusion here
is that 2-STEP performs much faster than SSIM with the same
level of precision.
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Fig. 4. Precision achieved in three distinct resolutions. The results of all
dataset combinations were merged for each resolution. The orientation plane
is in axial view.

4) Dataset resolutions evaluation: This test compares the
runtime and similarity precision obtained with the 2-STEP
algorithm for of all datasets combinations for each resolution.
The results are exposed in the graph of Fig. 4. Notice that,
while the runtime greatly drops, the loss of precision is small
when lowering the resolution. Only with higher resolutions the
parallelization (GPU) makes difference.

IV. MULTIDIMENSIONAL PLANE SEARCH ALGORITHM FOR
2D-3D CORRELATION

The two-step approach (section III) address similarity be-
tween images aligned on one of the three orthogonal planes.
However, in daily practice, the acquisition tend to be outside
the main planes. This occurs especially when image capture is
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user dependent, for example, during ultrasonic imaging. In this
section, we detailed our approach to find the corresponding
location of an arbitrary planar image inside a data volume.
The most similar section will correspond to the planar image
location within the volume.

A. Inputs

Two elements compose the input data for our algorithm:
a 3D volume dataset; a planar image of any size generated
as a subset of the volume aforementioned. We procedurally
generate a random cross section from a volume dataset. The
volume voxels are first mapped in the interval -1 to 1 in x,
y and z. We then generate arbitrary image planes selecting
three non collinear points, p1,p2 and p3. The normal vector ~n
is calculated as ~n = v1(p2, p1)× v2(p3, p1). To complete the
plane equation, the d coefficient is calculated as d = −(~n · p1).
A 2D nearest-neighbor interpolation is then applied to generate
the final image. The plane is always fit inside the volume cube
and has the same resolution.

B. Similarity criteria

Similarity is computed by averaging the squared intensity
of the pixel differences (MSE) in two images, normally one is

the reference image and the other is the distorted one (to be
evaluated). The result is a quantitative score that describes the
degree of similarity or the level of distortion between them.

C. Image-Volume search

The algorithm (Fig. 6) works locally evaluating similarity
between small sub-images and sub-volumes sampled from the
original input data (Sec. IV-A). A size s defines the resolution
of the sub-image (SIs×s) and sub-volume (SVs×s×s). The
similarity of each sampled sub-image is evaluated against nine
oriented planes of the sub-volume (three cardinal planes plus
six intermediary planes) using eq. 1. The nine planes are
ranked by similarity and, if the most similar plane is below a
certain threshold, the voxel position is stored. Besides position,
similarity value and orientation of the most similar plane of
the voxel are also recorded for later use (section IV-D).

D. Plane fitting

After the similarity calculations we need to extract the best
plane that fits all voxels stored in the best match list Lk. The
method is based on the first order 3D plane fitting proposed by
Berkmann [11]. The problem of determining the plane equation
of Lk is a least-square plane fitting estimation. The plane is
represented as a point x and a normal vector ~n, and the distance
from a voxel pi ∈ Lk to the plane is defined as di = (pi −
x).~n. The centroid of Lk is defined as: p̄ = 1

k .
∑k

i=1 pi. The
solution for ~n is given by analyzing the principal components
of Lk. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
C, expressed in eq. 4, are then calculated.

C =
1

k

k∑
i=1

(pi− p̄).(pi− p̄)T , C.~vj = λj . ~vj , j ∈ {0, 1, 2} (4)

The eigenvector ~vj with the smaller eigenvalue is therefore
the approximation of the normal ~n = (nx, ny, nz) or −~n. The
d component of the plane equation is the dot product of ~n and
the p̄ of Lk.



Fig. 6. For each pixel and voxel a square subimage and subvolume with the neighbouring data is taken. Nine image planes with different angles are generated
from the subvolume and their similarity evaluated against the subimage. For each voxel, the most similar subplane among the 9 orientations with every
subimage are stored. After all comparisons, PCA is computed to extract the best fitting plane from the voxels set. The final result is shown in Figure 1.

E. Algorithm Optimization

Two simple optimization strategies were applied in the
algorithm to avoid unnecessary calculations. The first strategy
is based on the knowledge of medical images acquisition.
The surrounding areas of the body are represented as black
pixels in the image. This portions do not contain relevant
information and are excluded from the calculation process. The
second strategy is downsampling the volumetric data. The full
resolution volume is uploaded on memory. A downsampling
factor is stipulated and the algorithm performs the calculations
only in the sampled voxels. Our image-volume search algorithm
(Sec. IV-C) still uses neighbor voxels from the original
resolution to build sub-volumes.

F. Visualization for medical image correlation

The volume is sectioned exactly where the estimated plane
passes through. We can discard the upper voxels or the lower
voxels k of V with Vk · pe > 0 and Vk · pe < 0 respectively.
Then, the original input image can be displayed at that location,
fusing the 3D with the 2D data. Real-time volume visualization
is achieved by direct texture rendering [12]. 3D texture mapping
allows to use trilinear interpolation supported by the graphics
hardware and provides a consistent sampling rate.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We set up a test protocol to assess and compare the
performance and effectiveness of our technique among different
datasets, resolutions and downsample factors. In this section we
detail the metrics used. Our concern is that the algorithm run
faster and deliver the best possible results in terms of finding
the best fitting plane.

A. Experimental setup

The datasets evaluated are shown in Fig. 7. Bucky, Engine
and Random are three general purpose datasets. Random is

Fig. 7. Datasets used in the evaluation.
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Fig. 8. Error in terms of distance vs. runtime in log scale.

composed with randomized intensity values and is hardly
optimized due the lack of black regions. Thorax and Skull are
axial CT datasets of a male human. Thorax was converted from
DICOM to raw data, excluding all metadata. Bucky, engine
and skull can be obtained online [13]. All datasets are stored
in one 8-bit color channel that represents luminance values.
The dataset resolutions and sample factors used in all tests are
listed below:

Resolutions: 128x128x128, 64x64x64 and 32x32x32;
Downsample factors: 1x (original), 2x and 4x for Image

XY, Volume XY and Volume Z.

We defined a notation for quick reference: when we say
Bucky 128 142, it means that the input image has 128x128
pixels and the volume is downsampled from 128x128x128 to
128x32x64 in runtime. The goal of our algorithm is to find
the best fitting plane given a 2D slice as input. However, for
testing purposes, we repeat the execution for a set of 32 input
images taken from one axial plane and 31 arbitrary planes at
different angles. The planes are the same for all tests to allow
comparison among datasets. We store the plane equations of
all input 2D images and use them as the ground truth for
precision evaluation. The error between the input p and the
result q planes is measured with two variables: the mean of
the euclidean distance between the correspondent vertex in
each plane, d(p, q) = (

∑4
i=1(pi − qi)2)/i and angle between

p and q normals, cosα =
n̂p·n̂q

|n̂p||n̂q| . Zero means a perfect match.
The runtime for each execution is measured in seconds and
averaged from the 32 planes. All tests were conducted with a
Intel Core i7-2600@3.4GHz with 8GB of RAM.
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being the fastest. Notice that an excellent time-precision compromise is found
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B. Accuracy-Performance compromise evaluation
Due to the high number of data dimensions it evaluates,

our algorithm has a computational complexity of O(n7).
Nevertheless, we hypothesize that it can obtain consistent
results working on a very reduced set of samples from the
input data.

First, to find out the best downsample combination, we
performed a plane search test with the Random dataset. The
charts in Fig. 8 show the plots of all resolution and downsample
combinations that fit in the interval. The 128 resolution
without downsample is very accurate, but performs in inviable
time (1200s, out of the chart range). Smaller resolutions
and coarser samplings, however, still provide similar high
precision with times up to 3 degrees of magnitude smaller. For
a 200x200x200mm dataset, the normalized error 0.016 obtained
for 32 121 is equivalent to 3.2mm, and it took only 1 sec. Next,
to find out how dataset differences interfere with precision, we
selected the two most accurate and the two fastest downsample
combinations of each resolution for further analysis. These
combinations were evaluated for all datasets and results are
shown in Fig. 9. As expected, Random is the slowest dataset.
Plane distances (errors) are consistent between datasets, except
in part for the upsampled Bucky that presented a higher error
in 128 424.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have investigated means to establish correlation and
fusion of within-modality 2D and 3D medical images based
on only pixel/voxel intensities. First, we approach the problem
of matching 2D and 3D data aligned to anatomical planes.
We optimize the correlation search integrating two similarity
measures into one technique. This two-step approach proved
to have a good compromise between computational coast and
effectiveness to match intra-subject medical data even with
distinct acquisition protocols, especially when parallelized with
GPU threads. Then, we expanded the similarity search to
arbitrary aligned image planes. We minimized the expected
computational cost working with image and volume downscale
and downsample factors combined. The set of experiments
reveled that there are optimal combinations that can be applied

to achieve a balance between precision and performance. The
plane fitting is good enough to correctly match dozens of
arbitrary oriented planes with precision higher than those found
in literature. We believe that in the future, our technique would
be integrated in medical context contributing in the analysis and
operative procedures with a seamless multi-modal visualization.
Nevertheless, due its general formulation, the technique can
be extended and modified to benefit other fields and other data
structures.

Future work: Generalize the algorithms to deal with cross-
modal. We consider the change of the similarity criteria to
an information theory approach, such as mutual information
and simulating one modality into another, as performed by
[1] allowing us to still use pixel/voxel intensity approaches.
To achieve higher performance, some strategies for a more
sophisticate optimizations are: adaptive multi resolution, such
as Powell method, gradient descent or quasi-Newton and KD-
tree space subdivision. Furthermore, the technique can be
boosted up with massive GPU parallelization. We plan to
explore in depth a possible error metric to assess similarity
between arbitrary oriented planes unifying to their position and
orientation error in space.
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Abstract—Following the reduction on radiation doses and
even costs, Computed Tomography (CT) images are acquired
with low photon counting, obtaining projections corrupted by
Poisson noise. Invoking the Central Limit Theorem, the noise
on reconstructed images is approximately Gaussian. Moreover,
it was observed that this noise remains signal-dependent after
the reconstruction. Thus, this work1 proposed to denoise the
reconstructed images, by adopting an a priori contextual model
by using Markov Random Field (MRF), to improve the visual
quality of the image. Basically, for contextual filtering two
approaches were considered. One uses iterative algorithms for
combinatorial optimization such as ICM, GSA and MPM. And
the other uses variations of the Wiener filter by considering
Fisher Information, Separable MRF and Isotropic MRF. Also, to
address the issue of signal-dependent noise, three new methods
for its local variance estimation, as well as ways to consider this
model in the methods were investigated. Furthermore, the use of
Non Local Means method was proposed for a better estimate of
the noise-free image. Finally, several experiments were conducted
on simulated and real CT images and the results showed that
the context and the consideration of signal-dependent noise can
contribute to CT denoising by improving the Signal-to-Noise
Ratio.

Keywords-Markov Random Fields; Wiener Filter; Non Local
Means; Signal-Dependent Noise Estimation; Contextual Image
Denoising; Computed Tomography.

I. INTRODUCTION

Computed Tomography (CT) uses the dangerous ioniz-
ing radiation. Thus, specially in Medicine, the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) established
the ALARA (As Low As Reasonably) principle, wich define
such that radiation dose must be the minimum to obtain a
suitable image. Besides, dose decreases linearly according to
the product of exposure time and tube current. In this way, in
industry, decreasing radiation dose implies decreasing costs.
Therefore, to acquire CT images on low dose is extremely
important.

However, low photon counting due to low exposure time to
the rays of the CT scanner generates projections corrupted by
Poisson noise.

In this PhD thesis, invoking the Central Limit Theorem
we can consider that the noise tends to be Gaussian. Also,

1Ph.D. thesis [1]

analyzing the variances estimated among different tissues (ho-
mogeneous areas), we observed that the noise has not the same
for all regions, but it is a function of the tissues. Therefore, we
verified that the noise is signal-dependent after reconstruction
step. So, we assumed additive, signal-dependent, zero-mean,
Gaussian noise on CT image domain. To estimate this noise,
we developed new methods: two based on previous methods
of the literature and one analytically derived by Maximum
Likelihood Estimation.

The improvement on Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) in CT
images acquired on low doses is essential to enable radiation
dose reduction. For this purpose, denoising methods can be
applied on these images. In this work, we use a Bayesian
approach to denoise CT reconstructed images, by considering a
contextual information provided by the Markov Random Field
(MRF) theory [2], [3]. Basically, the denoising methods used
in this work can be separated in two groups. The first group
consists of the Markovian-Wiener filters such as the Gener-
alized Wiener Filter (GWF) [4] based on Fisher Information
Theory and the Isotropic MRF (IWF) and the Separable MRF
(SWF) [5], [6], that are based on the Orthogonality Princi-
ple [7]. The second group comprises the iterative algorithms
for combinatorial optimization such as Iterated Conditional
Modes (ICM) [8], Game Strategy Approach (GSA) [9] and
Maximizer of the Posterior Marginals (MPM) [10].

Apart from the adaptation of these denoising methods
to consider the estimated variances describing the signal-
dependent noise, the state-of-art method Non Local Means
(NLM) [11], [12] was used to obtain an estimate of the
presmoothing image in Markovian-Wiener filters. The Fig. 1
represents an overview of the methodology used here.

In short, the main contributions of this work resulting
in a improvement in SNR and the visual quality were: 1)
Contextual denoising on CT image domain using three meth-
ods based on Wiener Filter, namely Generalized, Separable
MRF and Isotropic MRF versions, and another three combi-
natorial optimization algorithms, namely ICM [8], GSA [9]
and MPM [10]; 2) A better characterization of the noise on
CT reconstructed image, assuming additive, signal-dependent,
zero-mean, Gaussian noise, including an empirical proof of
the dependency; 3) Development of the three signal-dependent
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Fig. 1. Proposed methodology overview.

noise estimation procedures; 4) The use of the NLM technique
to obtain the estimate of the noise-free image and its insertion
on Wiener-based methods; 5) Denoising methods improve-
ment, specially the iterative ones, to consider the signal-
dependent noise.

In addition, for a better evaluation of the methods and their
parameters, another important contribution of this PhD thesis
was to generate a database of synthetic CT images based on
the CT image formation process.

So, to describe these contributions in more details, the
remainder of this document is organized as follow. Section
2 presents the three proposed methods to estimate the noise.
Section 3 and 4 describe the filters to denoise CT reconstructed
image and the process to generate synthetic CT images,
respectively. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions and
future work.

II. NOISE ESTIMATION METHODS

In this section we present three new methods to estimate the
signal-dependent noise. Two of them, called here Preliminary
and Final, are based on these works [13], [14], [15].

The basic process of these methods consists of the following
steps: 1) Noisy image smoothing, 2) Generation of binary
masks of low frequency components (homogeneous areas),
ignoring edges, 3) Creation of histogram relating grey levels
and noisy pixel values to estimate the variance, 4) Fitting.

Our proposed modifications of these methods try to translate
the empirical manual way to estimate the noise and they are
shown in the two next Subsections. In the last one, the third
technique and its derivation through a statistical formulation
is presented.

A. Preliminary method

The early proposed method to estimate the signal-dependent
noise is represented in the block diagram of Fig. 2.

For the first step, we consider the use of a Gaussian low-
pass filter for smoothing, as was done in [15].

In the second step, we used a Canny edge detector [16].
This choice was motivated after some tests with other edge
detectors, such as Sobel and Prewitt [17]. It was found that
it had a greater ability to detect edges in noisy images. The
final binary mask consists of all pixels in the image, except
the edge pixels defined according to a threshold value.

In turn, the main changes occurred in the third step. First,
the local variances for each pixel were calculated on the
noisy image. A number of bins K is considered to construct
a histogram, where each bin Ki contains

⌈
256
K

⌉
pixels and

intensities
{

(i− 1)
⌈
256
K

⌉
, ..., i

⌈
256
K

⌉
− 1
}

and i = 1, ...,K.
Then, among the pixels that were defined by the binary mask,
for each bin Ki we selected the pixels from the smoothed
image whose intensities belong to this bin. From the noisy
image, the mean of local variances of these pixels were
calculated. Thus, a histogram is produced, with K bins related
the value of pixel intensity corresponding to that bin and the
mean of local variances of all the pixels related to that bin.

And for the last step, a curve fitting the data was defined
by the regression analysis method Cubic Smoothing Spline as
done in [15]. This step is important to avoid outliers. Note
that on edge pixels, the noise was considered null.

It is also worth noting that in case the number of bins
K = 1, we have signal-independent noise. Otherwise, we have
signal-dependent noise.

The values for both the threshold of the edge detector and
the number of bins were defined empirically. Basically, we
chose K close to the number of image segments and the
threshold as high as possible before obtaining a visible amount
of false positives (noise detected as edge). However, a more
detailed analysis for the choice of the parameters is presented
in the thesis [1].

B. Final method

Based on the Preliminary method, some changes have been
proposed to make the estimation more accurate, defining
another new noise estimation method, namely Final method.
This method is illustrated in the block diagram of Fig. 3.

The first change was to use the Non Local Means method to
obtain the presmoothing image, because this method is more
accurate than the mean filter for this noise type.

The second modification was to obtain the edge map from
the smoothed image, because it is more accurate than getting
it from the noisy image. Finally, the variance is no longer
determined by averaging the local variances, but directly as
the variance of the noisy pixels in each bin.

C. Formal method

In this Section, a formal statistical method to estimate the
signal-dependent noise is proposed. For this, inspired by the



Fig. 2. Preliminary method proposed to estimate the signal-dependent noise.

model defined in [18], we consider the following additive
model

yi = xi + ηi(xi), (1)

where yi is the noisy pixel, xi is the noise-free pixel to be es-
timated and ηi(xi) is the Gaussian, signal-dependent (function
of xi) and zero-mean noise, such that ηi ∼ N(0, σ2

ηi), where
the noise variance is σ2

ηi = σ2xi.
Let the probability density function of the likelihood be

given by N(yi|xi;σ2
ηi)

f(yi|xi;σ2) =
1√

2πσ2xi
exp

{
−1

2

(yi − xi)2

σ2xi

}
, (2)

where µi = xi and σ2
ηi = σ2xi are the parameters.

Given this model, we estimate the value of σ2

by Maximum Likelihood. So, let the joint likelihood
f(y1, y2, ..., yN |x1, x2, ..., xN ;σ2) and its logarithm defined

by, respectively

f(y1, y2, ..., yN |x1, x2, ..., xN ;σ2) =

N∏
i=1

f(yi|xi;σ2) (3)

e

L = ln f(y1, y2, ..., yN |x1, x2, ..., xN ;σ2)

=

N∏
i=1

f(yi|xi;σ2)

=

N∑
i=1

ln f(yi|xi;σ2)

=

N∑
i=1

[
− ln

√
2πσ2xi −

1

2

(yi − xi)2

σ2xi

]

= −N ln
√

2π −N lnσ −
N∑
i=1

ln
√
xi



Fig. 3. Final method proposed to estimate the signal-dependent noise.

− 1

2σ2

N∑
i=1

yi −
1

2σ2

N∑
i=1

xi. (4)

Applying the derivative with respect to σ and equating to zero,
we have

dL

dσ
= −N

σ
+

1

σ3

N∑
i=1

y2i
xi
− 2

σ3

N∑
i=1

yi +
1

σ3

N∑
i=1

xi = 0, (5)

where the term to be estimated σ2 is, therefore,

σ2 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

y2i
xi
− 2

N

N∑
i=1

yi+
1

N

N∑
i=1

xi =
1

N

N∑
i=1

y2i
xi
−2ȳ+x̄,

(6)
where ȳ and x̄ correspond to global means of noisy and noise-
free images, respectively, where the last one can be estimated
on the pre-smoothed image by the Non Local Means method,
for example.

Thus, we have the final noise variance, that can be described
by

σ2
ηi =

(
1

N

N∑
i=1

y2i
xi
− 2ȳ + x̄

)
xi. (7)

III. BAYESIAN APPROACHES TO DENOISE CT ON IMAGE
DOMAIN

Basically, to denoise CT reconstructed images in this thesis,
methods based on a Bayesian approach were used. In this
approach, the problem is modeled by a likelihood and an a
priori probability. The likelihood corresponds to an image for-
mation process, that in this work was modeled by a Gaussian,
zero mean, signal-dependent noise. In turn, a priori knowledge
was modeled by Markov Random Field model, defining a
smoothness constraint and producing a contextual filtering.

Markov Random Fields are defined on a neighborhood sys-
tem satisfying two conditions: Markovianity and Positivity [2],
[3]. The former establishes that the conditional probability of a
certain random variable in the field given all the others depends
exclusively of its neighbors. In turn, the latter determines that
any realization of the field has probability higher than zero. In
addition, in practical terms, the local condition probabilities
can given in terms of clique potentials [2] that correspond
to a function of the random variables. This is provided by
the Hammersley-Clifford Theorem [2], that established the
equivalence between MRF and Gibbs Random Fields (GRF),
showing that we can obtain the joint distribution of the field
from the local conditional probabilities (and vice-versa).

Here, the Bayesian methods used can be divided in two
other approaches: Markovian-Wiener and Combinatorial Op-
timization algorithms, that are briefly described in the next
Subsections.

A. Markovian-Wiener Approach

The Wiener filter is the optimum filter in the sense of the
Linear Minimum Mean Square Error (LMMSE) estimate of a
target signal given an observed signal. There are several ap-
proaches for Wiener filter based on different image formation
models.

Both Isotropic and Separable MRF embed Markov Random
Fields in the derivation of the LMMSE estimate that is
based on the Orthogonality Principle (OP) [7], defining IWF
and SWF methods, respectively. Assuming that the image
formation model is additive and that there is no correlation
between noise and image, the solution by OP relates the input
and output autocorrelations matrix. The difference between
SWF and IWF is only in the autocorrelation matrix design.



The central idea is to define it based on an exponential decay
model [5], [6].

It should be observed that, with the use of the Orthogonality
Principle, we supposed uncorrelated signal and noise, which
is an approximation, in view of the signal dependency of the
noise variance.

In turn, the Generalized Wiener Filter (GWF) was designed
in [4] based on Fisher Information minimization estimated on
a Gaussian Markov Random Field (GMRF), with respect to:
1) a certain neighborhood system and 2) the parameter of
spatial dependency (β) of a GMRF. Basically, minimizing the
local observed Fisher Information tends to align the contextual
patterns to the global behavior, whose obtained effect is a
smoothing of the image patches. Besides, it can be highlighted
that the classical Pointwise Wiener Filter [19] is a particular
case of GWF (when α = 1).

Results regarding the methods of this approach were pub-
lished in the paper [20].

B. Combinatorial Optimization Approach

In the scientific community of statistical image analysis, it is
known that the Simulated Annealing method [3] can obtain a
global maximum to the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estima-
tion. However, this method is extremely slow. Thus, there are
some other suboptimal iterative algorithms (that reach a local
minimum) for Bayesian estimation, being discussed here, the
Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM), Game Strategy Approach
(GSA) and Maximizer of Posterior Marginals (MPM).

The ICM algorithm [8] has the main feature being deter-
ministic (dependent on the method initialization). The central
idea here is to estimate locally a MAP solution.

In turn, the GSA algorithm [9] can be understood as making
an analogy with the non-cooperative game theory with n-
players, also with the aim of finding a MAP estimate in a non-
deterministic manner, being less dependent on the initialization
(initial estimate) than the ICM. Basically, the MAP solution
corresponds to achieve a Nash equilibrium.

Finally, unlike the two previous algorithms, the MPM algo-
rithm [10] does not follow a MAP estimate, but an estimate of
the same name, derived from Bayesian Estimation considering
the cost function given by Hamming distance. The marginal
probabilities is usually obtained via simulation of Markov
chains, representing all possible realizations of a random
field methods such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
The most important result for the MPM algorithm, given by
MCMC methods, occurs when a Markov chain reaches its
equilibrium state. In this case, the realizations after this point
correspond to samples from the posterior distributions. Thus,
we have that the marginal posterior distributions can be defined
by the sample mean of these realizations. MPM is considered
an intermediate alternative between the ICM and Simulated
Annealing.

IV. DATABASE OF SYNTHETIC CT IMAGES

For a better evaluation of the proposed methods, in this
thesis a database of synthetic CT Images was generated.

This process is summarized in Fig. 4 and it is based on the
acquisition process of CT.

Thus, five steps are performed to generate the synthetic
images. The first step consider any noise-free image (Lena,
for example) and apply the Radon Transform to obtain the
corresponding sinogram (set of projections) from this image.
The second step considers Beer’s Law to convert this sinogram
in intensities map (from original image).

Now, regarding different radiation doses by definition of
emitted ray intensity (I0), we can obtain different levels of
noise by applying Poisson noise on intensities map I (third
step). Basically, by decreasing I (lower radiation dose), the
noise level increases. This noisy intensities map corresponds
to detected intensities on CT acquisition process. So, applying
the logarithm of ratio between I and I0 (fourth step), we obtain
the noisy sinogram.

In turn, in the final step, a CT reconstruction method was
performed to produce the noisy reconstructed image of CT. In
this thesis, the Filtered Backprojection method [21] was used.

So, as we have both the noise-free image (original) and
the noisy image, new possibilities of evaluation are opened,
as a better study of the parameters of the methods. Also,
it is important to note that the database can be used to
evaluate methods working on sinogram or projection spaces.
In addition, in this thesis, some images are generated by a
Monte Carlo method. Finally, considering 8 original images,
8 different noise levels and 500 seeds of the random Poisson
noise, this database contains 32000 noisy images.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This PhD thesis accomplished a comprehensive study on CT
denoising in image domain, mainly to define new directions
in CT denoising for improving the balance between details
preservation and noise reduction. This study include: 1) a
review of techniques for this issue; 2) an analysis of the
noise present in CT reconstructed images and the definition
of a suitable model for it based on some theoretical concepts
and some empirical studies; 3) new methods to estimate the
additive, Gaussian, signal-dependent noise noise, especially an
analytical method; 4) the creation of the synthetic CT images
database based on CT image formation process; 5) the use
of Markov Random Fields to model a priori knowledge in a
Bayesian approach to denoise CT reconstructed images (real
and synthetic).

The thesis was completed in less than four years (August
2009-March 2013) and their results are still being compiled
into papers and submitted to journals and conferences. So far,
this PhD has resulted in one publication in an international
conference [20], where it was selected as one of the best papers
of the event.

Also, some unsatisfactory results were obtained, specifically
in the use of combinatorial optimization approach. From what
has been identified, the problem is in the Markov models used.
Basically, Potts and GIMLL tend to segment the image, while
the GMRF excessively smooths it. In spite of the encountered
problem, it was important to propose new solutions based



Fig. 4. Generation scheme of Synthetic CT Images.

on experience and results of this PhD. Thus, one of the
suggestions from this study was to create a Markov model
best suited to the problem of noise filtering. Thus, a research
project was recently submitted and approved by FAPESP in the
modality Regular Research Grant (grant number 2013/25595-
7).

Finally, other future works include: 1) extension of this
study to Breast Tomosynthesis [22], a new imaging modality
based on the same principle of CT, but using low radiation
dose by definition and projections acquired in a limited-
angle; 2) comparison of the denoising results obtained by the
denoising methods performing on pre- and -post reconstruction
step; 3) spatial resolution analysis of the denoising methods;
4) developing a new method of signal-dependent noise using a
more general model than the linear dependence, for example,
polynomial; and 5) use of two a priori constraints, context and
sparsity, by the application of the proposed methods on sparse
domains as Wavelets.
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Abstract—In this paper we present a novel methodology
fully automatic to create 3D models from conceptual sketches.
Traditionally, these models are manually produced by a 3D
modeller, based upon the sketches produced by a 2D artist.
Although high quality models may be created by this process,
it is slow and costly. Our solution receives conceptual arts of
an object in different visualizations as input, and produces a 3D
model as output. It is based upon known algorithms for capturing
volumetric information from multiple 2D visualizations, and then
converting it into a standard border representation. Within this
process, we have introduced algorithms and strategies to improve
the quality of the model as well as its size, a compromise which
is very difficult to balance. With our approach, we are able to
generate relatively high quality models from several objects at
very low cost. This models can, afterwards, be manually improved
by a 3D modeler. We verified the quality of the 3D models
generated by our solution by comparing the models generated
from synthesized views of manually produced models.

Keywords-Computer Graphic, Sketching, Visual Hull, Voxel,
Marching Intersects

I. INTRODUCTION
1

The process of designing and producing sophisticated vir-
tual scenes, with many independent, three-dimensional objects,
rich in visual and geometric details, is a very complex task and
is usually initiated by creating a sketch of the general idea.
This draft provides a simplified model, for instance, a two
dimensional version of each object, and it is used to create a
detailed version of the same object. This technique is called
Sketching and it is widely used in this context. The next step
is the modelling of each of the object that will compose the
scene independently.

In the digital entertainment industry, this task is very fre-
quent, and is accomplished manually by at least two kinds of
professional artists. The first is a 2D illustrator that generates
the sketches of the scenes and each of the objects present
in it, tipically from different angles - which is called Concept
Art. Based on that, another kind of professional, a 3D modeller
finally generates the model for each of the objects of the scene
in a laborious manual job. The teaser shows the concept art
of three objects (a small plane, a knife and a soft) and the 3D
models produced from them.

Although this process has worked for many years and the
computer graphics industry is booming with many high quality

1This work relates to a Master dissertation.

objects and scenes produced, the process is still very expensive
as it is labor-intesive and very specialized.

Our goal is to accelerate the process by automatically
producing high quality models directly from the sketches.
Our approach is based on well known algorithms available in
the literature for reconstructing the 3D volume from multiple
visualizations of the same object and then converting the
volumetric representation to a boundary representation, which
is the preferred format for 3D models. Because we start from
a cell decomposition representation (a 2D image), aliasing is
expected and we devised techniques to alleviate the problem
by smoothing out the generated surfaces. We also propose
a mesh simplification algorithm to reduce the size of the
generated model by reducing the number of faces on the final
output.

We were able to quickly generate reasonable models for
several objects based upon just a few sketches. When compar-
ing the generated models to hand-made models of the same
objects, our experiments have shown that our error is less than
4.6%.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: in the
next section we present some background and related work. In
Section III we describe our methodology by presenting all the
steps to transforming sketches into 3D models. In Section IV
present our experimental evaluation, designed to validate the
effectiveness of our proposed algorithm. We conclude this
work in Section V and present some directions for future work.

II. RELATED WORKS

Extracting three dimensional features from images to create
models has been a strategy widely explored in recent years.
Several works like [1], [2], [3] and [4] have used perspective
view of objects and depth cues from shadows to estimate the
tridimensional point of pixels. A tool called Teddy is presented
in [5], which generates 3D models based on 2D shapes created
by the user. Through a Graphical User Interface, the Teddy
presents the user a set of tools for drawing the silhouette
of objects and interactively transforming it into a 3D model.
These methodologies use a single perspective view of an object
to generate the final model. Although simple, this approach
suffers a major drawback as for several types of objects, a
single view is not enough to expose all the details of the
object’s shape. Also, there is a high compute cost involved
with extracting 3D information from a single image. Our work,



on the other hand, proposes a method which inputs up to six
views of the object provided by an orthographic camera: front,
rear, left, right, top and bottom. These views constitute the
concept art, supposedly produced manually by a 2D artist.

Similar to our work, [6] uses different angles of an object.
It presents low computational cost and can provide accurate
3D models. However, it differs from our approach in which
it forces the 2D artist to use its own set of drawing tool,
with several usability limitations. This constraint comes from
standardization of the images that is required by their 3D
model generation methodology. Our methodology imposes
very few constraints on the images, allowing the artists to
produce the 2D views of objects using any image editing
software available.

Another approach was proposed by [7], in which the user
must mark the edges and bends within the view. Subsequently,
the application uses these marks to generate the 3D model
in a process that involves manual steps. A similar method is
presented in [8]. This improves [7] by using a semi-automatic
process to generate the 3D model based on a 2D image.
Based on the curvature and object composition defined by the
users, the algorithm detects the edge and uses the topological
information of the object to estimate an approximation of tridi-
mensional data. Although this method can provide impressive
3D models, it needs manual intervention. The user needs to
manually define the topology and the details of the object as
not all are evident from the single available view of the object.

Although several approaches exist in the literature for gen-
erating 3D models from 2D visualizations, we feel that none of
them are adequately suited to be applied to the current manual
process employed in the industry. The digital entertainment
industry is not receptive to big changes in the development
process, therefore, solutions that change the process is very
complicated to be implemented. The major advantage of our
methodology is on practical appliance since it does not change
the process used by industry, only simplifies and improves
it, resulting in increased productivity and the consequent cost
reduction for game development projects.

III. METHODOLOGY

This section describes our methodology for generating 3D
models from the concept art of objects. For each object,
the concept art is provided to the program in the form of
2D image files while the 3D model consists of a triangular
mesh describing the topology (or the boundary) of the object.
We execute the conversion in two phases. The first phase
concerns with the conversion from a 2D cell representation to
a 3D boundary representation. The second phase improves the
generated mesh by applying algorithms to smooth out aliasing
artifacts and to reduce the total number of polygons in the final
mesh.

These two phases are divided into 6 processing steps, as
shown in Figure 1. The first 4 steps constitute phase 1, which
produces the first version of the 3D model, and the final 2 steps
constitute phase 2, which improves the generated model. The
following subsections gives the details of each the steps.

Coarse Modeling 

 
Grid of Voxels 

 

Fine Modeling 

Surface Reconstruction 

Concept Art 

Mesh Smoothing 

Polygonal Reduction 

3D Model 

Fig. 1. Flowchart with the main steps of the methodology. After determining
the visibility and estimating the position of each voxel, our approach creates
a triangle mesh based on the centroids of the voxels and their neighborhood
smooths the mesh generated and reduces the number of polygons required to
represent the 3D model.

A. Coarse Modeling

For generating 3D models automatically from concept art,
this work uses an approach based on Visual Hull Algo-
rithm [9]. This strategy uses two or more different views of the
same object to reconstruct the object in a tridimensional space
of Voxels. Each pixel in the input image is converted into a
cone, the cones of each image are united in a big volume, and
the volumes from the different views are intersected producing
the perceived 3D volume of the object.

Then, for each input image, the algorithm traverses the 3D
grid of voxels mapping each one to the corresponding pixel on
the image, and marking the voxel as full or empty, depending
on whether it sees the object on the corresponding pixel of
the image or not. After processing all the images, the grid of
voxels will contain the first approximation of the object. The
advantages of this approach is that the runtime and quality
can be controlled by changing the size of the grid, and the
implementation is simple.

B. Fine Modeling

Fig. 2. The figure above shows the silhouette of a picture projected over a
grid of voxels. It also shows the points of contact with the edge of the image
voxels.

The second step consists of an improvement on the grid
representation be means of a known extension to the Visual



Hull algorithm called Marching Intersects [10]. The main idea
is to traverse the edges of the picture finding the intersections
with the voxel surfaces. This procedure is illustrated in Figure
2. Unlike the original algorithm, which uses the voxel corner,
our approach creates a vertex in the exact location of the edge.
We update the corners of the voxel to the position of the
intersections, generating deformation at the uniform structure.
This approach generates a better mesh by being more accurate
about the contours of the object.

The algorithm iterates over all voxels and for those which
contains the edges of the object, performs the intersections of
the edges with all surfaces of the voxels moving the vertices
of the voxel to the adequate intersections.

C. Surface Reconstruction

The last step to creating the 3D model is the conversion of
the current volume representation into a boundary represen-
tation given by a mesh describing the surfaces of the object.
This is a well known conversion in computer graphics for
which there is a well know solution: the Marching Cubes
algorithm [11]. It uses a table of different options for creating
triangles within a voxel (256 different options for creating
polygons). By checking which vertices belong to the surface
of the final mesh, the triangles are created according to the
option in the table. If they fit in some of the options that
require the creation of polygons, vertices are then added to
the list of triangles.

This concludes the first phase of our methodology, where a
3D model has been generated based upon the provided concept
art. However, we observed two problems and we provide
solutions for them in the next two steps, which constitute
the second phase of our methodology. First, the volume
representation that we created is subject to aliasing due to
the discretization of the 3D space given by the grid of voxels.
So, artifacts will be produced in the models, manifesting as
jagged lines/surfaces. The second problem is that the surfaces
the algorithm generates are tiny, covering the size of a voxel,
which will result in many triangles in the final model. The next
two subsections describe how we smooth out and simplify the
final 3D model.

D. Mesh smoothing

Vi

V0

V1

V2
V3

V4

Fig. 3. An example where the laplacian can be applied to edge relaxation.

To eliminate the jaggedness of the mesh we employ an
algorithm that iteratively repositions the vertices in relation
to their neighbors. It is based on the Laplacian operator [12]
defined by:

L(Vi) =

N∑
j=1

(Vj − Vi), (1)

where Vi is the vertex which should be smoothed, Vj are
adjacent vertices and (Vj - Vi) is the vector that defines the
direction of Vi to Vj . The figure 3 shows an example of
the polygons which can be apply laplacian operator to edge
relaxation.

Our algorithm makes use of the concept of relaxation, which
is similar to traditional shortest path algorithms, but in our case
we relax the vertex position. Thus, instead of selecting the
smallest edge, we change the position of the vertex relative to
the edges of neighbors vertices, to obtain a relaxed or smooth
vertex position. The smoothing is performed by averaging of
all adjacent vertex vectors:

V ′
i = Vi +

1

N

N∑
j=1

(Vj − Vi). (2)

As the smoothing loop go over all vertices considering
their neighbors, our smooth algorithm presents O(v + E2)
of complexity, where v is the number of vertices and E is the
number of edges.

E. Polygon Reduction

As mentioned, the final step is to perform some simplifica-
tion of the mesh due to the huge number of triangles generated
by the Marching Cubes algorithm. This is necessary, because
the processing cost for rendering a model is proportional to its
size in number of polygons, and real-time applications, such
as games, are usually hard-pressed for compute cycles.

We developed an algorithm inspired on [13]. The idea is
to replace small triangles by larger ones where the overall
surface is mostly planar. To accomplish that, we included a
parameter that determines the maximum curvature between
adjacent triangles that can be removed. Such parameter asserts
that the simplification performed in the mesh does not destroy
real borders in the 3D model. Thus, our algorithm simplifies
the mesh in the regions where is not needed so much details
and it is capable of maintain details when needed.

The algorithm is iterative and runs as long as there are trian-
gles that can be excluded from the mesh. During the execution
the algorithm uses a maximum angle between the adjacent
triangles to select vertices as candidates to be erased. For
each vertex candidate, the algorithm calculates its importance
according to the formula:

I(Vi) = arccos(〈Na, Nb〉)
N∑
j=1

‖ Vj − Vi ‖2, (3)

where I(Vi) is the importance of the vertex i, Na and Nb are
normals of adjacent triangles of vertex Vi and 〈.〉 is the dot
product.

The vertices with low importance are removed. The impor-
tance of adjacent vertices are then recalculated and the process



is repeated until no vertices can be removed. To compute the
importance of each vertex, the curvature of adjacent triangles
are required, which makes the algorithm traverse all the edges
from the adjacent triangles twice, and this is done for all
vertices. Assuming that it is possible to remove the entire mesh
then cost of this step of the algorithm will have O(v2+v2E2)),
where v is the number of vertices and E of edges leading to
the adjacent vertex.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 4. Concept arts of four different objects: (a) plane, (b) sheep, (c) knife
and (d) sofa. This figures were used as input in our experiments.

To evaluate our methodology, we performed several experi-
ments using concept arts for four different objects. We selected
objects with different shapes and different number of views:
four views for an airplane and a sofa and three of view of a
sheep and a knife. These concept arts are shown in Figure 5.

A. 3D Modeling

(a) Plane (b) Sheep

(c) Knife (d) Sofa
Fig. 5. The 3D models created by our methodology. One readily see that the
topology of the models are consistent with the 2D images provided as input.

In the first experiments we evaluate the quality of the 3D
models created by our technique. Figure 6 shows the results.
One can readily see that the contours of the objects are pretty
close to those in the conceptual art, even for complex objects
like the plane.

In the second test, we analyze the tridimensional meshes
after applying the polygonal reduction algorithm. Figure 7
shows these results. We can see smoother meshes but still
closer to the concept art, which shows that the polygonal
reduction phase do not compromise the resulting estimation
of morphology for the objects.

(a) Plane (b) Sheep

(c) Knife (d) Sofa
Fig. 6. 3D Models resulting from the polygonal reduction.

One limitation of our methodology is that it is not able
to handle models with concave surfaces. The sofa object, for
example, has a concave area that can not be detected by the
views of the object in two dimensions. To overcome this issue,
we use an auxiliary mask (rightmost image in Figure 5 (d)).

B. Execution time

On average, modelers spend up to a day to come up with
models for examples like Figure 5. Table I shows the process-
ing times for generating the 3D models using the algorithms
presented here. The resulting times are evidence that our
methodology can have a huge impact in total modelling time.

Object Runtime
Plane 39 seconds
Knife 12 seconds
Sofa 196 seconds
Sheep 243 seconds

TABLE I
EXECUTION TIME FOR CREATING THE 3D MODELS.

C. Validation

In order to validate the quality of the generated models, we
executed an additional experiment using a couple of hand-
made models, presented in Figure 8. The dog model has
1, 544 polygons and the humanoid robot 17, 906. We generated
images from these two models from three different viewpoints
and used these imagens as input to our methodology in order to
automatically producing new models for the same objects. The
goal is to verify whether our approach is capable of generating
models with similar quality as the hand-made ones.

The results for the dog model are presented in Figure 9.
The different polygon counts are obtained by varying the
limiting angle for polygon simplification. We started with a 5
degree angle and ended with 40 degrees. The larger the angle,
the more aggressive the simplification is, and the lower the
polygon count. By visual inspection we see that our algorithm
is quite good at avoiding breaking the overall contours of the
models, although some deformation happens. The robot model
showed similar behavior, however with lower losses. We omit



(a) (b)
Fig. 7. Final 3D models used to compare the results with the automatic
algorithm, (a) the dog and (b) the robot.

these results due to space. This experiment showed us that
although the performance of our mesh simplification algorithm
works satifactorily, there is room for improvement.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig. 8. Final 3D models of the dog for different resolutions: (a) 23, 266
polygons, (b) 10, 052 and (c) 5, 864, (d) 2, 554

Figure 10 shows the two models. Intuitively, our approach
does only local analysis on the triangles and their neighbors.
Somewhat more global analysis should yield better results by
being more aggressive while preserving important features of
the objects. We leave that for future work.

(a) (b)
Fig. 9. Figure (a) and (b) show the robot and dog 3D mesh reconstructed.

D. Quantitative analysis

To make a deeper analysis of the behavior of our method-
ology, we further generated views from the newly created
models and compared those images to the images produced
from views of the original models. We varied the resolution

(a) (b)
Fig. 10. The 3D mesh superimposed on the concept art of the robot in front
view to validate the approach. Figure (a) was generated from the grid with
resolution 8 times smaller and Figure (b) with a resolution 4 times smaller.

of the grid of voxels, ranging form 8 times smaller than the
image resolution to 4 times smaller. The higher the resolution
of the grid, nearest is that to the resolution of the image, which
make the whole process more capable of extrating details from
the views. Figures 11 (a) and (b) show how the 3D mesh was
superimposed on the concept art to analyze the quality of the
approximation generated. The dark part of the image is the
concept art of the model, the light color is 3D mesh generated
by the proposed algorithm.

Tests with higher resolution of grid were not made due
to limited capacity of the memory of the machine used for
testing.
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Fig. 11. The figure above presents the graph showing the errors of 3D models
in relation to the size of the voxel grid.

The percentage error of the mesh generated regarding the
concept art of the different views of objects is presented. The
plot in Figure 12 shows the variation of the error in respect
to the voxel grid. By analyzing the graph becomes clear that
the quality of the model improves as the resolution of the
grid approaches the resolution of the images. This is easy
to understand, also taking into account that the voxel is the
representation of the pixel, but in three dimensions.

The result confirms that the higher resolution of the grid
has better results of approximation. Furthermore, it is possible
to verify that objects with thin areas like the knife have
very bad results when the voxel grid has low resolution, and
objects filled with more surfaces like sheep have acceptable
approximation to lower grid resolutions.



The algorithm had an average of 20.78 % of errors for the
voxel grid with 8 times less resolution and average of 3.78
% of errors for voxel grid with a resolution 4 times lower
resolution than the original images.
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Fig. 12. The figure above shows the graph of the processing time in relation
to the size of the voxel grid.

When we checked the ability of the solution to generate 3D
models from algorithm, it was necessary to take into account
also the processing time. The graph shown in figure 13 shows
the time spent by the algorithm to generate 3D models, varying
the size of the voxel grid. From the graph, it is possible realize
that even for a large grid (4 times smaller than the image)
processing time is acceptable; however, the graph makes it
clear that if we increase the resolution further, processing time
increase will also increase greatly.

Finally, we conducted an informal poll among 3D modelers
and animators, and asked about the quality of the generated
meshes. Overall artists were concerned with the polygonal
mesh after reduction, is they did not respect important features
for animation, such as the skeleton of the object. This results
further shows us that there is room to improvement in the
mesh simplification algorithm. Artists were overall happy,
however, as the generated model could be manually adapted
to comply with other constraints at a much lower cost them
doing everything from scratch.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a methodology that can be used to
automatically generate 3D models directly from concept art.
Our solution is built on well-known algorithms available in
the literature with some improvements that we have created.
In particular, we have presented modifications to the Marching
Intersections algorithm that improves the approximation of
the volume information from 2D images and a technique
capable of smoothing the 3D mesh which removes sharp
and alias areas from 3D mesh. Additionally in this paper
we proposed a new polygon reduction algorithm in order to
remove unnecessary polygons, thereby making the low poly
model step.

The experiments showed that this methodology is able to
generate models with small amount of errors using only simple
pictures. Tables of errors show that for a voxel grid with a
resolution 4 times smaller than the resolutions of the images,
it is possible generate models with acceptable quality. On

average these models had band at from 2% to 5% errors, and if
the resolution of the grid was still greater, it is possible to see
through the graph 12 that the errors have a downward trend.
And the processing time of the algorithm presented in table I
shows the ability of this methodology to generate 3D models
from 2D views of an object at a time that it can improve the
manual process currently used in the industry.

Although our approach was able to generate accurate 3D
models from simplified concept arts it has some limitations:
i) it can not generate accurate models for concave surfaces
or openings in silhouette, like sofas and cones; ii) it does not
maintain accuracy of the models generated when conceptual
art has silhouettes with different proportions and iii) although
we can simplify the mesh compared to low poly models, you
can check for small errors in the mesh deformation.

As future work we plan to apply texture extracted from
images in the generated model, working in the concave solu-
tion, color analysis different. Additionally, you can replace the
traditional Marching Cubes algorithm [11] by modern solution
Dual Marching Cubes [14], which produces more accurate
results in the extraction of polygons from the structure of
voxels.
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Fig. 1. Teasing framework: the first step assesses the quality of the input retinal image (yellow). The good-quality
images are evaluated according to the presence/absence of six lesions (red). The scores provided by the detectors
are used to detect multiple lesions (blue) and to assess the need for referral in the interval of one year (green).

Abstract—Diabetic Retinopathy (DR), a common complication
caused by diabetes, manifests through different lesions that can
result in blindness if not be discovered in time. In this work, we
present a general framework whose objective is to automate the
eye-fundus image analysis. The work comprises four steps: image
quality assessment, DR-related lesion detection, screening, and
referral. In each step, we provide satisfactory results, comparable
to the State of the Art and, in many cases, surpassing it, especially
when dealing with hard-to-detect lesions. An important advance
in our work is the validation protocol, the cross-dataset, which
is closer to real situations. Furthermore, we proposed a Bag-
of-Visual-Words representation highly suitable to retinal image
analysis.

Keywords-Diabetic Retinopathy; Quality Assessment; DR-
related Lesion Detection; Multi-lesion Detection; Referral;

I. INTRODUCTION

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a chronic end-organ disease
caused by a decrease in insulin sensitivity or a loss of
pancreatic function, depending on the type of diabetes, both
leading to an increase in the blood glucose level. An increased
blood sugar level may lead to damage of blood vessels in
all organ systems of the body. Currently, diabetes affects 366
million people worldwide or 8.3% of adults. It is estimated that

This work relates to a M.Sc. dissertation.

this number will increase to approximately 552 million people
(one adult in 10 worldwide will have diabetes), according to
the International Diabetes Federation (IDF)1.

The growing prevalence of diabetes creates an increasing
prevalence of the complications related to the disease, inclu-
ding Diabetic Retinopathy (DR). DR occurs in approximately
2 − 4% of the population but is greater in indigenous popu-
lations. Recent reports have shown that, in the United States,
approximately 25,000 people with diabetes go blind every year
due to DR. Furthermore, also in the United States, the number
of 40-year or older Americans with DR is projected to triple
from 5.5 million in 2005 to 16 million by 2050 [1]. DR is the
main cause of blindness in the 20 to 74 age group in developed
countries, creating the need for systems that screen diabetic
retinopathy in its early stages, so to allow an economically
viable management of the disease [2].

In this context, we present herein a complete step solution
for diabetic retinopathy image quality assessment, detection,
screening and referral. In the first step, we apply characteriza-
tion techniques to assess image quality by two criteria: field
definition and blur detection. In the second step, we propose an
approach for detection of any lesion, in which we explore sev-
eral alternatives for low-level (dense and sparse extraction) and

1http://www.idf.org/diabetesatlas/5e/diabetes
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mid-level (coding/pooling techniques of bags of visual words)
representations, aiming at the development of an effective set
of individual DR-related lesion detectors. The scores derived
from each individual DR-related lesion, taken for each image,
represent a high-level description, fundamental point for the
third and fourth steps. Given a dataset described in high-level
(scores from the individual detectors), we propose, in the third
step of the work, the use of machine learning fusion techniques
aiming at the development of a multi-lesion detection method.
The high-level description is also explored in the fourth step
for the development of an effective method for evaluating the
necessity of referral of a patient to an ophthalmologist within
one year, avoiding overloading medical specialist with simple
cases as well as giving priority to patients in an urgent state.

II. DATASETS

Two different datasets tagged by medical specialists, DR1
and DR2, were used to perform the experiments. In the
experiments with cross-dataset protocol, DR1 is used for
training while DR2 is the test set. The datasets were created
by the Department of Ophthalmology, Federal University of
Sao Paulo (UNIFESP).

DR1 comprises 5,776 images with an average resolution of
640 × 480 pixels. 1,300 images have good quality (do not
contain blur and are correctly centered on the macula), 1,392
represent poor quality (blur) and 3,084 are diagnosed as im-
ages of the periphery (not centered on the macula). Among the
images with good quality, 595 images were labeled as normal
and 482 images have at least one disease. Each image was
manually annotated for DR-related lesion (presence/absence).

DR2 comprises 920 12.2MP images decimated to 867
× 575 for speed purposes and containing 260 images not
centered on the macula (146 centered on the optic disc and
114 not centered on any interesting region) and 660 images
centered on the macula (466 good and 194 low quality). 520
images from DR2 dataset were used for DR detection. Among
the 520 images, 300 are normal and 149 have at least one
lesion. Ignoring the specific lesion that can be present, 337
images have been manually categorized by two independent
specialists as not requiring referral and 98 images require
referral within one year.

Both datasets are freely available through FigShare reposi-
tory under URL http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.953671.

III. QUALITY ASSESSMENT

Image quality assessment represents an important aspect of
automated image analysis and the factor that successful image
analysis relies on. Image quality is reduced by artifacts in the
image such as eye lashes or dust specs on the lens, only part of
the retina is seen, the image is out-of-focus, badly illuminated
or blurred, among others. Furthermore, to ensure that auto-
matic screening will be able to identify lesions like deep and
superficial hemorrhages, it is necessary that the retinal images
cover the appropriate portion of the retina, making the blood
vessels visible. According to [3], the photographs should be
centered on the macular region. Despite the importance of this

TABLE I
FIELD DEFINITION: AUC FOR THE EXPERIMENTS.

Method DR1 DR2 Cross
Grayscale 87.6%± 0.7% 95.5%± 1.3% 84.7%
Grayscale (CLAHE) 81.6%± 0.6% 95.9%± 1.2% 83.2%
RGB 92.5%± 0.7% 95.5%± 1.1% 75.5%
RGB (CLAHE) 90.6%± 0.9% 96.0%± 0.8% 75.6%

aspect of image quality known as field definition [4], most of
the works in the literature focus only on the blur detection.
The manual quality assessment is expensive. For this stage, a
method was developed for analyzing image quality regarding
motion blur and field definition [5]. Furthermore, alternative
methods were also developed for blur detection [6].

A. Field Definition

In this problem, a good retinal image for DR analysis is
one image centered on the macula.

The method we discuss herein operates based on the meth-
odology of full-reference comparison. In this methodology,
a reference image with assured quality is assumed to be
known and quantitative measures of quality for any image
are extracted by comparisons with the reference [7]. Given
that the macular region has a distinguishable contrast, and we
are interested in the content of the center of retinal images,
metrics of similarity have shown to be highly suitable for
this objective. To characterize the retinal images, we use the
method known as Structural Similarity (SSIM) [7].

The characterization is performed by measuring the struc-
tural similarity between the region of interest (RoI)2 of the
image of interest and the RoIs of a set of reference images, and
calculating their average. We selected a set of 40 retinal images
for reference, of which 20 represent good field definition and
20 would be discarded for not being centered on the macula.

We performed four experiments for field definition. In
the first experiment, the images were analyzed in grayscale.
The second experiment also was performed with the images
in grayscale, but after an adaptive histogram equalization
(CLAHE). Next, we considered the case of color images with
and without histogram equalization.

Table I summarizes the reasonably successful results ob-
tained for field definition for the single and cross-dataset
tests. The experiments using the DR2 dataset present even
better results. The experiment with color images considering
histogram equalization provides the best result, but this result
is not statistically different to the others in DR2. However, in
the experiments using the DR1 dataset, that comprises a larger
quantity of images, we can note a great difference of AUCs.
The method that uses the color images without requiring an
adaptive histogram equalization is the highlight.

Figure 2 present the ROC curves obtained for field definition
using the cross-dataset protocol.

In a previous work, Fleming et al. [8] introduced the first
automatic field definition study. The authors obtained 95.3%
for sensitivity and 96.4% for specificity. Our results for field

2Region of pre-defined size (121 × 121) on the center of the retinal image.
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Fig. 2. Cross-dataset validation for field definition using DR1 as training
and DR2 as testing sets.

definition are somewhat comparable to the previous results
(96% AUC, and 93% sensitivity and 92% specificity using
DR2 and RGB-CLAHE). However, Fleming et al. used a
different dataset with 1,039 retinal images and did not evaluate
the algorithms in a cross-dataset scenario.

B. Blur Detection

Although image quality analysis can have several ramifica-
tions before arbitrating on the quality of an image, we focus on
two very common problems during image acquisition: blurring
and out-of-focus capture. Our method involves a series of
different blurring classifiers and classifier fusion to optimize
the classification. Basically, we rely upon four descriptors:

• Vessel area – consists of the measurement of the area
occupied by the retinal vessels counting the quantity of
pixels on the edges and dividing it by the retina’s total
number of pixels.

• Visual dictionaries – map the points of interest (in-
consistencies/discontinuities) within each image to the
most representative points in the visual dictionary. To
detect the points, we use the Speeded Up Robust Features
(SURF) [9]. For the mapping to visual dictionary, we
use the hard-sum coding/pooling technique, that will be
explained in Section IV.

• Progressive blurring – the input image is progressively
blurred with different intensities. With full-reference
method, we measure how much the image can lose the
discontinuities that characterize the blood vessels.

• Progressive sharpening – similar to the progressive blur-
ring method. However, herein the image is progressively
sharpened via a procedure which subtracts a smoothed
version of an image from the input image.

We also explore combinations of them. We evaluated two
approaches for fusion: at feature-level combining the feature
vectors directly by concatenation and at classifier level by
creating a Meta-SVM classifier (or meta-classification) trained
over the outputs of individual classifiers.

Table II summarizes the interesting results obtained for blur
classification. We observe that, for single classifiers, the best

TABLE II
BLUR DETECTION: AUC FOR THE EXPERIMENTS.

Descriptor/Fusion DR1 DR2 Cross
Area 83.9%± 2.4% 87.2%± 2.6% 87.1%
Visual words 90.3%± 1.2% 90.3%± 2.3% 85.6%
Blurring 87.6%± 1.3% 90.3%± 2.6% 60.8%
Sharpening 88.8%± 1.4% 90.4%± 3.9% 83.9%
Blurring and Sharpening 89.0%± 0.9% 90.2%± 3.0% 69.0%
Concatenation 90.8%± 0.9% 93.5%± 1.4% 87.0%
Meta-SVM 90.7%± 2.3% 95.5%± 1.6% 87.6%

result using the DR1 dataset was achieved by the visual words
approach. For the DR2 dataset, the visual words approach
also presents good results but are outperformed by classifiers
trained with the blurring and sharpening descriptors. As ex-
pected, the more exciting results were provided by the fusion
methods. Exploring not only one evidence of incoherence, but
several complementary information of poor and good-quality
images, gives more chances of obtaining better results.

Fig. 3 presents the ROC curves achieved for blur detection
under the cross-dataset validation.
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Fig. 3. Cross-dataset validation for blur detection using DR1 as training and
DR2 as testing sets.

The approach proposed by Niemeijer et. al. [10], that
involves the identification of image structures that were present
in a set of images, provided an AUC of 99.6% operating over
a dataset comprising 1,000 images.

We proposed an alternative method for blur detection that
consists of an adaptation of the visual words dictionary meth-
odology [6]. The main difference is the restricted use of points
of interest within fifty non-overlapping patches (each one with
50×50 pixels) in the edge map calculated using the Canny
algorithm [11]. For a complete description, see the paper [6]
and the full dissertation.

IV. DR-RELATED LESION DETECTION

Due to several lesions related to DR and their diversified
characteristics, there are several works which focus on the
detection of individual lesions, exploiting particular pre- and
post-processing methods for each disease. In this stage, it
was developed a series of individual detectors for the most



important DR-related lesions: hard exudates, superficial hem-
orrhages, deep hemorrhages, cotton wool spots, and drusen.
An additional classifier able to detect both superficial and deep
hemorrhages was also implemented: red lesions.

This section comprises a brief description of the experi-
ments performed for the detection of individual DR-related
lesions, as well as presents the experimental results for each
anomaly [12]. Appreciating the reproducibility, the source
code is freely available through GitHub: https://github.com/
piresramon/pires.ramon.msc.git.

In our work, we employ a different strategy. We use a
unified methodology, based on bag-of-visual-words (BoVW)
representations, associated to maximum-margin support-vector
machine (SVM) classifiers [13]. Such methodology has been
widely explored for general-purpose image classification, and
consists of the following steps: (i) extraction of low-level
local features from the image; (ii) learning of a codebook
using a training set of images; (iii) creation of the mid-
level (BoVW) representations for the images based on that
codebook; (iv) learning of a classification model for one
particular lesion, using an annotated training set; (v) using
the BoVW representation and the learned classification model
to make decisions on whether or not an image has a lesion.

The mid-level BoVW features are based upon the low-level
features, whose choice has great impact on performance. Two
treatments are usual: sparse features, based upon the detection
of salient regions, or points-of-interest; and dense features,
sampled over dense grids of different scales. For the low-level
feature extraction, we employ SURF descriptors [9].

A challenging step, the codebook learning, is usually per-
formed by a k-means clustering over features chosen at
random from a training set of images.

The creation of mid-level BoVW representations can be
further decomposed into two steps: the coding of the low-
level feature vectors using the codebook, and the pooling
of the codes obtained into a single aggregated feature vec-
tor [14]. There are several options for the coding and pooling
operations. In this work, we go beyond prior work that have
considered visual words for detecting DR-related lesions in
eye-fundus images [15]–[17]

For coding, besides the traditional hard assignment, we
have tested the soft assignment, and proposed a new semi-
soft assignment especially conceived for the DR-related lesion
detection application. The semi-soft coding tries to combine
the advantages of both hard and soft assignments, i.e., avoiding
the boundary effects of the former, and the dense codes of the
latter. The main idea is to perform a soft assignment, but just
to the few codewords which are the closest to the descriptor,
keeping all others at zero.

For the pooling step, we forgo the traditional sum-pooling
and employ the more recent max-pooling. The pooling step
is considered one of the most critical for the performance
of BoVW representations, and max-pooling is considered an
effective choice.

The detailed results are presented in Table III, that shows the
AUCs obtained for each lesion in the cross-dataset protocol.

Row-by-row results of Table III suggest the best configu-
ration of the BoVW for each lesion: the results tend to favor
the semi-soft coding on sparse features, except for the drusen,
which tend to favor dense features.

A comparison with Rocha et al.’s paper [15], in which the
class-aware scheme is proposed for the detection of bright and
red lesions exploiting the classical hard-sum approach, makes
it evident that our technique proposed for feature extraction
may be suitable for DR-related lesion detection. The authors
reached AUCs of 95.3% and 93.3% respectively for bright and
red lesions, while our respective results are 97.8% and 93.5%
for testing with DR2. The authors do not present detectors for
additional lesions as we do in this work for cotton-wool spots
(AUC = 90.8%) and drusen (AUC = 82.8%).

V. MULTI-LESION DETECTION

Given a set of detectors of individual DR-related lesions
developed with a method which provides satisfactory results
for the definition of presence/absence of the most common
lesions, this work involves the use of combining approaches
aimed at pointing out whether an image is normal or has any
lesion including possible ones not present during training.

The classifier fusion was explored for combination of the
individual DR-related lesions [17]. Our main approach consists
in investigating fusion of different detectors to identify the
presence of DR. The work contains a set of classifiers that act
in cooperation to solve a pattern recognition problem, followed
by several methods for classifier fusion. This kind of approach
is intuitive since it imitates our nature to seek several opinions
before making a crucial decision [18].

For this step, we have a set of detectors for six individual
DR-related lesions. The assignment approach explored for the
development of the detectors is the semi-soft (see Section IV).

After creating a set of detectors, there are numerous meth-
ods for combining classifiers. The principal approach for
combining classifiers is classifier fusion, which considers
that all classifiers contribute to the final decision, assuming
competitive classifiers [19]. In this work, we investigated two
classifier fusion methods: OR and meta-classification.

• OR - Labels as positive the data classified as positive in
at least one classifier.

• Meta-classification - Employed in Section III for quality
assessment, can be loosely defined as learning from
information generated by different learners. In our work,
we concentrate on learning from the output of inductive
learning systems such as the SVM [13]. The output is
defined as decision score.

We performed the fusion in three different testing steps:
(1) images from DR2 for testing with at least one of the

discussed lesions;
(2) images from DR2 for testing with any DR-related lesion

(including neovascularization, increased vascular tortu-
osity, foveal atrophy, chorioretinitis scar, etc.);

(3) images from DR2 for testing which present signals of
other anomalies (except the ones we trained for). This
step was performed only for the OR fusion technique.

https://github.com/piresramon/pires.ramon.msc.git
https://github.com/piresramon/pires.ramon.msc.git


TABLE III
AUCS IN %, FOR TRAINING WITH DR1, TESTING WITH DR2

Sparse features Dense features
Hard Semi-soft Soft Hard Semi-soft Soft

Hard Exhudates (HE) 93.1 97.8 95.5 94.5 95.6 95.6
Red Lesions (RL) 92.3 93.5 87.1 89.1 90.6 89.9
Cotton-wool Spots (CS) 82.1 90.8 84.9 84.5 90.4 90.3
Drusen (D) 66.5 82.8 62.6 84.1 82.5 75.5

The objective of including other DR-related lesions in the
testing set is evaluating the ability of the individual classifiers,
even using a trivial fusion method, for detecting any lesion
when operating in parallel and combined.

Figure 4 depicts the results achieved using the logic OR
fusion. For the test with the same lesions (detecting anomalies
already seen during training), the method achieved an AUC of
88.6%. When detecting all lesions (including possible ones not
seen during training), the method yielded an AUC of 81.6%.
Finally, evaluating the potential of the resulting classifier for
detecting distinct lesions (not a single one it was trained with),
the method obtained an AUC of 66.8%.
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Fig. 4. Cross-dataset validation for fusion by logic OR.

Figure 5 depicts the ROC curves which expresses the mean
and the standard deviation obtained for the meta-classification
approach using the 5 × 2-fold cross-validation protocol. The
area under the curve yielded by the meta-classification ap-
proach is equal to 89.3% ± 2.6% for same lesions. This
fusion method, which have been explored in our previous work
for the detection of DR-related lesions [17], outperforms the
one obtained with the logical OR fusion technique (AUC =
88.6%). For the detection of any DR-related lesion, the meta-
classification (AUC = 82.5% ± 2.5%) also outperforms the
logical OR method (AUC = 81.6%).

VI. REFERRAL

In order to achieve early detection of DR, helping to stop or
slow down its progress, international guidelines recommend
annual eye screening for all diabetic patients. However, the
existence of a DR-related lesion does not necessarily indicate
a vision-threatening lesion that requires a referral. The pres-
ence of microaneurysms, that characterize a moderate non-
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Fig. 5. 5×2-fold cross-validation for fusion by meta-classification.

proliferative DR type, does not indicate an urgent consultation,
but an indication of a follow up between three months and
12 months depending on the number and location of the
microaneurysms. On the other hand, the presence of neo-
vascularization indicates proliferative retinopathy and if not
under treatment, needs urgent referral for management by an
ophthalmologist.

A factor that creates interest for automated screening sys-
tems is the small number of medical specialists available,
in contrast to the growing number of cases of retinopathy.
The increasing number of diabetic patients and the decreasing
number of ophthalmologists make the suggested annual exam-
ination difficult to be performed sufficiently. This factor tends
to overwhelm the specialist even more during the next years.

Thus, aiming at referring to a specialist only the patients
who really need a consultation, this work includes a stage
for classifying retinal images as referable (to be referred to a
specialist) or non-referable (not to be referred to a specialist)
in the interval of one year [20].

Table IV summarizes all the results obtained for referral,
presenting the arithmetic mean and standard deviation. The
experiments were performed without normalization, and nor-
malizing with z-scores and term-frequency.

TABLE IV
AUCS FOR REFERRAL

Technique Hard-sum Soft-max
Without normalization 90.8%±3.1% 93.4%±2.1%
Term-frequency 82.5%±4.6% 83.4%±4.6%
Z-score 91.7%±2.1% 89.4%±3.0%

In an analysis of the results of the hard-sum technique,



we can note that using the normalization with term-frequency
(AUC = 82.5%) is a drawback. The result fell more than eight
percentage points in comparison with the method without nor-
malization. On the other hand, the z-score technique reached
an area under the curve equal to 91.7%, higher than the result
without normalization. However, the standard deviations made
the methods statistically equivalent, therefore normalization
does not improve on the classification outcome and does not
have to be considered for the problem.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this research, we proposed original solutions to deal
with diabetic retinopathy related problems. The major results
were published in international conferences [5], [6], [17] and
in a top-tier international journal [20]. Furthermore, part of
the achievements were combined with new discoveries in the
doctorate (under way), resulting in a paper recently accepted
for publishing in the top-tier journal PLOS ONE [12].

The main breakthrough for the quality analysis step was
the use of classifier fusion to optimize the classification. This
tactic gave us an interesting result: to ensure that a satis-
factory percentage of poor quality images will be discovered
(w 90.0%), we can establish that only 10.0% of the enough
quality images will be unnecessarily retaken. The quality
assessment constitutes a key step of a robust DR-related lesion
screening system because it helps preventing misdiagnosis and
posterior retake.

The detection of individual DR-related lesions is one of
the most important topics of this work. The development of
detectors aim at facilitating the attendance in rural and remote
communities. A considerable contribution of this step was
the proposal of a new coding scheme called semi-soft, that
outperforms the state of the art, mainly for hard-to-detect DR-
related lesions, such as drusen and cotton-wool spots.

Based upon the scores associated to the detection of the
most common DR-related lesions, we developed an accurate
multi-lesion detector which showed to be effective for the
detection of all the considered lesions. Taking as strategy the
fusion of individual lesion detectors, the meta-classification
method provided us the most satisfactory results.

For assessing the need for referral, our proposed method
can be used especially in remote and rural areas. The method
captures retinal images, evaluates them in real-time, and
suggests whether or not the patient requires a review by
an ophthalmic specialist within one year. We have achieved
important results with this methodology. For example, for a
sensitivity of 90.0%, we have a specificity of 85.0%, which
means that the specialist time may be saved in 85.0% (only
15.0% of the attended patients will be normal).

In closing this work, we would like to emphasize that there
is still important researches to be done in DR image analysis.
For instance, identifying the precise location of the lesion, and
defining the DR severity degree of a patient further classifying
the images as related to DR cases in early, mild, moderate and
severe stages. We intend also to explore more sophisticated

methodologies for machine learning and image representation,
such as BossaNova, Fisher Vectors and Deep Leaning.
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Abstract—Nowadays, the visual pattern recognition task has
been automated, in particular to address the vast amount of
digital images available, benefiting applications from many areas
such as biometrics, content-based image retrieval and medical
diagnosis. The main features that can be analyzed from a given
digital image are color, texture and shape. In this work1, three
new shape descriptors are proposed, which make use of statistical
values extracted from the Hough space in order to characterize
the shape of objects in digital images. Experiments conducted
over some public and popular image databases showed that the
new methods are very accurate and fast when compared with
other important shape descriptors of the literature.

Keywords-HTS; HTSn; HTSh; Shape Analysis; Hough Trans-
form; Image Analysis; Pattern Recognition.

I. INTRODUCTION

Human beings have an extremely powerful ability to deal
with images. During evolution, humans developed highly
sophisticated neural and cognitive systems dedicated to the
recognition of visual patterns [2]. With the advent of com-
putation, researchers and companies around the world began
to study techniques to automate such process, given the
wide variety of applications. Three basic features that can be
analyzed from a digital image in order to obtain information
about its content are color, texture and shape.

According to Costa and Júnior [3], shape can be defined as
a set of connected points, either in a discrete or continuous
space, that presents a distribution pattern. The analysis of
the shape of objects in digital images is an important source
of information to the computer systems dedicated to the
visual pattern recognition task, since, despite of being very
discriminative, the shape, in many cases, is the only feature
that can be analyzed accurately due to, e.g.. the low “quality”
of the images.

The shape analysis is indispensable for applications from
many areas, such as: biometrics, in automatic people recog-
nition systems; medicine, in medical diagnosis assistance
systems (tumor identification, cell counting, analysis of the
changes and deformations in anatomic structures, chromo-
somes analysis); electronic documents analysis, in CBIR
(Content-Based Image Retrieval) and OCR (Optical Character
Recognition) systems; physics, in systems dedicated to the

1M.Sc. dissertation [1].

macroscopic bodies movement analysis and in systems that
work with microscopic images; engineering, in automation
systems, robotic and remote sensing; among others [3].

In this work, we propose three new shape descriptors that
use statistic values obtained from the Hough space [4] in order
to characterize the shapes of objects in digital images. The
Hough spaces, as shown in Fig. 1, are quite similar when
they are calculated from boundary points of similar objects
and very different when calculated from boundary points of
distinct objects. Experiments conducted over traditional and
public image databases showed that the proposed methods,
besides of presenting algorithms with linear complexity, are
very accurate when compared with important shape descriptors
of the literature.

Fig. 1. Hough spaces (top) of some silhouettes from the MPEG-7 CE-1
Part B [5] database (bottom). The Hough spaces (accumulator matrices) are
visually represented by grayscale images. The darker the pixel in the image,
the lower the value in the respective position of the accumulator matrix.

II. HTS: HOUGH TRANSFORM STATISTICS

A new shape description method, called HTS (Hough Trans-
form Statistics), which is based on the Hough transform [4],
is proposed in this work. The Hough transform was originally
proposed by Paul Hough [6] in 1962 and improved later by
Duda and Hart [4]. In this transform, each element in the
image is represented in the ρ-θ parameter space (Hough space)
through Eq. 1:

ρ = x · cos(θ) + y · sin(θ) (1)



Considering θ ∈ [0◦; 180◦[, each straight line segment in
the x-y space of the image corresponds to a unique point
in the ρ-θ parameter space. On the other hand, each point
in the image, with its (x, y) coordinates, is represented by a
sinusoidal curve in the Hough space. Sinusoids that represent
collinear points of the image in the ρ-θ space have a common
intersection point, (ρ0, θ0), which represents, in this space, the
straight line segment of the image to which the given points
belong [4].

Based on this understanding, given the segmented boundary
of an object in an image, points that belong to straight line
segments in the boundary tend to present high number of
sinusoids intersections (peaks) in some positions along their
correspondent sinusoidal curves in the Hough space, while
points belonging to curved regions of the boundary do not tend
to present those peaks along their correspondent sinusoids (the
number of intersections is more homogeneously distributed
along their sinusoidal curves in the parameter space). The HTS
method uses this information in order to characterize the shape
of the object in the image under analysis.

The proposed method, like other shape descriptors, presents
three phases: Preprocessing (boundary segmentation); Feature
Extraction; and Matching. As explained in [1], the HTS shape
descriptor has an algorithm with linear complexity, unlike the
BAS (Beam Angle Statistics) [7] method, a very important
shape descriptor of the literature that inspired the HTS formu-
lation, which has an algorithm with quadratic complexity.

A. Feature Extraction Phase

Given the segmented boundary of the object in the image
under analysis, each boundary point is represented by a
sinusoidal curve in the ρ-θ parameter space (an accumulator
matrix, with 180 columns and a fixed number of rows, with all
elements initially set to zero). The sinusoidal curves in the ρ–θ
space are calculated based on Eq. 1, using the coordinates x
and y of the corresponding boundary points and varying the θ
parameter from 0◦ to 179◦. During this process, the positions
(ρ, θ) of the accumulator matrix corresponding to the points
of each sinusoid are incremented by one.

After representing all sinusoids in the Hough space, it
is associated with each boundary point p, by following its
respective sinusoidal curve (σ) in the parameter space, a
histogram with the number of other sinusoids that intersect
σ at each position (this is done just by verifying the values
stored in the respective accumulator matrix positions). Each
bin of the histogram associated with p indicates the number
of other boundary points that are collinear to p in a given
boundary straight line segment.

Points belonging to straight line segments in the boundary
tend to present peaks in some positions of their corresponding
histograms, while points of curved regions of the boundary
tend to present histograms with values more homogeneously
distributed. In Fig. 2 are shown the histograms associated with
four boundary points of two similar objects (same class - bells)
from the MPEG-7 CE-1 Part B [5] image dataset. As can
be seen, boundary points that belong to large and relatively

straight segments of the boundary (points C and D) present
protuberant peaks in their histograms while other boundary
points (like A and B) present histograms without significant
peaks.
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Fig. 2. Histograms associated with four boundary points of two similar
objects (same class - bells) from the MPEG-7 CE-1 Part B [5] image database.

After these steps, are associated, with each boundary point
p, the mean and standard deviation of its respective histogram
(the histograms of the boundary points are, then, discarded).
Points belonging to boundary straight line segments are likely
to present higher standard deviations than other boundary
points since their histograms, as explained, tend to present
peaks. As in the BAS [7] method, given an initial boundary
point (the top leftmost point, for instance) and by following
the boundary clockwise, two 1D functions are built, based on
the mean and standard deviation values associated with the
boundary points. Fig. 3 shows the 1D functions obtained for
some objects. As one can see, objects of the same class present
similar functions while objects of distinct classes present very
different functions.
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Fig. 3. Functions obtained for a square and for some silhouettes from the
MPEG-7 Part B [5] database. It is possible to note that objects of the same
class (apples) present similar functions while objects of distinct classes present
very different functions.

It is also possible to observe, in Fig. 3, that the standard
deviation function for the square silhouette has four peaks.
These peaks correspond to the four vertices of the square: since



they belong to two large boundary straight line segments, they
present histograms with two protuberant peaks, and, based on
this, high standard deviations associated with them. The other
boundary points belong to only one large boundary straight
line segment and then, present high standard deviations but
lower than the ones of the vertices. Besides this, since the
four boundary straight line segments (sides of the square) have
the same size, the standard deviations of the four vertices are
approximately the same. Due to the same reason, the standard
deviations of the other boundary points, as can be seen, are
also almost the same.

After finding the 1D functions for a given object, they are
sampled in k equally spaced positions in order to generate
its feature vector. Each position of the feature vector contains
two values: the mean and standard deviation sampled from the
functions at a given position.

B. Matching Phase

Given two feature vectors, they are matched using the
L1 distance. The mean values in the first feature vector are
compared with the mean values in the second one, while
the standard deviation values of the first feature vector are
compared with standard deviation values of the second:

L1(s, r) =

N∑
i=1

[|sim − rim|+ |sid − rid|] (2)

where s and r correspond to the feature vectors, sim and rim
are the mean values stored in the si and ri positions of the
vectors, and sid and rid correspond to the standard deviation
values stored in the si and ri positions of the vectors. N
represents the length of the feature vectors.

In order to classify an unknown object, its feature vector is
matched with the database feature vectors (that represent the
previous known objects). The test object is, then, identified as
belonging to the same class of the most similar object of the
database (with the feature vector that produced the minimum
L1 distance).

III. HTSN: HOUGH TRANSFORM STATISTICS -
NEIGHBORHOOD

A modification in the Feature Extraction phase of the HTS
method improved considerably its accuracy. Basically, instead
of only observing the values stored in respective positions
of the Hough space (accumulator matrix) while following
the sinusoidal curve of a given boundary point in order to
build its histogram, in this modified version of the HTS, the
values stored in the adjacent matrix positions of each sinusoid
point are also considered: the final value observed for a given
sinusoid position (to be stored in a histogram bin) corresponds
to the sum of the value in the respective matrix position with
the values stored in the eight adjacent positions of the matrix
(3 × 3 neighborhood system centered at the given sinusoidal
curve position).

This modification is justified since, once using a discrete
space (accumulator matrix) to represent a continuous parame-
ter space, many approximations are necessary in the sinusoidal

curves calculation process. Due to this reason and as observed
in some tests conducted, some sinusoids do not pass exactly
over the positions of the parameter space that represent the
boundary straight line segments to which their correspondent
boundary points belong: sometimes they pass over adjacent
positions of the Hough space.

As observation, this new version of the HTS method was
called HTSn (Hough Transform Statistics - neighborhood).
In [1], it is possible to observe a graphical example that
illustrates de difference in the histograms construction step
in the HTS and HTSn methods. The HTSn descriptor also has
an algorithm with linear complexity [1].

IV. HTSH: HOUGH TRANFORM STATISTICS - HISTOGRAMS

A third version of the HTS descriptor, which also presented
excellent results, was proposed and called HTSh (Hough
Transform Statistcs - histograms). In this method, the shape
of the object under analysis is characterized using the proper
histograms of the boundary points (their mean and standard
deviation values are not calculated).

After associating a histogram to each boundary point (like
in the original HTS method), k equally spaced boundary points
are sampled from the boundary of the object, given an initial
boundary point (the top leftmost point, for instance) and by
following the boundary clockwise. Then, the feature vector of
the unknown object is built by storing the histograms of the
sampled points, each histogram in a feature vector position. A
graphical example of the feature vector construction process
by the HTSh method is shown in [1].

Given two feature vectors (of two objects), they are matched
in order to find their similarity degree (distance). The matching
is performed by comparing the pairs of histograms (one from
each feature vector) in respective positions of the vectors.
This comparison is carried out using the Canberra distance,
as shown in Eq. 3:

C(a, b) =

179∑
i=0

|ai − bi|
|ai|+ |bi|

(3)

where a and b correspond to the histograms being matched.
The final distance between two feature vectors corresponds

to the sum of the costs Ci (with i = 1, 2, ..., k) resulting from
the comparison of all the k pairs of respective histograms. As
in the HTS method, in order to classify an unknown object,
its feature vector is matched with the database feature vectors.
The test object is, then, identified as belonging to the same
class of the most similar object of the database (lowest final
distance). As shown in [1], the HTSh method also presents an
algorithm with linear complexity.

V. EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The three methods proposed in this work [1] were evaluated,
in terms of accuracy and processing time, over some traditional
image databases. Their performances were compared with the
results obtained by some important shape descriptors of the
literature: BAS (Beam Angle Statistics) [7], MFD (Multiscale



Fractal Dimension) [8], TS (Tensor Scale) [9], Fourier [10] and
CS (Contour Salience) [11]. The experiments were conducted
on a Macintosh Power Mac G5 computer with a PPC970
2.0 GHz (two cores) processor, 4 GB of RAM memory and
Debian 6.0.4 as the operating system. The shape descriptors
proposed in this work were implemented in the C program-
ming language, the same language used by other researchers
to implement the descriptors of the literature evaluated [8].

A. Experiment 1 - Kimia-216 database

Kimia-216 [12] is a public image database, traditionally
used in experiments with shape descriptors. The Kimia-
216 [12] dataset contains 216 images: 18 classes of objects,
12 images per class. In each image there is a black silhouette
of an object drawn on a white background (similar to the ones
exhibited in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). The images of this database
have almost the same size (few hundreds of rows per few
hundreds of columns).

In order to compare the performances of the shape descrip-
tors tested, their Precision-Recall and Multiscale Separability
curves were built. These curves are often used in the analysis
of the performances of shape descriptors. The higher the curve,
the better the method.

Fig. 4a shows the Precision-Recall curves obtained. As one
can see, the four best methods were: HTS, HTSn, HTSh
and BAS [7]. The Precision-Recall curves of the HTS and
HTSn descriptors were slightly inferior (but very close) to the
BAS [7] one. The HTSn method obtained better results than
the HTS descriptor and, for high Recall values, it presented
better Precision results even than the BAS [7] method. The
HTSh method presented better results than BAS [7] for a
large interval of Recall values. Besides all this, these four
best methods presented similar Precision rates for low Recall
values (from 0 to 0.25). This is an important fact since many
applications, like CBIR systems, work, generally, in this region
of the curve: with high Precision rates even with low Recall
values. In these systems, usually, it is more important to return
the maximum number of relevant objects in the limited set
returned by a query, than to retrieve all the relevant objects
of the database (in this case, the query may also return many
non-relevant objects until find the last relevant element).

The Multiscale Separability curves of these four best meth-
ods are shown in Fig. 4b. The three proposed descriptors
(HTS, HTSn and HTSh) presented much better results than
the BAS [7] method. The HTSh descriptor presented the best
performance.

The four best methods (HTS, HTSn, HTSh and BAS [7])
spent, in the Feature Extraction phase, i.e., extracting the
features of the 216 images of the database, respectively, 9,
11, 11 and 11 seconds. In the Matching phase (performing
the 216 · 216 matchings) these methods spent, respectively, 6,
6, 901 and 72 seconds. The HTS and HTSn descriptors are
faster than the BAS [7] method, especially in the Matching
phase, since they have algorithms with lower complexity. The
HTSh descriptor, despite of also presenting an algorithm with
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Fig. 4. (a) Precision-Recall curves for the Kimia-216 [12] database obtained
by the compared methods: BAS, HTSh, HTSn, HTS, MFD, TS, Fourier
and CS. (b) Multiscale Separability curves for the Kimia-216 [12] database
obtained by the four best methods in terms of Precision-Recall results: HTSh,
HTS, HTSn and BAS.

linear complexity, performs many histograms matchings, being
slower than the BAS [7] method in the Matching phase.

B. Experiment 2 - MPEG-7 Part B database

The MPEG-7 CE-Shape-1 Part B [5] database is another
important and public image dataset. This database contains
1400 images (70 classes of objects, 20 images per class). In
each image there is a white silhouette of an object drawn on a
black background (some examples of these images are shown
in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). The MPEG-7 Part B [5] dataset is more
challenging than the Kimia-216 [12] database since, besides
of presenting more images and classes, the images have
high variable sizes and there are drastic rotation, translation,
scale, deformation and noise transformations applied to the
silhouettes. There is also a high intraclass variability and high
interclass similarity.

The HTS, HTSn and HTSh descriptors as well as the same
methods of the literature were evaluated over this database and
their Precision-Recall and Multiscale Separability curves were
built. Fig. 5a shows the Precision-Recall curves obtained and
Fig. 5b shows the Multiscale Separability curves.

The BAS, HTS, HTSn and HTSh methods obtained the
best Precision-Recall results again. The performance of the



BAS [7] descriptor was slightly superior to the results obtained
by the three proposed methods. As one can observe, the HTSh
descriptor was superior to HTS and HTSn.

In terms of Multiscale Separability, the HTSh method
obtained the best result. The HTSn descriptor presented a
relatively equivalent curve to BAS [7] while the HTS curve
was slightly inferior.
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Fig. 5. (a) Precision-Recall curves for the MPEG-7 Part B [5] database
obtained by the compared methods: BAS, HTSh, HTSn, HTS, MFD, TS,
Fourier and CS. (b) Multiscale Separability curves for the MPEG-7 Part B
[5] database obtained by the four best methods in terms of Precision-Recall
results: HTSh, HTS, HTSn and BAS.

Regarding processing time, the HTS, HTSn, HTSh and
BAS [7] methods spent, in the Feature Extraction phase, i.e.,
extracting the features of the 1400 images of the database,
respectively, 296, 315, 302 and 1157 seconds. In the Matching
phase (performing the 1400 · 1400 matchings) the methods
spent, respectively, 221, 221, 38238 and 2997 seconds. The
proposed shape descriptors were much faster than the BAS [7]
method, except the HTSh in the Matching phase. As men-
tioned, due to the histograms matchings, this method becomes
slower than the BAS [7] descriptor in this phase.

C. Experiment 3 - Complexity and Processing Time

The HTS and HTSn methods were much faster than the
BAS [7] descriptor in the experiments with the Kimia-216
[12] and MPEG-7 Part B [5] databases. On the other hand,

the HTSh method was faster in the Feature Extraction phase
but much slower in the Matching phase.

In order to obtain a more detailed analysis of behavior of
the processing times in the Feature Extraction and Matching
phases of the three proposed descriptors and of the BAS [7]
method, a third experiment was conducted.

To evaluate the processing times of the methods in the
Feature Extraction phase, eight binary images (Ij , with j =
1, 2, ..., 8) were created containing, each of them, a square
silhouette with dimensions varying from 20 (in I1) to 2560
(in I8) points per side (doubling the size of the square sides
from an image to another). The time spent by each method
to build the feature vector for each square silhouette (given
its segmented boundary) was measured. Fig. 6a shows the
results obtained. As one can observe, when the boundary
of the silhouette is very small (20 points per square side,
for instance), BAS, HTS, HTSn and HTSh exhibit quite
similar processing times (HTSn and HTSh are slightly slower).
However, when the number of boundary points grows, the
HTS, HTSn and HTSh descriptors become much faster than
BAS [7], due to the linear complexity of their algorithms (and
the quadratic complexity of the BAS [7] method).

In order to analyze the processing times in the Matching
phase of the BAS [7], HTS, HTSn and HTSh shape descrip-
tors, which only depend on the length of the feature vectors
being matched (and not on the number of boundary points of
the objects), only the image I8 created (containing the square
with 2560 points per side) was used. Given the segmented
boundary of the square, each method built its feature vector
eight times doubling the length of the vector in each iteration
(from 20 to 2560 positions). Then the time spent by each
shape descriptor to match two feature vectors with each length
was measured and is shown in Fig. 6b. The HTS and HTSn
methods were much faster than BAS [7] independently of the
length of the feature vectors.

The HTSh method, as in Experiments 1 and 2, was much
slower than the BAS [7] descriptor when the feature vectors
being matched were small but, when their length increased, the
BAS [7] became much slower than HTSh. This was expected
since the proposed method has an algorithm with linear
complexity while the algorithm of the BAS [7] descriptor
presents quadratic complexity.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, three new shape descriptors are proposed: HTS
(Hough Transform Statistics), HTSn (Hough Transform Statis-
tics - neighborhood) and HTSh (Hough Transform Statistics
- histograms). These methods use statistic values extracted
from the Hough space in order to characterize the shape of
objects in digital images. Experimental results showed that
such methods are very effective, presenting higher accuracy
rates than important methods of the literature, including BAS
[7] in some experiments, and low processing times due to their
algorithms with linear complexity. Based on this, it is possible
to conclude that the HTS, HTSn and HTSh methods are good
alternatives, especially when working with high-dimension or
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Fig. 6. (a) Processing times of the BAS [7], HTS, HTSn and HTSh methods
in the Feature Extraction phase obtained by increasing the size of the square
sides in the images. (b) Processing times of the BAS [7], HTS, HTSn and
HTSh shape descriptors in the Matching phase obtained by increasing the
length of the feature vectors being matched by the methods.

high-resolution images, with large databases or with high-
dimension feature vectors, a tendency in our days, given the
popularization and low costs of sensors and storage media.

VII. PUBLICATIONS

The development of this work (M.Sc. dissertation) [1]
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• [13], work presented at the IEEE International Sym-
posium on Circuits and Systems (lecture presentation
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• [14], work presented at the Workshop de Visão Computa-
cional (oral presentation - Rio de Janeiro/Brazil), elected
as one of the eight best works of the conference, and
invited for publication - extended version - in journal;

• [15], work presented at the II Workshop do Programa de
Pós-Graduação em Ciência da Computação da UNESP

(poster presentation - São José do Rio Preto/Brazil),
elected as one of the best works of the conference, and
invited for publication - extended version - in the journal
Interciência & Sociedade;

• [16], work presented at the III Workshop do Programa de
Pós-Graduação em Ciência da Computação da UNESP
(oral presentation - Rio Claro/Brazil), elected as one
of the best works of the conference, and invited for
publication - extended version - in the journal Interciência
& Sociedade;

• [17] and [18], works published in the journal Interciência
& Sociedade;

• [19], work to be published (minor revision phase) in
the Computer Vision and Image Understanding journal
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Fig. 1. Proposed method. Given a training set consisting of videos of valid accesses, video-based spoofs and a test video,
we first extract a noise signature of every video and calculate the Fourier Spectrum on logarithmic scale for each video frame
and then summarize each video by means of its visual rhythm. Considering the training samples, we train a classifier using a
summarized version of the visual rhythms obtained by using a feature descriptor. With a trained classifier, we are able to test
a visual rhythm for a given video under investigation and point out whether it is a valid access or a spoof.

Abstract—Recent advances on biometrics, information foren-
sics, and security have improved the accuracy of biometric
systems, mainly those based on facial information. However, an
ever-growing challenge is the vulnerability of such systems to
impostor attacks, in which users without access privileges try to
authenticate themselves as valid users. In our work, we present a
solution to video-based face spoofing to biometric systems. Such
type of attack is characterized by presenting a video of a real
user to the biometric system. Our approach takes advantage of
noise signatures generated by the recaptured video to distinguish
between fake and valid access. To capture the noise and obtain
a compact representation, we use the Fourier spectrum followed
by the computation of the visual rhythm and extraction of the
gray-level co-occurrence matrices, used as feature descriptors.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we
introduce the novel Unicamp Video-Attack Database (UVAD)
which comprises 14,870 videos of real access and spoofing attacks.
In addition, we evaluate the proposed method using the Replay-
Attack Database, which contains photo-based and video-based
face spoofing attacks.

Keywords-Biometric Identification, Video-Based Face Spoofing,
Visual Rhythm, Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix.

I. INTRODUCTION

Biometric authentication is a technology concerned with

recognizing humans in an automatic and unique manner based

on behavior, physical and chemical traits. In the last decades,

biometrics have emerged as an important mechanism for ac-

cess control that has been used in many applications, in which

the traditional methods including the ones based on knowledge

(e.g., keywords) or based on tokens (e.g., smart cards) might

be ineffective since they are easily shared, lost, stolen or

manipulated. In contrast, the biometric access control has been

shown as a natural and reliable authentication method [1].

At the same time that significant advances have been

achieved in biometrics, several spoofing attack techniques have

been developed to deceive the biometric systems. Spoofing

attack is a type of attack wherein an impostor presents a

fake biometric data to the acquisition sensor with the goal

of authenticating oneself as a legitimate user. Depending on

the biometric trait used by the system, this mode of attack can

be easily accomplished because some biometric data can be

synthetically reproduced without much effort. Face biometric

systems are highly vulnerable to such attacks since facial traits

are widely available on the Internet, on personal websites

and social networks. In addition, we can easily collect facial

samples of a person with a digital camera.

In the context of face biometrics, an attempt of spoofing

attack can be performed by presenting to the acquisition sensor



a photograph, a video or a 3D face model of a legitimate user

enrolled in the database. If an attack is successful using any

of these approaches, the uniqueness premise of the biometric

system is violated, making the system vulnerable [1].

In this paper, we design and develop an approach that

takes advantage of noise signatures generated by the recap-

tured video to distinguish between fake and valid access. We

generate a compact representation of each video by means

of the Fourier spectrum followed by the computation of the

visual rhythm, and extraction of the gray-level co-occurrence

matrices. Such compact representation of each video captures

noise acquisition conditions and allows us to discriminate real

access and spoofing attacks.

II. OBJECTIVE AND CONTRIBUTIONS

Several methods have been proposed in the literature to

detect spoofing attacks based on photographs, whereas attacks

performed with videos and 3D models have been overlooked.

In [2], Pinto et al. discussed the main proposed methods

in the literature to detect face spoofing attacks. We believe

that attacks performed with videos and 3D models (rigid and

realistic masks) are more difficult to be detected due to the

best quality of the fake biometric samples. The difficulty in

detecting spoofing performed by video lies in the fact that it

is easier to deceive an authentication system through a video

since the dynamics of the video makes the biometric data more

realistic. Furthermore, the content of a video is less affected

by degradations in terms of color, shape or texture, unlike the

printed images. Finally, we have less artifacts generated during

quantization and discretization of the image captured by the

imaging sensor in high resolution videos.

In our work [2], we present a method for detecting video-

based face spoofing attacks under the hypothesis that fake

and real biometric data contain different acquisition-related

noise signatures. To the best of our knowledge, this was

the first attempt of dealing with video-based face spoofing

based on the analysis of global information that is invariant

to the video content. Our solution explores the artifacts added

to the biometric samples during the viewing process of the

videos in the display devices and noise signatures added during

the recapture process performed by the acquisition sensor of

the biometric system. Through the spectral analysis of the

noise signature and the use of visual rhythms, we designed

a feature characterization process able to incorporate temporal

information of the behavior of the noise signal from the bio-

metric samples. To contemplate a more realistic scenario, this

work introduces the Unicamp Video-based Attack Database

(UVAD) [2]1, specifically developed to evaluate video-based

attacks in order to verify the following aspects/questions:

• The behavior of the method for attempted attacks with

high resolution videos;

• The influence of the display devices in spoofing methods;

• The influence of the biometric sensor in a method;

1This database will be freely available soon. Users present in the database
formally authorized the release of their data for scientific purposes.

• The best feature characterization to capture video arti-

facts;

• Comparison with one of the best anti-spoofing methods

for photo-based spoofing attack of notice.

Such verifications can be accomplished due the diversity

of the devices used to create the database which comprises

valid access and attempted attack videos of 304 different

people. Each user was filmed in two sections in different

scenarios and lighting conditions. The attempted attack videos

were produced using eight different display devices and three

digital cameras from different manufacturers. The database has

608 valid access videos and 14, 262 videos of video-based

attempted spoofing attacks, all in full high definition quality.

In summary, the main contributions of this work are:

(i) An efficient and effective method for video-based face

spoofing attack detection able to recognize attempted

attacks carried out with high resolution videos;

(ii) The creation of a large and publicly available database to

evaluate spoofing attacks specially under several display

devices and different acquisition sensors conditions;

(iii) The Evaluation of the video characterization process

considering different image features such as the Gray-

Level Co-occurrence Matrices (GLCM), Histograms of

Oriented Gradients (HOG) and Local Binary Patterns

(LBP) feature descriptors [2];

(iv) A detailed study of the video-based spoofing attack

problem that yielded important conclusions that certainly

will be useful for the proposition of new anti-spoofing

methods for video-based attacks.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

Our solution relies on the fact that the addition of a noise

pattern to the samples is inevitable during the acquisition step

of the facial biometric samples. During a video-based spoofing

attack, we have the insertion of artifacts in the biometric

samples captured by the acquisition sensor, such as distortions,

flickering, mooring, and banding effect [3]. Such artifacts,

loosely referenced in this work as noise, are added during

the process of generation and viewing process of the attack

video frames in display device screens. With this in mind,

we design a feature characterization process based on noise

signatures along with video summarization methods that are

used by a classification algorithm to find a decision boundary

between real and fake biometric data. 1 summarizes the steps

of the proposed method, which are briefly described in the

following sections.

A. Calculation of the Residual Noise Videos

The first step is to isolate the noise information contained

in the videos that were captured by the acquisition sensor,

hereinafter referred to as input video ν. The extraction of the

noise signal of the input video ν is performed as follows. The

frames in video ν are converted into gray-scale and an instance

of νGray is submitted to a filtering process using a low-pass

filter in order to eliminate noise, generating a filtered video

νFiltered. Then, a frame-by-frame subtraction between the νGray



e νFiltered is performed, generating a new video that contains,

mostly, the noise signal in which we are interested, hereinafter

named as Residual Noise Video (νNR).

B. Calculation of the Fourier Spectrum Videos

The analysis of the noise pattern and possible artifacts

contained in the biometric samples is performed by applying

a 2D discrete Fourier transform to each frame of the Noise

Residual Video (νNR). Next, the Fourier spectrum is computed

on logarithm scale and with origin at the center of the frame.

As a result of this process, we end up with a video of the

spectra, further on in this document referred to as Fourier

Spectrum Videos (νFS). Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) depict the

logarithm of the Fourier spectrum of a video frame obtained

from a valid access video and from an attempted attack video,

respectively.

(a) Valid video. (b) Attack video.

Fig. 2. A video frame of the spectra generated from (a) a valid video and
(b) an attack video.

C. Calculation of the Visual Rhythms

To capture the temporal information contained in the Fourier

Spectrum Videos (νFS) and summarize their content, we em-

ploy the visual rhythm technique [4]. Visual rhythm is a

simplification of a video content in a 2D image obtained by

sampling regions of the video. The use of visual rhythms in our

work is crucial since it allows us to capture patterns that are

present in the Fourier Spectrum Videos providing an effective

way of viewing a video as a still image. Given that the lower

responses are mainly concentrated on the abscissa and ordinate

axes of the Fourier spectrum [5], initially we consider two

regions of interest in the frames that form the spectrum video

in the construction of two types of visual rhythms: (1) the

horizontal visual rhythm formed by central horizontal lines;

and (2) the vertical visual rhythm formed by central vertical

lines. Fig. 3 depicts the visual rhythms generated by two

regions of interest considering a valid (Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(c))

and an attack video (Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(d)). Even though

the visual rhythms are different for valid and attack videos,

their construction disregards the highest responses that are not

in the abscissa and ordinate axes and, in some cases, such

information is important to make a better distinction between

valid access and attempted attack videos. With this in mind,

we extract a third type of visual rhythm by traversing along the

frames of Fourier Spectrum Videos (νFS) in a zig-zag scheme.

Fig. 4 shows the zig-zag visual rhythm generated for a valid

access video and an attempted attack video.

(a) Valid video. (b) Attack video.

(c) Valid video. (d) Attack video.

Fig. 3. Visual rhythms constructed from (a)-(b) central horizontal lines and
from (c)-(d) central vertical lines. Note that the visual rhythm obtained from
horizontal lines has been rotated 90 degrees for visualization purposes.

(a) Valid video. (b) Attack video.

Fig. 4. Visual rhythms constructed by a traversal in zig-zag.

D. Feature Extraction

Once the visual rhythms are computed, if the intensity of the

pixels composing the visual rhythms are directly considered

for classification, the dimensionality of the feature space will

be extremely high and most of the traditional classification

methods will not work properly. Therefore, we need to extract

a compact set of feature descriptors that best discriminate the

visual rhythms. We consider three feature descriptors: GLCM,

LPB and HOG [2]. GLCM and LBP descriptors were chosen

due because visual rhythms can be interpreted as texture maps

(see Fig. 3). Moreover, if we consider the intensity values of

the pixels of the visual rhythms as height and edge artifacts

represented along the maps, we see (Fig. 4) that such images

have different edge forms, property that can be reasonably

explored by the HOG descriptor. For more details on the

descriptors, please refer to [2].

E. Supervised Learning Algorithms

We approach the attempt attack detection problem as a

binary classification problem (valid videos are labeled as the

positive class and attempted attack videos as the negative

class). We use two classification techniques: Support Vector

Machines (SVMs) and Partial Least Squares (PLS).



IV. DATABASE CREATION

This section presents the Unicamp Video-Attack Database

(UVAD) specifically built for evaluation of the video-based

spoofing attack detection methods. The UVAD contains valid

access and attempted attack videos of 304 different identities.

All videos were created at Full HD quality, with 30 frames

per second and are nine seconds long.

The generation of valid access videos was performed by

filming each participant in two sections considering differ-

ent backgrounds, lighting conditions, and places (indoor and

outdoor). In total, 608 videos that represent valid accesses

were generated with a 9.1 megapixels Sony CyberShot DSC-

HX1 digital camera. We used a tripod to avoid disturbance in

the videos during the recordings. The generated videos were

cropped to maintain a resolution of 1, 366 × 768 and allow

the faces to be positioned at the center of the video frame. No

resampling was performed.

The attempted attack videos were generated by using three

different digital cameras and eight different display devices,

seven different monitors with a 1, 366 × 768 pixel resolution

and one HP tablet with 1, 280 × 768 pixel resolution. In

total, 608 videos were displayed on eight display devices

and recaptured by the 9.1 megapixels Sony CyberShot DSC-

HX1, the 10 megapixels Canon PowerShot SX1 IS, and the

10.3 megapixels Nikon Coolpix P100 digital cameras. Each

monitor was positioned in front of each camera at a distance

of 90±5cm supported in a tripod, so that to ensure 1, 366×768

resolution for each video after cropping.

As the valid access videos were cropped to maintain a

1, 366 × 768 resolution, we guarantee that there were no

scaling transformations during their exhibition, except for the

tablet where a scaling transformation was inevitable due to

the screen’s lower resolution. In total, we have generated

14, 262 attempted attack videos and 608 valid access videos.

Figures 5a and 5b illustrate real and fake video frames of

UVAD dataset, respectively.

Table I shows a comparison between the proposed UVAD

database and some other reference benchmarks in the litera-

ture. The diversity of display devices and acquisition sensors

used in UVAD’s generation is an important characteristic that

is not found in the other benchmarks, which was essential

to a better comprehension of the problem and for a precise

evaluation of the methods.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we show the experiments and the per-

formance evaluation of the developed method. For that, we

first consider the UVAD benchmark (Experiments I–V). The

diversity of devices used allows us to answer important ques-

tions regarding some of the strengths and limitations of the

proposed method. In addition, we also evaluate the proposed

method using the Replay-Attack Database [9] (Experiment

VI). In total, we perform six experiments whose experimental

protocols were designed to answer relevant issues to the video-

based spoofing problem. In [2], we give more details on

the proposed method, and the parameters evaluated such as

classification techniques and filters. Next, we give a brief

summary of the experiments and results.

A. Experiment I: Influence of the Display Devices

The aim of this experiment is to check whether the presented

method can detect attacks with different display devices. This

is an important question to be answered because if the method

is not robust to different devices, learning techniques consider-

ing an open scenario should be considered, given that in this

case the classifier should be able to recognize attacks with

display devices for which it has no prior knowledge. Table II

shows the average and standard deviation of the area under

receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) obtained using

SVM Classifier and Gaussian Filter. To verify whether the

TABLE II
RESULTS (AUC) ANALYZING THE INFLUENCE OF THE DISPLAY DEVICES

USING A SVM CLASSIFIER AND GAUSSIAN FILTER.

Visual Rhythms Sony Canon Nikon

Vertical
x = 77.94% x = 99.99% x = 100.00%

σ = 7.08% σ = 0.01% σ = 0.01%

χ
2 test (p-value) 0.9161 0.6679 0.5789

Horizontal
x = 89.42% x = 100.00% x = 100.00%

σ = 0.60% σ = 0.00% σ = 0.00%

χ
2 test (p-value) 0.0062 0.0014 0.7341

Vert. + Horiz.
x = 92.55% x = 100.00% x = 100.00%

σ = 2.52% σ = 0.00% σ = 0.00%

χ
2 test (p-value) 2.04× 10−9 0.1548 0.2031

Zig-zag
x = 93.44% x = 100.00% x = 100.00%

σ = 0.44% σ = 0.00% σ = 0.00%

χ
2 test (p-value) 4.96× 10−13 2.20× 10−16 2.20× 10−16

differences in the results are statistically significant, we carried

out a hypothesis test for two unpaired or independent samples.

Once the sample values are nominal, the most appropriate

statistical test is χ2 test for two samples, whose values are also

shown in all tables. We note that in same cases the p-value was

lower than α = 0.05, that is, the differences were statistically

significant. Therefore, we can conclude that the display device

plays an important role in the spoofing detection task.

B. Experiment II: Influence of the Biometric Sensors

This experiment aims at checking whether the presented

method works well with different biometric sensors. The

importance of this experiment is due to the fact that the

separability of the data in the classification may occur for

reasons inherent to the camera used, and not to the method

effectiveness. In this experiment, we note that the attempted at-

tacks performed under the Sony camera were the most difficult

to be detected by the method whose best AUC was 84.63%.

This value was achieved by using the PLS classifier, Gaussian

filter and horizontal visual rhythm. In contrast, attacks with

Canon and Nikon cameras were easily detected by the method,

which obtained an AUC of 88.98% and 99.96%, respectively,

with the same configuration. Due to this large percentage

difference, we can conclude that the biometric sensor plays

an important role in the spoofing detection task.



(a) Examples of valid access video frames for outdoor (images on the top) and indoor (images on the bottom) scenes.

(b) Attempted attack video frames for outdoor (images on the top) and indoor (three images on the bottom) scenes using
Sony (first and second columns), Canon (third and fourth columns) and Nikon (last column) cameras.

Fig. 5. Valid access video frames and attempted attack video frames that comprise the UVAD.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE UVAD PROPOSED DATABASE AND OTHER AVAILABLE REFERENCE BENCHMARKS IN THE LITERATURE.

Database Subjects Valid accesses Attacks by photo Attacks by video Devices used to create the attack videos

NUAA [6] 15 5, 105 7, 509 — —
Print-Attack [7] 50 200 200 — —
CASIA [8] 50 150 300 150 3 cameras and 1 display device
Replay-Attack [9] 50 200 200 800 2 cameras and 2 display devices
UVAD (proposed) 304 608 — 14, 262 3 cameras and 8 display devices

C. Experiment III: Attack with Tablets

This experiment aims at checking whether our method is

able to detect attacks performed with tablets. As an attempted

attack video can be performed with several classes of devices,

it is important to know if a specific method detects attacks

carried out with different devices other than LCD monitors.

Attacks with monitors were more easily detected. Considering

the setting that we have obtained the best classification result,

the obtained AUC was 95, 41% for the attacks with monitors

against an AUC of 89, 73% for attacks carried out with tablets.

Therefore, we can conclude with this experiment that tablet-

based attacks normally are harder to be detected than LCD-

based attacks, however, this aspect needs to be further explored

since there was only one tablet in UVAD dataset.

D. Experiment IV: Influence of the Feature Descriptors

In this section, we evaluate other important feature char-

acterization methods found in the literature, namely LBP

and HOG descriptors. With this experiment, it is possible to

discover whether considering the visual rhythms as texture

maps is the best choice. According to the results obtained,

HOG was worse than the GLCM and LBP. Furthermore, the

results obtained with GLCM were better that LBP. Therefore,

we can conclude that it is reasonable to consider the visual

rhythms as texture maps.

E. Experiment V: Comparison to a State-of-the-Art Method

In the final round of experiments concerning the UVAD

database, we compare our method with the one proposed

in [10]. According the results obtained, our method outper-

forms the one proposed in [10] when considering the Canon

and Nikon cameras and it is worse when considering the Sony

camera. Furthermore, the computational time spent by the

algorithm in [10] was ≈ 237 hours to process all the data,

whereas the method proposed in this work spent ≈ 72 hours.

According to McNemar test, the methods are statistically

different. With this experiment, we can conclude that our

method better characterized video-based attacks.

F. Experiment VI: Replay-Attack Database

We evaluate our method on the Replay-Attack database

which contains photo-based and video-based spoofing attacks.

The goal of this experiment is to verify the effectiveness of our

method on these several types of attacks. Although our method

is designed to video-based spoofing attack detection, we have

obtained a promising AUC of ≈ 93%. In [9], the authors

reported a Half Total Error Rate (HTER) of 34.01% while our

method yields an HTER of 14.27%. With this experiment, we

can conclude that the proposed method is able not only to

detect video-based spoof attacks but also photo-based spoof

attacks.



VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work presented a spatio-temporal method for face

spoofing detection through the analysis of noise signatures

generated by the video acquisition process, which can be used

to distinguish between valid and fake access videos. Noise

properties are captured using Fourier spectrum for each frame

of the video. A compact representation (visual rhythm) is em-

ployed to detect temporal information in the Fourier spectrum.

Three different video traversal strategies were considered to

form the visual rhythms. Features were extracted from the

visual rhythms through GLCM, LBP, and HOG descriptors

to allow a proper distinction between fake and real biometric

data. GLCM descriptor provided the most discriminant and

compact information from the visual rhythms.

An extensive data set containing real access and spoofing

attack videos was created to evaluate the proposed method,

as well as the state-of-the-art approaches. Through the con-

ducted experiments, it possible to conclude that the display

devices and biometric sensors play an important role in the

spoofing detection task. In particular, attacks performed with

tablets require special attention. The proposed video-based

face spoofing detection method provided competitive or even

superior results in some tests when compared to state-of-the-

art approaches.

Although this work represents a step toward solving the

spoofing problem, it makes it clear that the problem is not

fully-solved yet and poses new questions on future methods

about how to better handle attacks related to the ever-growing

market of handheld and smartphone devices. In this sense, the

dataset provided in this paper will be available at the IEEE

Information Forensics and Security Technical Committee web-

site (http://tinyurl.com/pas4t9r) in order to push the spoofing

detection research frontier way beyond.

Future research efforts branch out into devising other spatio-

temporal descriptors that capture motion telltales associated

with the recapture process as well as verifying other liveness

detection problems other than face recognition such as video

recapturing, piracy detection, among others. Investigations of

facial biometric systems under attack with 3D masks are

also of interest along with an in-depth evaluation of the

vulnerability of others biometrics modalities under spoofing

attacks.

VII. RELATED PUBLICATIONS WITH THIS DISSERTATION

The preparation of scientific papers that reflected the

progress of the project and contributions to the research field

were done gradually during the second year of this work. The

following publications are related to the dissertation project:

1) Allan Pinto, W. R. Schwartz, H. Pedrini, and A. Rocha.

A Countermeasure Method for Video-Based Face Spoof-

ing Attacks. In IEEE Trans. on Information Forensics

and Security (T.IFS). (Submitted paper, 2013).

2) I. Chingovska, A. Pinto, H. Pedrini, W. R. Schwartz, A.

Rocha, et al. The 2nd Competition on Counter Measures

to 2D Face Spoofing Attacks. In Intl. Conference on

Biometrics (ICB), 2013, Madri. The 6th IAPR Intl.

Conference on Biometrics, 2013.

3) T. Carvalho, A. Pinto, E. Silva, F. O. Costa, G. R.

Pinheiro, A. Rocha. Crime Scene Investigation (CSI):

da Ficção à Realidade. In Escola Regional de In-

formática de Minas Gerais (ERI-MG), 2012, Juiz de

Fora. Simpósio Mineiro de Computação (SMC), 2012.

4) Allan Pinto, H. Pedrini, W. R. Schwartz, A. Rocha.

Video-Based Face Spoofing Detection through Visual

Rhythm Analysis. In Conference on Graphics, Patterns

and Images (SIBGRAPI), 2012, Ouro Preto. Proceedings

of the XXV Conference on Graphics, Patterns and

Images, 2012.
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Abstract—There are many binary classification problems in
which false positives and false negatives have very different
costs. However, most of the existing classification methods that
are able to control errors in an asymmetric form are either
computationally inefficient or do not work well with very low
false positive rates. In this work, we propose the Risk Area
SVM, a novel method to efficiently control false positives on
Support Vector Machines. We define a feature space sensitive
area, where the probability of having false positives is higher,
and use a second classifier (k-NN) in this area to better filter
errors and improve the decision-making process. We compare
the proposed solution to other state-of-the-art methods for low
false positive classification using 19 standard datasets in the
literature. The solution we propose shows better performance
in the vast majority of the cases using the standard Neyman-
Pearson measure.

Keywords-support vector machines; k-nearest neighbors; low
false positive learning;

I. INTRODUCTION

Several studies have been conducted to develop classifiers
for the context of low false positive learning. This includes
techniques based on Support Vector Machines (SVM) [1]–[5],
Naı̈ve Bayes [6], [7], boosting [8]–[10], data compression [11],
neural networks [12], ensemble learning [13], partial least
squares [14], and cascade of classifiers [15], [16]. In this work,
we focus on SVMs.

The false positive rate of a given classifier f is denoted
by FN(f), which is the ratio of the number of false positives
divided by the number of negative cases. Similarly, the false
negative rate is denoted by FN(f), which is the ratio of the
number of false negatives divided by the number of positive
cases.

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a powerful algorithm
for binary classification, which is known by its ability to
handle high dimensional data efficiently. It has been widely
used in many applications providing state-of-the-art accuracy
to many classification problems. However, in the context of
low false positive learning, it offers no assurance regarding the
false positive rate. Thus, in problems such as spam filtering,
for which a maximum false positive rate constraint must be
complied, the traditional SVM can be useless.

This work relates to a M.Sc. dissertation.

Observing the aforementioned limitations of the standard
SVM formulation, some extensions have been proposed. The
Bias-Shifting (BS) [1] is one of the most common techniques
for this purpose. It is a simple method, which shifts the
decision boundary toward the sensitive class until the user-
speficied maximum allowed false positive rate threshold α
is complied (on the training data). This shift is denoted by
t. Once t is defined, a testing instance will be predicted
as positive if it is above the shifted hyperplane. This is a
very efficient method, even for large datasets. However, it
frequently results in classifiers for which FP(f) significantly
exceeds α in the test data.

Another common set of approaches are the Cost-Sensitive
methods, in which different costs are set for each misclassifi-
cation type on the SVM formulation. This technique has been
widely used to deal with unbalanced datasets on SVM [17],
but has also shown promising results for the low false positive
classification problem [2], [18]. Cost-Sensitive formulations
for SVMs are known as Cost-Sensitive SVMs (CS-SVM). In
these formulations, we can adjust class-specific costs for the
SVM slack variables. With proper adjustment, the CS-SVM is
able to consider misclassifications in the positive class more
costly than in the negative class, therefore forcing the decision
boundary to avoid false positives. CS-SVMs have been used
in many recent studies to solve problems on low false positive
classification for supervised [2], [18] and semi-supervised [3],
[4] learning. It usually offers state-of-the-art results on the
problem of low false positive classification. However, it can
be very time consuming when dealing with larger datasets.

An asymmetric formulation for SVM was also proposed
by Wu et al. [5], which is called Asymmetric Support Vector
Machines (ASVM). Their approach tries to provide a better
description of the positive class by considering a higher
confidence area among the positive training samples.

Different from the aforementioned solutions, in this work,
we propose the Risk Area SVM (RASVM), a novel method to
efficiently solve the low false positive classification problem.
It is an extension of the traditional support vector machine
classifier which makes it easy to control the false positive
rate of a problem given a user-specified maximum allowed
threshold. The RASVM selects a sensitive region close to
the SVM’s decision boundary with a high incidence of false
positives. Within that region, hereinafter referred to risk area,



the decision to classify a sample as positive is based on
inspecting its k-nearest neighbors (k-NN), and a new data
inside this region will be only classified as positive if all its
k-nearest neighbors are also positive. The idea of combining
k-NN within a region around the SVM’s decision boundary
was first introduced in [19] to solve a problem of automatic
triage. This work extends upon and further explore those ideas.

Section II introduces four alternatives to define the risk
area and solve the false positive learning problem. Section III
shows the evaluation methodology used to validate the pro-
posed methods while Section IV compares RASVM with
the alternative algorithms in the literature. Finally, Section V
concludes the paper and points out some possible future
research opportunities.

II. THE RISK AREA SVM CLASSIFIER

The Risk Area SVM (RASVM) is an extension of the
traditional support vector machine classifier that incorporates
the ability to control the false positive rate to a user-specified
maximum. It is grounded on the presupposition that most
misclassifications in an SVM classifier are close to the decision
boundary [20]. Thus, within a region close to the decision
boundary, the decision to classify a data point in this area as
positive will only be made if all of its k-nearest neighbors (for
a fixed k) within a training set are also positive. If the data
point is outside the risk area, then the usual SVM rule for
classification applies and the data will be classified according
to the side of the decision boundary it lays.

Formally, the classification of an RASVM is performed as
follows. Let x1, . . . ,xn denote the training set of data, z a new
data point that must be classified, and R denote the risk area.
If z is outside R, its class is defined by the SVM’s decision
boundary:

f(z) =

{
+1 if Ψ(z) + b > 0
−1 otherwise.

where Ψ : Rd → H is a kernel function that transforms the
input data onto a high-dimensional feature space, and b is a
parameter that indicates the offset of the hyperplane w with
respect to the origin of H. The transformation Ψ is implicitly
defined by a kernel function K, so that 〈Ψ(a),Ψ(b)〉 =
K(a, b).

If z is within the risk area R, it will be classified as positive
only if all its k-nearest neighbors are all positive:

f(z) =

{
+1 if ∀xj ∈ Nk(z) f(xj) = +1,
−1 otherwise.

where Nk(z) is the neighborhood of z defined by the k closest
points xi in the training set [21].

The metric used to find the closest k-nearest neighbors of
z is the Euclidean distance on the kernel feature space (the
same used by the support vector classifier):

dist(z,xj) =
√
K(z, z) +K(xj ,xj)− 2K(z,xj).

Fig. 1 depicts an example of classification in RASVM,
assuming that k = 2, that is, a test sample will be classified

as positive if its two closest training data points are also
positive. Filled circles represent training data while striped
figures denote the support vectors data. Positive data represent
circles while squares denote the negative data points. The risk
area is the red-colored region.

x1

x2
1

‖w‖

R
isk

A
rea

Fig. 1. An example of the RASVM, with the risk area. In this case, we have
k = 2. The five testing points inside the risk area have their classes defined by
the class of its 2-nearest neighbors. The positive samples are represented by
circles and the negative samples by squares. The samples that are classified as
positive by the RASVM are highlighted in green while those that are classified
as negative are in blue.

A faster variant of RASVM, which we call RASVM-SV
(after “support vector”) only looks to the k neighbors among
the support vectors of the SVM classifier. This make the
classification much faster, since the number of support vectors
in SVM is usually much smaller than the size of the training
set. Besides making the classification on the risk area faster,
the memory needed by the RASVM-SV is be similar to the
one needed by the SVM itself.

A. Definition of the Risk Area

The risk area is a region that is shaped around the SVM’s
hyperplane in order to outline the samples that will be classi-
fied by the second classifier instead of the decision boundary.
The general form of the risk area is given as follows:

Definition 1. A testing point xi belongs to the risk area when

β− ≤ d(xi)− δ ≤ β+,

where δ is the offset of the risk area with respect to the original
SVM’s hyperplane, β− and β+ are the width of the risk area
above and below the shifted hyperplane, respectively, and d(·)
is the oriented (signed) Euclidean distance between xi and the
hyperplane in the feature space H, which is given by:

d(xi) =
wT Ψ(xi) + b

‖w‖
.

Although always located close to the hyperplane, we con-
sider different ways of selecting the risk area. The simplest



case is just called Risk Area (RA), in which we select the risk
area as the region that is distant to the hyperplane at most β.
An alternative to this is the One Sided Risk Area (OSRA), in
which the risk area is defined in the same way as in the RA
form, but only for the region above the hyperplane.

A more sophisticated way of selecting the risk area is
the Shifted Risk Area (SRA). In this case, we first shift the
SVM’s decision hyperplane toward the positive class by some
threshold δ. Then, we select the risk area as the region that
is distant to the shifted hyperplane at most β. Finally, an
alternative to the SRA form is the One Sided Shifted Risk
Area (OSSRA), in which we define the risk area in the same
way as in the SRA form, but only for the region above the
shifted hyperplane. Table I shows how the parameters β+, β−,
and δ are set in each case.

TABLE I
HOW THE PARAMETERS β+ , β− , AND δ ARE SET IN EACH FORM OF THE
risk area. THE PARAMETER t IS THE SAME AS THE OBTAINED IN THE BS.

β− β+ δ

RA −β +β 0
OSRA 0 +β 0
SRA −β +β t
OSSRA 0 +β t

Note that in the RA form, the second classifier will be
applied both above and below the SVM’s hyperplane. The
intuition behind this is that, besides trying to fix the false
positives that could be above the hyperplane, we can also
fix some false negatives that are under the hyperplane and
increase the true positive rate. In the OSRA form, we restrict
the method to seeking solution to the false positives that could
be above the hyperplane. Fig. 2 illustrates how the risk area
is bounded on the RA and OSRA forms.

x1

x2

β+
β−

(a) A risk area in the RA form.

x1

x2

β+

(b) A risk area in the OSRA form.

Fig. 2. Examples of risk areas in the (a) RA and (b) OSRA forms.

On the SRA and OSSRA forms, besides defining β, we
need to set an offset δ. In this work, we define it by using
the resulting threshold of the traditional Bias-Shifting method.
Hence, δ is defined as the offset that minimizes FN(f) while
ensuring that FP(f) ≤ α. Fig. 3 illustrates how the risk area
is bounded on the SRA and OSSRA forms.

x1

x2

δ

β+
β−

(a) A risk area in the SRA form.

x1

x2

δ

β+

(b) A risk area in the OSSRA form.

Fig. 3. Examples of risk areas in the (a) SRA and (b) OSSRA forms.

III. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

This section discusses the methodology for comparing the
proposed methods RASVM and RASVM-SV to other tech-
niques in the literature: BS [1], ASVM [5], and CS-SVM [2],
[18].

A. Performance Measure

The requirement of keeping the false positive rate bounded
below a certain level, while minimizing the false nega-
tive rate is also called the Neyman-Pearson classification
paradigm [22], [23]. To compare the performance of two
different classifiers under the Neyman-Pearson criterium, we
will use the NP-score proposed by [23]. The NP-score is a
weighted sum of errors, thus the lower the better. Furthermore,
it heavily penalizes FP exceeding α, since it is multiplied by
1/α. However, if the FP is only very slightly over α, it may
still define a useful classifier if the FN is sufficiently small.
Finally, if FP is below α, the NP-score is the FN rate.

If α is the maximum FP allowed, the Neyman-Pearson score
is defined as:

1

α
max{FP(f)− α, 0}+ FN(f). (1)

B. Datasets

In order to evaluate our approach in different scenarios
under different conditions, we performed experiments on
several binary datasets, from different sources. For this, we
selected some of the datasets published in the LIBSVM [24]
website, since it contains many datasets that are commonly
used in the literature for binary classification. Those datasets
are summarized on Table II. More experiments can be found
on the dissertation including some with very large datasets.

C. Experimental Setup

To evaluate the performance of the classifiers in each
dataset, we used the 5×2 cross-validation protocol [25]. This
approach consists in five replications of the standard 2-fold
cross-validation protocol. That is, in each replication, the
dataset is randomly partitioned into two subsets S1 and S2

roughly of the same size. We then train the classifier on S1

and test on S2, followed by training on S2 and testing on S1.
As discussed in [25], 5×2 cross-validation protocol provides



TABLE II
DATASETS USED IN OUR EXPERIMENTS. SIZE IS THE AMOUNT OF DATA IN

THE DATASET, POS AND NEG REFERS TO THE PROPORTION OF POSITIVE
AND NEGATIVE EXAMPLES, RESPECTIVELY, AND d IS THE NUMBER OF

FEATURES ON THE DATASET.

Dataset Size %Pos %Neg d

australian 690 44.5 55.5 14
breast-cancer 683 35.0 65.0 10
colon-cancer 62 35.5 64.5 2 000
diabetes 768 65.1 34.9 8
duke.breast-cancer 44 52.3 47.7 7 129
fourclass 862 35.6 64.4 2
german.numer 1 000 30.0 70.0 24
heart 270 44.4 55.6 13
ionosphere 351 64.1 35.9 34
leukemia 72 65.3 34.7 7 129
liver-disorders 345 42.0 58.0 6
mushrooms 8 124 48.2 51.8 112
sonar 208 46.6 53.4 60
splice 3 175 51.9 48.1 60
svmguide1 7 089 56.4 43.6 4
svmguide3 1 284 26.2 73.8 21

a more precise estimation of the variance of the error (or in
this case the NP-score) for different samples of the data in a
dataset, and should be preferred to the more common method
of using k-fold cross validation to measure and compare the
quality of classifiers.

The 5×2 cross-validation protocol results in 10 measures of
classification quality, in this case NP-score. Thus, to compare
two techniques X and Y , we compare the average NP-score
of the 10 measures from one algorithm with the other. In
addition, we use the Wilcoxon signed rank test to verify if
the differences between two sets of measures are statistically
significant. Notice that for computing the statistical test, we
use all the 10 measures of quality of each dataset in an
independent manner. The test is paired, since the same split
between train and test subsets is used for all techniques.

D. Comparisons

In our previous experiments (not shown in this paper) we
discovered that the OSSRA form of RASVM performed better
on average than the other three versions, both regarding NP-
score and FP rates. For simplicity, in this paper we only list
the results for the RASVM and RASVM-SV with the risk area
in the OSSRA form, and we will call them as OSSRA, and
OSSRA-SV, respectively. But the practitioner must be aware
that for a particular dataset, one of the other three versions may
achieve better results. We compare the proposed methods with
mainly three methods in the literature:

• Comparison with BS. The BS strategy has three hyper-
parameters C, γ and t. We selected C and γ in a grid-
search fashion, using a 5-fold validation (on the training
set) and selecting for the pair of values with higher mean
accuracy. As for the shift t, it is optimized by moving
the hyperplane toward the sensitive class, until finding
the position that minimizes the NP-score.

• Comparison with ASVM. ASVM has three hyperpa-
rameters µ, τ , and q [5], and we followed the procedure

described in [5] to select them: µ and q are selected
first through a grid-search, optimizing for the lowest NP-
score, followed by a linear search on τ also optimizing
on the NP-score. The original paper [5] uses the α-AUC
as the optimizing criteria for both searches – since in this
paper we use NP-score as the quality metrics.

• Comparison with CS-SVM. To compare the proposed
methods with CS-SVM, we used the same experimental
procedure described in [18]: 100 permutations of the data,
each one with a random split of 70% of the data for
training and 30% for test. Then, search for the RASVM
hyperparamters following the three-step procedure for
each permutation. We compare the obtained results with
the ones reported in [18]. All experiments use α = 0.1.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we compare OSSRA and OSSRA-SV with
BS, ASVM and CS-SVM. As we mentioned in Section II-A,
the OSSRA form performed better and we only consider this
form to compare RASVM and RASVM-SV with the other
strategies.

A. Comparison with BS and ASVM

We start comparing OSSRA and OSSRA-SV with BS and
ASVM [5] strategies. Table III shows the NP-scores achieved
when α = 0.10 and α = 0.01. We can see that both OSSRA
and OSSRA-SV achieved the best (lower) result on most
cases: 13 and 12 datasets (out of 16) when α = 0.1 and
α = 0.01, respectively. BS achieved similar results on 10
cases (six with α = 0.1 and four with α = 0.01), while
ASVM was better on seven cases (three with α = 0.1 and
four with α = 0.01).

Table IV shows the p-values of the Wilcoxon signed-rank
paired test on the NP-scores of the BS and ASVM strategies
when compared to the OSSRA and OSSRA-SV. Thus, for the
values of α equal to 0.10 and 0.01 both OSSRA and OSSRA-
SV have statistically signiticantly lower scores than BS and
ASVM (at 95% confidence). For α = 0.05, only the OSSRA
has statistically significant lower scores.

B. Comparison with CS-SVM

This section compares the obtained results with the CS-
SVM methods proposed by Davenport et al. [18]. They con-
sider the 2ν-SVM formulation, with four different approaches
for selecting the parameters ν+ and ν−: grid search (GS),
windowed grid search (WGS), coordinate descent (CD), and
windowed coordinate descent (WCD). Table V compares the
OSSRA and OSSRA-SV with their methods, using the results
reported in [18]. The FP and FN data represent the average and
standard deviation of the 100 experiments on each dataset, as
described in III-D; the NP score is calculated using Equation 1
on the average FP and FN.

We can see that both OSSRA and OSSRA-SV achieved
lower FP on all the cases. Comparing the NP-score, OSSRA
and OSSRA-SV achieves lower (better) results on three out of
the four datasets that we considered from [18].



TABLE III
NP-SCORES OF BS, ASVM, OSSRA, AND OSSRA-SV.

Dataset α BS ASVM OSSRA OSSRA-SV

australian .10 0.49±0.3 0.90±0.2 0.41±0.2 0.42±0.2
.01 2.59±1.9 15.4±4.7 1.58±1.1 1.23±0.9

breast-cancer .10 0.05±0.0 0.01±0.0 0.05±0.0 0.05±0.0
.01 1.39±1.5 1.31±1.5 0.73±0.7 0.75±0.6

colon-cancer .10 0.51±0.3 3.11±3.8 0.44±0.3 0.45±0.3
.01 7.18±6.3 37.7±35 7.13±6.0 7.13±6.0

diabetes .10 0.64±0.2 0.68±0.2 0.60±0.2 0.58±0.1
.01 2.59±1.7 1.42±1.0 1.82±1.1 1.78±1.0

duke.breast .10 1.81±1.9 0.99±0.2 1.81±1.9 1.81±1.9
.01 23.6±21 7.66±18 23.6±21 23.6±21

fourclass .10 0.00±0.0 1.84±0.2 0.00±0.0 0.00±0.0
.01 0.00±0.0 24.1±1.7 0.00±0.0 0.00±0.0

german.numer .10 0.82±0.2 1.33±0.4 0.79±0.2 0.80±0.2
.01 3.05±3.6 13.9±7.7 2.37±3.4 2.08±3.5

heart .10 0.51±0.3 0.92±0.4 0.38±0.1 0.33±0.1
.01 2.76±2.8 13.9±7.3 1.99±2.0 2.25±2.0

ionosphere .10 0.39±0.6 0.60±0.3 0.23±0.5 0.23±0.5
.01 4.21±3.1 1.21±0.8 4.21±3.1 4.21±3.1

leukemia .10 1.53±1.3 0.92±0.2 1.53±1.3 1.53±1.3
.01 21.6±17 2.42±4.9 21.6±17 21.6±17

liver-disorders .10 0.91±0.4 1.09±0.3 0.84±0.3 0.85±0.2
.01 4.81±5.0 10.3±3.5 3.47±4.4 3.28±4.0

mushrooms .10 0.00±0.0 0.18±0.0 0.00±0.0 0.00±0.0
.01 0.00±0.0 20.3±41 0.00±0.0 0.00±0.0

sonar .10 0.58±0.7 2.28±2.4 0.58±0.7 0.58±0.7
.01 10.6±8.6 18.8±30 10.6±8.6 10.6±8.6

splice .10 0.59±0.3 1.32±0.4 0.59±0.3 0.59±0.3
.01 13.1±3.0 17.9±7.8 13.1±3.0 13.1±3.0

svmguide1 .10 0.03±0.0 0.25±0.1 0.03±0.0 0.03±0.0
.01 0.76±0.9 0.89±0.5 0.23±0.2 0.26±0.2

svmguide3 .10 0.57±0.1 1.26±0.5 0.57±0.1 0.57±0.1
.01 3.43±1.5 12.7±6.7 3.10±1.5 3.16±1.4

TABLE IV
WILCOXON SIGNED-RANK TEST p-VALUES ON THE NP-SCORES OF

OSSRA AND OSSRA-SV WITH BS AND ASVM.

α OSSRA OSSRA-SV

BS 0.10 0.002 0.004
0.05 0.001 0.140
0.01 0.008 0.000

ASVM 0.10 0.000 0.000
0.05 0.000 0.000
0.01 0.000 0.000

C. Speed Improvement with RASVM-SV

We selected five datasets used in the experiments and
measured the time spent by OSSRA and OSSRA-SV methods
to optimize the parameters k and β and to classify all the
testing data. The parameters γ and C are set to the same
value in both formulations, thus the time to search for those
two values was not included.

We ran these experiments on an Ubuntu machine with an
8-core Intel R© Xeon R© processor, and 16Gb of RAM. Table VI
shows the results, with the number of training points, the
number of support vectors, and the training time. We can
see that the gains in speed with the OSSRA-SV was very
significant, up to 5 times faster than the OSSRA.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have proposed a new method for controlling
false alarms for one of the most powerful classifiers to date: the

TABLE V
NP-SCORES OF OSSRA, OSSRA-SV AND THE CS-SVM METHODS

PROPOSED BY DAVENPORT ET AL. [18]. ALL RESULTS CONSIDER α = 0.1.

Dataset Classifier FP FN NP

ida.banana OSSRA .058 ±.01 .142 ±.02 0.142
OSSRA-SV .058 ±.01 .142 ±.02 0.142

GS .114 ±.03 .120 ±.02 0.260
WGS .104 ±.02 .124 ±.02 0.164
CD .104 ±.02 .125 ±.02 0.165
WCD .106 ±.03 .124 ±.02 0.184

ida.breast OSSRA .056 ±.05 .793 ±.10 0.793
OSSRA-SV .056 ±.05 .794 ±.10 0.794

GS .156 ±.09 .668 ±.10 1.228
WGS .112 ±.06 .689 ±.10 0.809
CD .114 ±.06 .683 ±.10 0.823
WCD .119 ±.06 .678 ±.10 0.868

heart OSSRA .090 ±.05 .275 ±.09 0.275
OSSRA-SV .091 ±.05 .274 ±.08 0.274

GS .124 ±.06 .219 ±.07 0.459
WGS .113 ±.05 .231 ±.07 0.361
CD .106 ±.05 .230 ±.06 0.290
WCD .110 ±.05 .231 ±.06 0.331

ida.thyroid OSSRA .023 ±.02 .087 ±.08 0.087
OSSRA-SV .023 ±.02 .087 ±.08 0.087

GS .098 ±.09 .064 ±.09 0.064
WGS .087 ±.06 .032 ±.05 0.032
CD .084 ±.06 .039 ±.05 0.039
WCD .093 ±.06 .032 ±.05 0.032

TABLE VI
COMPARISON BETWEEN OSSRA AND OSSRA-SV ON THE TIME SPENT

TO OPTIMIZE THE PARAMETERS k AND β AND TO CLASSIFY ALL THE
TESTING DATA. TRAIN REFERS TO THE NUMBER OF TRAINING POINTS ON

THE DATASET, AND SVS TO THE NUMBER OF SUPPORT VECTORS.

Dataset Train SVs OSSRA OSSRA-SV % Faster

australian 552 176 01m 03s 20s 275
german.numer 800 434 02m 15s 01m 23s 62
heart 216 88 17s 09s 88
sonar 167 129 28s 12s 133
svmguide1 3089 368 12m 44s 02m 20s 446

Support Vector Machine. Our approach was mainly based on
the presupposition that the majority of the misclassified points
are usually around the decision boundary [21]; It is based on
selecting a risk area around the SVM’s decision hyperplane
in order to outline the samples that will be classified through
a second classifier later on, based on the unanimity of the k
closest neighbors (in the feature space).

We discussed four variations for selecting the risk area,
and evaluated the best one against state-of-the-art methods for
controlling false positives. We further extended the RASVM
by limiting the search of the k closest neighbors to those that
are support vectors of the SVM. This change may decrease
slightly the quality of the classifier, but it speeds execution
time up to five times. The OSSRA (One Sided Risk Area) and
its speeded up variation OSSRA-SV were both significantly
better (when measuring the NP-score) than the Bias Shifting
(BS) [1] and ASVM [5] approaches for most levels of α. As



for the third alternative technique, the Cost-Sensitive SVM
(CS-SVM) [2], [18], [26], OSSRA and OSSRA-SV performed
better on three out of the four datasets evaluated in [18]. Thus,
with these two solutions, we offer an effective and efficient
methodology for controlling false positives on a variety of
problems involving machine learning.

For future work, one can further explore smoother decisions
using a majority voting scheme rather than unanimous scheme.
This research also goes in the direction of recent efforts in the
machine learning community tackling the problem of open
set recognition [27], [28]. Recognition problems, differently
from classification, consider only a fixed set of known classes
for training while the testing can face a myriad of unseen
examples from any of the previously trained classes and also
from untrained ones. In this context, a whole new research
branch opens for exploring RASVM-based methods for open-
set recognition problems.

Finally, a possible drawback of our approach to be addressed
in the future is the need for tuning the hyparameter β through
a grid-search along with k. Since β only defines the size of the
risk area, it may be possible to optimize it in an independent
manner and speed up the RASVM optimization significantly.
Further research is also needed in order to evaluate other
classification methods for the samples on the risk area.
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Fig. 1. Small portion of a license plate image with 30× 50 pixels (a). Image after applying the extinction filter (b), and the MMS filter (c). The max-tree
corresponding to the original image (all nodes), after the extinction filter (red and green nodes), and after the MMS filter (green nodes) (d). The original
max-tree has 322 nodes, after the extinction filter, it has 174, and after the MMS filter, it has 6. Notice that the characters are still recognizable on the
filtered image.

Abstract—The max-tree is a data structure that represents
an image through the hierarchical relationship of its connected
components. Due to the noisy nature inherent of capturing real
images, the max-tree representation of these images is very
complex. This dissertation1 proposes a new max-tree filter called
Maximal Max-tree Simplification (MMS) with a normalized
threshold criterion (MMS-T) and a Maximally Stable Extremal
Regions (MSER) criterion (MMS-MSER). The MMS filter max-
imally simplifies the tree, while preserving its topology, and
after applying it, the number of nodes of the resulting max-
tree is at most twice the number of leaves. A simplification
methodology associating Extinction Filters (EF) followed by the
MMS filter is presented. The EF sets the number of maxima
in the image, i.e. number of max-tree leaves. Repeatability tests
comparing the MSER detector with no image pre-processing,
and using extinction filters as a pre-processing step indicate that
filtering 95% of maxima preserves on average 97.3% of the
MSER correspondences. Therefore, the methodology proposed
can greatly simplify the max-tree structure, making viable the
extraction of descriptors and application of classifiers directly to
the max-tree nodes, while preserving the necessary information
to solve many image analysis and pattern recognition problems.

Keywords-Maximal Max-tree Simplification; Extinction filter;
MSER; Connected filter;

1This work corresponds to Roberto’s Souza M.Sc. dissertation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The max-tree [1] is a data structure that represents an
image through the hierarchical relationship of its connected
components. It can be seen as a compact structure for the
component tree [2] representation [3]. There are algorithms
to build the max-tree in quasi-linear time [4], [5], [6], and
filtering the image consists simply in contracting some of
the max-tree nodes, which is equivalent to merging sets of
flat zones, i.e. it is a connected filter [7]. The max-tree has
been successfully used in many problems, such as tracking
and recognition of license plates [8], recognition of text in
natural scenes [9], 3D Segmentation [10], interactive filtering
and visualization of 3D medical images [11].

Extinction filters (EF) are based on the concept of extinction
values [12], which are a powerful tool to measure the persis-
tence of a crescent attribute, and are useful to discern relevant
from irrelevant extrema, usually noise. Extinction filters are
connected idempotent filters that set the number of extrema in
the image, and preserve the height of the extrema preserved.
They can be efficiently implemented on the max-tree structure
through a pruning procedure.

In real images, most of the max-tree nodes represent irrel-



evant extrema, i.e. noise, or small variations of a connected
component. For instance, Fig. 1(a) represents a small portion
of a license plate image, its expected max-tree should have
four nodes, since the image is basically composed of three
characters on a background, but in fact it has 322 (Fig. 1(d)).
After applying an EF set to preserve the three most relevant
maxima, the image of Fig. 1(b) is obtained, its corresponding
max-tree has 174 nodes (the red and green nodes in Fig. 1 (d)).
The image after applying the Maximal Max-tree Simplification
(MMS) filter is shown in Fig. 1(c), notice that all characters
are still recognizable. Its corresponding max-tree has 6 nodes
(the green nodes in Fig. 1(d)), which is much closer to the
number of nodes of the expected max-tree.

The motivation of this work is to develop a powerful max-
tree simplification methodology that makes computationally
viable to extract descriptors directly from the max-tree nodes
and apply them to supervised classifiers to detect and recog-
nize objects of interest in the image.

Contributions: The major contribution of this work is the
development of the Maximal Max-tree Simplification (MMS)
filter with a normalized threshold criterion (MMS-T) and
Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) [13] criterion
(MMS-MSER), along with a methodology to apply it. Another
contribution is that, it is shown through repeatability tests that
filtering up to 95% of the image maxima using EF preserves
on average 97.3% of the number of MSER correspondences.

Paper Organization: This paper is organized as follows:
Section II gives a theoretical background about the max-
tree, EF, sub-branches, and the MSER detector. Section III
explains the MMS filter and the methodology to apply it.
Section IV shows some experiments, and Section V presents
the conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Max-tree

The component tree [2] represents an image through the
hierarchical relationship of its connected components. Each
node of the component tree stores all the pixels of the
connected component it represents. The max-tree is a compact
structure for the component tree representation. It is similar to
the component tree, but a connected component whose area
remained unchanged for a sequence of threshold values is
stored in a single node called composite node [3], and each
node stores only the pixels of the connected component that
are visible in the image. The component tree and the max-tree
corresponding to the 1D image I = [0, 5, 2, 4, 1, 1, 4, 4, 1, 0]
are illustrated in Fig. 2. The max-tree composite nodes are
represented by double circles and the filled pixels in each
node represent the pixels each node stores. The leaves of
the component tree and the max-tree correspond to regional
maxima. In order to process minima with these structures, the
duality property must be employed.

The height of a max-tree node is a contrast attribute, the area
is a size attribute, and the volume is a combination of contrast
and size attributes. These are all crescent attributes and they

(a) Component tree

(b) Max-tree

Fig. 2. Component tree (a) and max-tree (b) corresponding to the 1D image
I = [0, 5, 2, 4, 1, 1, 4, 4, 1, 0].

are the attributes used by the EF in this work. They can be
computed through the following equations, respectively:

µh(Ci) = max{hk − hi}
∀k∈descendants(i)

, (1)

µa(Ci) =
∑

∀z∈Ci

1, (2)

µv(Ci) = µa(Ci) +
∑

k∈descendants(i)

nlevels(k)µa(Ck), (3)

where i is a max-tree node, Ci is its corresponding con-
nected component, nlevels represent the number of sequential
threshold values in which the component stayed the same, and
descendants(i) is a set containing all the descendants of node
i.

B. Extinction values

The extinction value of a regional maximum for any cres-
cent attribute is the maximal size of an attribute filter such
that this maximum still exists after the filtering. The formal
definition of extinction value is the following: consider M a
regional maximum of an image I , and Ψ = (ψλ)λ is a family
of decreasing connected anti-extensive transformations. The
extinction value corresponding to M with respect to Ψ and
denoted by εΨ(M) is the maximal λ value, such that M still is
a regional maxima of ψλ(I). This definition can be expressed
through the following equation:

εΨ(M) = sup{λ ≥ 0|∀µ ≤ λ,M ⊂Max(ψµ(I))}, (4)

where Max(ψµ(I)) is the set containing all the regional
maxima of ψµ(I). Extinction values of regional minima can
be defined similarly. An efficient algorithm for computing
extinction values from the max-tree is presented in [14].



C. Extinction filter

The Extinction Filter (EF) is a connected idempotent filter
that preserves the relevant maxima of the image, while reduc-
ing the image complexity, i.e. the number of flat zones. The EF
operation is the following: the n leaves with highest extinction
values concerning the crescent attribute being analyzed are
chosen. The nodes in the paths from these leaves to the root
are marked as to be kept. All the other nodes are pruned. The
EF procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1. In that example, n = 3,
and the blue nodes are going to be pruned.

D. Sub-branch

A sub-branch SBj of a rooted tree T is defined as a set
of nodes that joins a ramification or a leaf until the nearest
ramification child or root child. The root is defined as being
a sub-branch with a single node. Sub-branches that have only
one node are called trivial sub-branches. According to this
definition, each node of the rooted tree belongs to one and
only one sub-branch, therefore the set composed of all sub-
branches of a rooted tree is disjoint and contain all its nodes.
In the Max-Tree, each set of nodes that constitute a sub-branch
represents the variation of a connected component for different
threshold values, before it splits in two or more components
or before it completely disappears.

E. Maximally Stable Extremal Region

Maximally stable extremal regions (MSER) is a detector
of distinguished regions proposed in [13], [15]. Basically,
it detects regions that correspond to maxima according to
a stability criterion that measures how much the area of a
connected component varied for a sequence of thresholds
values. MSER regions computed from a sequence of upper
thresholds and lower thresholds are denominated MSER+ and
MSER-, respectively. According to [13], [15], MSER regions
are invariant to affine intensity transformations, they preserve
the adjacency when submitted to continuous transformations,
and they perform multi-scale detection, since the detected
regions may be either large or small.

III. MAXIMAL MAX-TREE SIMPLIFICATION

The Maximal Max-Tree Simplification (MMS) is a filter that
selects one node in each sub-branch of the Max-Tree, and
fully contracts all other nodes, i.e. all sub-branches become
trivial. The resulting tree is the minimal tree that preserves its
topology. Since every sub-branch is now a trivial sub-branch,
the number of Max-Tree nodes is bounded between n+ 1 and
2n. A demonstration of this property is presented in [16].

Notice that the MMS filter may remove intermediary nodes,
i.e., it is not a pruning, which many authors consider an
operation that is not robust [1]. We believe that with the right
criterion it provides robust results. We propose two criteria
to choose the sub-branch node to be preserved, the first is a
threshold criterion and will be called MMS-T and the second
uses the MSER stability criterion and will be called MMS-
MSER.

A. MMS-T

The MMS-T uses a normalized threshold criterion to select
the node to be preserved. A threshold value t between 0 and
1 is chosen, and this threshold value is mapped into a node
in the sub-branch. Setting t = 0 corresponds to choose the
sub-branch node closest to the root, which is the connected
component with highest area in the sub-branch. Setting t = 1
corresponds to choose the sub-branch node further away from
the root, which is the connected component with smallest area
in the sub-branch.

B. MMS-MSER

The MMS-MSER chooses to preserve the node in the sub-
branch with the highest stability measure given by the MSER
stability criterion.

C. MMS Methodology

The filtering methodology proposed consists of applying
the EF, the attribute used by the EF varies according to the
problem, followed by the MMS filter. The EF sets the number
n of leaves in the Max-Tree, and the MMS filter transforms
each sub-branch in a trivial sub-branch, therefore the number
of nodes in the resulting tree will be bounded between n+ 1
and 2n.

The criterion to be used depends on the problem. If we
are interested in detecting distinguished regions, the MSER
criterion is best, but if we are just looking to simplify the
image, the normalized threshold criterion with t = 0.5 usually
yields good results and it is faster to compute than the MSER
criterion.

D. MMS Sensible Case

A sensible case of the MMS filter occurs when the sub-
branches of the max-tree are long and represent a great
variation in size and/or shape of a connected component. When
this happens, the filter may lose important image information.
For instance, a synthetic image that contains a rectangle inside
a circle, which is inside a triangle, each shape darker than
the object that it contains, is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). These
shapes constitute a sub-branch (the only sub-branch) of this
image. The results of the direct application of the MMS-T
filter, with t = 0.5, 0.75, and 1 are illustrated in Fig. 3(b)-
(d), respectively. In each filtered image, only one shape of
the original image is preserved, if more than one shape was
important to the problem the method would fail, fortunately
this case does not occur in most problems.

(a) Original Image (b) t = 0.5 (c) t = 0.75 (d) t = 1

Fig. 3. Shapes image (a), and the result of applying the MMS-T filter with
t = 0.5 (b), t = 0.75 (c), and t = 1 (d).



IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, it is presented two experiments. In the first, it
is analyzed the MSER repeatability results using EF as a pre-
processing step. This gives us an insight on how much robust
information is lost when using EF, and this analysis helps on
the choice of the parameter n of the EF to be used in the MMS
methodology. The second type of experiments illustrates the
simplification methodology potential to solve object detection
and recognition problems.

A. Repeatability Results

In order to evaluate the influence of EF as a pre-processing
step before the extraction of MSER regions, which is one of
the detectors with highest repeatability rates [17]. The results
are compared with the direct application of the MSER detector
to the image. It was used the benchmark dataset proposed in
[17]. The dataset is composed of structured and textured scenes
divided in eight groups, where each group suffered a different
type of image transformation, such as scale change, blur, and
compression. The ground truth of all image groups is provided
by mapping the regions detected to a reference image of each
group using homographies.

The protocol used to evaluate the results is also the one
proposed in [17]. The matching between two regions is based
on the amount of overlap between the detected region in the
reference image and the detected region in the other image,
projected onto the reference image using the homography
relating them. In order to compute this overlap, every region
size is normalized to a radius of 30 pixels, and if the overlap
error is smaller than 40%, it is considered a match.

The MSER regions were computed using the binary file
provided in [17]. In the experiments, the images were filtered
using the volume EF as a pre-processing step before the
extraction of MSER regions. The procedure is as follows: the
image was filtered using the EF, then the MSER+ regions were
computed. After that, the negative of the original image was
filtered and the MSER- regions were computed. The parameter
n was tested as being 5%, 3% and 1% of the number of leaves
in the original max-tree. A pair of sample images of the group
Trees is depicted in Fig. 4, and the repeatability results for this
group are depicted in Fig. 5. The repeatability results for all
groups of the dataset is available in [18].

Fig. 4. Pair of sample images of the group Trees of the dataset. The images
of this group suffered increased blur transformations.

The conclusions to be drawn from the repeatability plots
is that filtering up to 95% of the image extrema using
extinction filters does not alter much the number of MSER

Fig. 5. Repeatability results: absolute number of correspondences.

correspondences, when compared to the MSER detector with
no pre-processing. Using extinction filters set to keep 5% of
the leaves, it found on average 2.7% less correspondences than
the MSER detector with no pre-processing.

B. Object Recognition

The EF associated to the MMS filter methodology may also
be used for object recognition. An image with many objects
is depicted in Fig. 6(a). We have to process the max-tree of
the negative of the image, since the objects are dark. The
max-tree has 12627 nodes, of which 2949 are leaves. The
resulting image after applying the volume Extinction filter
with n = 20 is shown in Fig. 6(b). After the EF, the number
of max-tree nodes reduced to 2614. After the MMS-MSER
filter, the number of max-tree nodes is 36, and the resulting
image is displayed in Fig. 6(c). We can see that the shapes of
all relevant objects were preserved, therefore it is possible to
extract descriptors from the connected components represented
by the max-tree nodes, to recognize the objects in the image.
Usually it is not necessary to extract descriptors of all the
remaining nodes. For instance, the nodes that have an area
value too high, such as the root, or an area value too low,
such as some of the remaining leaves, can be filtered by
some threshold criterion before extracting their descriptors.
The reconstruction of the nodes that represent the interest
objects of the original image is shown in Fig. 6(d).

We believe that the association of the Extinction filter to the
MMS-MSER detects more robust distinguished regions, since
the regions detected attend the MSER stability criterion and
they are also on the path of the most persistent extrema to the
root of the max-tree.

C. Text Location and Recognition

A natural image which contains text written both in black
and white is depicted in Fig. 7(a). In order to locate all the text,
it is necessary to perform the dual max-tree processing, since
we are interested in both maxima and minima. The image is
384 × 512 pixels, and its corresponding max-tree has 13054
nodes of which 8249 are leaves. The characters in the image
are expected to have high volume attribute values, therefore
the first step is to apply the volume EF with n set to 0.5%
of the number of max-tree leaves. The max-tree resulting of



Fig. 6. Illustration of the object recognition procedure. Original image (a),
result of the Volume EF (b), result of the MMS-T filter (c). Reconstruction
of the max-tree nodes that correspond to the objects (d)

the filtering is depicted in Fig. 7(b), and it is clear that all
white characters were preserved. Then, the MMS-T filter with
t = 0.5 is applied, and the image resulting of the MMS-T filter
is shown in Fig. 7(c). The next step is to perform the same
filtering steps but in the negative of the original image. The
negative of the image and the images resulting of the filtering
are illustrated in Fig. 8.

(a) Original Image (b) Volume EF

(c) MMS-T

Fig. 7. Original image (a), result of the Volume EF (b), result of the MMS-T
filter (c).

The graphs corresponding to the max-tree resulting of the
processing, and the dual processing are illustrated in Fig. 9.
Notice that all characters are present in the reconstruction
of the max-tree nodes. The number of max-tree nodes after
each step of the methodology is summarized in Table I. The
reduction rate in both cases (processing and dual processing)

(a) Negative of the Original
Image

(b) Volume EF

(c) MMS-T

Fig. 8. Negative of the original image (a), result of the Volume EF (b),
result of the MMS-T filter (c).

Processing Dual Processing
Original max-tree 13054 13144

After EF 2419 1923
After MMS 76 75

Nodes reduction rate 171 175

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE MAX-TREE NUMBER OF NODES IN EACH STEP OF THE

METHODOLOGY.

was higher than 170. The great reduction in the number of
max-tree nodes allows the extraction of descriptors of the Max-
tree nodes that can be used as input to a classifier to locate
and recognize the characters in the image.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation presented the Maximal Max-tree Simpli-
fication filter and a methodology to apply it in association
with Extinction filters. The number of nodes of the resulting
max-tree is bounded between n + 1 and 2n, therefore by
setting the parameter n of the EF, we have an estimate of the
number of nodes of the resulting max-tree. The repeatability
results showed tha filtering up to 95% of the number of
max-tree leaves preserve on average 97.3% of the number of
MSER correspondences. Therefore, applying the methodology
proposed with n set to 5% of the number of tree leaves,
can greatly simplify the max-tree structure, while keeping
the necessary information to solve image analysis and pattern
recognition problems. This simplification makes viable the
extraction of descriptors that can be used as input to a classifier
to detect and recognize objects on images.

As a result of this work, a paper entitled “Maximal Max-tree
Simplification” [3] was accepted for publication at the 22nd

ICPR, and another paper entitled “A Comparison between
Extinction Filters and Attribute Filters” was submitted to the
XXV II SIBGRAPI, this last paper is under revision process.



Fig. 9. Max-tree graphs after the MMS-T filter corresponding to the original image processing (a), and its dual processing (b). The connected components
were interpolated for better visualization, and they are not in scale. The characters are marked in red.

A continuation of this work would be the time analysis of
the methodology proposed, and comparison of our methodol-
ogy results with state-of-the-art methods for object detection
and recognition in the literature . Another continuation would
be the extension of the maximal simplification filter to other
image representing structures, such as the Tree of Shapes
[19], which is a contrast independent and non-redundant
representation of the image, and the proposal of other criteria,
such as a shape criterion, to compute the filter.
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Abstract—In this paper1 we present automatic methods
for nuclear segmentation of sagittal images from Drosophila
melanogaster embryos. The method is based on the curvature
of closed contours and consists in separating aggregated nuclei
by tracing a segment between corresponding concave points.
The proposed approach is new and effective way to overcome
the problems of aggregates, absent or very segmented nuclei,
normally found in applications involving biological imaging of
cells or nuclei. The results show that the method is efficient, and
can be extended to different applications and areas. In addition, a
computational system for analyzing the gene expression profile of
Drosophila is proposed, which includes methods for visualization
and quantification of fluorescence signals expressed in sagittal
images. The obtained results can contribute to several biological
investigations.

Keywords-Image segmentation; Curvature; Nuclei segmenta-
tion; Drosophila melanogaster.

I. INTRODUCTION

The automatic segmentation of cellular nuclei is an essential
step in several biological investigations [1]. The results of this
process aims to obtain the individual shape to the cellular
nuclei, important phenotypic characteristic, indicative of the
physiologic state of the cells, and many times used to analyze
intracellular processes or even cellular sociology [2]. In gene-
ral, it represents one of the most important steps in a image
analysis pipeline, considering that its results may determine
the success or failure of computerized analysis procedures [3].

Although essential, nuclear segmentation is not trivial due
to the high variability and complexity of the data. For example,
biological artifacts (cell nuclei/cell) show variation in shape,
size, topology and texture in different images. In many cases,
the valleys between adjacent cell nuclei are small and do
not mark its border, which poses serious obstacles to seg-
mentation. Another issue refers to the intrinsic feature of
confocal/fluorescent images, such as low contrast, irregular
illumination or noises. Reconciling these aspects and propose
a generalized solution is a major challenge.

In the last years many approaches have been used to solve
this problem [4], [5]. Such methods often involve the combi-
nation or improvement of conventional techniques of Digital

1This work relates to the M.Sc. dissertation.

Image Processing – DIP (as edge detection, region growing
and texture analysis), coupled with the inclusion in the al-
gorithms of heuristics about the morphology of the objects
and regions of interest. Most papers deal with segmentation
methods based on variations of watershed algorithm [6], which
has been considered a powerful technique for segmenting and
recognizing cell nuclei in biological images [7], [8], [6]. In
addition, it can be found approaches based on morphological
operations [9], [10] and fusion of regions over segmented [11].

However, some problems are recurrent when these algo-
rithms are used in different applications, such as the difficulty
to define the markers, the efforts required to define parameters
of the methods and the over-segmentation – commonly found
when watershed based methods are used. An example are
the automatic systems for image analysis related to early
Drosophila melanogaster embryos. The optical properties of
such images, as poor visual discrimination, variations of
intensity in the regions of interest and diffuse transition
between image components, affects the results of the tradi-
tional segmentation techniques, and do not provide the desired
separation of the nuclei. Therefore various application adapted
methods which take advantage of the a priori knowledge about
the particular objects of interest and other possible structures
in the image.

Contributions:
In this context, we propose a method for nuclear segmentation
based on the analysis of the curvature of binarized objects.
The segmentation model proposed can generate a precise and
closed contour of the nuclei contained on image, essential
factor for exploring different geometrical properties of the
biological data. Furthermore, we propose an automatic system
for evaluation the gene expression profile of the Drosophila
embryos. This study consists of methods for quantification
and visualization of gene expression profile assumed along
the intranuclear and cytoplasmic regions. The generation of
automatic and accurate results eliminates the subjectivity of
the process when compared to simple visual analysis.

A. Background

The Drosophila melanogaster, commonly known as the
“fruit fly”, is an important model in biological research,

mailto:


particularly in the study of gene expression regulatory net-
works, spatial gene expression pattern and cellular diffe-
rentiation [12]. The proposed methodology refers to images
obtained from the sagittal plan of Drosophila. This type of
image presents some advantage when compared to images
from embryo surface, as the possibility to capturing signals
expression of RNAs and proteins in different focal planes.
Another advantage is the preservation of the embryo, since
it becomes possible to maximize the cell nuclei region and
its vicinity without having to flatten the embryos. It is also
important to mention that the study of the dorsal-ventral axis
require necessarily the use of this type images.

(a) Previous-Posterior (b) Dorso-Ventral

Fig. 1. Example of sagittal images from early Drosophila embryos obtained
by confocal microscopy. (a) Sagittal image showing the previous-posterior
axis (A↔P). (b) Sagittal image view from the dorsal-ventral axis (DlV).

The process and analysis of gene expression data from
sagittal plan involves the manipulation of digitalized images, in
order to evaluate and quantify proteins and RNAs (Ribonucleic
Acid) expression. However, this is not a trivial task, because
it requires the identification and simultaneous study of a large
number of genes [13]. The main challenge of this process
is to obtain automatic segmentation of cellular nuclei. The
reasons are the intrinsic difficulties of the segmentation process
and also because confocal images present some features that
difficult the obtaining of a efficient segmentation, such as, ir-
regular illumination, acquisition noise, defined loss of nuclear
contours and undesired fluorescence signals in the vicinity of
regions of interest.

In this context, we are interested in defining nuclear seg-
mentation masks, i.e., binary image in which pixels with value
1 (one) represent the cell nuclei, and pixels with value 0 (zero)
representing regions outside the nucleus and the background
image. This masks shows where the individual nuclei of an
embryo are located, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). This type of
image increases the amount of features that can be extract from
the images, as the obtained masks can be used to characterize
several morphological properties, as well serve of basis to
characterize gene expression patterns. For example, the nuclear
mask can be used to quantify data on gene expression in
each embryo nucleus, or to characterize the amount of gene
products inside the embryo nuclei [14].

II. PROPOSED METHODS

This paper presents two main contributions for analysis of
sagittal images of Drosophila melanogaster embryos, a seg-
mentation method and a evaluation method. The segmentation
method is used to identify individual nuclei. The evaluation
methods include approaches to quantify and visualize of gene
expression in sagittal images of Drosophila. Both methods are
briefly described in the following sections.

A. Segmentation method
When extracting features of individual cell nuclei in an

image, the first task is to find and define each cell nucleus. The
method for cell nuclei segmentation contained in Drosophila
images presented in this paper consists of three processing
steps, being (a) pre-processing, (b) image binarization and (c)
post-processing.

1) Pre-processing: In the pre-processing step, the images
are treated by traditional DIP techniques, in order compensate
the non-uniformity of the lightning and to treat the existing
noise. For the removal noise located on the extremities of
cell nuclei the Gaussian smoothing was applied [3]. This
noise is characterized by the random occurrence of lightness
values significantly different from pixel values referring to
the foreground of image. For treat the problem of uneven
illumination of cell nuclei and of background, two highlighting
techniques are used, the linear highlighting and the morpho-
logical highlighting [15], [3], [16].

The linear highlighting was achieved by means of mapping
function r = ax+b, where x represents the original pixel value
and r is the pixel value after the transformation. With regard
to morphological highlighting was applied the operator “Top-
hat”, aiming to increase the visual discrimination between
foreground and background of processed images. This task
is defined by the Eq. (1),

That(G) = G(x, y)− (G(x, y) ◦ SE). (1)

where G(x, y) and That(G) indicate, respectively, the input
image and the transformation of the image in gray levels.
The symbol SE defines the structuring element, and it is
usually chosen according to the characteristics of the image.
The operation (G(x, y) ◦ SE) is a morphological opening
operation. The “Top-hat” allowed to emphasize the pixels
belonging to cell nuclei of sagittal images, while it attenuates
the intensity values of the pixels between the nuclei [16].

2) Image binarization: In this step the Otsu Thresholding
method [17] was used for initial segmentation of cell nuclei.
It is an unsupervised segmentation method which relies on
discriminant analysis and searches for an optimal threshold
T∗ which maximizes the variance between classes C0 and
C1, which, in turn, represent the objects – the nuclei – and the
background image (or vice versa) [15], [3]. Many approaches
for cell nuclei detection in fluorescence images rely of the
Otsu Thresholding [18], [19], [20]. However, as illustrated
in Fig. 2(a), the Otsu Thresholding resulted in a image with
a significant presence of two or more merged nuclei (these
nuclei are identified in yellow in the image)



(a) Otsu Mask (b) Nuclear Mask

Fig. 2. Mask of binarization and nuclear segmentation. (a) Binary image
after Otsu Thresholding. The yellow color highlights the components formed
by aggregates nuclei. The cyan color shows cell nuclei properly identified. In
(b) the respective segmentation mask, after nuclei with marking isolated of
cell nuclei contained in the figure (a).

3) Post-processing: Aimed at improving the binarization
results we suggest a post-processing step. The strategy is based
on the analysis of the curvature of the binarized objects, and
aims to find the extreme points of local minima in the contour
of these objects, which are candidate positions to split the
merged nuclei.

The curvature is very useful in defining of relevant geome-
trical properties, such as corners, valleys, concave regions and
convex, and straight lines [21], [22].

The curvature k for each element of a discrete contour
C(t) can be obtained according to Eq. (2), where x′(t) and
y′(t) are the first order derivative with respect to x and y, and
x′′(t) and y′′(t) are the second order derivative in relation to
x and y, respectively [23].

k(t) =
x′(t)y′′(t)− y′(t)x′′(t)

(x′(t)2 + y′(t)2)
2
3

. (2)

The estimation of smoothed curvature is calculated for all
connected components with two or more nuclei unified. These
components are identified by their size, been analyzed the
components that are larger than a preestablished value. This
value is defined based on the average size of the nuclei. The
idea is to draw straight line segments between the extremes
points of local minimum, thus forming boundaries between
aggregated objects [24]. The process can be better understood
by analyzing the illustration in Fig. 3, which represents a
connected component formed by intersection of four nuclei,
and shows the respective points of local minimum P1 to P6 of
curvature k(t). The inset in Fig. 3 depicts the curvature k(t)
and the corresponding points of local minima P1 to P6 [16].

The change of sign in the values of curvature k(t) identifies
the alternation between a point of relative maximum and a
point of relative minimum of the curve. Between two points of
relative maximum there is always a relative minimum, and vice
versa. By using this analysis of maximum and minimum is
possible to find the all the relative minima of the contour, and

these points corresponds to the location of where the nuclei
should be separated [16].
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Fig. 3. Illustration of a merged nuclei and the normal and tangent vector
of one relative minimum point of the contour of the object. Points P1 to P6

are the relative minima of the contour. The vectors
−−→
V p1,

−−→
V p2 and

−−→
V p3 are

formed considering the point of relative minimum P1 and its opposite points
P6, P5 and P4, respectively. The distances di between P1 and the opposite
points are also shown. Note that the minimum distance cannot be used as a
criteria to find the corresponding opposite point, as d2 < d1. In the inset
it is depicted the curvature k(t) of the shape of the object, along with the
respective relative minimum peaks [16].

After the identification of the points of relative minimum, it
is necessary to establish the correspondence between then in
order trace the line which will separate the nuclei. In the pro-
posed method, to select the pairs candidates to correspondence,
the points of relative minimum are separated into two groups,
accordingly to which side of the merged nuclei they belong.
In order to define in which side of the merged block the points
are located, the contour was divided into two regions. The two
points of the contour which define these regions corresponds
to the two peaks of the curvature of a over smoothed version
of the contour (i.e., the contour was smoothed by applying a
Gaussian filter with σ = 50). This approach allows to identify
the extremities of a merged block and it is translation and
rotation invariant. For example, in Fig. 3, points P1, P2 and
P3 are located on one side of the form, while P4, P5 and P6

are located on the other side [16].
The next step is to consider only the points located at

one of the sides of the contour. For each of these points,
the vectors

−−→
V pi are constructed considering the current point

and all the points on the opposite side. Then, the angles θi
formed between the normal vector

−→
Vn at the current point with

the respect to the vectors
−−→
V pi are computed. The smallest θi

indicates to which point of the opposite side the line that splits
the nuclei should be drawn. Consider, for example, the point
P1 in Fig. 3. Then, the angles θi formed between the normal
vector

−→
Vn at the point P1 with the respect to the vectors

−−→
V p1,−−→

V p2 and
−−→
V p3 are computed. The vectors

−−→
V p1,

−−→
V p2 and

−−→
V p3

are formed considering P1 and its opposites points P6, P5 and
P4, respectively. For the considered example, the smallest θi



corresponds to the angle formed between
−→
Vn and

−−→
V p1, hence

P6 is identified as the corresponding point of P1 and a line
between these points is drawn in order to split the nuclei [16].

It is worth to note that the minimum distance between the
opposite points could also be thought as a way of finding
correspondence between opposite points. However, we found
some examples where the smallest distance does not represent
the desired correspondence. For example, in Fig. 3 the distance
between the point P1 and P5 is lower than the distance
between P1 and P6. On the other hand, analysis of θ is a
safe choice, since the criterion of lowest θ precisely defines
the opposite point corresponding to the current point [16].

Finally, after the correspondence between the relative mi-
nima points are established, a straight line between then is
drawn in the image in order to separate the nuclei, i.e.,
the pixels under the line segment unifying opposite relative
minima are set to zero, separating the nuclei. In this stage, it
is possible to obtain the fully separated nuclei, as demonstrated
by Fig. 2(b). This procedure is applied for all the points located
on the same side of the first analyzed point (i.e., the points P2

and P3 in the example of Fig. 3). However, if after this first
iteration two or more nuclei remains merged, the procedure
can be reapplied in order to obtain the expected result [16].

B. Evaluation methods

After obtaining the nuclear segmentation masks, it is pos-
sible to obtain information of anatomy and gene expression
of the targeted objects, which allows performing several bio-
logical studies. Thus, we propose methods for evaluation of
sagittal images of early Drosophila embryos, which includes
the quantification and visualization of the average intensity
of proteins and RNA in intranuclear and cytoplasmic regions
of expression patterns. Such methods are developed gathering
several DIP techniques, as, for example, Voronoi Diagrams,
Delaunay Triangulation, Principal Components Analyzes [3].

The quantification method, in particular, makes it possible
to extract the gene expression profile along the previous-
posterior axis of early Drosophila embryos, both in nuclear
and cytoplasmic regions of the cells. This operation can be
performed by quantifying the average intensity of pixels in
the original image (which contains gene expression data) at the
same position of the nuclear masks (the image obtained in the
segmentation process). In order to quantify the gene expression
in the cytoplasmic region, the distance transform was applied
in the segmentation mask. The result of this technique allowed
to extend the region of the cell nuclei in the basal and apical
directions.

In turn, the visualization method includes a new approach
to view sagittal images, which allows to organize the cell
nuclei in a linear configuration. The nuclei are arranged along
a horizontal line, as if the embryo has been “opened”. The
distance between the nuclei are kept the same as the original
image. Figure 4 shows a section of the results obtained for
several embryos. This type of display is compact and allows
to show at once, dozens of embryos. Also allows to compare
the gene expression profile of different embryos, facilitating

the analysis and interpretation of data. Finally, it helps the
researcher to observe details of the variation of light intensity
existing in each connected component, i.e., is the variation of
level gene expression in each cell nucleus.

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the proposed visualization method. Each
row represents an image of the early Drosophila embryo, where each nucleus
is redistributed horizontally and sequentially in the new array.

III. EXPERIMENTS

The images used in this work were obtained in a Leica TCS
SP5 confocal microscopy, at the Inmetro - National Institute of
Metrology, Quality and Technology. In order to visualize the
Drosophila nuclei, it was used a blue-fluorescent DAPI nucleic
acid stain from Invitrogen. Each image has 1024x1024 pixels
and 8 bits depth. For the experiments, a database comprising
126 images was used. All refer to gene expression patterns of
embryos relative to the sagittal plane of Drosophila collected
at the 14th mitotic cycle.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to ensure the quality of the segmentation method
we compared the results of this research with four similar
works in the literature: Costa et al. [25], Malpica et al.[26],
Kosmam et al.[27] and Anju Bala [10]. All proposals address
variations of Watershed segmentation algorithm, which has
been considered a powerful technique to isolate and identify
cell nuclei in biological images [8], [28].

The proposed method was evaluated quantitatively. The
quantitative analysis was performed based in the number of
detected nuclei. This was initially accomplished by counting
this number based on visual inspection on original images.
Through this measure was possible to compare the results from
four parameters (a) correctly segmented nuclei, (b) unified
nuclei (c) absent nuclei and (d) super segmented nuclei. High
values of the parameter (a) show a good performance of the



analyzed method, whereas, high values of the parameters (b),
(c) and (d) indicates a low performance.

Table I summarizes the quantitative results obtained. Our
proposal obtained 94.4% of success in relation to the number
properly detected nuclei, and has demonstrated greater effec-
tiveness and competitiveness.

The results of the other methods of the literature are
presented in Fig. 5(b)-(e), which exhibit four nuclear seg-
mentation masks resulting from the application of proposed
method in one of the images of the database ( Fig. 5(a)).

(a) Original image (b) Ferreira Costa et al. [25]

(c) Malpica et al. [26] (d) Anju Bala [10]

(e) Kosman et al. [27] (f) Proposed method

Fig. 5. Comparative results of nuclear nuclear segmentation mask obtained
by different techniques [16]..

Overall, the proposed method allowed to obtain accurate re-
sults, in that problem of merged and super segmented nucleus
is eliminated, or minimized widely. The solution obtained
constitutes a new solution for the scenario discussed, and it is
robust to changes of rotation and translation.

The nuclear segmentation masks, resulting from proposed
method, allow to determine the average intensity of protein or
RNA in the intranuclear region of gene expression patterns.

Another important contribution refers to the quantification of
cytoplasmic region, essential for defining the average level of
RNA associated with each nuclei of mask. These operations
allows to obtain the expression profiles of proteins and RNAs
along of AP axis Drosophila embryos, as shown by Figures 6
and 7.
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Fig. 6. Average of the intensity of the Hunchback protein along the AP axis.
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Fig. 7. Average of the intensity of the Hunchback RNA along the AP axis.

The results of the visualization method includes a new
perspective to the analysis and interpretation of images of
gene expression. This method allows a compact and sequential
observation of spatial and temporal variation of the intensity
of protein/RNA retained of the samples.

V. PUBLICATIONS

The dissertation has already generated a set of 2 publications
and 1 additional work is under review. The publications are
the following
• SOUSA, D. J.; CARDOSO, M. A.; BISCH, P. M.;

Lopes, F. J. P.; TRAVENOLO, B. A. N. A Segmentation
Method for Nuclei Identification from Sagittal Images of
Drosophila melanogaster Embryos. In: WSCG - Interna-
tional Conference in Central Europe on Computer Gra-
phics, Visualization and Computer Vision, 2013, Pilsen.
21st WSCG 2013 Full Papers Proceedings, 2013. p. 133-
142.

• SOUSA, D. J.; GULIATO, D.; CARDOSO, M. A.; Lopes,
Francisco J. P.; TRAVENOLO, B. A. N. Análise de
algoritmos para a segmentaçáo de imagens de padrões
de expressão gênica da Drosophila melanogaster. In: XV
Encontro de Modelagem Computacional & III Encontro
de Ciência e Tecnologia de Materiais, 2012, Uberlândia.



TABLE I
COMPARISON OF NUCLEI SEGMENTATION FOR DIFFERENT METHODS [16].

1-Our method 2-Kosman et al.[27] 3-Ferreira Costa et al. [25] 4-Malpica et al.[26] 5-Anju Bala [10]
Rightly detected nuclei 94,4% 64,5% 46,8% 67,6% 71,8%

Merged nuclei 3,9% 3,3% 42,2% 13,2% 8,4%
Absent nuclei 0,9% 13,8% 9,5% 17,0% 18,1%

Over-segmentation 0,8% 18,4% 1,4% 2,1% 1,7%

Anais do XV Encontro de Modelagem Computacional &
III Encontro de Ciłncia e Tecnologia de Materiais, 2012.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper it was discussed methods for nuclear seg-
mentation and evaluation of gene expression from sagittal
images of Drosophilla melanogaster embryos. The segmen-
tation method has been shown to be robust and efficient to
deal with aggregated or super segmented nuclei, a recurrent
issue in automatic segmentation tools. The evaluating methods
present algorithms that allow the studying the sagittal plan of
Drosophila embryos. In addition, it is proposed an innovative
and compact approach to visualization of the gene expression
pattern. The obtained results can contribute to several biolo-
gical investigations.
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Fig. 1. Graphical results of collision detection using the Lazy Work Stealing algorithm. From left to right the benchmarks are BART,
Cloth/Ball and Funnel.

Abstract—This study1 presents the results of research in
dynamic load balancing for Continuous Collision Detection
(CCD) using Bounding Volumes Hierarchies (BVHs) on Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs). Hierarchy traversal is a challenging
problem for GPU computing, since the work load of traversal
has a very dynamic nature. Current research resulted in meth-
ods to dynamically balance load as the traversal is evaluated.
Unfortunately, current grid-based GPU computing interfaces are
not well suited for this type of computing and load balancing
code can generate excessive overhead. This work presents a novel
algorithm to address some of the most glaring problems.

The algorithm uses the new concept of lazy work stealing,
which tries to get the most out of the parallel capabilities of
GPUs by greedy work stealing and lazy work evaluation. Also,
the algorithm is designed to augment shared memory usage per
block and diminish CPU-GPU context exchange penalties.

Keywords-Dynamic Load Balance; Deformable Bodies; Con-
tinuous Collision Detection; GPGPU;

I. INTRODUCTION

Collision Detection (CD) is the research area that studies
the problem of intersecting bodies. This problem arises in
several fields, such as graphics and physics simulations and
robot motion. Several approaches to the problem have been
proposed and they can be classified as either Discrete Collision
Detection (DCD) or Continuous Collision Detection (CCD).

1Product of M.Sc. Dissertation.

CCD considers the entire time interval between frames
while evaluating collision and is widely used in recent works.
DCD considers just a moment of the interval and, thus, can
miss collisions. CCD is more costly than DCD [1], however,
unlike DCD, it cannot miss collisions inside the interval and,
thus, is more precise.

CCD is becoming more affordable by applications because
of the increasing of parallel capabilities of processors, allied
with the rise in popularity of General Purpose Graphics
Processing Units (GPGPU) [2]. There are several development
interfaces for GPGPU architectures available, but this work
uses the definitions as in CUDA [3].

Bounding Volume Hierarchies (BVHs) are commonly used
to accelerate CD. BVHs can be classified according to the type
of Bounding Volumes (BVs) used. A common choice is the
OBB-tree, that is, a binary tree where each node contains an
Oriented Bounding Box (OBB) enclosing ever finer parts of
the model or scene.

Contributions: The contribution of this work is the pre-
sentation of a novel load balancing algorithm for hierarchy
traversal, based on the task stealing load balancing approach
discussed by Cederman and Tsigas [4]. The algorithm’s per-
formance is evaluated on two systems employing an NVIDIA
GeForce GT520 and an NVIDIA GeForce GTS450 GPU. It
is also compared with the load balancing scheme used in the
gProximity approach [5].

http://www.lcg.ufrj.br/Members/viniciusdasilva


A. Related work

CD is a widely studied field and great overviews can be
found in [6] and [7]. The research on BVH based CCD in re-
cent years is mainly divided between two paths of optimization
ideas: parallelism and culling.

Different algorithms have been proposed to parallelize
traversal work among threads in CPU, between CPU and GPU
in hybrid systems, and among threads purely in the GPU. [8]
parallelized traversal work among threads in CPU by doing a
breath-first serial traversal until a hierarchy level with enough
nodes to feed all threads is found. The work of [9] distributes
the nodes of the Bounding Volume Test Tree (BVTT) front
among CPU threads to achieve better parallelism.

Another approach in [10] explores GPUs to perform the
elementary tests in a hybrid CPU-GPU environment. Lauter-
bach et al. [5] uses one GPU kernel to traverse the tree and
another to balance the workload. In recent work [11], extended
these ideas by providing an algorithm for stream registration of
the data generated during traversal, and using a deferred front
tracking approach to lower the BVTT front memory overhead.

Another related area intensely investigated in the last years
is the design of culling methods for BVH-based CCD. The
main motivation is to diminish the overhead generated by the
false positives and redundant computations that pure BVH
traversal can generate. The efforts are divided in high-level
and low-level culling algorithms. High-level algorithms are
heuristics designed to discard portions of the hierarchy early
while traversing. In [12], surface normals and binormal cones
are used to discard parts of the geometry while traversing
the hierarchy, while [13] creates the concept of Continuous
Normal Cones by extending the Normal Cones to CCD.

On the other hand, low-level culling algorithms focus on
discarding redundant and false-positive primitive tests. [14]
uses Bernstein polynomials to formulate a non-penetration
filter which detects if a feature pair cannot be coplanar on
the entire time interval and thus cannot intersect. In [13],
a set of all the meaninful elementary tests generated by
adjacent triangles is precomputed, obviating the evaluation of
their collision on traversal. The work in [15] diminishes the
number of redundant primitive tests by extending the triangle
representation to carry feature assignment info.

II. BOUNDING VOLUME HIERARCHIES

The hierarchy traversal is the operation that actually eval-
uates collision and generates a potentially colliding primitive
pair list. To finish the collision detection, classic edge-edge
and vertex-face elemental tests are evaluated for each triangle
pair in the list, as described in [1].

To achieve better performance, the prototypes associated
with this work use two culling methods: Non-penetration
Filters [14] and Orphan Sets [13]. Another enhancement used
is the front-based decomposition [9]. This concept allows the
usage of time coherence in BVH traversal by saving the front
of the traversal’s Bounding Volume Test Tree (BVTT). This
front can be used as the starting point for the traversal in
the next frame. The front are those pairs whose collision is

evaluated as false or leaf pairs. The concepts are shown in
Figure 2.

Fig. 2. BVH and associated BVTT for an intra-collision traversal. The
marked nodes in the BVTT are the front, i.e., the nodes where the collision
traversal ended. As shown in [9].

An heuristc can be applied in order to detect an outdated
front, implying in a reconstruction by traversing the hierarchy
again from the root.

III. LOAD BALANCING ON BOUNDING VOLUME
HIERARCHY TRAVERSAL

The main difficulty that arises when designing CCD BVH
traversal algorithms for GPUs is the fact that current grid-
based GPU computing interfaces are not well suited for
applications where the workload is not known a priori. BVH
traversal falls in this category since it is not possible to predict
the traversal before evaluating it and the process generates
work on-the-fly, requiring dynamic load balancing.

Four different methods for load balancing on GPUs are dis-
cussed in [4]: Static Task List, Blocking Dynamic Task Queue,
Lock-free Dynamic Task Queue and Task Stealing. Static Task
List is the simplest load balancing scheme. Balancing occurs
before issuing all work, thus it is inherently inflexible. The
algorithm proposed in [5] tries to address the inflexibility of
the Static Task List by redistributing nodes if the number of
unused cores is higher than a predefined threshold.

The Task Stealing algorithm [16] was designed to balance
load among processes in a multiprocessor system. It uses
double ended queues (deques) to fulfill this task. Each process
has its own deque from which it can pop or push threads. This
way, the process can acquire work (pop) or generate work
dynamically (push). These operations are done on the bottom
side of the deque. When a process finishes its job, it tries to
steal from the deques of other processes. This operation is
done on the top side of the deque, for the sake of parallelism.
[4] produced good results when adapting the Task Stealing
algorithm in [16] to balance the load generated by the parallel
quicksort algorithm on GPUs.

IV. LAZY WORK STEALING

In this section the novel Lazy Work Stealing algorithm is
presented. It is based on the approach described in [4] for
Task Stealing. The main goal of the algorithm is to be more



flexible than other methods by diminishing the overhead of
load balancing and thus freeing GPU to do the actual work, i.e.
the traversal itself. Some optimization ideas guide our novel
algorithm.

1) Ideally, a block should be able to acquire work with a
minimal performance hit on other working blocks.

2) We want to minimize balancing calls and CPU-GPU
context change overhead.

3) The front update pass [9], can benefit greatly from using
shared memory, because it is memory bound. So we also
want to increase the shared memory used per block.

Since Task Stealing is on-demand in essence, the problem
of performance hits on working blocks is addressed. Also,
the CPU-GPU context change is diminished, since the task
stealing code must be incorporated into the traversal kernel.
The problems related with shared memory are also solved by
setting the number of launched blocks for the traversal kernel
as a number of blocks that can actually run in parallel on the
device, and thus promote optimal device occupancy. This way,
we achieve maximum shared memory per block and avoid
resource waste, since all multiprocessors will be busy.

Unfortunately not all problems are solved using this ap-
proach. The original Task Stealing algorithm [16] requires
that all blocks with empty deques keep pooling another block
deques in a round robin fashion, attempting to steal nodes.
In this case, even if the multiprocessor is busy, it may not
actually be doing useful work. Thus, we propose an improved
method by performing modifications to better suit the stealing
part of the algorithm to GPUs:

1) A three-pass approach is used for node management
since the amount of shared memory per block can be
augmented. In each traversal loop iteration, each thread
pops one node, evaluates it and all generated work nodes
or front nodes are saved in local thread memory (pass
1). Continuing in the same loop iteration, all nodes
generated in a block are saved in a shared memory stack.
This is achieved by using a prefix-sum [17] approach
(pass 2). Ending the iteration, part of the shared stack is
pushed to global memory if the shared stack is nearly
full (pass 3). The algorithm is described in depth in
Algorithm 1.

2) In the pop pass (pass 1), a three-level approach is also
used. The first pop attempt is on the shared stack (level
1). If unsuccessful, an attempt to pop from the block’s
deque is done (level 2). If it fails, work is stolen from
the deques of other blocks (level 3) and the block
resumes traversal. If no work can be stolen, the traversal
ends. The overall scheme is presented in Figure 3. The
algorithm is described in depth in Algorithm 2. Level
2 and 3 pop functions are explained in more detail in
Algorithms 3 and 4.

3) The operations in all deques are done in batch to avoid
excessive increments on global memory deque pointers.
Just one thread in a block is responsible for doing the
actual operation on deque pointers. The other threads

Fig. 3. Lazy work acquisition scheme. First, threads try to pop from their
block’s shared stack (1). If not successful, they try to pop from its global
deque (2). If not successful, enough nodes (if any) are transferred from lazily
stolen nodes (3). If there are no more nodes from lazy steal, all other block
deques are stolen (4).

just help to push or pop the affected nodes. In the
algorithm listings, the functions pop, popTop and popBot
are only changing pointers, i.e., they don’t actually
transfer the nodes.

4) A lazy approach is used to acquire stolen nodes (pop
level 3). Since a block has a reasonable number of
threads running in parallel, the stealing part of the
algorithm pops all deques at the same time, each thread
changing the top pointer of one global deque. However,
just the nodes from the first stolen deque are actually
transferred to the block stack at this time. The transfer
is done in little batches to ensure saving shared stack size
for traversal. To achieve this lazy transfer, it is necessary
to save the deque indices and sizes of all successful pop
operations of a task steal, and forbid deque pointers to
be reset when a deque is empty. It is important to note
that these changes aim at maximizing stolen nodes in a
stealing attempt and maximizing stack size available for
future traversal. The algorithm is described in depth in
Algorithm 4.

In the algorithm listings, the function assignShared() is used
to denote one assignment for the entire block, i.e., only one
thread of the block actually alters the variable. Also, when
a variable is declared as volatile, it must bypass incoherent
cache memory.

V. EXPERIMENTS

The algorithm was tested in two systems. The first has a
GeForce GTS 450, with 1 GB memory, 57.7 GB/s memory
bandwidth and 4 SMs (streaming multiprocessors), with a
total of 192 CUDA cores. The second uses a GeForce GT
520, which has 1 GB memory, 14.4 GB/s memory band-
width and 1 SM, with a total of 48 CUDA cores. Several
commonly benchmarks were used, namely the BART, Funnel



Algorithm 1 Novel algorithm traversal and front acquisition.
1) Node acquisition (popWork). 2) Work compaction (com-
pactStacks). 3) Push from shared stack to global deque if
necessary (pushWork).

1: function TRAVERSE(gBvtt , gFront)
2: Parameters (global memory):
3: gBvtt . BVTT work deques
4: gFront . BVTT front deques
5: Block shared memory:
6: sBvtt . BVTT work shared data
7: sFront . BVTT front shared data
8: Thread local memory variables:
9: tBvtt[3] . generated work nodes

10: tFront . generated front node
11: t . Thread index. Used in all algorithms
12: b . Block index. Used in all algorithms

13: loop
14: if NOT(POPWORK(gBvtt , sBvtt , tBvtt)) then
15: PUSHREMAININGFRONT
16: return TRAVERSAL END
17: if NOT(tBvtt.empty) then
18: EVALCOLLISION(tBvtt , tFront)
19: COMPACT(sBvtt,tBvtt,sFront,tFront)
20: if NOT(PUSHWORK(gBvtt , sBvtt) then
21: return OVERFLOW
22: if NOT(PUSHWORK(gFront , sFront) then
23: return OVERFLOW
24: end loop
25: end function

and Cloth/Ball models. The BART benchmark evaluates inter-
collisions, and we have used four different resolutions (64,
256 , 1024 and 4096 triangles). The Funnel benchmark has
18.5K triangles and tests self-collision in deformable motion.
Cloth/Ball benchmark evaluates the same type of collision,
but has a heavier workload with 92K triangles. Linear motion
between frames is assumed for all vertices.

Table I shows the performance results for each benchmark.
The numbers include time for hierarchy refit, front update,
front-based traversal, load balancing and triangle pair inter-
section. The implementation uses the non-penetration filters
[14] and orphan sets [13] culling methods. Table II shows
the speedup of the GTS 450 in relation with the GT520 and
demonstrates how the algorithm scales. The calculation of
speedup is just the ratio between the columns GT 520 and
GTS 450 in table I.

Table III shows the average number of processed front
nodes per frame. This information depicts well the resources
necessary to compute CCD for high density models and the
differences in timings among benchmarks.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Lazy Work Stealing algorithm is compared with gProx-
imity [5] in an implementation done by the author of this

Algorithm 2 Novel lazy steal popWork device function. Each
thread tries to pop a node in a 3 level approach until successful
or all deques are inactive.

1: function POPWORK(gBvtt , sBvtt , tBvtt)
2: Block shared memory:
3: pFlag[3] . Pop results for each level pass
4: pStr[NDEQUES] . Saved pop starts
5: pSz[NDEQUES] . Saved pop sizes
6: v . Current work stealing victim
7: nDeques . Number of deques

8: if t = firstThread then . Level 1
9: stack ← sBvtt.stack

10: pF lag[L1]← stack.POP(pStr[b],pSz[b])
11: pF lag[L3]← bPopF lag[L1]

12: SYNC
13: if pF lag[L1] then
14: if t < pSizes[b] then
15: tBvtt← sBvtt.stack[pStr[b] + t]

16: else
17: LEVEL2POP(gBvtt,pF lag,pStr,pSz,v)
18: SYNC
19: if NOT (pF lag[L2]) then . Steal
20: LEVEL3POP(gBvtt,pF lag,pStr,pSz,v)
21: SYNC
22: if pF lag[L3] AND t < pSz[b] then
23: tBvtt← gBvtt.deque[v][pStr[b] + t]

24: return pFlag[L3]
25: end function

Algorithm 3 Level 2 pop function. Pop from the deque owned
by the block.

1: function LEVEL2POP(gBvtt,pF lag,pStr,pSz,v)
2: Global memory:
3: gBvtt.active[] is volatile

4: if t = firstThread then
5: d← gBvtt.deque[b]
6: pF lag[L2]← d.POPBOT(pStr[b],pSz[b])
7: if pF lag[L2] then
8: v ← b
9: else

10: gBvtt.active[b]← INV ALID
11: pStr[b]←∞
12: v ←∞
13: pF lag[L3]← pF lag[L2]

14: end function



Algorithm 4 Level 3 pop function. Lazy transfer if there are
available nodes from last steal. Otherwise steal from all active
blocks. Signs for traversal end if all blocks are inactive.

1: function LEVEL3POP(gBvtt , pF lag , pStr , pSz , v)
2: Global memory:
3: gBvtt.active[] is volatile
4: Block shared memory:
5: activeDequesFlag . Mark if there are active

blocks.

6: if t < nDeques then
7: if pStr[t] 6= INV ALID then
8: v ← ATOMICMIN(v , t)
9: pF lag[L3]← TRUE

10: SYNC
11: if t = v then
12: pStr[b]← pStr[t]
13: pSz[b]← pSz[t]
14: pStr[t]← INV ALID

15: while NOT (pF lag[L3]) do . No transfers
16: SYNC
17: ASSIGNSHARED(activeDequesF lag,FALSE)
18: SYNC
19: if t < nDeques then
20: if gBvtt.active[t] = TRUE then
21: activeDequesF lag ← TRUE
22: d← gBvtt.deque[t]
23: if d.POPTOP(pStr[t] , pSz[t]) then
24: gBvtt.active[b]← TRUE
25: v ← ATOMICMIN(v , t)
26: pF lag[L3]← TRUE

27: SYNC
28: if activeDequesF lag = FALSE then
29: break
30: if t = v then
31: pStr[b]← pStr[t]
32: pSz[b]← pSz[t]
33: pStr[t]← INV ALID

34: SYNC

35: end function

paper. Table IV shows the comparision of performance timings
of the Lazy Work Stealing algorithm and gProximity for the
GT520 systems for all benchmarks. The numbers include
time for hierarchy refit, front update, front-based traversal,
load balancing and triangle pair intersection. Table V shows
the same comparison for the GTS450 system. Finally, VI
compares the speedup of the algorithms. The speedup in
this case is the ratio of the GTS 450 timings and the GT
520 timings for each benchmark. This demonstrates how the
algorithms scale.

It is important to note that both algorithms have similar code
for refit and triangle intersection. The only noticeable changes
are in the load balancing, front update and traversal code. Also,

TABLE I
LAZY WORK STEALING PERFORMANCE RESULTS. TIMES IN MS.

Model Triangles GTS 450 GT 520
BART64 64 2.6 1.6

BART256 256 3.4 3.5
BART1024 1024 8.4 19.7
BART4096 4096 51.3 169.9

Funnel 18.5K 17.4 48.2
Cloth/Ball 92K 77.3 225.7

TABLE II
LAZY WORK STEALING SPEEDUP ON GTS 450 IN RELATION WITH THE

GT 520. CALCULATION IS THE RATIO OF GT 520 AND GTS 450
COLUMNS OF TABLE I

Model Triangles Speedup
BART64 64 0.61

BART256 256 1.03
BART1024 1024 2.34
BART4096 4096 3.31

Funnel 18.5K 2.77
Cloth/Ball 92K 2.92

both implementations use the same culling methods.
Based on the collected data, the algorithms seem to have

similar performance for the analyzed benchmarks. Which
algorithm performs better depends on the benchmark and
system. Both algorithms seem to scale well. The GTS 450
system has 4 times more resources than the GT 520 system
and both systems have a near 3 times speedup, with gProximity
having a peak of 3.47 speedup for the Cloth/Ball benchmark.
However, it is importante to note that even if the GTS 450
have near four times the processing power of the GT 520 they
have the same amount of shared memory, a resource that the
Lazy Work Stealing algorithm relies heavily.

Also it was observed that most of the time for BVH
management is spent with the front update. This is mainly due
to the number of nodes that the front may have. For instance,
the peak in the number of processed front nodes in a frame
pass 10 million for the Cloth/Ball benchmark.

A. Limitation

The proposed algorithm has some limitations. First, it is
highly memory bound. Thus, the performance is very depen-
dent of the device memory bandwidth, mainly because of the
front update pass. Second, the best size of the shared stacks
depends on the model. If the model has a lighter workload,
setting a higher stack size can forbid nodes to get to the
global deques and in consequence forbid blocks to steal work.
Analogously, if the model has a heavier workload, setting
a lesser stack size can forbid blocks to benefit from the
performance of the shared memory latency.s

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, the Lazy Work Stealing algorithm for load
balance of CCD on GPUs is presented. The algorithm relies
on heavy usage of device shared memory to diminish the
overhead of node management on traversal. Also, it tries to



TABLE III
LAZY WORK STEALING AVERAGE NUMBER OF PROCESSED FRONT NODES

PER FRAME. NUMBERS IN K NODES PER FRAME.

Model Front nodes
BART64 0.807
BART256 9.159

BART1024 127.394
BART4096 2,156.260

Funnel 493.391
Cloth/Ball 2,482.040

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF THE LAZY WORK STEALING (LWS) ALGORITHM AND

GPROXIMITY TIMINGS ON GT 520. TIMES IN MS.

Model Tris LWS gProximity
BART64 64 1.6 1.6

BART256 256 3.5 3.1
BART1024 1024 19.7 14.7
BART4096 4096 169.9 173.4

Funnel 18.5K 48.2 49.0
Cloth/Ball 92K 225.7 238.3

diminish work acquisition overhead using a greedy steal, lazy
transfer approach.

The immediate plans for future work include the imple-
mentation of more culling methods, such as Representative
Triangles [15] and Continuous Normal Cones [13], to achieve
better performance. Another path of development is to test the
algorithm with more modern GPUs, such as NVidia’s Kepler
compute architecture.

In addition, a deeper comparison of Lazy Work Stealing
with other load balancing approaches could be an interesting
topic as well as its usage sson other problems where work
loads depend on the geometry, such as Ray Tracing.

The M.Sc. dissertation associated with this work also gen-
erated a publication on GRAPP 2014 [18].
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Fig. 1. An image of a human liver captured during a laparoscopy as the input of our method (left). Approximation to organ geometry, the camera path
and light position (middle). Global illumination rendering of a liver, based on the BRDF estimated by our method (right).

Abstract—While improved visual realism is known to enhance
training effectiveness in virtual surgery simulators, the advances
on realistic rendering for these simulators is slower than similar
simulations for man made scenes. Among the various reasons for
this, in vivo data is hard to gather and process. In this paper
we propose the analysis of videolaparoscopy data to compute the
BRDF of living organs and therefore provide plausible physics-
based rendering of the biological tissue. Based on the interplay
between light and organic matter recorded in video images, we
propose the definition of a process capable of establishing the
BRDF for inside-the-body organic surfaces. We present a case
study around the liver with a full rendering pipeline, including
global illumination simulations. Results show that despite the
limited range of motion allowed within the body, the computed
BRDF presents a high-coverage of the sampled regions.

Keywords-organic BRDF; high-coverage sampling; surgery
simulation; patient specific; laparoscopic surgery;
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computer Graphics (CG) has collected important results
in the search for faithful virtual representation of scenes
and behaviors in the environment as a whole. The increase
of computational power seen in recent years has driven the
implementation of visual appealing results in various fields
of human activity. One of the most important beneficiaries
of such results is Medicine. In particular, a vast field of
study involves the development of techniques to make viable
simulations of surgeries, focusing on anatomical fidelity of
three-dimensional scenes, as well as the realism of the pro-
duced images. The graphical realism is essential for synthetic

1This work is related to a Master’s thesis presented in 2014/03 and a
MICCAI full paper (waiting for acceptance).

simulations in Minimally Invasive Surgeries (MIS), which are
also well suited for virtual and augmented reality techniques
[1] since monitoring via camera is the primary tool for spatial
orientation, while the doctor performs the surgery through
small incisions in the patient. In Fig. 2, an example of the
incision sites of a laparoscopy.

Fig. 2. Typical setup to the incision sites of a robotic-assisted laparoscopy
to a cholecystectomy procedure.

Particularly for virtual simulators, there has been a lot of
work focused on techniques to provide enhanced realism of
the simulated scenarios, but with a strong focus on interaction,
shape of organs, and physics-based dynamic behavior [2].
Considering realistic rendering, however, it is clear to see
that advances on rendering for these simulators is slower than



similar simulations for man made scenes. There is therefore
a huge gap of data and/or techniques which adequately deal
with the natural world. Our solution proposes the rendering
of living organs with a physically-based approach. Physically-
based approaches use the concept of Global Illumination as
expressed by Kajiya in his 1986 rendering equation [3] and
have also the potential of providing more visually faithful
depictions of real scenes, since they are derived from first
principles.

A key concept in global illumination is the Bidirectional
Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF). The BRDF for a
given material expresses how a given incident light is reflected
off the surface. For many objects, BRDFs can be measured
with special equipments called Gonioreflectometers. For some
natural objects, however, due to intrinsic reasons, it is not
possible to measure the BRDF with a gonioreflectometer, and
therefore alternative methods must be used.

Contributions: In this paper, we present a new tech-
nique to efficiently estimate BRDFs from in-vivo laparoscopic
images, based on the work of Marschner [4]. The idea is
to derive the BRDF from a set of images (or video) taken
from the material of interest. The results are limited, when
compared with BRDFs measured with gonioreflectometers, but
nevertheless useful. It is also a faster method, when compared
with gonioreflectometers. Our work is aligned with recent
efforts in the same area such as [5] and [6], but with a
major difference: we provide a high-coverage BRDF sampling
protocol based on the laparoscopic images. We use the liver
as a case study and present, for the first time, a full rendering
pipeline providing global illumination rendering results for a
living organ.

A. Related Work

Richard A. Robb’s research group has pioneered the idea of
visualization of the interior of bodies with a collection of X
rays for dogs [7], and his work is the basis for current Com-
puterized Tomography systems. Sunguroff and Greenberg [8]
presented the first computer graphics simulation of a human
brain for brain tumor surgery planning. They used Gouraud
shading and Blinn’s illumination model for rendering. Both
Gouraud’s and Blinn’s models have well known limitations
when dealing with organic materials. Barillot et al. [9] used
specialized medical equipment to represent thin structures,
such as brain blood vessels, to increase the quality of images
for medical applications.

Neyret and Cani [10] created procedural textures based in
Worley’s processes [11] and Perlin’s noise [12] in order to
simulate the visual appearance of hepatic tissue. They particu-
larly addressed distortions caused by texture mapping and also
seamless merging of triangular textures with a Voronoi type
construction. Neyret and colleagues [13] improved on previous
work by enhancing the specular effect with a simplification
of Environment Mapping by drawing a ring with size and
thickness parameterized by variables such as the distance from
the 3D model to the light source and the surface’s orientation.
In this way they were able to achieve a wet look for the virtual

liver using Phong’s illumination model. In 2003 Stoyanov and
colleagues [1] surveyed the application of computer graphics
techniques in MIS, emphasizing the great opportunity for
improvements in the field. Elhelw et. al. [14] argued that local
illumination models such as Phong’s do not correctly account
for light reflecting off organic materials, and introduced an
optimization of Bump Mapping to represent roughness levels
for organic tissue based on pictures of real tissue. Besides, they
have used a refraction map to improve transparency effects.

Chung and colleagues [5] used image-based BRDF acquisi-
tion techniques from video bronchoscope images. Their goal
is to render views for a specific patient. The derived BRDF
data was used to synthesize texture maps free of illumination
artifacts, and also to render novel views not originally captured
in the bronchoscopy video. With a similar approach, Cenydd
et. al. [15] proposed a method for BRDF acquisition for
the brain to be used in simulators of neurological surgeries.
They were able to customize visual aspects of the rendering
while still not using a global illumination approach. With
a different goal of improved 3D reconstruction of human
organs, Malti and Bartoli [6] introduced a simplification for
BRDF acquisition through which they estimate parameters for
analytical illumination models.

From the above review, we notice that only recently solu-
tions addressing the need for BRDF data appeared. However,
these results did not fully recovered a BRDF since their
methods of sampling considered only the portion where the
light is collinear to the camera. Besides, they did not provide
results based on global illumination algorithms. We propose
a full solution which first computes BRDFs from videos and
later renders the organ with a global illumination approach.

II. METHOD OVERVIEW

The challenging environment of a laparoscopy requires
special care with the surgery protocol in order to measure a
BRDF of a living organ which we divided into two parts. The
sampling step comprises gentle-adaptations in the conventional
laparoscopy in order to preserve organ geometry and to obtain
the best possible coverage to the BRDF. In a second step,
we treat the representation and rendering, defining the BRDF
data according to systems for rendering, mainly those which
implement global illumination algorithms.

Below we present our solution for measuring BRDFs and
rendering in-vivo organs.

A. Sampling

In this stage, images are acquired during a laparoscopy
procedure and then sampled to build a BRDF. The basic idea
was defined by Marschner [4]. Our contribution was to adapt
the procedure to a very restricted environment with limitations
in time and space. We defined a protocol for measuring the
BRDF for the liver during a Cholecystectomy. This protocol
maximizes the coverage of the images in order to enable as
high coverage of the reflection hemispheres as possible.

We adopted two complementary configurations in our
method, illustrated in the Fig. 3. In the first, the camera



and light move together, sampling the BRDF portion that
is reflected in the light direction. In the second, we use
two telescopes so that the light is inserted by a different
portal and the camera moves freely. In this case, the light
source must be placed at a as wide angle as possible with
the camera, but less than 90 degrees and not occluded. In
both configurations, we used a 30o telescope and performed a
synchronous revolution movement of the camera lens by the
combination of axial translation and two rotations. With this
movement, the lens orbit around the organ that stands still,
performing a semi-revolution (a 180o arc on a section plane
of the organ) combined with a local rotation to orient the lens
towards the organ, as depicted in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Sampling setup to get BRDF behavior where the incident light is
collinear to outgoing direction (a). Complementary configurations to sampling
additional reflection angles (b).

Fig. 4. Camera trajectory proposed to maximize coverage on sampling the
BRDF of the human liver.

In order to compute the BRDF from images, we need to
track the camera and light positions for all video frames
obtained from laparoscopy. We also need a geometric model
of the organ. The goal of this procedure is get a set of
animations correspondent to the surgery videos, then associate
color information to geometric data for each pixel of our
sampling set.

For camera tracking our approach is based on the work of
Palma et al. [16]. We use the method KLT (Kanade-Lucas-
Tomasi) [17] to calibrate between camera and geometry using
the video itself. KLT analyses the brightness variation in a
characteristic point available in two sequential image frames to
estimate affine transformations that define the camera motion.
To approximate the organ geometry, we used a canonical
geometry reconstructed from the segmented photographs of
the Visible Human male dataset [18]. We edited the geometry
manually so that it conforms with a set of frames selected
from the video, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Similar geometry

reconstructions could also use actual patient data to increase
accuracy.

Finally, we need light source estimations. When light and
camera move together, the solution is trivial as the camera
tracking proposed above can also be used for the light. When
two telescopes are used, and given the space constraints within
the body, we assume that the light distance to the organ is
similar to that of the camera. We then interactively adjust
the light position in a virtual model of the surgery until the
specular reflection coincides with that from the video for the
set of frames. Remember that light is fixed in this setup.

Once the geometry, camera and light information are avail-
able, we can extract for every pixel the radiance information
Le reflected by the organ surface to that pixel. Together
with this value we also have the four angles which define
the incoming (θi, φi) and outgoing (θe, φe) directions. We
rendering the animations putting the incoming and outgoing
angles values as colors building two maps where each pixel
for a frame represents the geometric data related the same
pixel indexed at the surgery video frame. For an incoming
light map, the R and G canals of the image are the (θi, φi)
tuple. In an outgoing light map, the R and G canals of the
image are de (θe, φe) tuple, as depicted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. A frame of the surgery video (a). Correspondent outgoing light map
(b) and incoming light map (c).

B. Representation and Rendering

Once the BRDF is computed from the previous step, we
need to be able to efficiently work with the data. There are
basically three possibilities for BRDF representation: (i) as
a table. Most commonly used, but not very effective since it
requires a lot of space to store and longer times to process; (ii)
as a kd-tree. Used in some rendering plataforms to speed the
access to the data; (iii) the BRDF is fit to an analytical model.
According to Ngan [19], a good choice for a BRDF analytical
model is the isotropic version of Ashikhmin model [20]. This
is the model we used in our experiments. The model is a sum
of a diffuse part and a specular part. The diffuse part follows
Lambert’s law. The specular is modeled analytically with main
parameters n and F0. n controls the shape and intensity of the
specular lobe whereas F0 controls the Fresnel effect. We use
Levenberg-Marquardt method to numerically approximate the
Ashikhmin model parameters.

Global illumination renderers are still expensive for real-
time simulations. Therefore there are hybrid approaches which
improve on local illumination models with the BRDF data
[5] [15]. We, however, are interested on global illumination
approaches. Our results indicate that the current state of the
art in both software and hardware will make possible to



run in realtime first order approximations of the light-matter
interaction soon.

There are many implementations of global illumination
algorithms according to the general principles introduced in
Kajiya’s rendering equation. They differ on the assumptions
and phenomena they are able to model.In our work we have
used three possibilities: PBRT [21] and Mitsuba [22] and
Disney BRDF Explorer [23].

III. EXPERIMENTS

To get laparoscopic videos according our sampling require-
ments, we rely to the medical partnership of the Clinical
Hospital of Porto Alegre, under supervisor of the doctor
Leandro Totti Cavazzola [24]. Along the development of this
work, we participate of three surgeries and we perform the
BRDF sampling according our method. In this paper, we
describe the results related to the second surgery, providing
images generated through global illumination algorithms and
quantitative analyses of the sampling coverage.

A. Image Resolution Optimization

The standard resolution of the laparoscopic camera used in
our experiments is 1920x1080. However, we generate a total
of 300 frames from the video surgery divided into two sets
(one for each configuration of BRDF sampling). Thus, the
table generated based on such data can easily produce files
around 25 GB. To avoid this we performed an experiment in
order to identify the best resolution for the set of images. Our
approach is based on the systematic fitting of the isotropic
version of the Ashikhmin model through reductions in the
resolution of a particular image (for complete description of
the Ashikhmin model, please refer to [25].). Fig. 6 shows little
variation between the values of the n parameter when using
the original resolution and a resolution of 240x135. For the
parameter F0, we can see the same behavior illustrated in
Fig. 7. Thus, in our experiments, we adopted the 240x135
resolution and reduce such images of the original video by
the Lanczos re-sampling method.

Fig. 6. Variations in the value of the parameter n in accordance with
reductions in the surgery image resolution. .

Fig. 7. Variations in the value of the parameter F0.

B. In-vivo Liver based Experiment

We applied our procedure to produce the rendering results
depicted in Fig. 8. The liver was rendered with PBRT, first with
the BRDF as a table (a), and then with the BRDF represented
analytically with the Ashikhmin model using the approximated
parameters values presented in Table I.

TABLE I
FITTED PARAMETERS ACCORDING TO THE ASHIKHMIN’S MODEL.

Parameter value in (R,G,B) Parameter value in (R,G,B)
d (diffuse) (1.0, 0.55, 0.51) n (10.27, 39.75, 42.8)
s (specular) (1.0, 0.13, 0.11) F0 (1.0, 1.0, 1.0)

Fig. 8. a - Rendering with PBRT. BRDF expressed as a table. Rendering time
432 secs. b - Rendering with PBRT. BRDF expressed analytically. Rendering
time 1 sec.

Considering global illumination interactions, our method
provide the possibility of render images as in Fig. 9, where
different environment maps change the final aspect of the liver
model through the interaction between BRDF and the light
conditions.

In this experiment, the BRDF measured through our method
present low specularity, probability due to the subsampling
which still occurs in a laparoscopic context. In Fig. 10, the
specular lobe of an in-vivo liver BRDF is presented.



Fig. 9. A model of liver under different light conditions. The images were
synthesized with Mitsuba and its implementation of Path Tracing.

Fig. 10. Different light conditions and its interaction with a living liver
BRDF: collinear light and viewer directions (a-b); general case of illumination
(c-d); Fresnel effect occurrence (e-f). In this images, we use our approximation
to Ashikhmin model in the Disney BRDF Exmplorer.

IV. RESULTS

To better assess the plausibility of these results, we have
compared our synthetic images with real images from the
same camera and lighting configuration. In Fig. 11 the real
liver and a synthetic image are shown side by side. Although
the high frequency information is lost, as with any BRDF,
the intensity of the reflected light is very similar. We then
used the correlation metric to compare the histograms for the
two images. Similarity is higher than 99%. In a predictive
approach, we perform the same analysis using a video frame
which was not used as a BRDF sample. Nevertheless, the result
in Fig. 12 is still quite similar.

Moreover, we have measured how well our sampling
method acquired the BRDF data. Fig. 13 shows the hemisphere
around a point with the coverage obtained experimentally. De-
spite the heavy motion constraints imposed by the laparoscopy
setup, results show that our method covered 21.28% of the
total area for the incoming light directions and 22.36% for
the outgoing directions. Considering all limitations, this a high
coverage.

Fig. 11. Liver image extracted from the video sequence (a) and virtual liver
synthesized with Mitsuba (b). (c) and (d) are the respective histograms. The
correlation between histograms is 0.9933.

Fig. 12. Surgery image not used as BRDF sample (a) and virtual liver
synthesized with the measured BRDF (b). (c) and (d) are the respective
histograms. The correlation between histograms is 0.9592.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

While the BRDF of man made objects has been captured
for decades, there is a huge gap of data and/or techniques that
adequately deal with the natural world.

In this dissertation we have presented for the first time a full
pipeline for acquiring BRDFs from laparoscopic videos of a
living organ. We then used the captured data to render a syn-
thetic organ in a global illumination framework, demonstrating
the feasibility of the approach. Our main contribution is thus

Fig. 13. Total coverage of the incoming (a) and outgoing (b) directions is
respectively 21.28%and 22.36%. Color is the percentile of coverage in either
hemisphere for the light incoming/excitant in that direction.



a sampling protocol for living tissue BRDF that provides high
coverage for the sampled organ curvature. The method pre-
serves conventional laparoscopy equipment and preparation,
adding only 5 minutes in the beginning of the standard surgical
procedure. Camera tracking based on KLT provides freedom
for the surgeon to perform revolution movements without the
need for additional equipment.

One limitation is that our method produces sample concen-
tration due to the restricted camera and light range of motion.
This behavior may cause sub-sampling of the specular lobe.
Concentration also causes superposition, with many different
values being sampled for the same parameters due to the
heterogeneity of the biological tissues. Another limitation is
that BRDFs are ideally sampled in dark controlled environ-
ments without reflections. This is impracticable in the confined
environment of the laparoscopy. So the method described here
does not deal with the interferences on the values of the
sampled BRDF caused by ambient lighting propagated inside
the body by intereflexions. Finally, another limitation regards
the camera distance to the organ surface. When it is too close
it is not able to frame high frequency parts of the scene, which
penalizes the KLT tracking.

There are many avenues left for future work. The use of
additional portals for sampling, generating a higher number
of camera-light positions combinations, can provide higher
coverage of the reflexion hemisphere being an element to com-
pose a future experiment. Besides, as this dissertation focused
on physics based rendering for surgery simulators, a better
approximation for the geometry of the sampled organs can
be made based on anatomical reconstruction of tomographical
patient data. This can improve sampling accuracy and enhance
the coverage analysis. Finally, the use of KLT to track the light
source as well, configuring a scene registered by two cameras
at the same time, is a viable alternative to replace the manual
adjustment used in this work, improving the data consistency.

While sampling BRDFs from living organs is an impor-
tant step, BRDFs are first order approximations to the full
light-matter interaction. Better approximations of the light-
matter interaction are possible with Spatially Variant BRDFs
(SVBRDF) and we plan to address this soon. Also, abdominal
laparoscopy techniques provide easy access to many organs.
Design decisions made about this class of MIS can be adapted
to minimally invasive techniques related to other areas of the
anatomy. Also, organ BRDFs can be customized according to
specific patient’s conditions (age, sex, weight, disease, . . . ) to
provide a variety of simulated conditions. This is an exciting
possibility in the important area of Patient-Specific Virtual
Reality.
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Abstract—Computer vision techniques are very important to
autonomous robotics, but they are a bottleneck due to the
processing time demand. We propose an architecture for feature
selection using foveated images that is guided by visual attention
tasks and that reduces the processing time required without
compromising the quality of the tasks’ outputs. The distance
of the fovea from the object is analyzed. If the visual system
loses the tracking in top-down attention, basic strategies of
fovea placement can be applied. Experiments have shown that
it is possible to reduce up to 60 percent the processing time
with this approach. To validate the method, we tested it with
the feature algorithm known as Speeded Up Robust Features
(SURF). With the proposed architecture, we can accomplish real
time requirements of robotics vision, mainly to be applied in
autonomous robotics.

Keywords-foveation; feature extraction; visual attention; multi-
resolution; computer vision

I. INTRODUCTION

Image features are useful for several general-purpose activ-
ities of a robot. Among widely known feature descriptors are:
SIFT [1], SURF [2] and Daisy [3]. The feature descriptors are
extracted so that they uniquely identify the region where they
are. In this way, it is possible to assign a descriptor to a unique
point at the scene. The success of such tasks depends on how
well these descriptors can represent their respective features.
Once the features are detected, several tasks can be performed,
such as tracking, 3D reconstruction, simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM), and object recognition, between other
robot tasks.

The processing time associated with the image processing
tasks that have to be performed in real time is one of the
major drawbacks to the usage of reliable and robust machine
vision algorithms in autonomous robotics applications. While
visual data acquired by video capturing devices can be quickly
grabbed in real time, their processing is a bottleneck for the
completion of such systems, unless one uses dedicated image
processing architectures, which are usually very expensive.

The high computational processing cost associated with
such tasks suggests that other less computationally expensive
approaches should be used, such as biologically inspired
systems using reduced image representations. Towards this

Fig. 1. Examples of features (circles) selection. (a) Original image, (b-c)
examples of the proposed foveated feature selection and (d) feature extraction
without foveated selection.

goal, the system model proposed in this article 1 is somewhat
biologically inspired in the sense that it uses a foveated
image, which can be moved according to a visual attention
module. The fovea, guided by visual attention, determines
the density of features extracted as a function of the distance
between a region and the center of the fovea (see Figure 1).
In other words, the fovea region contains more features than
the peripheral zones. We will show that, by representing the
input images in this way, it is possible to reduce the processing
time, without compromising the quality of the tasks outputs.

A point that we want to emphasize is that we do not
want a system designed to perform specific tasks. We want
a behaviorally cooperative and active system that can perform
several, different tasks in different environments or situa-

1based on PhD thesis entitled ”Seleção de features guiada por atenção
visual em imagens com fóvea”, approved by the Programa de Pós-Graduação
em Engenharia Elétrica e de Computação from Universidade Federal do Rio
Grande do Norte on August 2, 2013

http://www.dca.ufrn.br/~rafaelbg


tions, automatically responding, in real-time, to environment
changes. In this way, we believe that data reduction and
feature abstraction is the main key of the system, allowing
recognition or an on-line weight tuning (attention) integrating
the features extracted from sensory information, according to
the task being executed. Thus, the biologically inspired model
for feature extraction proposed in this article, that has allowed
us to develop a system with these requirements, is the main
issue treated in this work.

Contributions: This paper has two major contributions.
The first one is a technique for extracting multi-scale features
in a foveated image, considering that the density of features
depends on the fovea position. The second contribution is
a method developed in order for this model to be guided
by visual attention. Object tracking and attention tasks were
done in order to validate both contributions. As a main result,
processing time is substantially reduced in hard phases of
the visual system, as feature detection thus increasing per-
formance, allowing our system to run in real time (roughly 30
frames per second are achieved). Based on this, the proposed
methodology can be used in robotics vision mainly to allow
execution of high level tasks, such as navigation, recognition,
localization and object manipulation by robotics devices.

A. Related work

The usage of full resolution images in vision systems fairly
complicates the feature extraction processing. Several models
have been proposed in the literature for image data reduction
and feature abstraction. Some of these models treat visual data
as a classical pyramidal structure [4], [5]. The usage of multi-
resolution for visual attention is fostered by Tsotsos [6] and
Burt [7], and has been used in several attention models, such
as the works of Itti et al. [8], among others.

A problem when calculating the classical pyramid is that
the time spent in this operation does not allow its real-time
implementation for robotics purposes, at least when using
conventional architectures. In order to reduce this time, other
approaches represent the image with non-uniform density.
Most of them are inspired on foveated human vision. The
foveated model can be computed, for example, using wavelets
[9] or space variant sensors [10]. A log-polar transformation
reproduces the image in a new space that tries to reproduce
the retina mapping to the visual cortex, resulting on a more
compact image [11].

Bottom-up attention refers to the attention caused by stim-
ulus from the environment. A stone that is thrown in the
direction of a person, for example, diverts his/her attention
to the danger that is coming. A usual way of making the
computer aware of these stimuli coming from the environment
is to use salience maps. Koch and Ullman [12] proposes the
use of salience maps, by performing peak selection within
those maps, and successive fixations via inhibition of return
[13]. Several methods are available to compute saliency map,
like the one proposed by Cheng [14].

Lowe proposed the use of the Scale-Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) for recognition purposes [1], dealing with

detection of features that are invariant to scale. Speeded Up
Robust Features (SURF) was proposed by Bay [2] to be used
also in 3D reconstruction besides recognition. It is inspired
in the SIFT, but introduces the concept of integral images to
compute an integer approximation of the determinant of the
Hessian matrix. Haar wavelet responses are used as features
also computed using integral images.

While the problem of features extraction and the problem
of visual attention have been widely addressed in the litera-
ture, the problem of foveated feature extraction has not been
addressed, nor how this extraction can be integrated with a
vision system in a functional and robust way.

II. VISUAL ATTENTION GUIDED FEATURES SELECTION
WITH FOVEATED IMAGES

Our hypothesis is that it is possible to robustly reduce
the processing time of a task that uses a set of features
by performing a foveated feature extraction schema without
losing the quality of the execution of the task as long as the
foveation parameters is properly guided by visual attention.

We use our foveated model [15] as the key structure for re-
ducing data. We use the same notation but add other variables
for providing more flexibility in the proposed feature selection
model. The proposed architecture for features selection in this
paper is mainly based on SURF features, but any feature that
can be extracted at multiple scales can be applied using the
same ideas.

A. Foveated model

The foveated model proposed by Gomes [15] transforms an
image of size U into a set of m + 1 small images of size
W each one (see Figure 2). This set composes a foveated
image. The model defines image patches Ak of size Sk from
the original image, with k = 0, 1, ...,m. These patches are
arranged in a sequence of m+ 1 levels. The first level (level
0) is a mapping of the whole original image. The last one
(level m) is a mapping of a patch placed at the original image
that has the same size of each image level, i.e. size W . The
patch of the last level is guided by a fovea F at Am center.
For formalization convenience, the fovea coordinate system
is (0, 0) at the center of the image. The growth fovea factor
(Gx, Gy) increases the levels’ feature density by enlarging
their areas. Observe that this model behaves like there is no
foveation when G goes to ∞.

The variables that need to be provided are: the fovea vector
F , the size of the last level Sm and the number of levels m+1.
All others variables are in function of them. See [16] for more
details.

B. Foveated feature extraction

The feature extraction on images are usually performed by
applying a filter on every pixel of the image, where a subset
of these pixels are selected as features. The filter that select
these points can be, for example, a corner or blobs detector. For
practical purposes, only these points are further processed. In
the multiscale feature extraction, the same filtering is applied,



Fig. 2. Foveated model parameters.

but at different scales. There is basically two ways to perform
this extraction: by selecting properly pixels step in the image
scanning and resizing the filter size or by keeping the filter
size but resizing the image. Note that in the multiscale case,
each feature is associated with a specific scale where it was
detected. The first option is better for our purposes as there is
a better performance [2].

The idea of the foveated feature extraction is to extract
features at higher scales at levels where the field of view is
larger and at lower scales at levels where the field of view
is narrow. In this way, it is possible to reduce the amount
of extracted features as the high density of features that are
extract at higher frequencies are extract in a small area (near
fovea) and low density features are extract in a larger area.
There is three consequences:

• the processing time for compute descriptors is also re-
duced as there is less features;

• high level tasks that use these features have a reduced
features set, then their algorithms like searching and
matching can be performed faster;

• moveover, features that are useless for some task can
be discarded, so that the accuracy of these tasks can
be improved (the first experiment of this paper is an
example).

The Algorithm 1 is an algorithm for foveated feature
extraction based on Hessian for corner detection that is used
in this work, the same that is used by SURF [2].

The foveated model changes the density of features through
the levels. Depending on the task at hand, some levels can
even be discarded. In order to do that, we define a vector η
to obtain different feature densities and a vector B to discard
levels. The element ηi contains the octave of the level i. The
element Bi is 1 if the level i is used and 0 if is discarded.

The fovea position and foveated parameters depend on the
task to be implemented. For example, if this task is tracking,
then it is most suitable to keep the fovea around the most

Algorithm 1: Foveated feature extraction algorithm, where
Lxx(i, j, E), Lyy(i, j, E) and Lxy(i, j, E) are Laplacian
Filters at scale E centered at (i, j) and applied in directions
x, y and xy, respectively.

input : I, w, h: image I of size w × h
input : Fx, Fy : fovea coordinate
input : Sm: last level size
input : m: number of levels minus one
input : η: octave levels vector
input : B: discarded levels vector
input : Ht: Hessian threshold
input : Hq : Haar filter size at layer q
output: c: features set
S0,x ← w1
S0,y ← h2
for k ← 0 to m do3

if B[k] then4
p ← 2η[k]−15
δx ← k ∗ (S0,x − Sm,x + 2 ∗ Fx)/(2 ∗m)6
δy ← k ∗ (S0,y − Sm,y + 2 ∗ Fy)/(2 ∗m)7
Sk,x ← (k ∗ Sm,x − k ∗ S0,x +m ∗ S0,x)/m8
Sk,y ← (k ∗ Sm,y − k ∗ S0,y +m ∗ S0,y)/m9
Hs ← H1 ∗ p10
Lx ← max(Hs, δx −Gx)11
Ly ← max(Hs, δy −Gy)12
Ux ← min(S0,x - Hs, δx + Sk,x +Gx)13
Uy ← min(S0,y - Hs, δy + Sk,y +Gy)14
for q ← 1 to 4 do15

for i ← Ly to Uy (increment i by p) do16
for j ← Lx to Ux (increment j by p) do17

dx ← Hx(i, j,Hq ∗ p)18
dy ← Hy(i, j,Hq ∗ p)19
dxy ← Hxy(i, j,Hq ∗ p)20
if dx ∗ dy − 0.81 ∗ dxy ∗ dxy > Ht then21

add (i, j,Hq ∗ p) into set c22

relevant features of the object. If the features are equally
distributed along the object, in a general way, it is better
to keep the fovea at the center of the detected object. One
problem happens when the visual system loses the fovea. In
this case, if the fovea is placed far from the object, the system
can become unstable without finding the object. Another
example is an examination of the environment by the visual
system. In this case, one can move the fovea around the most
salient regions.

Another possibility is to use bottom-up attention and move
the fovea to the most salient region. Another option is to
eliminate the fovea model and compute the features in the
whole image for a while. In this case, the extra processing
time will cause a decrease in the frame rate, but the fovea can
be recovered when the object is found.

C. Top-down attention

In most of top-down attention tasks it is important to keep
track of the object. In this way, we propose to select only part
of the features that seem to be important in keeping up with
the tracking. Features can exist at different scales, and if the
object is almost parallel to the camera plane, then the object
features that will be matched can be estimated. For example,
if the object is near the camera, the lower scale features from



the object are matched with the high scales features from the
model. On the other hand, if the object is far from the camera,
the high scale features from the object are matched with the
low scales features from the model.

The tracking flow chart is shown on Figure 3, and the
tracking module uses the foveated model. If the object is
still detected, then the fovea is moved to a new position.
In this experiment, the detected object center is set as the
new fovea position. Otherwise, we need to recover the fovea
position. Several strategies can be applied in order to recover
the tracking. Four strategies are shown on the flow chart.
The so called based on the last N frames uses the N last
frames to predict a new position. We can use for example a
weighted average of the last N frames or apply a Kalmann
Filter. The easier implementation option is to just disable
foveation. In this way, a sudden peak of processing time
appears, due to amount of features, until the object is re-
detected. Another option is to increase the fovea growth factor,
so the recovery process happens in a gradual way, with the
amount of features increasing with the processing time. We
can impose a maximum fovea size, so that we do not increase
the processing time too much.

Fig. 3. Tracking flowchart.

D. 3D EXtension

This architecture was also extended to R3 [17]. In this
extension, a point cloud is acquired via a tridimensional cap-
ture device. Then, the vision system applies the tridimensional
foveation in this cloud. This is not, however, enough to reduce
the keypoints density, so that the keypoints are also extracted
in a foveated way. Refer to [17] for more details.

This extension is very important nowadays, since recent
technologies allows real world tridimensional informations
like the Microsoft Kinect device: low cost RGB-D sensor
widely used, including robotics research and commercial ap-
plications. The need to reduce processing time is evident in an
experiment using a conventional PC, with which the detection
of an object without foveation at best settings takes about 7.2
seconds. If the foveated model is used, this time is reduced to
about 1.06 seconds with comparable success rates.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

For the experiments described on next, a laptop Intel Core
i5 2.3GHz with 4 GB memory was used. The experiments
performed in this work are done using the ground truth
proposed by Zimmermann [18]. For each frame, there are 4
corners that indicate where the almost planar object is. In this
ground-truth, the apparent object width size ranges from about
100 to 400 pixels and its speeds varies between 1 and 13 pixels
per frame. Sometimes the object appears so small that could
not be detected with default parameters of SURF, even without
the foveation. If the object appears in large scales, then more
robust features or others object detection algorithms should be
applied. Note that the results shown here are a selected subset
of the complete experiment [16].

First experiment: The first experiment demonstrates how
the distance of the fovea from the object center influences its
detection. If the fovea is far from the object, it is expected
that the object should be detected with less precision. On the
other hand, if the fovea is at the object center, it is expected
that the model performs as well the non-fovea model.

The image used was the mouse pad of the ground truth
proposed by Zimmermann [18]. A Hessian threshold of 200
and a descriptor size of 128 are used. Several experiments
were done varying the distance between the center of the
object from the ground truth and the fovea. The radius is in
the interval from 1 to 300 with a step of 30 pixels.

The same procedure is used for 18 different models. Models
1 and 7 are models without foveation, but with B = [1, 1, 1, 1]
and B = [0, 0, 1, 1], respectively. Models 4, 5 and 11 use
B = [1, 1, 1, 1] and models 2, 6 and 18 use B = [0, 0, 1, 1].
The width of Sm (height is the same value) is 192, 128, 64,
16, 256, 128 and 32 for models 8, 5, 4, 11, 18, 6 and 2,
respectively.

The full video with 6946 frames with a step of 30 pixels
is used. On non-foveated images the detection rate is 87%
for both. The models, the average time and the detection
rate for some radius are shown in Table I. It is possible, in
this example, to reduce up to 4 times the processing time in
relation to the non-foveated model with the same B vector,
but as the fovea moves far from the object center, the object
detection decreases. The velocity of this decreasing depends
of the model used as shown in Figure 4. We believe that at
higher scales, the processing time saving can be greater due
to relation between features matched and features discarded,
but the detection algorithm must be robust enough to detect
at these scales.

The ideal is that the object is near the fovea, but if the
object is far from the fovea, the model is still able to detect it.
The distance tolerance depends also on the appearance size of
the object on the image. Another variable that influences this
question is the original image size. The greater the difference
between the appearance size of the object and the size of the
original image, more the foveated model is useful, because
more features that would not be matched are discarded.

Second experiment: In this experiment, an object is
shown and the visual system must track it. If the same feature



ID Avg. Time (ms) Distance from ground truth (px)
0 30 60 120 210

Accuracy(%)
1 85 87 87 87 87 87
7 56 87 87 87 87 87

8 47 90 90 88 67 26
5 39 90 87 76 48 17
4 34 69 64 57 30 11
11 31 43 44 38 21 7
18 26 89 89 90 82 40
6 14 90 88 77 47 10
2 10 40 45 39 16 3

TABLE I
RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT MODELS. THE MODELS 1 AND 7 ARE MODELS

WITHOUT FOVEATION.

Fig. 4. Object detection rate for some of the 18 models used. Some of them
decay quickly while another ones do not.

extraction parameters are used in the whole image, then the
tracking should be lost if the object is outside the field of view.
However, if the foveated model is used, the object can be lost
more easily if the fovea is not properly placed, as shown in the
first experiment. Then, it is important for the tracking system
to be be able to recover the fovea position as the object is lost.
In this way, different speeds of the video were tested, so that
it is hard to track objects at high speed.

The ground truth used is the one used by Zimmermann
[18] and the foveated parameters are the ones of the Model
6 shown on Table I. As explained previously, our tracking
system has recovery strategies when it loses the tracking.
In this experiment, we apply four different strategies for
recovering the tracking: backing to the last fovea position,
disabling foveation, bottom-up attention using saliency map
and increasing the fovea growth factor.

As explained before, a saliency map can be used in order
to move the fovea to salient regions in response to bottom-
up stimulus. In this experiment, each time the object is lost,

the saliency map is computed, a threshold is applied on this
map and the fovea is moved to the centroid of the remaining
salient regions. Several algorithms can be used in order to
compute saliency map, but if the object was lost due to a fast
movement of the object, then motion is an important feature
on the saliency map computation. With this in mind, we used
the saliency map proposed by Butko [19], since it has shown to
be fast and also efficient in emphasizing motion information.
In this experiment, the saliency map was computed over the
original image scaled to 20% reducing the processing time
from 330ms per frame to about 6ms per frame.

For some object movement speeds, it was possible to reduce
from 2.7 up to 4.4 times the average time of tracking, without
decreasing object detection rate (see Table II). Experiments
have shown that the larger the growth factor is, more time is
needed and the higher the detection rate is. When the fovea
is disabled, there is a peak in processing time. The several
growth factors can be seen as intermediate steps between the
last frame and disabled foveation strategies. The best strategy
depends on the context of the scene. If the object movement
is slow and the tracking is lost due to a false detection, then
going back to the last frame or choosing a slower growing
factor speed are good strategies. However, both strategies do
not work properly if the object is moving too fast. In such
cases, a faster growing factor speed or a more elaborated
predictable approach should produce better results.

Strategy Avg. Time Detection
using foveation (ms) Rate (%)
Last frame 13.24 83.90
Grow factor 5px/frame 15.14 87.73
Grow factor 60px/frame 20.46 87.91
Disable foveation 22.63 88.22
Bottom-up attention 15.86 83.47

Avg. Time (ms) Detection (%)
Non-foveated 67.14 87.06

TABLE II
AVERAGE TIME AND DETECTION RATE USING DIFFERENTS STRATEGIES
FOR TRACKING RECOVERY. ANOTHER SPEEDS WERE ALSO TESTED [16]

IV. CONCLUSION

A mechanism of feature extraction guided by visual at-
tention processes is proposed in this work. This approach
can be applied in different tasks like tracking and object
detection with considerable reduction of processing time. For
this purpose, the first step is to determine where the fovea
should be. The fovea vector can be determined for example
using bottom-up or top-down stimulus. For bottom-up stimulus
this can be done using the first level of foveated resolution,
where the fovea can be tracked.

Although the proposed model reduces the amount of visual
data, and therefore, the time processing, experiments have
shown that it is possible to perform successfully tracking



and object detection tasks in real time using visual attention
concepts. The detection rate depends on the proper fovea
placement. If the fovea is far from the object area, then the
detection rate decreases. The speed of detection rate decreasing
depends on the foveated model used.

The foveated feature selection model is able to track an
object reducing 60% the time processing without losing the
tracking. This capability of fovea is related to the speed
of the object because the fovea can lose the sight of the
object thus decreasing the success rate. But, strategies were
proposed in this paper to recover the tracking. Experiments
have shown that whenever the fovea is at the object center,
the visual attention guided feature extraction continues to
successfully detect the object. Further improvements rely on
features extraction and matching algorithms itself.

Also in the context of real-time computer vision, an interac-
tive method for image segmentation is proposed [20]. Instead
of indicating the seeds using a graphical user interface on a
computer, a laser, positioned above the pair of cameras is used
as reference for the automatic positioning of the seeds in the
image. As an application, this method was used to aid in the
image segmentation in a multi-sensory glove [21].

The foveated feature extraction guided by visual attention is
the core of a proposed system for medicine boxes detections
[22]. In this application, a visually impaired user present
the box to the camera and the system queries this object
in a database using image features. If the system detect
the medicine box, an audio file is played to inform about
dosage, indications and contraindications of the medication.
A demonstration video was published at Youtube 2.

The following list is a summary of the publications:
• the core of the thesis was published at Neurocomputing:

Special Issue on Image Feature Detection and Descrip-
tion (Computer Science Qualis A1) [16];

• the extension to R3 was published at Computer Graphics:
Special Issue on 3D Object Retrieval (Computer Science
Qualis B1) [17]. The source of the experiments was
published using the Collage plataform 3;

• the source of the foveated feature extraction based on
Hessian filter is an open-source library and is available
at Git Hub 4;

• the medicine box application was published at VECIMS
2012 [22];

• the multi-sensory glove was published at Sensors (Com-
puter Science Qualis A2) [21] and the novel real-time
interactive segmentation method was published at SIB-
GRAPI 2012 [20];
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Abstract—The three dimensional visualization of volumetric
data produced by scanners or numerical simulation has aided a
number of fields of knowledge in recent years. One of the main
problems is the mapping from the domain of intensity values to
optical properties, such as color and opacity. Our goal is to ease
the process of designing the transfer functions that perform this
mapping. To this end, we have developed an approach that semi-
automatically generates local opacity transfer functions based
on a topological analysis of the dataset. Our approach uses the
Contour Tree as a representation of the dataset’s topological
structure allied with the Darcy’s Law to distribute the opacity
according to each structure’s calculated features.

Keywords-contour tree; transfer function; medical imaging;
visualization;

I. INTRODUCTION

Volume visualization is one of the main techniques in the
field of scientific visualization. It is based on the projection of
three-dimensional data on a two-dimensional plane on which
the image to be visualized is formed [1].

The fundamental problem in the volume visualization field
is the mapping from the scalar properties to optical properties,
such as color and opacity. This mapping is done by one or
more transfer functions.

The most influential transfer function is that of opacity. This
function defines which voxels will or will not be visible [2]. So
the opacity of a voxel should be proportional to its importance
given the visualization goals and the nature of the dataset.
High opacities will be assigned to important voxels, while
low opacities will be assigned to the others, so that important
structures will not be occluded by less important ones.

The design of such functions is a complex task. Tradition-
ally, the user maps the intensity to opacity directly through a
look-up table. This may present a problem when classifying
different objects with similar intensity values. One way to
minimize this problem is the use of multidimensional transfer
functions, that include features such as the derivatives, and
curvature of the field that may be used to classify these
objects. But this approach makes it even harder to design

This work is related to the M.Sc. dissertation entitled Geração de Funções
de Transferência Para Visualização Científica Utilizando Atributos Topológi-
cos, presented on 21/03/2014 at the Federal University of Santa Maria.

an appropriate transfer function since it must be specified on
several dimensions instead of one. The complexity of this task
suggests the development of automatic and semi-automatic
approaches for designing such functions.

Yet other approaches involve the use of local transfer
functions that are defined for each separate structure within
the dataset. However, they demand segmentation of the dataset.
This can be accomplished by using algorithms that segment
the data based on their topology, as described for instance by
the Volume Skeleton Tree [3] and the Contour Tree [4] [5]
[6]. But the problem remains of designing one function for
each structure within the dataset.

In view of these problems, our work presents a semi-
automatic approach for designing local opacity transfer func-
tions by using a Contour Tree to segment the different struc-
tures in the dataset. To generate the transfer functions, we will
model the contour tree as a porous medium, through which the
opacity will flow according to Darcy’s Law [7].

Contributions: In this work the simplification of the con-
tour tree is carried out by reassining the vertices of removed
branches of the contour three to the parent branch, so that the
content of the dataset is not altered. One of the problems of
this approach is the presence of noise during the visualization
process.

On the other hand, a set of rules is defined for handling leaf
branches or sole branches in deep levels during the opacity
flow process.

II. RELATED WORK

Semi-automatic approaches are becoming increasingly pop-
ular in recent years. This is due to the fact that fully automatic
approaches drive the user away from the process of designing
transfer functions and this is a very subjective process [8].

Several algorithms have been developed to solve this prob-
lem. In order to take the topology of the scalar field into
account, Boyell and Ruston [4] have introduced and Carr,
Snoyeink and Axend [5] have extended a data structure
called Contour Tree. Takahashi, Takeshima and Issei [3] and
Takeshima and Takahashi [9] have applied similar concepts.
The Volume Skeleton Tree is used to analyse the topology
of the dataset and generate local transfer functions. Recently,
Zhou and Takatsuka [6] have used an alternative representation

mailto:schardon@inf.ufsm.br
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of the Contour Tree, the Branch Decomposition [10]. Their
approach models this structure as a porous medium through
which the opacity flows. Their results have been considered
good and their method can be applied to datasets of several
different fields of knowledge.

Our work is based on the work of Zhou and Takatsuka
[6], where they build a contour tree and its equivalent rep-
resentation, the branch decomposition [10]. This is modeled
as an hydraulic system to distribute the opacity through all
of the structures within the dataset. This distribution is done
following the Darcy’s Law for flow in a porous medium [7]. In
his work, Zhou has stated that a simplification step is essential
for the proper distribution of opacity. This is due to the fact
that the contour tree is heavily influenced by noise on the
dataset.

The first step of the simplification process, is the extraction
of the desired features. The most used features in this case
are the volume, persistence and hypervolume of each branch.
The volume of a branch is the number of voxels, or vertices
associated to it. The hypervolume is the sum of intensities of
every voxel associated with a branch. Finally, the persistence
is the difference of intensity of two critical points, two points
that define a branch, usually the saddle and extremum points
[11].

After this step, the simplification process is simple. The
algorithm proceeds by testing the leaf branches, if a branch
importance is less than a certain threshold, that branch is
pruned from the tree. Then, any branches made redundant by
this pruning are removed from the tree. The main issue with
this approach is with the leaf pruning operation. This operation
not only removes the branch from the tree, but also levels
the associated vertices to their local minimum. This removes
the structure from the final visual result. In certain fields of
application, the removal of such structures may cause an error
of interpretation, potentially leading to disastrous results. This
is especially true in the medical field.

Our approach intends to keep these elements in the dataset,
even if their branch is pruned from the tree. This is done by
associating these vertices with a parent branch. This approach
does not remove any noise from the dataset like the classical
one, but the small structures will be kept intact and other
algorithms may be used for noise removal.

A. Technique Overview

Our approach falls in the category of semi-automatic gen-
eration of transfer functions. Our method generates a set of
local opacity transfer functions to be evaluated by the user. If
he is not satisfied, he can change the parameters and generate
a new set of functions.

To accomplish our goal, our method consists of several pre
processing steps before the visual analysis of the data. The
first of these steps is the construction of the contour tree given
the dataset. The second step is the calculation of the features,
in our case, the persistence, volume and hypevolume of the
vertices of each branch. The third step is the simplification
of the contour tree. The fourth and last pre processing step

is the modelling of the contour tree as a porous medium,
in which the opacity will be flown according to the Darcy’s
Law. The opacity is the pre-applied on the dataset to ease the
implementation process.

The visualization consists of loading both the original
dataset and the one with pre-applied opacity. Both are rendered
using the Volume Raycasting algorithm [12].

III. DETAILS OF THE TECHNIQUE

This section presents details of the developed approach,
from the construction of the contour tree to the opacity flow.
All of these details may be found at the original work [13].

A. Measure of Importance of a Branch

After building the contour tree, the algorithm calculates
three features: the volume, hypervolume and persistence of
each branch. Usually the simplification is done by using one
of these features, or a combination of them. Zhou, Xiao and
Takatsuka [11] proposed a way of combining these features
into a single measure of importance

Their work states that these features define a feature space,
and that the final importance measure of a branch is the area
of surface of the triangle defined by them. An illustration of
this approach may be seen at Figure 1. The actual composition
if given by the Equation 1.

I =
1

2
‖AB×AC‖

=
1

2

√
(hv.p)2 + (v.p)2 + (hv.v)2 (1)

where I is the importance measure of the branch, hv, v
and p are the hypervolume, volume and persistence measures
respectively.

(a) Feature space. (b) Importance triangle.

Figure 1. An illustration of the feature space and the importance triangle of
a branch. Image adapted from [11]

B. Modified Simplification Process

The proposed approach states that the local opacity transfer
functions be generated using Darcy’s law to model the contour
tree as a porous medium in which the opacity will be flown.
This approach was already proposed by Zhou and Takatsuka
[6]. Our approach modifies the simplification step. As it was
said before, the classical approach removes the structures that



are considered unimportant given an importance measure. This
alters the visual interpretation of the dataset and may lead to
erroneous visual results. Our approach keeps these structures
in the dataset by assigning them to a superior branch in the
tree.

One of the problems of our approach is that several topolog-
ically distinct regions will be classified by the same transfer
function. Since the objective is to generate a set of local
transfer functions and not perform a strictly topologically
correct analysis, this error is acceptable.

C. Opacity Flow

After the simplification process, the contour tree is modelled
as an hydraulic system in which the opacity will be flown. The
flow is controlled by the Darcy’s Law [7]. This modelling fol-
lows from the work of Zhou and Takatsuka [6]. An illustration
of this model may be seen at Figure 2.

The opacity flow itself is divided in two steps: from parent
to children and flow among siblings [6]. The flow from parent
to children is started by dividing the opacity in bands and
allocating them to each level of the tree. This division is
represented by Equation 2. Then the Darcy’s Law is applied
to flow the opacity from the root to the leaves. The opacity
absorbed by the i-th level (αi), as well as the residual opacity
to flow to the next level (∆αi) are modelled by the Equation
3.

αb =
αt

d
(2)

where αb is the initial opacity band allocated to each level, αt

is the total opacity to be distributed and d is the depth of the
contour tree.

αi = (αb + ∆αi−1).(1−∆hi)

∆αi = (αb + ∆αi−1).∆hi (3)

where αb is the initial opacity band allocated to the i-th level.

Figure 2. Branch decomposition modelled as an hydraulic system. Image
adapted from Zhou and Takatsuka’s work [6].

The redistribution of opacity among siblings is necessary
because this initial step allocates the same opacity for every
branch of an i-th level. Since the branches have a different
measure of importance from each other, a new step is needed
to allocate an opacity band that takes their importance into
account. This step also takes the branch’s saddle point into
consideration. The smaller the saddle point, the closer a branch
is to the root branch, meaning it should receive less opacity. A
bigger saddle point means that a branch is further away from
the root branch, so it should receive a larger portion of the
opacity. Equation 4 models this process.

gsd(sij) =
sij − smin

i

∆si
(4)

where sij is the saddle point of the j-th branch of the i-th
level, smin

i is the minimum saddle value for the i-th level and
∆si = smax

i − smin
i , smax

i = max(si0, si1, si,ns
i
). The final

opacity band of a branch is defined by the Equation 5.

αij = αi.gsb(pij , vij , hvij).gsd(sij)

= αi.I(pij , vij , hvij).gsd(sij) (5)

where αij is the opacity band assigned to the j-th branch
of the i-th level, αi is the opacity band assigned to the i-
th level during the first step of the flow. I(pij , vij , hvij is
the importance function given the persistence, volume and
hypervolume of a branch. This importance is defined in the
Subsection III-A.

After this step, each branch has an opacity band that is
proportional to its level in the contour tree, as well as his
importance measure. This band must be converted to the actual
range of opacity that will be assigned to him. This is done
using Equations 6 and 7.

αl
ij = αl +

i−1∑
m=0

αm (6)

αh
ij = αl +

i−1∑
m=0

αm + αij (7)

where αl
ij and αh

ij are the low and high opacity band applied
to the j-th branch of the i-th level respectively. αl is the lowest

opacity value applied on the dataset and
i−1∑
m=0

αm is the sum

of the opacity bands of the branches leading from the root to
the parent of the current branch.

After every branch has a range of opacity assigned, a
function shape is applied to the range and every intensity
value is mapped to an opacity value. For testing purposes we
chose to use only the linear shape, as illustrated on Figure 3.
After the generation of the transfer functions, for ease of
implementation, we have pre-applied them to the dataset,
creating an alpha dataset that is loaded with the original during
the visualization process.

The values Smin and Smax are the minimum and maximum
intensity values of the branch.



Figure 3. Linear transfer function shape.

Zhou’s work did not explicitly defined the opacity distribu-
tion process for leaf nodes on the parent-children step and sole
branches on the sibling redistribution step. Because of this, we
have defined that: during the parent-branch distribution, any
leaf branches will absorb all of the incident opacity, meaning
that the ∆αi term of the equation 3 will not be calculated, only
de αi term. And during the sibling redistribution process, any
sole branches (branches without siblings) will keep its opacity
band intact from the previous step.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation was divided in two parts: the pre
processing and the visualization. The pre processing part takes
care of building and simplifying the contour tree. This step is
also responsible for applying the opacity transfer functions to
the dataset, generating a new alpha dataset. The second part
is the visualization of the results, where the alpha dataset is
used as an opacity transfer function for the original one.

A. Construction and Simplification of the Contour Tree

The library Tourtre [14] was used to build the contour tree
and its corresponding branch decomposition. The importance
measures were calculated based on a vertex to branch map
provided by said library.

The simplification process was based on a combination of
the importance measures calculated during the construction of
the tree. This combination approach was introduced by Zhou,
Xiao and Takatsuka’s work [11]. The simplification is based
on two operations: the leaf pruning and node collapse. The
node collapse operation is the same as the classical approach.
However, the leaf pruning was modified to reassign the vertices
associated with a simplified branch to the branch’s parent. This
way, they will not be removed from the dataset, even though
two or more topologically different regions will be classified
similarly.

From the implementation point of view, this reassignment
of vertices is simple. Since the branches have pointers to
their parents, it only takes one loop through the vertex-branch

map to make the corresponding vertices point to the branch’s
parent.

B. Result Visualization

The resulting transfer functions are evaluated using the
visualizer developed during the course of this work. The
visualizer was written in C++ using OpenGL for rendering.
The algorithm used to project the volumetric data onto the
screen is the Volume Raycasting [12]. The reason behind this
choice is the ease of implementation and high precision of the
resulting image when compared to the original dataset.

Since the Volume Raycasting iterates over the pixels of
the resulting image, and each pixel is independent from it’s
neighbours, the algorithm was implemented in GLSL on the
fragment processing stage. The resulting visualizations may
be seen at Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6.

V. RESULTS

A. Datasets used

The method was tested using the datasets described by the
Table I. All of the datasets used were obtained from Volvis.org
[15]. Their complete description may be found on the same
site.

Table I
VOLUMES DE DADOS UTILIZADOS NOS TESTES.

Dataset Size (WxHxD) Number of Branches
nucleon 41x41x41 439
neghip 64x64x64 1314
Hydrogen Atom 128x128x128 6360
foot 256x256x256 436740
bonsai 256x256x256 90795
Stent 512x512x174 1558390

B. Simplification Results

Even though the simplification was not the focus of this
work, the size of contour trees created made the opacity flow
algorithm too costly to be ignored. Therefore we have analyzed
the simplification process and the results are shown in the
Tables II and III. The threshold used is the mean of the
importance measures of all branches of the tree. Both linear
and logarithmic scales were used in this test.

Table II
SIMPLIFICATION RESULTS USING LINEAR SCALE.

Dataset Before After Threshold Obs
nucleon 439 6 1,70x10^4

mean / 10000

neghip 1314 21 1,90x10^4
hydrogen atom 6360 14 1,94x10^4
bonsai 90795 253 1,47x10^6
foot 436740 439 1,89x10^5
stent 1558390 1056 1,24x10^6

The logarithmic scale was used because we saw that some
branches had a very large importance measure when compared
to the others. The threshold in this case was set as the mean
of all of the importance measures in logarithmic scale.



Table III
SIMPLIFICATION RESULTS USING THE LOGARITHMIC SCALE.

Dataset Before After Threshold Obs
nucleon 439 29 5,30

mean * 5

neghip 1314 34 6,01
hydrogen atom 6360 126 2,78
bonsai 90795 4 22,81
foot 436740 10 22,37
stent 1558390 1190113 22,22

The Obs field of the tables indicates what multiple of the
mean was used as threshold during the simplification process.
The total number of branches was repeated from the Table I
to ease the comparison against the number of branches left
after the simplification.

In general, the logarithmic scale results were better, with
the exception of the stent dataset, this can be seen at Table
III. In the case of the stent dataset, the logarithmic scale was
virtually useless. Because of this, and the results of the linear
scale simplification we have chosen the linear scale to perform
the visual tests.

The complete results with other thresholds may be seen at
the extended version of this work [13]. In general, the scale
and threshold used will vary with each dataset and application.
For instance, depending of the goal, a number of six branches
for the nucleon dataset may be too few, or the number of 126
branches may be too many for the hydrogen atom dataset.

C. Visual Results

(a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 2

Figure 4. Visual results for the neghip, bonsai and nucleon datasets.

Remember, the proposed method does not aim to automat-
ically generate the best possible transfer functions for every
need. The idea is to guide the process of designing a good
transfer function. This is done by analyzing and generating
a preliminary set of opacity transfer functions, then the user
evaluates the results and may modify or generate a new set
of functions with different parameters. This method may be
implemented to use the interface proposed by Prauchner in his
work [16].

D. Limitations

The original approach as proposed by Zhou and Takatsuka
[6] assumed datasets with good inclusion levels, meaning their
contour trees were deeper due to a large number of embedded
surfaces. In the case of medical datasets as exemplified in this
work by the stent dataset, this is the case.

Figure 5. Visual result for the stent dataset.

(a) 1 (b) 2

Figure 6. Visual results for the hydrogen atom and foot datasets.

Since our simplification approach does not remove anything
from the dataset, any noise that would be removed by the
classical approach is still there and may even be enhanced
in the visual results. However this noise may be removed
by auxiliary algorithms, such as a gaussian blur, or Fourier
transform. An example of noise that was enhanced by our
approach may be seen at Figure 6.

VI. CONCLUSION

The main objective of our work was to semi-automatically
generate local opacity transfer functions to visualize datasets
using the volume raycasting algorithm. To this end, we per-
formed the topological analysis of the datasets by building
their contour trees, simplifying them and flowing the opacity
through the tree by using Darcy’s Law.

During the course of our work, we noticed that the simpli-
fication step was essential to create a computationally good
algorithm, as well as a visually good result. Thus, we have
analyzed better measures of importance, as well as ways of
simplifying the tree without removing potentially important
structures.

We plan to extend this approach by assigning different



porosities to each branch of the tree, so that different structures
will absorb different amounts of opacity during the flow step.
We also plan to extend and test the method with 4D datasets.

We have used the same features used by Zhou in his
work [6], but for specific applications, other features may be
better suited. Other approaches for handling the vertices of
a simplified branch may be better suited as well. We think
that selectively excluding these vertices based on the volume
or hypervoume of the branch may be well suited for some
applications.
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Abstract—The automatic detection and tracking of human
body parts in color images is highly sensitive to appearance fea-
tures such as illumination, skin color and clothes. As a result, the
use of depth images has been shown to be an attractive alternative
over color images due to its invariance to lighting conditions.
However, body part detection and tracking is still a challenging
problem, mainly because the shape and depth of the imaged
body can change depending on the perspective. We present the
M5AIE1 that uses both color and depth information to perform
body part detection, tracking and pose classification. The M5AIE
method makes use of Accumulative Geodesic Extrema (AGEX),
Affine-SIFT (ASIFT). Three different classifiers were applied in
our study to analyze which would be the best for human pose
classification. This method can be integrated to computer games
that intend to use the Natural User Interface (NUI) paradigm.

Keywords-Body part detection; body part tracking; pose recog-
nition; pose classification; background subtraction; classification
algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since 2010, important advances have been achieved in
Computer Vision research, especially in gesture recognition.
Those advances have created many new possibilities of ap-
plications of Human-Computer Interaction, health-care and
digital games [1]. We developed the Jecripe [2] game that
is designed for children with Down syndrome. The Jecripe
game became a successful application and received different
awards2, being translated to five different languages3. This
game consists of a set of different activities that stimulate
different cognitive abilities. The stimulation of the imitation

1The name M5AIE is an acronym for each of the used concepts in our
approach: Medial Axis transformation, for data filtering; Adapted AGEX, for
the body part detection; ASIFT, for the body parts tracking, Aligned Images
(RGB-D), and Estimation, also for tracking.

2Until December 2013, the Jecripe game received the Award from the
Cultural Secretariat of Rio de Janeiro State and Best Accessibility Project
Award from Guarulhos City. Jecripe was highlighted by the press in several
communication vehicles such as radio and television programs, newspapers
and websites.

3Jecripe is available at www.jecripe.com in Portuguese, Spanish, English,
German and Turkish.

cognitive ability and the launch of low cost devices for Natural
User Interface (NUI) motivated this study.

Low-cost capture devices of depth images promoted facili-
ties in gesture recognition research. In 2010, Microsoft Kinect
was launched, and it is described in [1]. Shotton et al. present
how the device works and its applicability to digital games.
The interaction with Kinect characterizes the NUI paradigm.

The context of body part detection and tracking requires
information filtering to address only the necessary information.
To filter the information, it is necessary to accomplish some
tasks. The first task is to remove the most basic useless in-
formation, which is the background. Without the background,
we can then handle the human body pixels. However, body
part detection does not need all of the human body pixels. We
decided to apply the Medial Axis transformation to filter an
even larger amount of pixels. The Medial Axis provides the
number of pixels that enable detection of the five main body
parts. Then, a tracking method must be developed. We used a
feature extraction and matching method to track each of the
body parts from one image to the next image in a sequence.

Body part detection and tracking in image sequences is
challenging because this task requires information filtering
to bring about the use of less information. The resulting
information must be structured because it will provide the
detection of the body parts. The body parts are tracked with an
algorithm, frame by frame, to store time sequence information.
We use a feature extraction and matching algorithm as part of a
tracking method because it compares two input images. Once
there are human poses to be identified, we use the position
of each body part in each image in a sequence to define the
human poses that can be applied to classification algorithms
for prediction purposes.

The contributions of this work4 are as follows: (a) A com-
parison among different background subtraction algorithms;
(b) The combination of the AGEX and ASIFT methods using
aligned RGB and depth images for labeling five major defined

4This text is related to the first author’s Ph.D. Thesis.
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Fig. 1. Task Flow of the M5AIE method.

body parts (hands, feet and head); (c) Tracking each of
the body parts using an adapted ASIFT matching algorithm;
(d) Description of how different classification algorithms can
be used in human pose classification in the digital games
context; and (e) A comparative analysis of three classification
algorithms in human pose classification.

Due to space limitation, this paper does not present
a detailed description of the proposed method or results
achieved. The full thesis [3] and the list of related pub-
lications, courses, pending submissions are available at
http://www.ic.uff.br/˜medialab/Andre/m5aie.html.

II. BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION

The task of background subtraction is facilitated with the
depth information that is available. It is, therefore, quite
surprising to see that only a few studies on this subject
can be found that use depth information for a background
subtraction task. Before we make the background subtraction,
we first align the depth and color information to have the
correspondence of depth information of each colored point in
the image (Figure I – (1)). In the background subtraction task
(Figure I – (2)), we compared four background algorithms
in different situations and chose the Minimum Background
Subtraction Algorithm [4].

III. BODY PART DETECTION AND TRACKING

The task of human body part detection and tracking is not
trivial. Addressing the human body is challenging because
its shape can be very different from one person to another.
Additionally, humans have different skin colors, and clothes

can vary in both their colors and shapes. These reasons, among
others, make body part detection a complex task. Because
body part detection can be used for body part tracking, certain
aspects must be considered, such as the human skeleton
and medial axis (Figure I – (3)). Even knowing the human
skeletons profile, we must assume that there are many degrees
of freedom [5].

Reliable results on body part detection and tracking tasks
have been achieved by using depth information. Depth infor-
mation outperforms intensity images in the sense that they
intrinsically remove appearance features, such as the color of
the skin, the color of the clothes and different background ap-
pearances, which can vary for different objects and colors [5].
Additionally, depth images provide extra information about the
imaged objects, i.e., their actual geometry.

The objects geometry is given with the point distances
between these objects and the sensor that forms a point cloud.
The points of the point cloud can be used for body part
detection, as vertices of a graph, and they can be connected
with weighted edges. The weight of each edge is the Euclidian
distance between the connected points. The generated graph
can be used to detect body parts in the extremes of a graph.
This approach is used in a method that is described by
Plageman et al [5], for which the interesting points are called
the AGEX points (Figure I – (4)).

The proposed solution is based on the key observation that
once the body parts are detected in one frame, the same body
parts can be used by matching methods for tracking each
of them in the next frame. For this task, we describe the
M5AIE Method, which detects and tracks the body parts. In

http://www.ic.uff.br/~medialab/Andre/m5aie.html


the beginning of every image sequence that we use as input
for our method, the person must stand in front of the sensor
in the T-pose. We describe the T-pose a person with open
arms and feet together on the floor. Then, the AGEX points
are detected (Figure I – (4)) with the head and arms over the
centroid and feet under the same centroid. Until the starting
configuration stands, we can label the detected points as head,
arms and feet (Figure I – (5.1)). If the starting configuration
changes, then the detected points are tracked. The tracking
method (Figure I – (5.2)) is composed by three stages: (a)
flow estimation (b) ASIFT features extraction and (c) features
matching. The results of the mentioned stages are combined
to label the detected body parts.

IV. HUMAN POSE CLASSIFICATION

Once we have detected and labeled body parts, the method is
able to classify which pose the person is in a given moment. A
classification task is composed by two stages: the construction
of a classifier data training (Figure I – (6)) and the classifier
model (Figure I – (7)). The method constructs the classifier
data training (Figure I – (6)) with a number of training
tuples as input. In our case, the training tuples are built by
a sequence of coordinates of each of the body parts according
to a grid. We manually classified the training tuples using
possible movements that can be done in the Jecripe game.
The classifier model (Figure I – (7)) receive as input a set of
training tuples from the classifier data training. The classifier
model constructs a model which is used to predict the class of
a testing tuple. A testing tuple is given as input to the classifier
model and the output of this model is the same training tuple,
however, with its predicted class. It was not clear which would
be the best classification algorithm to be used in our context.

The literature provided only a few studies that compared
classification algorithms in the context of games. To the best
of our knowledge, no work in the literature has made a
comparison among the classification algorithms in human pose
recognition in the context of games. In this task, we propose
an analysis of classification algorithms that use the M5AIE
method: the C4.5 Gain Ratio Decision Tree, Nave Bayes
Classifier and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) Classifier. As a
consequence of this study, the results can help researchers to
choose among the selected algorithms for use in human pose
classification in a digital games context.

In this work, the algorithms receive as input the labels and
the locations of the body parts according to an N ×N grid
that is defined inside the bounding box that contains the whole
body of the imaged subject. A bounding box was used to
identify the cell number of the body parts. The bounding box
provides the relative positions according to the detected human
body.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The described approach was implemented in Python and
was evaluated on real image sequences. The ASIFT algorithm
was implemented in C++. We used the reference implemen-
tation provided by Morel and Yu [6]. To perform the distance

transformation, we used OpenCV adaptive thresholding and
other basic image processing procedures. The image sequences
were collected using a Kinect sensor.

The classification algorithms were evaluated using the data
mining tool WEKA 3.6.8. To adopt the traditional classifiers
C4.5 Gain Ratio Decision Tree, Naı̈ve Bayes and KNN, we
used the J48, Naı̈ve Bayes and Ibk implementations that are
available in the WEKA tool, respectively.

We used k-fold cross-validation in our test. In this approach,
the dataset is randomly partitioned into k subsets. Only one
subset is used as validation data for testing the model. The
other k − 1 subsets are used for training the classification
model. The cross-validation process is repeated k times. Each
of the k subsets is used only once for validation. The final
result is the average of the results obtained at each round. In
our experiments, we used k = 10.

We previously collected sequences with human poses that
were inspired in the Jecripe game [2]. The poses define the
classes, which are: T-pose, dancing, play guitar, and play
drums. Three other movements, which were not related to the
game, were also included: punch, kick and kick + punch.

We characterize the classes as the following: The T-pose
constitutes a person with both arms and hands at the same level
as the shoulders. In the dancing class, one of the hands is on
the head; the other hand is on the hip, and one or both feet are
on the ground. As a consequence, we have six combinations of
poses for the class dancing: (i) left hand on the head and feet
on the ground; (ii) left hand on the head and moving left foot;
(iii) left hand on the head and moving right foot; (iv) right
hand on the head and feet on the ground; (v) right hand on
the head and moving right foot; and (vi) right hand on the
head and moving left foot. All of the six poses have the same
class, which is dancing.

In the playing guitar class, the user imitates the moves
of playing an instrument, shaking the right hand while the
left hand stays at the same level as his/her shoulders. The
playing drums class is when the user shakes his/her hands up
and down alternately. There are two possible poses for the
punch class, both of which have feet on the ground: (I) right
hand and (II) left hand. Similar to the punch, the kick class
can be made with: (a) right foot and (b) left foot, with both
hands below the centroid. The kick + punch class can be made
in four different poses: (A) kick with left foot and punch
with left hand; (B) kick with left foot and punch with right
hand; (C) kick with right foot and punch with right hand; and
(D) kick with right foot and punch with left hand.

We used three different volunteers in our experiments: A,
B and C. For each user, we collected a different number of
sequences. Volunteer A is male, 1.76 meters tall, and has dark
hair. Table I shows the collected sequences with Volunteer A.
We collected 17 sequences with all of the classes.

Volunteer B is male, 1.90 meters tall and has blond hair.
Volunteer B made 14 different sequences in four classes, all
of them without self-occlusion. All of the possible poses for
each of the four classes were collected. Table II details each
of the collected poses from Volunteer B.



TABLE I
IMAGE SEQUENCE EVALUATION FOR VOLUNTEER A.

Sequence Movement Number Tracking
Number of Images Until The End

Sequence A1 dancing (i) 140 yes
Sequence A2 dancing (i) 116 yes
Sequence A3 dancing (ii) 100 yes
Sequence A4 playing guitar 140 yes*
Sequence A5 playing drums 190 yes*
Sequence A6 playing drums 130 yes*
Sequence A7 playing drums 130 yes*
Sequence A8 punch (I) 84 yes
Sequence A9 punch (I) 81 yes**
Sequence A10 kick (a) 66 yes
Sequence A11 dancing (iii) 58 yes
Sequence A12 dancing (ii) 68 yes
Sequence A13 kick + punch (A) 57 yes
Sequence A14 dancing (iv) 104 yes
Sequence A15 dancing (v) 152 yes
Sequence A16 dancing (vi) 98 yes
Sequence A17 kick + punch (D) 55 yes
*Tracked until the end of the sequence but it had a problem
in the presence of self-occlusion.

**Problem caused by movement velocity.

TABLE II
IMAGE SEQUENCE EVALUATION FOR VOLUNTEER B.

Sequence Movement Number Tracking
Number of Images Until The End

Sequence B1 dancing (i) 99 yes
Sequence B2 dancing (iv) 84 yes
Sequence B3 dancing (iii) 84 yes
Sequence B4 dancing (ii) 62 yes
Sequence B5 dancing (v) 72 yes
Sequence B6 dancing (vi) 79 yes
Sequence B7 punch (I) 65 yes
Sequence B8 punch (II) 75 yes
Sequence B9 kick (b) 70 yes
Sequence B10 kick (a) 79 yes
Sequence B11 kick + punch (C) 73 yes
Sequence B12 kick + punch (D) 74 yes
Sequence B13 kick + punch (B) 99 yes
Sequence B14 kick + punch (A) 97 yes

Volunteer C is female, 1.66 meters tall and has dark hair.
Similar to Volunteer B, we collected sequences of four dif-
ferent classes with Volunteer C. Additionally, no problem was
detected during the collection of the poses, which shows that
the M5AIE method works well in sequences that do not have
self-occlusions. We collected 13 sequences with Volunteer C
because we wanted to test fewer training tuples with the pose
kick + punch (A).

We observed that the M5AIE method had problems with
poses that had self-occlusions. The problems were detected in
the playing guitar and playing drums poses. This problem
detection was crucial for the collection of the other users
sequences; as a result, we avoided collecting these poses.
However, we kept the results to make the tuples and test the
classification algorithms. In only one sequence, the tracking
method had problems that were caused by the movement
velocity, but the pose classification was not affected.

The dataset that was used for both the training and testing
comprises the grid-coordinates that body parts assume at each
frame of a set of image sequences that were produced for this

TABLE III
IMAGE SEQUENCE EVALUATION FOR VOLUNTEER C.

Sequence Movement Number Tracking
Number of Images Until The End

Sequence C1 dancing (i) 48 yes
Sequence C2 dancing (iv) 69 yes
Sequence C3 dancing (iii) 45 yes
Sequence C4 dancing (ii) 54 yes
Sequence C5 dancing (v) 54 yes
Sequence C6 dancing (vi) 45 yes
Sequence C7 punch (I) 90 yes
Sequence C8 punch (II) 88 yes
Sequence C9 kick (b) 49 yes
Sequence C10 kick (a) 54 yes
Sequence C11 kick + punch (C) 90 yes
Sequence C12 kick + punch (D) 100 yes
Sequence C13 kick + punch (B) 85 yes

work and the manual classification of the pose in each frame.
We varied the number of cells of the grid in each frame, as
follows: 8×8 (Table IV), 16×16 (Table V), 32×32 (Table VI)
and 64× 64 (Table VII).

The set of k values for the KNN algorithm is {1, 3, 5, 7, 9,
11}, and different distances were used in our experiments. We
combined the set of k values with the Manhattan, Chebyshev
and Euclidean distances. For each of the N values of the grids
N ×N , we made a data set that had all of the tuples from the
three different users that made the described poses and 2128
tuples.

Table IV, where N = 8, shows that the Naı̈ve Bayes Classi-
fier gave the highest number of incorrectly classified instances
(21.22%). For all of the other classifiers, the percentage of
instances that were correctly classified were above 93%. The
C4.5 Gain Ratio Decision Tree had similar results as the KNN
algorithm when k >= 3. As the k value increased, the percent-
age of correctly classified instances decreased. Nevertheless,
the Manhattan distance had the best results for every k value.
The best of all of the results in Table IV were with K = 1,
primarily from using the Manhattan distance, with a 98.24%
correct. Most of the errors made by the classifier were from
confusing dancing with punch and kick + punch classes.

Considering N = 16 (Table V), once more, the Naı̈ve Bayes
Classifier gave the highest percentage of incorrectly classi-
fied instances, with 28.74%. For all the other classifications,
the incorrectly classified instances were less than 8%. The
C4.5 Gain Ratio Decision Tree had only similar results with
k >= 7 considering the Manhattan and Euclidean distances.
If we consider only the values with the same value k, the
Chebyshev distance gave the worst results. On the other hand,
the Manhattan distance gave the best results. We could observe
that the best results were obtained again with k = 1 and
the Manhattan distance. Again, increasing the value of k, the
results become worse for all of the used distances. The best
percentage of correctness with N = 16 (98.84%) was slightly
better than with N = 8 (98.24%), when both used k = 1 and
the Manhattan distance. The dancing class was confused with
the playing guitar, punch and kick + punch classes.

With N = 32, similar to with N = 8 and N = 16,



TABLE IV
RESULTS FOR N = 8.

Classification with Grid 8× 8 Correct* Incorrect**
C4.5 Gain Ratio Decision Tree 97.26% 2.74%
Naı̈ve Bayes 78.78% 21.22%
KNN with K=1 and Manhattan Distance 98.24% 1.76%
KNN with K=1 and Chebyshev Distance 98.07% 1.93%
KNN with K=1 and Euclidean Distance 98.24% 1.76%
KNN with K=3 and Manhattan Distance 97.79% 2.21%
KNN with K=3 and Chebyshev Distance 97.01% 2.99%
KNN with K=3 and Euclidean Distance 97.66% 2.34%
KNN with K=5 and Manhattan Distance 96.89% 3.11%
KNN with K=5 and Chebyshev Distance 95.94% 4.06%
KNN with K=5 and Euclidean Distance 96.60% 3.40%
KNN with K=7 and Manhattan Distance 96.23% 3.77%
KNN with K=7 and Chebyshev Distance 94.22% 5.78%
KNN with K=7 and Euclidean Distance 95.99% 4.01%
KNN with K=9 and Manhattan Distance 95.94% 4.06%
KNN with K=9 and Chebyshev Distance 93.32% 6.68%
KNN with K=9 and Euclidean Distance 95.86% 4.14%
KNN with K=11 and Manhattan Distance 96.31% 3.69%
KNN with K=11 and Chebyshev Distance 93.20% 6.80%
KNN with K=11 and Euclidean Distance 96.15% 3.85%
*Correctly Classified Instances
**Incorrectly Classified Instances

TABLE V
RESULTS FOR N = 16.

Classification with Grid 16× 16 Correct* Incorrect**
C4.5 Gain Ratio Decision Tree 97.39% 2.61%
Naı̈ve Bayes 71.26% 28.74%
KNN with K=1 and Manhattan Distance 98.84% 1.16%
KNN with K=1 and Chebyshev Distance 98.31% 1.69%
KNN with K=1 and Euclidean Distance 98.79% 1.21%
KNN with K=3 and Manhattan Distance 98.36% 1.64%
KNN with K=3 and Chebyshev Distance 96.33% 3.67%
KNN with K=3 and Euclidean Distance 97.97% 2.03%
KNN with K=5 and Manhattan Distance 98.02% 1.98%
KNN with K=5 and Chebyshev Distance 95.60% 4.40%
KNN with K=5 and Euclidean Distance 97.58% 2.42%
KNN with K=7 and Manhattan Distance 97.39% 2.61%
KNN with K=7 and Chebyshev Distance 95.22% 4.78%
KNN with K=7 and Euclidean Distance 97.29% 2.71%
KNN with K=9 and Manhattan Distance 97.20% 2.80%
KNN with K=9 and Chebyshev Distance 94.30% 5.70%
KNN with K=9 and Euclidean Distance 96.86% 3.14%
KNN with K=11 and Manhattan Distance 96.47% 3.53%
KNN with K=11 and Chebyshev Distance 92.90% 7.10%
KNN with K=11 and Euclidean Distance 96.18% 3.82%
*Correctly Classified Instances
**Incorrectly Classified Instances

the Naı̈ve Bayes classifier gave the smallest percentage of
correctly classified instances (76.17%). All of the other results
had more than 95% correctness on instances of classification.
If we compare the C4.5 algorithm with KNN (without the
Chebyshev distance), we obtain similar results to when k >=
9. The best results were with K = 1 but with the Euclidean
distance (99.77%), which was followed very closely by the
Manhattan distance (99.72%). This result is even better than
the best result in Table V. Most of the incorrectly classified
instances occurred with instances of dancing, punch and kick
+ punch. Table VI shows the results for N = 32.

Table VII shows the results with N = 64. As was expected,
the Naı̈ve Bayes had 22.98% incorrectly classified instances,

TABLE VI
RESULTS FOR N = 32.

Classification with Grid 32× 32 Correct* Incorrect**
C4.5 Gain Ratio Decision Tree 98.59% 1.41%
Naı̈ve Bayes 76.17% 23.83%
KNN with K=1 and Manhattan Distance 99.72% 0.28%
KNN with K=1 and Chebyshev Distance 99.58% 0.42%
KNN with K=1 and Euclidean Distance 99.77% 0.24%
KNN with K=3 and Manhattan Distance 99.39% 0.61%
KNN with K=3 and Chebyshev Distance 98.45% 1.55%
KNN with K=3 and Euclidean Distance 99.34% 0.66%
KNN with K=5 and Manhattan Distance 99.34% 0.66%
KNN with K=5 and Chebyshev Distance 97.93% 2.07%
KNN with K=5 and Euclidean Distance 98.83% 1.17%
KNN with K=7 and Manhattan Distance 99.15% 0.85%
KNN with K=7 and Chebyshev Distance 97.32% 2.68%
KNN with K=7 and Euclidean Distance 98.64% 1.36%
KNN with K=9 and Manhattan Distance 98.73% 1.27%
KNN with K=9 and Chebyshev Distance 95.82% 4.18%
KNN with K=9 and Euclidean Distance 98.03% 1.97%
KNN with K=11 and Manhattan Distance 98.26% 1.74%
KNN with K=11 and Chebyshev Distance 95.21% 4.79%
KNN with K=11 and Euclidean Distance 97.37% 2.63%
*Correctly Classified Instances
**Incorrectly Classified Instances

TABLE VII
RESULTS FOR N = 64.

Classification with Grid 64× 64 Correct* Incorrect**
C4.5 Gain Ratio Decision Tree 98.54% 1.46%
Naı̈ve Bayes 77.02% 22.98%
KNN with K=1 and Manhattan Distance 99.81% 0.19%
KNN with K=1 and Chebyshev Distance 99.62% 0.38%
KNN with K=1 and Euclidean Distance 99.81% 0.19%
KNN with K=3 and Manhattan Distance 99.62% 0.38%
KNN with K=3 and Chebyshev Distance 98.26% 1.74%
KNN with K=3 and Euclidean Distance 99.34% 0.66%
KNN with K=5 and Manhattan Distance 99.44% 0.56%
KNN with K=5 and Chebyshev Distance 97.23% 2.77%
KNN with K=5 and Euclidean Distance 99.20% 0.80%
KNN with K=7 and Manhattan Distance 99.25% 0.75%
KNN with K=7 and Chebyshev Distance 96.76% 3.24%
KNN with K=7 and Euclidean Distance 98.92% 1.08%
KNN with K=9 and Manhattan Distance 99.01% 0.99%
KNN with K=9 and Chebyshev Distance 95.39% 4.61%
KNN with K=9 and Euclidean Distance 98.50% 1.50%
KNN with K=11 and Manhattan Distance 98.50% 1.50%
KNN with K=11 and Chebyshev Distance 94.55% 5.45%
KNN with K=11 and Euclidean Distance 97.84% 2.16%
*Correctly Classified Instances
**Incorrectly Classified Instances

followed by KNN with k = 11 and the Chebyshev distance,
which had 5.45% incorrect. All of the others gave more than
94% correctly classified instances. The C4.5 algorithm had
similar results with only KNN when k = 11. Similar to the
other best results, in Table VII, KNN with k = 1 gave the best
results with both distances, Manhattan and Euclidean, with
exactly the same value, 99.81%. Because the results are very
close to 100% using N = 64, we could observe a relatively
high number of errors using Naı̈ve Bayes, which gave errors
in the classes dancing, punch and kick + punch.

Until this point, we exposed the results, showing each table
in an isolated way. However, we can observe additional results
by comparing the tables with one another. All of the algorithms



had similar results while considering the same algorithm with
different N values. In all of the cases, the worst results came
from the Naı̈ve Bayes Classifier. The C4.5 had similar results
with KNN depending on the k value of each Table. Although
the results are very similar from one table to another, we can
see that the results of the C4.5 algorithm and KNN become
better when N becomes higher. Considering the distances, in
general, the Manhattan gave the best results if we compare
the same k value in every Table. The Euclidean distance gave
very similar results to the Manhattan, and only once the results
from the Euclidean distance were better than the Manhattan
distance. In all of the KNN experiments, the Chebyshev
distance gave a percentage of incorrectly classified instances
that was higher than for the other two considered distances.

We believe that if we continue to increase the value of N ,
it could improve the results even more until a certain limit
value is obtained. From that limit value for N onward, the
results could start to become worse (as mentioned in item 3,
above). Perhaps if we normalized the coordinates according to
the bounding box instead of a grid divided into cells, we could
obtain the best results. We consider the KNN with k = 1 and
the Manhattan distance as the winning algorithm.

According to the concept of each distance measure, our
inference for why we obtained the worst results using the
Chebyshev distance is that this distance undervalues the dis-
tance between the body parts in each frame and the classifier
makes mistakes when making its predictions. The Chebyshev
distance gives the longest distance considering all of the axis
distances from point A to another point B. Then, the body parts
can be closer than they actually are to each other. However,
the Manhattan and Euclidean distances can be more realistic
for human movements. This last assumption should be the
reason for the best results for the Manhattan distance, and the
Euclidean distance gives very similar results in comparison to
the Manhattan distance.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The focus of this thesis is on Computer Vision and Digital
Games research. In fact, the primary motivation for this
work is to contribute with research that makes it easier to
implement different concepts in Natural User Interfaces. Since
the beginning of the development of the Jecripe game [9], [2],
there was the intention to stimulate the movements of children
with Down syndrome throght NUI.

The first stage of this study was the background subtraction
task. In the background subtraction task we had done a study
to compare different algorithms considering images collected
from Kinect. We adapted some of the algorithms to make all
of them in equal conditions of comparison. The results of this
study motivated us to use the Minimum Background algorithm
and we published this work in [4].

This thesis describes the M5AIE method for detecting and
tracking five main parts of the human body (head, hands and
feet) in sequences of RGB-D images. The proposed approach
combines an effective background subtraction method, the
discrete medial axis transformation, in the construction of

simpler graphs to be used in the detection of AGEX points,
heuristics for labeling, and ASIFT-based tracking of labeled
structures. The experiments and first results of the M5AIE
method were published in [7].

To prove that the M5AIE method is effective, including on
the human pose prediction task, we made a comparison among
the classification algorithms when applied to human pose
recognition in the game context. In this study, we proposed and
developed a detailed analysis using the M5AIE with different
algorithms. We published the we had done concerning a
comparison of different classification algorithms in [8].

We presented the M5AIE method which was implemented
as a proof of concept. Recently, the literature presented en-
couraging studies with real time results for the Medial Axis
transformation and the SIFT algorithm. We intend to improve
our method and integrate it with computer games. We will
present how our research contributed in different computer
science research area [10] and another study will give more
details on how our research contributed mainly for the Human-
Computer Interaction area [11].
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Abstract—Neighbourhood gathering methods are commonly
required in many real-time simulation scenarios, such as: crowd
simulation and game AI for simulating the vision of the entities;
SPH fluid simulation for calculate the forces,density and viscosity
interactions; and particle systems and physics simulation as the
broad phase of the collision detection algorithm. In a naive im-
plementation, it has a complexity of O(n2) required computations
of the neighbourhood gathering algorithm, necessary for the
proximity queries of all pair of entities in order to compute
the relevant mutual interactions. In order to solve this problem,
many works propose spatial data structures that subdivide the
environment and classify the entities among the cells based on
their position. Although this strategy minimizes the number of
proximity queries to be treated, it is not efficient when a large
number of particles are grouped in the same cell. This thesis
proposes a novel and efficient data structure that maintains
the entities into another paradigm of proximity data structure,
called NGrid, where each cell contains only one entity and does
not directly represent a discrete spatial subdivision. The NGrid
proposal fills the lack of GPU bounded architectures, which
usually processes all elements in the scene at each frame. Results
shows that the use of the NGrid in different scenarios leads to a
performance gain when compared to traditional data structure.

Keywords-Real-Time Simulation; Neighborhood gathering; gpu
computing

I. INTRODUCTION

Games1 and visual simulations normally spend most of
the processing power in the scene with rendering and visu-
alization. Commonly, fewer computation resources are left
to process complex behavior tasks of the entities in the
scene,which normally comes from physics and/or artificial
intelligence. This fact makes the behavior and the number of
interactive objects to be normally limited. Moreover, in order
to process a high number of interactive entities in a real-time
scene, it is necessary to develop a dedicated solution for this
problem. These large number of elements in a scene usually
requires neighborhood gathering strategies for the interaction
among them, which affects the performance of the application.

The neighborhood gathering is the process of gathering the
n closest entities to a certain entity, which is normally done for
every entity. Usually, for a complete simulation, it is necessary
to perform this calculation among a big set of entities, requir-
ing a lot of processing power. The neighborhood gathering is
applied in many simulation scenarios, with different purposes.
In a crowd and game scenario, it is normally used to gather

1Ph.D. thesis.

the closest entities in order to simulate the vision of the entity.
In a SPH (Smoothed-Particle Hydrodynamics) fluid scenario,
each particle needs its n closest particles in order to calculate
the density, viscosity and forces of the particle. Also in a
particle system, the collision detection algorithm needs the
closest particles in order to check if there are any collisions
between them.

The naive approach of such algorithm has complexity of
O(n2 ), since it has to process each entity against the other en-
tities. Many works that require real time results try to optimize
this issue by avoiding the high complexity of proximity queries
by applying some form of spatial or hierarchical subdivision
to the environment and by classifying entities among the cells
based on their position. To accelerate data fetching in a parallel
hardware (such as GPUs) the entities list must be sorted in a
way that all entities on the same cells are grouped together.
This approach helps to lower the number of proximity queries,
but it is very sensible to the maximum number of entities that
can fit in a single cell. In order to provide a data structure for
massive real-time simulations, this thesis presents the NGrid,
an new data structure for the neighborhood gathering problem,
suitable for high parallel processing environments, such as
GPUs

In real time applications, many non-graphics algorithms
traditionally executed on the CPU are often suitable for
parallel execution, which makes them appropriate to be im-
plemented on the GPU. There are several research areas that
use GPU computing in order to speedup its computation.
However, the first applications of GPUs performing general-
purpose computation (GPGPU) had to rely on the adaptation
of graphics rendering APIs, leading to a difficult learning
curve and sometimes not very efficient data structures for the
proposed solutions. CUDA and OpenCL technologies aim to
provide a new abstraction layer on top of graphics hardware
to facilitate its usage for non-graphics processing. This thesis
proposes a novel structure, called the NGrid, which optimizes
and make usage of data proximity for memory fetch.

This NGrid is a discrete topological structure that keeps
all particles sorted in such a way that particles, which are
close to each others according to the Euclidian metric are
inserted in neighboring positions at the NGrid. The NGrid
does not have empty cells, because a particle always will have
a neighbor, even when it can be far and does not influence
the other entity’s behavior. Hence, its size does match the



number of particles. With that, the data structure is very
suitable for parallel processing, avoiding bank conflicts and
taking advantage of data coalescence by maximizing memory
read performance based on locality.

Contributions: This thesis presents the NGrid: a novel
data structure, suitable for parallel processing, for real-time
simulation that requires a neighborhood gathering algorithm.
This structure is capable of processing a massive number of
entities in a real-time application, being faster than traditional
approaches, especially because of the coalescence strategy.
This data structure has been successful applied in many real-
time simulations, such as, fluid animation, crowd simulation,
particle systems and simple games.

The case studies use the NGrid in order to gather the
neighborhoods of the entities. By doing that, this proposal
will fulfill the lack of GPU data structures, being an efficient
solution for other parallel and distributed solutions of real-time
simulations. The structure also has been successfully applied
in mobile architectures and in multi-GPUs architecture.

Paper summary: This work is organized as follows. After
referring to the Neighborhood Gathering Problem method in
Section II and the solutions for the neighborhood gathering
problem in the literature is presented in III, the NGrid in
Section IV is described. In Section V the publications from
this thesis are presented.

II. THE NEIGHBORHOOD GATHERING PROBLEM

Neighborhood gathering problem is used in many real time
simulation scenarios. In a virtual world, the n interactive enti-
ties may lay at a 2D or 3D in an Euclidian space. The method
of neighborhood gathering consist of gathering the nearest set
of entities with Euclidian distance less than a specify radius k,
among the n− 1 entities in the virtual world. This method is
used together with others tasks of the simulation, like simulate
behavior or physics. This work defines the problem based on
the Fixed-Radius Near-Neighbors Search definition [1].

An entity is defined as an interactive element named i,
placed in the virtual world, which has vector of positions in a
determine time t:

f(i, t) = pi (1)

, where the pi is a 3D vector:

pi = [xi, yi, zi] (2)

In order to gather the set of nearest entities at a distance k
of the entity pi, the algorithm must test pairs of entities (pi
and pb) in order to gather the set of entities that respects the
equation:

G(i, b) = distance(pi, pb) < k AND i 6= b⇒ add b to i list
(3)

, where b is the other entity and the distance is:

distance(pi, pb) =
√

(xi − xb)2 + (yi − yb)2 + (zi − zb)2,
(4)

So, for solving the problem for all the simulated world, the
equation:

∀i,∀b : G(i, b), (5)

, must be respected in order to gather the neighborhoods’
entities.

The searching for neighboring entities is a bottleneck of
many real time interactive applications. An entity can potently
have Euclidean distance of k between every other entity. A
world with n entities require (n−1)+(n−2)+...+1 = n(n−
1)/2 = O(n2). Due to the quadratic time complexity, naively
testing every entity pair can quickly become too expensive
even for moderate values of n. To speed up this process, the
number of pairs tested must be reduced.

Since this problem is very time consuming, and would con-
sume a lot of computation time, some solution have appeared
in the literature that optimize this method. These solutions are
based on the task of identifying smaller groups of entities that
may be interacting and quickly exclude those that definitely
are not.

III. SOLUTIONS FOR THE NEIGHBORHOOD GATHERING
PROBLEM IN THE LITERATURE

Neighborhood gathering is still one of the bottlenecks of
interactive environments, like games and real-time simulations.
In scenarios with thousands of entities the processing of the
neighborhood gathering can deteriorate the performance of
the application. The brute-force approach will test all O(n2)
pairs of entities. Hence, neighborhood gathering methods must
ensure that this quadratic asymptotic behavior do not occur.
There are many methods that tries to avoid the quadratic
complexity. Most of them tries to reach an average O(n)
complexity, like the Sweep and Prune, the uniform grid and
hierarchical trees.

Sweep and Prune: is a topological subdivision algorithm
also called Sort and Prune algorithm or just SaP. The main
idea of the algorithm, as the name says, is to do a dimension
reduction, sort all the entities, and then prune it. This method
appears more often in the literature as a broad phase algorithm
for collision detection [2], but it also can be seen applied in the
computation of line of sight algorithms [3], entity behaviour
[4] and culling [5]. This method can be also seen in some
open source physics engines, like Bullet and Box2D.

There are not many implementation of the sweep and prune
using parallel architecture. Among the few ones, Govindaraju
et al. [6] presents a collision mechanism, with SaP as one of
the steps of its collision detection, implemented in the GPU
using depth and stencil buffer techniques. Liu et al [5] presents
a culling system implemented in the GPU using CUDA,
using a hybrid neighbourhood gathering mechanism, which
combines the SaP method with a uniform grid mechanism.

Uniform Grid: is a spatial subdivision technique, where
the simulated world is subdivided in equally sized regular
grids/boxes/buckets, called cells, among the 3/2 main axis of
the simulated scene (x,y and z for 3D and x and y of 2D).
This data structure appears very often in the literature applied
in many real-time simulations. This method is the one chosen
from the literature to compare the performance against the
NGrid, since it is the most common in the literature.



There are many works that use this method in order to
process the neighborhood gathering, and it is applied in
many real-time simulations, like particle systems [7], crowd
simulation [8], fluid simulation [9], raytracing [10], photon
mapping [11] and physics engines, like ODE and Chipmunk.

In a particle system, the uniform grid has appeared as part
of the nVidia SDK [7], with the method explained in a book
chapter [12]. In a crowd scenario, Reynolds first implemented
a uniform grid [13] that could simulate up to 280 boids at
60 fps in a Playstation 2 hardware. A mix of GPU-CPU
implementation can be seen on [14] that could simulate 1,600
boids and [15] that could simulate 16k boids in interactive
frame rates.

Kurose and Takahashi [16] use this method to optimize the
neighborhood gathering, but it also grows bigger in size as
the fluid discretization grows. The uniform grid with SPH on
GPU can also be seen in many others works, like [9], [17]
and [18].

One way of reducing this problem is by using an index
sort with the uniform grid. This index sort first sorts all the
entities according to their cell indices and store them in an
array. These indices of the sorted array are stored in each
cell of the grid. With that, the cells just store one reference
to the first particle with the corresponding cell index. This
optimization is described in [11], and was implemented in the
GPU by [19] for fluid simulation. Other optimizations based
on memory convalescence can be seen on [20] and [21] applied
in SPH fluid simulation.

Hierarchical tree data structure: have been used in order
to hierarchically arrange and there has been several Hierarchi-
cal tree data structures applied in real-time simulations, but
the more common are the BVH, Kd-tree quadtree and octree.

The most common in real-time simulations are the octree
and quadtree. A quadtree/octree is a tree, where each node
(that is not a leaf) has connection with 4/8 others nodes of
the data structure, hierarchically bellow the node. Most works
of Hierarchical trees implemented on the GPU deals with
raytracing [22] and culling [23] problems. A Fluid simulation
using quadtree with GPGPU can be seen on [24], which could
simulate up to 16k particles at interactive framerate. An nbody
problem on the GPU can be seen on [25].

IV. NGRID: A PROXIMITY DATA STRUCTURE

The proposed data structure was mainly developed to be
used in a parallel environment, like GPUs. This approach
uses a proper grid data structure and it stores information
about all the entities of the simulation. In the NGrid, each
entity is mapped to an individual cell (1:1 mapping) according
to its spatial location. Entities that are close in a geometric
neighborhood sense are mapped to be close in the NGrid
structure.

In order to keep the NGrid aligned, a sorting mechanism is
necessary. All the information about the entities are stored in
arrays (the NGrid), where each entry holds the entire data for
an individual entity. In this data structure, each cell fits one
and only one entity, and has the same size as the entity.

The NGrid can be described as a grid, where each cell
has only one entity and it adapts its boundaries in order to
completely hold each entity. Figure 1 illustrates the NGrid
adaptation over a set of entities. From this figure it is possible
to see that instead of adapting the entities to the cell, like the
uniform grid does, the NGrid adapts the cell to the entities.

Fig. 1. The adaptation of the NGrid cells over a set on entities.

The NGrid structure is based on the Extended Moore
Neighborhood [26] gathering algorithm using a 3D grid to
hold the information of the entities. To reduce the cost of
proximity queries, each entity only gathers the information
about the entities surrounding its cell. This kind of spatial
data structure with extremely regular information gathering
enables a good prediction of the performance, since the
number of proximity queries will always be similar over the
simulation. This happens because instead of making the prox-
imity queries over all entities inside a coarse grid/bucket/cell
(variable quantity) and adjacent grid/bucket/cell, such as in
traditional implementations, each entity would query only the
surrounding individual neighbors. However, the NGrid has to
be sorted continually in such a way that those entities, which
are neighbors in geometric space are stored in individual cells
that are close in the NGrid, so that each entity should gather
information only about its closest neighbors. In order to better
illustrate how the entities would be organized by the NGrid
and by the Uniform Grid, Figure 2 illustrates a set of particles
and how they are organized in both structures.

The NGrid starts, at the beginning of the simulation,
by determining the dimensions sizes (which are called N-
dimensions) and does a full sort on all the dimensions, but
during the simulation (and depending on the sorting step),
some misalignment may occur over the data structure because
the entities can move during the simulation. This can make
the gathering step to miss some of the neighbor entities.
However, since the algorithm needs a sorting mechanism,
this misalignment is very small when used a proper NGrid
dimension size and time step (less than 1% of all entities are
misaligned in all the test cases when compared with the full
sorted NGrid), and in the next step this misalignment is fixed
by the sorting mechanism.

Since the particles move at each frame, the NGrid may
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Fig. 2. Example of the organization of a set of particles in the NGrid and
the uniform grid.

become misaligned. In order to maintain the NGrid in such
a way that neighbors in geometric space are stored in cells
close to each other, it has to be sorted in every step of the
simulation.

The position information of each entity is used to perform
a lexicographical sort based on the three dimensional coordi-
nates of the position’s vector. The goal is to store the entity
with the smaller values for Z, Y and X in the closer-bottom-
left cell of the grid, and the entity with the highest values of
Z, Y and X in the far-top-right cell respectively. Using these
three values to sort the grid, the furthest lines will be filled
with the entities with the higher values of Z while the top lines
will be filled with the entities with higher values of Y and the
right columns will store those with higher values for X

This sorting strategy provides data for the approximate
neighborhood query, which is optimal in terms of data co-
alescence and bank conflicts avoidance. For each dimension
of the NGrid, every element on the same dimension must be
organized in a way that for a array of values A, ∀A[i] ∈
A, i > 0 ⇒ A[i − 1] ≤ A[i], where A represents the value
corresponding to the axis (X,Y or Z).

This work uses a bitonic sort, which makes a full sort in
each dimension. The bitonic sort is a parallel sorting algorithm
that is very efficient when sorting a small number of elements
[27], which is the case of the NGrid since the sort strategy is
applied to each dimension separately.

The complexity of this algorithm is O(nlog(n)2) where n
is the number of elements to sort in sequential time. These
comparisons are performed by m CUDA threads making such
parallel implementation of the algorithm to perform with a
complexity of O(log(n)2), if there were m = n stream
processors on the GPU.

This type of structure cannot guarantee that the processed
set of entities’ neighbors corresponds to the closest set of
neighbors in the Euclidean way, since the NGrid can be
misaligned. But with the right sorting algorithm and the right
radius this kind of algorithm can yield visually believable
simulations.

After sorting the NGrid, it is necessary a gathering mecha-

nism to be used for the fluid behavior calculations. Since the
NGrid does not have a spatial structure, but a topological one,
it cannot use the radius, but will use instead NRadius, which
is the number of NGrid neighbors that the entities will visit
in each direction.

Instead of having a fixed number for this NRadius, this
number is adaptive, trying to adapt the NRadius in order
to gather the neighbors that have a lesser distance than the
radius (in Euclidian way). This is done by having an adaptive
NRadius, where the value of the NRadius is adapted for each
neighbor direction and it increases until all the entities inside
the radius are gathered. This is done by following a simple
algorithm, for every direction of the entity’s neighbors on
the NGrid, the algorithm increases the NRadius until it has
gathered all the entities that are less than the radius distance
of it.

Figure 3 illustrates the structure that was built with the
NGrid in a 2D 4 × 4 matrix holding the information for all
16 individual entities. The proximity queries are done by the
adaptive N-radius, so each entity only gathers the information
about the entities surrounding its cell, based on the Euclidean
radius. In the example of Figure 3, the adaptive N-radius
varies from 0 to 2, so the entities represented as I (in light gray)
would gather the 8 highlighted surrounding cells (represented
in dark gray), which are { A, E, O, P, N, H, K, B }.
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Fig. 3. Example of the Structure of the Extended Moore Neighborhood with
16 particles and adaptive N-radius

Using this method, the NGrid gathers practically the same
neighbors that the uniform grid or other traditional methods,
unless the NGrid has misaligned data, but since the NGrid is
constantly ordered, this does not happens very often.

Results: The NGrid was tested over different GPU archi-
tectures and scales: a mobile GPU, an CUDA capable GPU
and a multi-GPU ambient,and it has shown great adaptability
over these different ambients, with expressive speedup over
traditional approaches in all those environments.

The NGrid was also tested in different problems that
require some form of neighborhood gathering, which was
particle system (a mobile renderscript implementation with
55x speedup over the brute force), a simple game shooter
(a CUDA implementation over 2x speedup over the uniform
grid), a fluid animation (a CUDA implementation over 7x
speedup over the uniform grid) and a crowd simulation (a
CUDA implementation with 11x speedup over the uniform
grid). In all those scenarios the NGrid was faster than the
traditional approach, giving impressive speedups. Also, the
NGrid has much less memory footprint, since it does not



require any extra data for organizing its data structures, unlike
the others data structures.

V. PUBLICATIONS

Journals: Journal of Computational Interdisciplinary
Sciences [28]: this work presents a flocking boids imple-
mentation with the processing of the work distributed among
processors, which is particularly important since the NGrid
will also have a mechanism for task division and distribution
among multiples GPUs;

Computer in Entertainment [29]: This work presents a
architecture for task distribution among GPUs, which will be
used when distributing task among multiples GPUs;

Computer in Entertainment [30]: In this work an ex-
tended version of the paper [31] with the first concept of the
NGrid is presented applied in a crowd scenario;

International Journal of Computational Fluid Dynamics
[9]: In this journal, a SPH fluid simulation with the use of the
GPU is presented. This work uses a uniform grid as a neigh-
bourhood gathering that is used as the traditional approach to
compared against the NGrid on SPH fluid simulations;

Lecture Notes in Computer Science [32]: This journal
presents the results of the application of the NGrid in a mobile
game framework;

Information Technology in Industry [33]: this work
presents the results of the NGrid applied in a simple game
framework.

Conference proceedings: Brazilian Symposium on
Games and Digital Entertainment 2008 [31]: the first work,
where a early concept of the NGrid appeared in a 2d flocking
boids scenario. This work has received the best paper award
for computer category;

Conferência de Ciências e Artes dos Videojogos 2009
[34]: This work presents a boid simulation with the use of
uniform grid for neighbourhood gathering implemented on the
GPU. This implementation is used as the traditional approach
to compared against the NGrid on crowd simulations ;

Brazilian Symposium on Games and Digital Entertain-
ment 2009 [35]: This work presents a game with all the logic
implemented in the GPU with the use of uniform grid for
neighbourhood gathering. The implementation of this paper
is used as the traditional approach to compared against the
NGrid on game scenarios. This work received 3rd best paper
award of computer category;

Brazilian Symposium on Games and Digital Entertain-
ment 2009 [36]: This work presents an evolution of the NGrid
on crowd simulation presented in [31], [30] allowing more
complex space scenarios;

IEEE International Games Innovation Conference 2012
[37]: This work presents a framework for optimizing a game
with the use of GPU Computing. One of the implemented
techniques is the NGrid;

Brazilian Symposium on Games and Digital Entertain-
ment 2012[38]: This work presents the NGrid for crowd
simulation implemented in a mobile platform with the use of

mobile GPU Computing. This work has received the second
best paper award for computing category;

Brazilian Symposium on Games and Digital Entertain-
ment 2012 [39]: This paper presents a SPH fluid simulation
using multi-Gpus, which is particularly important since the
NGrid also make use of multi-GPUs, and similar techniques
are used in the Multi-GPU implementation;

Workshop on Applications for Multi-Core Architectures
2012 [40]: This work shows a distribution on multi-GPUs,
which some ideas are used on the Multi-GPU implementation.

Conference resumes: CSBC GPU Forum 2012 [41]:
This work shows a implementation of a game using the NGrid;

CSBC GPU Forum 2012[42]: This work shows a imple-
mentation of a crowd simulation using the NGrid;

CSBC GPU Forum 2012 [43]: this work shows the imple-
mentation of a SPH fluid simulation using the uniform grid
for neighbourhood gathering;

CSBC GPU Forum 2012 [44]: This work shows a imple-
mentation of a particle system using the NGrid; GPU Tech-
nology Conference 2012 [45]: This work shows the NGrid
for simulation and games with the use of Gpu Computing;

GPU Technology Conference 2013 [46]: This work shows
the NGrid for game simulation on mobile devices;

GPU Technology Conference 2013 [47]: This work shows
the NGrid applied in a GPGPU game.
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Abstract—Once taken as genuine for granted, photographs are

no longer considered as a “piece of truth”. With the advance of

digital image processing and computer graphics techniques, it has

been easier than ever to modify images and forge new realities

within minutes. Unfortunately, most of the times, these modifica-

tions seek to deceive viewers, change opinions or even affect how

people perceive reality. In this context, this work1 builds upon

the hypothesis that “image illumination inconsistencies are strong

and powerful evidence of image composition” and presents four

original and effective approaches to detecting image composition.

They explore illumination inconsistencies in different ways to

detect image composition forgery and together they bring to the

forensic community important contributions which certainly will

be a strong tool against image forgeries.

Keywords-Digital Forensics; Image Composition; Illumination

Inconsistency; Computer Vision, Machine Learning; Image Pro-

cessing

I. INTRODUCTION

In a world where technology is improved daily at a re-

markable speed, it is easy to face situations previously seen

just on science fiction. One example is the use of advanced

computational methods to solve crimes, an ordinary situation

which usually occurs in TV shows such as the famous Amer-

ican crime drama television series Crime Scene Investigation

(CSI)2. However, technology improvements are, at the same

time, a boon and a bane. Although it empowers people to

improve their quality of life, it also brings huge drawbacks

such as increasing the number of crimes involving digital

documents, specially images. Image manipulations are present

in almost all communication channels including newspapers,

magazines, outdoors, TV shows, Internet, and even scientific

papers [1].

In this context, this work focuses on detecting one of

the most common types of image manipulations: splicing or

composition. Image splicing consists of using parts of two or

1Ph.D. Thesis
2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CSI: Crime Scene Investigation

more images to compose a new image that never took place in

space and time. This composition process includes all the nec-

essary operations (such as brightness and contrast adjustment,

affine transformations, color changes, light matching, etc.) to

construct realistic images able to deceive viewer.

After studying and analyzing the advantages and drawbacks

of different types of methods for detecting image composition,

our work herein relies on the following research hypothesis:

image illumination inconsistencies are strong and powerful

evidence of image composition.

This hypothesis has already been used by some researchers

in the literature whose work will be highlighted in the next

section, and it is specially useful for detecting image com-

position because, even for expert counterfeiters, a perfect

illumination matching is extremely hard to achieve. Also, there

are some experiments that show how difficult it is for humans

to perceive image illumination inconsistencies [2]. Due to

these difficulties, it is impossible to trust just on expertise

knowledge to detect image forgeries.

Therefore, the main objective of this work is to explore

illumination inconsistencies to design and deploy efficient and

effective methods for detecting image compositions, resulting

as main scientific contribution the development of four new

forensic techniques for detecting image composition.

The rest of this work is divided as follows: Section II

briefly describes the main methods grounded on illumination

inconsistencies for detecting image composition3. Section III

presents our first actual contribution for detecting image

composition, which is based on eye specular highlights [6].

Section IV describes our second contribution, result of a

fruitful collaboration with researchers of the University of

Erlangen-Nuremberg in Germany. The work is based on illu-

minant color characterization [5]. Section V presents our third

3Most of the work in this section comprise part of our other works published

along the PhD. [3], [4], [5], and [6].



contribution, result of a collaboration with other researchers at

Unicamp and it is an improvement upon our work proposed in

Section IV [3]. Section VI presents our last contribution, result

of a collaboration with researchers of Dartmouth College,

US. This work uses the knowledge of users to estimate full

3-D light source position in images in order to point out

possible forgery artifacts [4]. Finally, Section VII concludes

the work putting our research in perspective and discussing

new research opportunities.

II. RELATED WORK

In Section I, we defined image composition and discussed

the importance of devising and deploying methods able to

detect this kind of forgery. We are specially interested in

methods that explore illumination inconsistencies to detect

image composition.

We can divide methods that explore illumination inconsis-

tencies into three main groups of methods:

1) Methods based on inconsistencies in the light setting:

this group of methods encloses approaches that look for

inconsistencies in the light position and in models that

aim at reconstructing the scene illumination conditions.

2) Methods based on inconsistencies in light color: this

group of methods encloses approaches that look for

inconsistencies in the color of illuminants present in the

scene.

3) Methods based on inconsistencies in the shadows:

this group of methods encloses approaches that look for

inconsistencies in the scene illumination using telltales

derived from shadows.

Table I highlights some of relevant literature methods based

on illumination inconsistencies according to previously de-

scribed techniques.

All the methods presented in Table I are based on different

cues of illumination inconsistencies. However, there is no

perfect method or silver bullet to solve all the problems and the

forensic community is always looking for new approaches able

to circumvent drawbacks and limitations of previous methods.

Thinking about this, in the next section, we introduce our first,

out of four, approach to detecting image composition.

III. EYE SPECULAR HIGHLIGHT TELLTALES FOR

DIGITAL FORENSICS

In this section, we introduce a new method for pinpointing

image telltales in eye specular highlights to detect forgeries.

Parts of the contents and findings in this section were pub-

lished in [6].

Given a suspicious image, the initial method proposed by

Johnson and Farid [8] applies a pre-processing in the image

where the eye limbus regions are manually annotated and then

estimates for each eye in the image the direction of light

source, viewer (e. g., camera) and surface normal based on

specular highlights present into the eye. Then, using non-

linear least squares function, such as Levenberg-Marquardt

iteration, the method estimates a unique light source for the

scene. Forgeries are detected analyzing the mean of angular

error between scene light source and each eye light source. The

proposed approach follows the pipeline illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Proposed approach exploring eye specular highlights. Light green

boxes indicate the extensions when compared with initial work.

In addition to the average angular error for light source

position, we extended upon the previous work to take the

estimation variation of this feature into account. Also, we

estimate a unique viewer for the scene, calculating the mean

and standard deviation of angular error between scene viewer

and viewer estimated for each eye. These four features (mean

of the angular errors relative to the light source (LME),

variation of the angular errors relative to the light source

(LSE), mean of the angular errors relative to the viewer

(VME), variation of the angular errors relative to the light

source (VSE)) compose a 4-d feature vector which is analyzed

using a machine learning decision making approach (instead

of a single hypothesis test as proposed in the initial work).

The newly-designed features and the new decision-making

process reduced the classification error in more than 20%

when compared to the prior work. To validate the ideas, we

have used a data set of real composites and pristine (non-

manipulated) images typically with more than three mega-

pixels in resolution4.

In summary, when compared against the initial work pro-

posed by Johnson and Farid [8], the method we proposed

brings three main scientific contributions: (1) proposition of

new discriminative features not explored before; (2) use of

machine learning approaches (single and multiple classifier

4http://ic.unicamp.br/∼rocha/pub/downloads/2014-tiago-carvalho-

thesis/icip-eyes-database.zip



TABLE I

LITERATURE METHODS BASED ON ILLUMINATION INCONSISTENCIES.

Group Method Characteristics

1 Johnson and Farid [7] Detect inconsistencies in 2-D light source direction estimated from objects occluding contours

1 Johnson and Farid [8] Detect inconsistencies in 2-D light source direction estimated from eye specular highlights

1 Johnson and Farid [9] Detect inconsistencies in 3-D light environment estimated using five first spherical harmonics

1 Fan et al. [10] Detect inconsistencies in 3-D light environment using a shaping from shading approach

2 Gholap and Bora [11] Investigate illuminant colors estimating dichromatic planes from each specular highlight region of an

image to detect inconsistencies and image forgeries

2 Riess and Angelopoulou [12] Estimate illuminants locally from different parts of an image using an extension of the Inverse-Intensity

Chromaticity Space to detect forgeries

3 Zhang and Wang [13] Uses planar homology to model the relationship of shadows in an image and discovering forgeries

3 Kee and Farid [14] Constructs geometric constraints from shadows to detect forgeries

combination and fusion) for the decision-making process in-

stead of relying on a simple and limited hypothesis testing;

and (3) reduction in the classification error in more than 20%

when compared to the prior work.

It is worth noting, however, that the classification results

are still affected by some drawbacks. First of all, the accuracy

of the light direction estimation heavily relies on the camera

calibration step. If the eyes are occluded by eyelids or are too

small, the limbus selection becomes too difficult to accom-

plish, demanding an experienced user. Second, the focal length

estimation method, which is common in a forensic scenario,

is often affected by numerical instabilities due to the starting

conditions of the minimization function suggested in [8].

The aforementioned problems inspired us to develop a new

method able to detect image splicing containing people that is

not strongly dependent on their eye localization or conditions.

In the next section, we present such method that relies upon

the analysis of the illuminant color in the image.

IV. EXPOSING DIGITAL IMAGE FORGERIES BY

ILLUMINATION COLOR CLASSIFICATION

Different from our approach presented in Section III, which

is based on inconsistencies in the light setting, the approach

proposed in this section relies on inconsistencies in light color.

Riess and Angelopoulou [12] proposed to analyze illumi-

nant color estimates from local image regions. Unfortunately,

the interpretation of their resulting so-called illuminant maps

is left to human experts. As it turns out, this decision is, in

practice, often challenging. Thus, it is preferable to transfer

the tampering decision to an objective algorithm.

In this section, we extend upon the work of Riess and An-

gelopoulou [12] making an important step towards minimizing

user interaction for an illuminant-based tampering decision-

making. We propose a new semi-automatic method that is also

significantly more reliable than earlier approaches and that can

be summarized in Figure 2. Parts of the contents and findings

in this section were published in [5].

We classify the illumination for each pair of faces in

the image as either consistent or inconsistent. Throughout

this section, we abbreviate illuminant estimation as IE, and

illuminant maps as IM. The proposed method consists of five

main components:

1) Dense Local Illuminant Estimation (IE): The input

image is segmented into homogeneous regions. Per

illuminant estimator, a new image is created where

each region is colored with the extracted illuminant

color. This resulting intermediate representation is called

illuminant map (IM).

2) Face Extraction: This is the only step that may require

human interaction. An operator sets a bounding box

around each face (e. g., by clicking on two corners of the

bounding box) in the questioned image. Alternatively, an

automated face detector can be employed. We then crop

every bounding box out of each illuminant map, so that

only the illuminant estimates of the face regions remain.

3) Computation of Illuminant Features: for all face

regions, texture-based and gradient-based features are

computed on the IM values. Each one of them encodes

complementary information for classification.

4) Paired Face Features: Our goal is to assess whether a

pair of faces in an image is consistently illuminated. For

an image with nf faces, we construct
(

nf

2

)

joint feature

vectors, consisting of all possible pairs of faces.

5) Classification: We use a machine learning approach to

automatically classifying the feature vectors. We con-

sider an image as a forgery if at least one pair of faces

in the image is classified as inconsistently illuminated.

Quantitative evaluation shows that the proposed method

achieves a detection rate of 79%, while existing automatic

illumination-based work is slightly better than guessing. We

exploit the fact that local illuminant estimates are most dis-

criminative when comparing objects of the same (or similar)

material. Thus, we focus on the automated comparison of

human skin, and more specifically faces, to classify the illu-

mination on a pair of faces as either consistent or inconsistent.

User interaction is limited to marking bounding boxes around

the faces in an image under investigation. In the simplest case,



Fig. 2. Overview of the approach proposed in Section IV.

this reduces to specifying two corners (upper left and lower

right) of a bounding box.

In summary, the main contributions of this work are: (1) in-

terpretation of the illumination distribution as object texture for

feature computation; (2) a novel edge-based characterization

method for illuminant maps which explores edge attributes

related to the illumination process; a large experiment with

humans (not shown here) for evaluating their ability at pin-

pointing image forgeries; and (4) the creation of a benchmark

dataset comprising 100 skillfully created forgeries and 100

original photographs5.

V. SPLICING DETECTION VIA COLOR CONSTANCY MAPS:

MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE

In the previous section, we have introduced a new method

based on illuminant color analysis for detecting forgeries on

image compositions containing people. However, its effective-

ness still needed to be improved for real forensic applications.

Furthermore, some important telltales, such as illuminant

colors, have not been statistically analyzed in the method.

In this section, we introduce a new method for analyzing

illuminant maps, which uses more discriminative features and

a robust machine learning framework able to determine the

most complementary set of features to be applied in illuminant

map analyses. Parts of the contents and findings in this section

a part of the paper [3]6.

We classify the illumination for each pair of faces in the

image as either consistent or inconsistent. However, here we

consider additional steps and more discriminative features. The

following steps give an overview of the entire method:

1) Dense Local Illuminant Estimation (IE): similar to the

the previous section, the first step of this method con-

sists on segmenting the input image into homogeneous

5http://ic.unicamp.br/∼rocha/pub/downloads/2014-tiago-carvalho-

thesis/tifs-database.zip
6First round of revision.

regions. Per illuminant estimator, a new image is created

where each region is colored with the extracted illumi-

nant color. This resulting intermediate representation is

called illuminant map (IM).

2) Choice of Color Space and Face Extraction: before

extracting people’s faces from the IM, we first convert

the IM to the desired color space (Y CbCr, HSV , Lab

and RGB). In contrast with Section IV, which has

explored just Y CbCr space, this conversion is useful

given that some features are highlighted in certain color

spaces. Afterwards, we extract people’s faces.

3) Feature Extraction from IM: From each extracted

face in the previous step, we now need to find telltales

that allow us to correctly identify image splicing. Such

information is present in different visual properties (e.g.,

texture, shape and color, among others) of the IM.

In Section IV, the proposed approach explored two

properties, texture and edges, using one image descriptor

per property. Here we also consider color information,

which is an important property when visually analyzing

IM maps. Finally, for each kind of information (e.g.,

texture, shape and color), we take advantage of several

image description techniques and their complementarity

to solve the problem.

4) Face Characterization and Paired Face Features:

Given that in this section we consider more than one

variant of IM, color space and description technique, let

D be an image descriptor composed of the triplet (IM,

color space, and description technique). Assuming all

possible combinations of such triplets according to the

IM, color spaces and description techniques we consider

herein, we have 54 different image descriptors. Thus,

instead of analyzing each image face separately, after

building D for each face in the image, it encodes the

feature vectors of each pair of faces under analysis into



one feature vector. Given an image under investigation,

it is characterized by the different feature vectors, and

paired vectors P are created through direct concatena-

tion between two feature vectors D of the same type for

each face.

5) Face Pair Classification: When using different IM,

color spaces, and description techniques, the obvious

question is how to automatically select the most im-

portant ones to keep and combine toward an improved

classification performance. For this purpose, we take

advantage of a powerful classifier selection and fusion

method Faria et al. [15].

6) Forgery Detection: Given an image I classified as

fake, it is important to refine the analysis and point

out which part of the image is actually the result of

a composition. For that, we extract the IM using two

different approaches and compare the color difference

between them. This difference is higher, generally, in

fake images than in pristine (non-manipulated) images.

It allows us to train an SVM classifier which ultimately

points out the face with highest probability to be the

fake one.

The automatic forgery classification, in addition to the actual

forgery localization, presented in this section represents an

invaluable asset for forgery experts with a 94% classification

rate, a remarkable 72% error reduction when compared to the

method proposed in Section IV. Figure 3 depicts a direct

comparison between the accuracy of both results as a bar

graph.

Fig. 3. Comparison between results of methods presented in Section IV and

Section V.

In summary, the main contributions introduced in this

method’s section are: (1) the exploration of other color

spaces not addressed in Section IV; (2) the incorporation of

color descriptors, which showed to be very effective when

characterizing color constancy maps; (3) a full study of the

effectiveness and complementarity of many different image

descriptors applied on color constancy maps to detect image

illumination inconsistencies; (4) incorporation of a powerful

machine learning framework to our approach, which auto-

matically selects the best combination of all the factors of

interest (e. g., IM, color space, descriptor, classifier); (5) the

introduction of a new approach to detecting the most likely

doctored part in fake images; (6) an evaluation on the impact

of the number of IM and their importance to characterize an

image in the composition detection task; and, finally, (7) an

improvement of 15 percentage points in classification accuracy

when compared to the results achieved with the method

presented in Section IV, which represents a remarkable error

classification reduction of 72%, as previously mentioned.

VI. EXPOSING PHOTO MANIPULATION FROM

USER-GUIDED 3-D LIGHTING ANALYSIS

The approaches presented in the previous sections were

specifically designed to detect forgeries involving people.

However, sometimes an image composition can involve dif-

ferent elements. A car or a building can be introduced into

the scene with specific purposes. In this section, we introduce

our last contribution, which focuses on detecting 3-D light

source inconsistencies in scenes with arbitrary objects using a

user’s guided approach. Parts of the contents and findings in

this section are part of the paper [4].

In the approach proposed in this section, we seek to estimate

3-D lighting from objects or people in a single image, relying

on an analyst to specify the required 3-D shape from which

lighting is estimated. To perform it, we describe a full work

flow where first we use a user-interface for obtaining these

shape estimates. This kind of approach has been chosen

because there is good evidence from the human perception

literature that human observers are fairly good at estimating

3-D shape from a variety of cues including, foreshortening,

shading, and familiarity [16]. We have found that with minimal

training, this task is relatively easy and accurate.

Secondly, we estimate 3-D lighting from these shape esti-

mates, performing a perturbation analysis that contends with

any errors or biases in the user-specified 3-D shape. Finally,

we generate a region of possible light source position in terms

of spherical coordinates. This region is very different (in terms

of position) for pristine and fake objects at the same image.

Figure 4 depicts the result of approach application into a

fake image.

In summary, this method presents two main contributions to

the forensics community: (1) the possibility of estimating 3-D

lighting properties of a scene from a single 2-D image without

knowledge of the 3-D structure of the scene; and (2) a study

of user’s skills on 3-D probes insertion for 3-D estimation of

lighting properties in a forensic scenario.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Along this work, we have presented four forensic techniques

that work complementarily, developed to help forensic experts



(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f) (g)

Fig. 4. Different objects (b, d, f) and their respectively light source

probability region (c, e, g) extracted from a fake image (a). The

light source probability region (g) estimated for the fake object (f) is

totally different from the light source probability region provided by

the other objects.

in their fight against image falsification. However, the main

conclusion of this work is that forensic methods are in constant

development. They have their pros and cons and there is no

“silver bullet” able to detect all types of image composition

with perfect classification results. The method described in

Section III could not be applied to an image depicting a beach

scenario, for instance, with people using sunglasses. However,

this kind of image could be analyzed with the method proposed

in Sections IV, V and VI. Similar analysis can be drawn for

several other situations.

As research directions and future work, among all possible

contributions, we would like to highlight a contribution for

the approaches that explore illuminant colors. An interesting

future work is the proposition of forms to compare illuminants

provided by different body parts from the same person. This

would remove the need of having two or more people in

the image to detect forgeries and would be very useful for

pornography image composition detection.
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Abstract—Human action recognition in videos is an expanding
area of knowledge. There is a wide range of possible applications,
including user interface, surveillance, smart homes and health
monitoring. Most of them require real time responses, however,
there is a trade-off between processing time and effectiveness
of the recognition, where effectiveness comprises accuracy and
robustness in a number of situations. Two main contributions are
presented in this work. The first one is a method for obtaining
relevant motion information from videos, even by making use of
poorly extracted foreground, by joining a temporal window of
shapes. The second one is a simple and fast descriptor, based
on silhouettes or, generically, on motion shapes, that achieves
state-of-the-art accuracy in real time. It is built from the relative
positions of interest points chosen as extreme points on the motion
shapes. The method is tested on three public data sets and
the experimental results are compared against others from the
literature. Some data sets have manually segmented silhouettes
available, allowing to analyze each contribution separately. In all
cases, the features are extracted at high frame rates.

Keywords-human action recognition; computer vision; shape
based; real time.

I. INTRODUCTION

Human action recognition has a wide range of applications
and can be used for tasks such as intelligent surveillance,
human-computer interface, smart homes, health monitoring,
and augmented reality. Through the images obtained by com-
mon cameras, the computer is able to perceive some pre-
trained actions that people perform and react to it accordingly.

The development of digital technology promoted the
progress in the area of action recognition. Cameras have
been developed with smaller dimensions, as well as higher
resolution and frame rates. Images acquired by cameras have
been recorded in larger quantity, due to the increase of storage
capacity of the digital media [1]. The range of devices capable
of quickly processing images has also grown; applications are
made not only for traditional computers, but also to cellphones,
cars and video games, mobile and consoles.

One of the main challenges related to this problem is the
computational time required to process video frames, which
often makes it impossible to apply action recognition in real
life situations. The achievement of the required processing
speed is strongly related to loss of effectiveness in the classi-
fication.

This work relates to a M.Sc. dissertation

Two contributions are given in this work. The first one
is a shape-based pose descriptor. It is computed from the
borders of silhouettes or, more generically, shapes representing
the movement on a scene. It is fast to compute, since it is
built by the position of discriminative sampled points, and has
low dimensionality, which means that classification machines
should work fast with it.

A great disadvantage of using silhouettes for action recog-
nition is their calculation. Very often, foreground detection
methods return broken and noisy shapes. This is where the
second contribution lies: a strategy for making better use of
poorly extracted silhouettes to build the descriptor. Due to
the faulty nature of the foreground, the concept of silhouette
is extended to shapes, in a generic manner. Broken pieces
are united to form a meaningful shape, more suitable for
description. This strategy is called CMS (Cumulative Motion
Shapes).

II. RELATED WORK

There are several strategies for addressing the action recog-
nition problem. Each approach has advantages and drawbacks,
or it is better suitable for a specific type of application. In
this paper, approaches are classified into two main categories:
appearance-based and shape-based. Other strategies exist, but
they are not as impactful.

Methods in the first category use appearance information
for action recognition. Often, temporal or spatial information
are added to the descriptor in order to enhance effectiveness.
They work by extracting local information around a set of
spatio-temporal interest points (STIP), commonly representing
corners in the 3D motion volume. Descriptors are usually con-
structed by extracting cuboids, which are the small volumes
around the STIPs – their neighborhood. The next step of these
approaches is clustering the descriptors in appearance classes,
or vocabularies, and building histograms, usually called Bag-
of-Words (BoW) or Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoVW). Methods
that use this strategy are [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].

Methods in the second category can be very distinctive in
the nature of the shapes. For instance, methods use human
silhouettes, movement shapes, relative positions of body parts
or pose estimation (through models or even appearance de-
scriptors, as long as they are used for shape description). Such
approaches frequently use movement segmentation to obtain
the silhouette or to narrow down other searches. Common
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Fig. 1: Diagram illustrating the main stages of the proposed methodology.

ways to describe a shape are through functions such as 2D
Radon transform [10] and shape signatures extracted from a
centroid, frequently generated by applying distance functions
to each border point in a radial scheme or by dividing the
polar space in bins. Thus, these methods are often fragile to
the conditions that hinder the motion segmentation, such as
luminosity variations, and are not robust to occlusions. On
the other hand, they usually result in simpler, yet meaningful,
descriptors, which may allow faster execution. These works
include [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18].

Tables I and II show the accuracy rates obtained with the
methods described in the previous section. The methods are
organized chronologically in both tables. The accuracy rates
are not always decreasing along the years, since the methods
can address other issues than accuracy, such as reduction of
processing time, invariance with respect to certain parameters,
and reduction of dependencies.

It is noticeable that the methods that work in real time
have achieved smaller correct recognition rates than most of
the others by comparing these methods [11], [14], [17], [19],
[20] to the others. They have only showed good results in the
simplest data sets.

Method Data Set

KTH Weizmann

Ryoo and Aggarwal (2009) [2] 93.8 -
Sun et al. (2009) [3] 94.0 97.8
Wang et al (2009) [19] - 93.3
Ta et al. (2010) [4] 93.0 94.5
Raja et al. (2011) [12] 86.6 -
Hsieh et al. (2011) [13] - 98.3
Cheema et al. (2011) [17] - 91.6
Bregonzio et al. (2012) [5] 94.3 96.7
Junejo and Aghbari (2012) [20] - 88.6
Zhang and Tao (2012) [6] 93.5 93.9
Onofri, Soda (2012) [7] 97.0 -
Chaaraoui et al. (2013) [14] - 90.3
Ji et al. (2013) [21] 90.2 -
Guo et al. (2013) [8] 98.5 100
Moghaddam and Piccardi (2013) [22] - 96.8
Alcântara et al. (2013) [11] - 94.6

TABLE I: Comparison of correct prediction rates (in percent-
age) for KTH and Weizmann data sets.

Method Data Set

MuHAVi MuHAVi8 MuHAVi14

Wu et al. (2010) [9] 69.2† - -
Singh et al. (2010) [15] - 82.4 97.8
Moghaddam and Piccardi (2010) [23] 80.4 - -
Karthikeyan et al. (2011) [16] 88.2 - -
Cheema et al. (2011) [17] - 95.6 86.0
Moghaddam and Piccardi (2013) [22] 92.0 - -
Chaaraoui et al. (2013) [14] - 97.1 91.2
Chaaraoui and Flórez-Revuelta (2013) [18] - 100 98.5

†Experiments conducted by [16].

TABLE II: Comparison of correct prediction rates (in per-
centage) for MuHAVi and its manually annotated sub-datasets,
MuHAVi14 and MuHAVi8.

III. METHODOLOGY

This section describes the methodology proposed in this
work. Figure 1 shows a diagram with all five stages of the
process, from the data acquisition to a prediction of the action
that occurs in the scene. Each section addresses a stage,
marked in the figure by letters ranging from (a) to (e).

A. Cumulative Motion Shape Detection

This module corresponds to Figure 1, step (a). A motion
shape is the moving part of an action in a given frame of
a video sequence. In a perfect scenario, the motion shapes
correspond to the silhouettes of the actors. However, extracting
good silhouettes from videos is a challenge and there is still no
algorithm that extracts them well enough in an acceptable time.
We refer to them as motion shapes since errors are acceptable.
Figure 2 illustrates this: if a person moves only their arms, the
only movement segmented would be the shape of an arm.

Background subtraction described in [24] is used for the
foreground segmentation. This is an adaptive method that
learns the background using multiple Gaussian mixture mod-
els in each pixel, estimated with expectation-maximization
algorithms. Some heuristics are used to detect and exclude
shadows. This is not a key point in this work, since its main
contribution is the strategy of combining silhouettes and the
construction of the descriptor.



(a) Original image (b) Extracted silhouette

Fig. 2: Example of foreground segmentation in a video in
which a person moves only her arms.

To avoid losing important parts of the shape, morphological
closing and reconstruction are applied, so that disconnected
parts of the actor are put together. It can be seen in Fig-
ures 3(a)-3(d) that parts from the back, leg and feet are
reattached to the shape.

After extraction of foreground and application of mor-
phological operations, the cumulative motion shapes (CMS)
are computed. A sliding window is passed on the temporal
dimension of the video volume. In each position, the union
of all the motion shapes is made, resulting on the CMS that
represents the window. The CMS for the k-th frame of a video
sequence is given by Equation 1, where n is the size of the
sliding window and Si is the motion shape of the i-th frame.

CMSk =

k⋃
i=k−n

Si (1)

(a) Frame 1 (b) Frame 2 (c) Frame 3

(d) Frame 4 (e) CMS (f) CMS from kick
action

Fig. 3: (a)-(d) Examples of poorly extracted foreground from
smash object action; (e) CMS from joining previous images;
(f) CMS from kick action. The effect of horizontal lines is due
to poor camera quality; it also appears on the original videos.
All images are extracted from MuHAVi data set.

Different actions often have common poses. The CMS
adds temporal information to poses without raising dimen-
sionality, therefore, neither requiring more processing nor
memory usage. In the case of missegmentation, the CMS
sometimes gather the broken portions of movement, setting
up a meaningful shape. Examples are shown in Figures 3(e)-
3(f).

B. Shape Postprocessing

This module, corresponding to Figure 1, step (b), aims at
excluding noisy shapes. Noise can be due to a wide range of
phenomena and it is very difficult to deal with it. Some noise
types can be filtered in the first step of the process (before
or during background subtraction) and some defects caused
by the remaining noise are treated with morphological opera-
tions. However, this often results in meaningless information;
therefore, among the resulting frames, the faulty images are
discarded. A frame is considered faulty when the bounding
box shows little movement, no movement at all, or when part
of the shape is outside the frame – this may result in partial
information. Since the system does not know how much of
the shape is excluded, any indication that the shape is partially
outside the frame is enough to discard it, as faulty.

The step starts by computing the bounding box of the
motion shape contained in the image. Heuristics are used to
decide which frames carry meaningful information and which
frames are noisy based on the size of the bounding box. The
frames discarded are those that:

• there are no bounding boxes: no information available; it
happens if there is no one in the scene or if the actors
are not moving.

• the bounding boxes are too small: a threshold t is defined;
the bounding boxes with width or height smaller than t
are discarded.

• the bounding boxes touches the border of the frame: this
usually indicates that only a part of the person is visible;
partial information would undermine the training.

C. Detection of Interest Points

To acquire the interest points (step (c) in Figure 1), extreme
points are selected on the CMS. In order to find them, key
points are equally distributed along the bounding box sides,
as represented in Figure 4(a). Then, for each key point, the
nearest point of the CMS is selected as an interest point,
as shown in Figure 4(b). The number of key points can be
parameterized, however, it is the same over all video streams
used in the training and testing processes.
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(a) Bounding box subdivision (b) Interest Points

Fig. 4: Interest points. (a) scheme illustrating how the control
points are found in the bounding box; (b) characterization of
the interest points by the distances from the CMS to the control
points.



The four corners of the bounding box are denoted as ca,
cb, cc and cd. The k-th subdivision (pk) between two adjacent
corners, cx and cy , is represented in Equation 2, where D is
the number of bounding box subdivisions on the edge between
the two corners. The points are treated as vectors for the
operations.

pk =
k.(cx − cy)

D
+ cx (2)

The bounding box sides are divided by a fixed number,
which does not need to be the same for all four sides.
Eventually, it can be interesting to use a distinct number for
horizontal and vertical sides. This is because the CMS can
have more information disposed in vertical than the horizontal
direction.

Euclidean distance is used to find the nearest CMS point
from each of the border point, as shown in Figure 4(b). The
selected contour points of the CMS are the interest points that
will be used to build the descriptor.

D. Descriptor Construction

The descriptor, for each CMS, (step (d) in Figure 1) is
constructed as follows: first, the centroid of the shape is found,
as the center of the bounding box; second, a coordinate system
is created, using the centroid as origin, and normalized so
that the limits of the bounding box are −1 and 1; third, the
coordinates of each interest point are obtained, in the new
coordinate system; fourth and last, the descriptor vector is built
by concatenating all the coordinates. The process is illustrated
in Figure 5.

-1 1

1

-1

Px

Py

Fig. 5: Construction of the descriptor from the normalized
coordinates of the interest points.

A video sequence contains almost one CMS for each
frame. Several CMS can result from one action sequence,
hence this step ends with multiple descriptors for each input
video. Therefore, multiple vectors are passed forward to the
classification machine. There is no precedence order between
distinct CMS from the same video stream.

Extracting multiple samples from a same sequence helps
learning actions starting from any part of its period – for
example, a walking action may start with two feet together
or after a step has already been taken.

E. Classification

Several descriptors are extracted from each video sequence.
When the classification machine is trained, each training video

sequence contributes with multiple independent instances. This
is represented in Figure 1, step (e), as multi-training.

Similarly, when a prediction is made, multiple descriptors
are computed from the test video sequence. Each one is used
to a distinct prediction, and each one contributes as a vote
to the final output. The result that appears most is the final
verdict of the system. The creation of the descriptor is the
same both for training and testing.

Initially, all the frames can be used by the classifier, but
this could cause redundancies. Instead, N equally distanced
samples are selected, where N is parameterized. Experiments
related to the sampling are shown in Section IV.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this chapter, the proposed methodology is tested on
three human action public data sets. The data sets used are
Weizmann, KTH and MuHAVi. Each data set has its own
particularities. Weizmann and MuHAVi sets have manually
annotated silhouettes (MAS), so the impact and efficiency
of an automatic silhouette extraction can be observed. Thus,
inferences can be made from the results to determine the
effectiveness of the proposed method.

The number of bounding box key points, as described in
Subsection III-C, was arbitrarily set to 16 in each vertical sides
of the box, and 8, in each horizontal sides. This sums up to
48 interest points over the cumulative motion shapes (CMS).
Each point results in two dimensions in the shape descriptor
– the x and the y dimensions of the normalized coordinates –
resulting in a 96 dimensional vector.

Additionally, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [25] is
applied to the final descriptor, aiming at speeding up the clas-
sifier and enhancing its accuracy. A total of three parameters is
required for the system: number of PCA dimensions, number
of frames united to build the CMS – referred to as CMS
number – and number of samples extracted from the videos.
Moreover, there are parameters used for the classification
machines.

All the experiments were performed by using the proposed
multi-training in K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) and multi-class
Support Vector Machines (SVM). Using K-NN as a classifica-
tion machine adds one parameter to the list, the number K of
neighbors, whereas using SVM as the classification machine
adds two parameters to the list, the soft margin parameter
cost and the influence distance parameter γ. To reduce the
dimensionality of the grid, γ was set to 1/8d in all tests,
where d is the number of dimensions in the feature vector
after applying PCA.

All the measured times were found by taking the average of
5 runs. The computer used in the experiments was an i7 3.5
GHz with no parallelism mechanism implemented. The feature
extraction was coded in C++ programming language with
OpenCV library. The classification code was written separately
in R package through the machine learning libraries e1071
and kernlab. Time is measured separately for the extraction of
features and classification since they are independent processes
and can be combined in different ways. Extraction of features



involves all the processes starting from reading the video to
the construction of the final descriptor – Figures 1(a) to (d).

The Weizmann data set has a total of 5,701 frames, 228.04
seconds at 25 FPS. The extraction of the features from the
frames took a time of 4.85 seconds – average of 1,175.95
FPS, less than 1 millisecond per frame. Best accuracy rates,
for the original set and for the manually annotated silhouettes)
and classification times are shown in Table III.

SVM K-NN

Accuracy rate (%) 97.85 97.85
Accuracy rate (MAS) (%) 95.70 97.85
Classification time (ms) 3 3

TABLE III: Accuracy rates (in percentage) and classification
time (in milliseconds) for Weizmann data set.

The KTH data set has a total of 289,715 frames, 11375.32
seconds at 25 FPS. The extraction of the features from the
frames took a total time of 1347.38 seconds – average of
215.02 FPS, less than 5 milliseconds per frame. Accuracy rates
and classification times are shown in Table IV.

SVM K-NN

Classification time (ms) 43 23
Accuracy rate (%) 90.28 88.78

TABLE IV: Accuracy rates (in percentage) and classification
time (in milliseconds) for KTH data set.

The MuHAVi has a total of 134,085 frames, 5,368.16
seconds at 25 FPS. The extraction of the features from the
frames demanded a total time of 2,850.29 seconds – average of
47.04 FPS, 21.26 milliseconds per frame. Since MuHAVi8 and
MuHAVi14 have the same video sequences, but in different
classes, their feature extraction computational time results are
the same. The entire subdata sets have 3,969 frames, 158.76
seconds at 25 FPS. The total extraction of the features from
the frames demanded an average time of 19.54 seconds –
average of 203.12 FPS, less than 5 milliseconds per frame.
The classification times differ depending on the machine, since
the data sets have different numbers of classes. Accuracy and
computational times for classification are shown in Table V.

Accuracy (%) Time (ms)

Data Set SVM K-NN SVM K-NN

MuHAVi 90.76 91.60 259 6
MuHAVi14 94.12 95.59 48 1
MuHAVi8 100 100 14 1

TABLE V: Accuracy rates (in percentage) and classification
time (in milliseconds) for MuHAVi data set.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Human action recognition is an open research area. There
are many problems demanding solutions and plenty of room
for improvement in the already obtained results. Many issues

are concerned with the quality of the recognition, such as
robustness to occlusions, view angle variation, multi-view,
and inter-camera displacement. Other trends are concerned
with real situation applicability, such as processing time,
recognition of multiple simultaneous agents, and functioning
in continuous video streams.

In this paper, human action recognition was investigated
to search for its applications and solutions available. Two
methods were proposed, approaching different stages of the
process. The first joins motion shapes – forming the CMS
(Cumulative Motion Shapes) – adding temporal information
on static shapes and to correct possible defects on extracted
foreground. The second is a descriptor for the shapes; it is
lightweight and easily scalable to work with multiple action
instances on a single video sequence, since it is applied to
each movement instance separately.

The interest point selection strategy picks extreme points
with the objective of finding body extremities and important
articulations. Hands, elbows, feet, knees and head contain
the most distinguishable pose information. The extreme point
strategy succeeds in finding these regions without making use
of expensive matching algorithms.

Actions can be performed by different actors and with
distinct starts. Because of that, correlating an order to CMS
can be a complex task. Multi-training avoids such problem
by using each CMS independently in the training process and
considering each one such as a unique vote in the prediction
judgment.

The method was tested on three commonly used data sets
and produced state-of-the-art accuracy (Tables I and II), even
on KTH data set (Table IV), which contains unrealistic camera
movement. Experiments also demonstrated proper results on
MuHAVi (Table V), which is a difficult data set, since some
sequences contain people walking around in the background
or arranging the scenario and most videos include parts when
the actor performs actions different from the one labeled
(mostly walking), increasing inter-class similarities along the
sequences. Finally, the method obtained high accuracy rates
for Weizmann data set (Table III) with impressive speed rate.

The results showed that, in most of the cases, the optimum
value of the CMS number is higher than one – value one means
that the original shapes are used – even for manually annotated
silhouettes. This means that CMS adds positive information,
which results in enhancement in the classification using the
proposed descriptor.

The best CMS numbers for MuHAVi data set are consid-
erably higher than for other data sets. This is because the
granularity of its actions is very high. The classes are more
complex than just walking or moving limbs, they are unions
of these simple movements; walking is a part of most of
them. Accumulating higher numbers of shapes allowed the
calibration of the granularity of the actions trained, indicating
that the proposed method is generic in relation to the actions
that can be learned.

As a shape-based descriptor, it naturally requires the actions
to be distinguishable through shapes. Hence, it might be



unsuitable for classification of, for example, mouse behavior,
as it appears on the data set of [26], or kissing, as in the
Hollywood data set [27].

Some directions for future work include:
• the evaluation of the method in other data sets: the

method can be validated on actions of different nature,
such as sports and surveillance. Testing the method in
other sets allows us to have better understanding of the
effectiveness of the work.

• extending the method to more complex scenarios: the
process stages targeted in this paper are the backbone
of an action recognition system, however, there are more
challenges to the matter. One is the application of the
method in continuous videos, involving temporal segmen-
tation of the actions. Another the application with mul-
tiple simultaneous actors, which involves using effective
tracking methods.

• multicamera: it consists of using multiple cameras to
identify actions. Descriptor fusion, tracking and identi-
fication of people are tools for the problem.
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Abstract—The cerebral cortex is a complex network. It con-
tains billions of neurons divided in functional clusters and also
operates with complex dynamics. It has been shown that chaotic
neural networks are more efficient than conventional recurrent
models in avoiding spurious memory. Inspired by these facts,
in this paper we investigate the dynamics of a recurrent neural
network model where neurons are coupled in such a way to
form communities of a complex network. We also change the
Hopfield’s learning rule to another which places the patterns in
cycles. Our study shows the network’s dynamics switches from
periodic to chaotic behavior, depending on the degree of synaptic
fragmentation. For the latter case, we show the network can hold
both: chaotic dynamics and a valid modular structure at the same
time. These findings provide an alternative methodology to design
dynamical neural networks to perform pattern recognition tasks
using both dynamics and topology more similar to the structure
of the brain.

Keywords—chaotic neural networks; hopfield model; artificial
neural networks; complex networks; dynamical systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The brain is a robust and powerful biological neural net-
work. The cerebral cortex is organized in several functional
clusters each one holding millions of cells highly coupled. It
has the ability to generalize different kinds of information,
some of them specifically treated in one or more groups of
cells. At the same time, the brain operates with complex
dynamic behaviors. In fact, it has been demonstrated that
biological neural networks presents complex dynamics such
as periodic and chaotic ones in pattern recognition tasks [1],
[2]. As well, chaotic behavior was observed in axon of a single
neuron during transmission of the spike [3].

Recurrent neural networks designed over the years are
nonlinear dynamical systems but presenting simple dynamics
when compared to the brain. A representative one is the
Hopfield model [4]. It works as an associative memory and it
is widely applied to the pattern recognition and unsupervised
learning tasks. However, Hopfield model retrieves patterns
stored as fixed points by an autocorrelation learning rule (Heb-
bian learning [5]). It has been demonstrated that in stationary
dynamics the neuron orbits can converge on unwanted points
so-called spurious memory - a memory not related to anyone
of the stored patterns.

This paper is related to a M.Sc dissertation which was defended by Fabiano
Berardo de Sousa in November 2013 under the guidance of Professor Ph.D.
Liang Zhao.

There are many models designed to attempt overcoming
spurious memory. One of them is commonly known as Chaotic
Neural Networks: neural networks that operates with complex
dynamics such as periodic and chaotic ones. Chaotic neural
networks can be obtained for example by modifying the
Hopfield model through the following methods individually or
in a combined way: using chaotic neurons [6], [7], [8], using
different learning rules [9], using different activation functions
[10], [11], [12], changing the topology of the synaptic connec-
tions [13], [14].

Usually, a chaotic neural network operates in two phases:
chaotic phase and ordered phase. In the first one, neurons
evolve in chaotic orbits - it means that there is no convergence
toward a fixed point or a periodic orbit; instead, the orbits
visit nearly all the stored patterns and they are not trapped
in any one of them - the so-called chaotic itinerancy [15].
In the ordered phase, the network behaves as a conventional
neural network, in which the orbits converge toward a fixed
memory point. For recognizing a specific pattern, the network
can change its dynamic behavior from chaotic to ordered
phase according to some adopted similarity measure (like when
outputs reach a predefined overlap threshold value).

Generally speaking, artificial neural networks have a sim-
ple network structure, which is far from the topology of
the cerebral cortex. Mathematical and computational methods
have provided a way to study more realistic networks, called
Complex Networks, referring to large scale networks with non
trivial connection patterns, such as Internet, proteins network,
traffic network, and biological neural networks. Many complex
networks, such as the cerebral cortex, present community
structure - densely connected subnetworks [16], [17], [18],
[19], [20].

This paper, related to a master thesis, investigates the
dynamical behavior of a recurrent neural network based on
the discrete Hopfield model, where the underlying network of
neurons presents community structure and the Limit Cycles
learning rule [21] is used. This learning rule places the
patterns in cycles generating an asymmetric weight matrix.
Because of that, network will naturally behave periodically in a
synchronous time evolution. It has been shown that asymmetric
weight matrix can facilitate the emergence of chaotic dynamics
[9], [22], [23]. We use community topology as a way to force
the network to behave periodically or chaotically according to
the synaptic fragmentation degree. We apply the new neural
network for periodic sequence pattern recognition. Our nume-
rical results indicate the network’s dynamic becomes chaotic



when the underlying network is considerably fragmented. At
the same time, network can maintain a high level of modularity
measure while behaving chaotically.

The rest of this document is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II describes the methodology used for constructing and
analysing the proposed model. The computational simulations
and their results are discussed in Section III. Finally, Section
IV concludes the paper.

II. THE CLUSTERING NETWORK MODEL

To generate a network with community structure, we use
three parameters:

• C: representing the number of communities.

• Pin: representing the probability of connection be-
tween neurons in the same community, i.e., intra-
community connection probability.

• Pout: representing the probability of connection be-
tween neurons from different communities, i.e., inter-
community connection probability.

After defining these parameters, neurons are labeled
in communities as follows: Community of neuroni =
i%C, i = 1, 2, ..., N , where % is the mod operator (note,
hence, communities are going to have the same size). Then, we
build an adjacency matrix A considering the values of Pin and
Pout. In order to preserve a consistent dynamic behavior, first
we guarantee that the network is always connected, forming
only one component. We do that by forcing each neuron
i to couple with neuron (i + 1)%N (i.e., Aij = 1 when
j = (i+1)%N ), forming an intrinsic ring topology no matter
whatever Pin and Pout values.

Once we have created a basic ring topology, we continue
to form the matrix A by applying the probability values: for
all pair of neurons (i, j), j 6= i, (i+1)%N , a random number
Z ⊂ [0, 1] is generated. Aij = 1 if Z ≤ P (P = Pin
if Community of neuroni = Community of neuronj ,
P = Pout otherwise). Aij = 0 if Z > P . Because of this
stochastic nature, the matrix A can vary from run to run even
using the same parameter values. For a network with more
than one communities, the quality of the community structure
can be evaluated by Modularity measure Q [24] as defined in
Equation 1.

Q =
1

2e

∑
ij

[
Aij −

kikj
2e

]
δ(ci, cj) (1)

where e is the number of connections, Aij is the element
(i, j) of the adjacency matrix (Aij = 1 if there is connection
between neurons i and j, Aij = 0 otherwise), ki is the degree
of neuron i (i.e., the number of neurons neuron i is connected
to), ci is the labeled community of neuron i and δ returns 1
if neurons i and j are in the same community and returns 0
otherwise. Networks are considered to have a valid community
structure for Q ≥ 0.3, otherwise, the network is strongly
and homogeneously connected. An example of the Modularity
computation is given by Figure 1 that also presents a completed
generated network topology with 100 neurons divided in 4
communities.

Figure 1. Illustration of the proposed network topology. Considering
Pin = 1.00 and Pout = 0.10, a network is built with 100 neurons
(N = 100) divided in 4 communities (C = 4). Each community get 25
neurons. Modularity Q = 0.452569.

Modularity measure takes into account the number of
connections of the network. In our model, although it is easily
calculated through matrix A, the number of connections e can
be analytically estimated as follow:

• Number of intra-community connections eintra: con-
sidering Pin = 1, a neuron alone makes (N/C) − 1
connections inside its community i. Hence, all neu-
rons inside community i make [(N/C) − 1](N/C)
connections. Adding all others communities, we have
[(N/C)2 − (N/C)]C = (N2/C) − N connections.
Considering, now Pin < 1, the number of intra-
community connections can be estimated as:

eintra = (
N2

C
−N)Pin (2)

• Number of inter-community connections einter: con-
sidering Pout = 1, a neuron alone makes N − (N/C)
connections with neurons in different communities.
Hence, all neurons inside the network make [N −
(N/C)]N = (N2) − (N2/C) connections. So, the
number of inter-community connections for Pout < 1
is estimated as:

einter = (N2 − N2

C
)Pout (3)

• Number of connections e: the total number of con-
nections in the proposed model is given by e =
eintra + einter. So, e can be estimated by Equation
4 as follows:

e = (
N2

C
−N)Pin + (N2 − N2

C
)Pout (4)

Once network has been established, we apply the learning
rule that places patterns in cycles [21], as it is shown in
Equation 5, generating an asymmetric weight matrix W .



W =

K∑
µ=1

L∑
v=1

ξµ,{v+1}%L(ξµ,v)T (5)

where ξµ,v = (ξµ,v1 , ξµ,v2 , ..., ξµ,vN ) and ξµ,vi ∈ {−1, 1},
represents the vth pattern in the cycle µ. This learning rule
forces the network to converge to an entire cycle instead of
just a single pattern. It means network recovers all patterns
inside the cycle, one pattern at a time, periodically.

Finally, we go to the evolution stage. We define the discrete
synchronous time evolution as follows.

{
xi(t+ 1) = f(ui(t)),

ui(t) =
∑N
j=1AijWijxj(t), j 6= i and i = 1, ..., N.

(6)

where xi is the output of the neuron i, ui is the so-called
internal state of the neuron i, N is the number of neurons and
f is the step activation function, forcing outputs in {−1, 1}.
The adjacency matrix A codes the network’s fragmentation
degree. So, through this evolution rule, the neurons evolves
periodically for low fragmentation degree respecting the dy-
namic behavior imposed by the learning rule. For a high
fragmentation degree the neurons can evolve chaotically, as
it is shown in the next section.

In order to evaluate the dynamic behavior of the network,
in addition to bifurcation diagrams, time series and Fourier
coefficients, we also plot Hurst exponents calculated through
rescaled range analysis [25]. The Hurst spectrum is used here
rather than Lyapunov exponent because our model is based on
a discrete time evolution rule with a discontinuous activation
function. A Hurst exponent H ranges between 0 and 1 and it is
related to the time series autocorrelation degree. Specifically,
a periodic time series has an H very close to 0 by the fact that
it has a high degree of negative autocorrelation (an increase
will most likely be followed by a decrease, or vice-versa).
Hence, the larger the value of H from 0, the less periodic the
dynamic is and, consequently, the more uncorrelated the time
series becomes. An uncorrelated time series strongly suggests
a chaotic behavior.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE CLUSTERING NETWORK MODEL

In this paper, we investigate the network’s dynamical
behavior considering a transient of 488 of total 1000 iterations
(resulting time series with 512 iterations). We first show the
natural periodic behavior that rises because of the used learning
rule. Networks with no fragmentation at all are generated,
i.e., only one community and the probability parameters all
equal to 1. In this case, neurons can evolve toward the cycles
without disturbances. The 4 patterns illustrated in Figure 2(a)
are initially organized in just one cycle. The pattern in Figure
2(b) is a seed pattern to be recognized. Figure 3 confirms that
the orbit periodically converges to all patterns in the cycle
during the evolution.

In the next simulation, we organize the 4 patterns shown
in Figure 2(a) in 2 cycles, 2 patterns per cycle. Figure 4 shows
that the orbits are really trapped inside one of the cycles
and they continue to evolve periodically inside the cycle. It

Figure 2. Database: 10 × 10 patterns. (a) shows the patterns to be stored.
The pattern in (b) is a seed pattern.

Figure 3. Evolution starting from the pattern shown in Figure 2(b). The
patterns in Figure 2(a) are organized in just one cycle (K = 1 and L = 4).
We can see a periodic evolution, where the orbit passes through all stored
patterns.

becomes clear in Figure 5, which shows a periodic time series
with period 2.

Figure 4. Evolution starting from the pattern shown in Figure 2(b). The
4 patterns in Figure 2(a) are organized in 2 cycles and 2 patterns per cycle
(K = 2 and L = 2). The orbit is trapped in the first cycle.

To investigate possible chaotic behaviors, we generate 30
random 20×20 patterns (N = 400) nearly orthogonal to each
other. The patterns are organized into 5 cycles (K = 5) and
6 patterns per cycle (L = 6). The seed for the evolutions is
the first generated pattern (undisturbed). In order to estimate
the percentage of connections necessary to emerge chaotic
behavior, we plot a bifurcation diagram considering C = 1,
Pout = 1 and varying Pin. It means networks contain just
one community and simulations run from a full connected
network (Pin = 1) to a network connected only by the



Figure 5. Time series for the evolution shown in Figure 4. There is periodic
behavior with period 2.

intrinsic ring structure (Pin = 0). In this way, we can find
the bifurcation point of the system. The bifurcation diagram
is shown in Figure 6(a). There is periodic behavior for high
values of Pin and possible chaotic behavior for low values
of Pin. The bifurcation region seems to be for Pin around
0.20. The uncertainty to determine the exact bifurcation point
is due to the stochastic nature of the network’s generation.
These findings are supported by the Hurst spectrum shown in
Figure 6(b). For 0.20 < Pin < 1, the Hurst exponents H are
close to 0 meaning a periodic behavior. For Pin around 0.20,
H start to move away from 0 indicating a decrease in the
time series negative autocorrelation degree. For Pin < 0.15,
H > 0.5 suggesting a chaotic behavior.

Figure 6. Analysis of the network considering a database formed by 30
patterns divided in 5 cycles and 6 patterns per cycle (K = 5 and L = 6). (a)
shows the bifurcation diagram plotting internal states against Pin values for
C = 1 and Pout = 1. (b) shows the related Hurst exponent’s spectrum. The
result indicates a bifurcation point around 0.20.

In order to get a clear picture of the dynamical behavior,
we plot two time series for Pin values around the bifurcation
point. Figure 7(a) shows the time series for Pin = 0.30. There
is periodic dynamic with period 6 clearly highlighted by related
Fourier series shown in Figure 7(b). For Pin = 0.10 there is
a possible chaotic behavior as illustrated by Figure 8(a) and
reinforced by the related Fourier series in Figure 8(b).

Figure 7. The network’s behavior for Pin = 0.30, C = 1 and Pout = 1.
(a) shows the periodic time series with period 6. This period is highlighted
by the related Fourier series in (b). The time series was zoomed into the 100
first iterations to improve visualization. Hurst exponent is H = 0.060113.

Figure 8. Analysis of the network chaotic behavior for Pin = 0.10, C = 1
and Pout = 1. (a) shows the time series and (b) the related Fourier series.
Hurst exponent is H = 0.493295.

These results indicate the proposed model presents chaotic
dynamics when 80% or more connections are eliminated from
a fully connected network (such as the original Hopfield one).
A percentage of 80% means a connection probability of 20%.
We denote this critical probability as P (c) (the probability for
which chaotic behavior emerges). We also denote the corre-
sponding critical number of connections as e(c). Replacing
C = 1 and Pout = 1 in Equation 4, we have:

e(c) = (N2 −N)P (c) (7)

With this information at hand, we can investigate the
network dynamics in the community context, i.e., C > 1.
Firstly, we measure the size of the “chaotic interval” in relation
to the number C of communities, fixing Pin = 1 and varying
the Pout values. We define chaotic interval as the critical Pout
value for which chaos emerges - that means a Pout value which
causes the Hurst exponent H to exceed a threshold value we
define as 0.3. We set Pin = 1 to optimize the community’s
modularity. Figure 9 shows the chaotic interval against the
number C of communities.



Figure 9. Variation of the size of chaotic interval (Pout values for which
chaos starts) in relation to the number C of communities. There is no
significant change for C ≥ 50. Fluctuations are due to the stochastic nature
of the network’s generation.

From Figure 9, data show there is chaos for C >= 5.
The critical Pout for C = 5 is 0.03 and it grows to reach
a saturation state when C is increased around 50. To fully
understand this saturation, we study the case when the number
of connections e (Equation 4) is equal to the critical number
e(c) required to emerge chaotic behaviors (Equation 7). Hence,
we fix e = e(c) and Pin = 1. Doing so, we can establish that:

Pout =
θC − 1

C − 1
(8)

where θ = P (c)+(1−P (c))/N . This is a hyperbolic function
where Pout asymptotically converges to θ value while C
increases, as shown by Figure 10.

Figure 10. Graphic of the relation given by the Equation 8. We can see that
the chaotic Pout asymptotically converges to θ value while the number of
communities C increases.

Figure 11 presents a comparison between the experimental
curve shown in Figure 9 and the theoretical result shown in
Figure 10, considering Pin = 1, N = 400 and P (c) = 0.20
(consequently, θ = 0.2020). Hence, Figure 11 indicates the
experimental result matches well to the theoretical prediction.
It can be observed that, when the number of communities is
large, further increasing of the number of communities doesn’t
enlarge the chaotic interval.

For the latter case, we would like to know whether the
neural network can be chaotic and possess high modular
structure at the same time. To do so, we evaluate the quality
of community structure by applying Equation 1. It is intuitive

Figure 11. Comparison between the results shown in Figures 9 and 10: we
can see that the experimental curve is very similar to the analytic one, i.e.,
for large C values, there is no significant change in the chaotic interval when
C is further increased.

that the modularity of a network is high if there are more
connections inside each community and less connections be-
tween different communities. Hence, we set Pin = 1 and
Pout = 0.05. From above analysis, we know that chaotic
behavior can appear for these parameter values. Figure 12
shows the Modularity Q in relation to the number C of
communities.

Figure 12. Variation of the Modularity measure Q against the number of
communities C for Pout = 0.05 and Pin = 1. (a) shows the entire interval
and (b) details the region in which Q ≥ 0.3. The network has a high modular
structure for 2 ≤ C ≤ 29.

Figure 12(b) shows that the network has a valid community
structure (Q ≥ 0.3) for 2 ≤ C ≤ 29. Combining this result
with the result in Figure 9, we deduce that the neural network
has chaotic behavior and presents high modular structure at the
same time for 5 ≤ C ≤ 29 and very small values of Pout. To
confirm this prediction, Figure 13 shows the dynamic behavior
for the case when C = 20, Pout = 0.05 and Pin = 1.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has investigated the complex dynamics in a con-
ventional Hopfield network model by rearranging the synaptic
connections to form network community structure, inspired
by the fact that biological neural networks have groups of
cells and operate with complex dynamics. We have shown
that periodic behavior rises naturally due to the employed



Figure 13. Network dynamic behavior for C = 20, Pin = 1 and Pout =
0.05. (a) shows the time series and (b) the corresponding Fourier series.
Modularity measure is Q = 0.387818 and Hurst exponent is H = 0.587774.
The results indicating chaotic behavior in a high modular structure.

learning rule that places the pattern in cycles. The community
structure forces the neural network to be chaotic according
to the fragmentation degree of the underlying network. In
additional, we also have shown that the network can operate
with chaotic dynamics and hold a valid modularity measure at
the same time. For these reasons, our methodology shows itself
applicable to design a chaotic neural network model using a
topology that is more similar to the structure of the brain than
other conventional models.

Main Contributions

Our study merged two large fields in Computer Science:
Artificial Neural Networks and Complex Networks, requiring
a considerable knowledge in Dynamical Systems. We have
applied the new neural network for periodic sequence pattern
recognition. Regarding the chaotic behavior, we got that by
changing the network’s synaptic structure, witch is far more
difficult than other techniques, such as by using chaotic neu-
rons. As the result of our efforts, a paper, Sousa and Zhao 2013
[26], was published in the IEEE International Joint Conference
on Neural Networks, 2013 (IJCNN 2013), one of the most
important conferences in the Neural Network’s field: it has
been classified as A2 by the brazilian index Capes QUALIS,
as well as 46 by the H-Index in 2012. The paper was presented
in oral form at the conference, where it also was granted with
the Travel Awards.
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Abstract—Machine learning is a research field devoted to
the development of techniques capable of enabling a machine
to ”learn” from data. Many techniques have been proposed
so far, but there are still issues to be unveiled specially in
interdisciplinary research. In the doctorate thesis1 summarized
here, we explore the advantages of network data representation to
develop learning techniques based on dynamical processes. Our
studies covered the three main learning categories: supervised,
semi-supervised and unsupervised. We also applied the developed
techniques for images, handwritten digits and letters recognition,
and many other classification tasks. Advantages of network data
representation and dynamical processes for machine learning are
highlighted in all cases.

Keywords-machine learning; supervised learning; semi-
supervised learning; unsupervised learning; dimensionality re-
duction; network-based learning; complex networks; image clas-
sification.

I. INTRODUCTION

The main goal of the doctorate thesis summarized here
was to develop new machine learning techniques by exploring
advantages of dynamical processes on complex networks.
Therefore, three main research areas were involved: machine
learning, complex networks and dynamical processes. Also,
the studies covered the three main categories of machine learn-
ing: supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised methods.

Research on machine learning techniques and applications
have been increasing more and more in diverse areas such
as computer science, engineering, medicine, physics, biology
etc [1]. Consequently, there are many different approaches to
perform learning tasks. Supervised and unsupervised learn-
ing paradigms are examples of a traditional categorization [2].
The supervised learning aims to find a rule which predicts the
output of a given input data, that is, it tries to find relationships
between input-output data pairs in a way that the prediction
rule is more accurate as more labeled examples are given.
Labeled examples are those for which some information is
known such as their classes or groups. On the other hand, the
unsupervised learning paradigm seeks underlying structures in
a given data set, working specifically with unlabeled instances,

1Ph.D. thesis approved at the Instituto de Ciências Matemáticas e
Computação - Universidade de São Paulo, for the degree of the Doctorate
Program in Computer Science and Computational Mathematics, in December,
2013. Thesis site (click here).

that is, data of which classes or groups are unknown. There
is also a more recent and intermediate paradigm called semi-
supervised learning, which is characterized by the usage of
the information extracted from just a few labeled data samples,
while the majority of the input data is unlabeled [3].

The first study on large networks was carried out by Erdös
and Rényi, who rigorously analyzed randomly connected net-
works [4]. They proposed a model to generate random graphs
with V vertices and E edges, called ER graphs, where for large
V and fixed average degree < k >, the degree distribution
is well approximated by a Poisson distribution. Nevertheless,
real networks are rarely pure random networks. The study of
several dynamical processes over real networks has pointed
out the existence of shortcuts, that is, bridging links that
connect different areas of the networks, thus speeding up
the communication among distant nodes, which is called the
small-world effect [5]. Barabási and Albert discovered that
the degree distribution of many complex networks obeys a
power law P (k) ≈ k−γ , where k is the number of links
or the degree of a randomly chosen node and γ is the scale
exponent, henceforth the term scale-free networks [6]. After
those seminal works, complex networks have become an active
field in nonlinear science and extensive research has been
carried out on many topics [7], [8].

The research field about dynamical processes on complex
networks is vast. The recent discovery of the relevance of
network representations in many areas of science has stimu-
lated the study of models in which node interactions occur
in networks whose topologies are more complex than in
previously described cases [9]. A first motivation for such
studies stems from the fundamental interest in understanding
how the topology of the interactions change the nature of
phase transitions. These phenomena can be understood as the
change occurred in the macroscopic behavior (network level)
after some modification in a microscopic property at node
level [9]. There are two main modeling schemes when dealing
with dynamical processes on networks. In the first one, each
node of the network is considered as a single individual or
element of the system. The second model regards the processes
as dynamical entities such as people, information packets,
energy or matter flowing through a network of which nodes
identify locations where the dynamical entities transit. In both
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cases, the dynamical description of the system can be achieved
by introducing for each node the notion of a corresponding
variable characterizing its dynamical state [9].

In the machine learning domain, the data topological struc-
ture is quite useful to detect diverse cluster or class shapes via
a data clustering or classification algorithm, respectively. As
a consequence, the application of network-based methods in
learning tasks has been increasing over the past years and has
become a active research area with a myriad of applications
such as supervised learning [10], semi-supervised learning
[11], clustering [12] and dimensionality reduction [13].

For instance, traditional clustering techniques are very ef-
ficient in some cases, although they may be not suitable for
some others. As an example where such algorithms are not
appropriate is the clustering of data sets that contains groups of
different spatial shapes, sizes and densities, as those methods
generally assume that the clusters are hyper-spherical and have
similar sizes. On the other hand, network-based data cluster-
ing methods are able to detect groups with arbitrary shapes
because networks are powerful tools to represent topological
relations among objects.

The motivations for researching supervised network-based
techniques is mainly due to the possibility of different classi-
fication heuristics. Traditional classification techniques divide
the data space according to physical features of the training
data (similarity, distance, or distribution), that is, they divide
the data space into subspaces, each one representing a data
class. Strong twisting or largely overlapped subspaces are not
permitted. In this way, many intrinsic and semantic relations
among data items are ignored as, for example, topological
structures. On the other hand, a relevant advantage when using
networks is that it can perform quite different classification
heuristics, taking into account topological structures, for ex-
ample. Furthermore, the number of network-based supervised
techniques reported so far is still small [10].

In summary, network-based techniques presents some
salient advantages over other traditional techniques for all the
three main categories of machine learning. In the reported
thesis, we also showed how the developed techniques can be
used in various applications such as image, handwritten digits
and letters recognition.

II. MAIN RESULTS

During the doctorate period, the investigation efforts were
threefold: to explore and formulate applications for supervised,
semi-supervised and unsupervised learning paradigms. Specif-
ically, the achieved results were as follows:

Results for network-based supervised learning::

1) A new supervised classification technique which takes
into account the ease of access of unlabeled instances to
training classes through an underlying network. Differ-
ently from traditional classification heuristics, the pro-
posed scheme uses random walk limiting probabilities
to measure the limiting state transitions among training
nodes;

2) A new supervised classification technique which com-
bines the ease of access heuristic and the network
topological structure to characterize data classes.

3) Network-based techniques were applied to the classi-
fication of multiple observation sets. For example,
a car being tracked via a road camera system or a
person having his/her images stored by an internal vision
sensors network are examples of objects captured at dif-
ferent time instants or at different angles and geometric
transformations, composing multiple observation sets.

4) Study of the usage of different network formation meth-
ods into a graph embedding framework to perform su-
pervised dimensionality reduction. Some kinds of data,
specially images, are often high-dimensional patterns.
Dimensionality reduction can enhance processing and
also increase classification accuracy.

Results for network-based semi-supervised learning:

1) The previous ease of access heuristic was extended
to the semi-supervised case, in which each label is
propagated through a network of unlabeled instances
via a biased random walk. The random walk process
measures the label propagation from labeled vertices to
the remainder unlabeled vertices of the network.

2) A new nature-inspired semi-supervised classification
technique based on attraction forces. Labeled instances
are considered as fixed attraction points that apply
attraction forces on unlabeled instances. In turn, the
unlabeled instances are expected to move towards the
resultant force direction and, eventually, to converge to
an attraction point.

Results for network-based unsupervised learning:

1) A new data clustering technique based on synchro-
nization and pinning control of networked dynamical
oscillators. A dissimilarity measure is computed via
a dynamic system in which vertices are expected to
reach a consensus state regarding a reference trajectory
forced into the system via pinning control. The resultant
dissimilarity provides a set of features for the data items
allowing the detection of clusters with different shapes
and sizes.

Henceforward, we briefly describe only the main results
concerning the developments for supervised learning due to
space restriction. The complete doctorate thesis can be found
at thesis site (click here).

A. High-level classification

We introduced a new network-based classification technique
which considers the ease of access heuristic and network
structure measurements to perform high-level classification.
The proposed technique uses a measure for the dynamical
process called random walk limiting probabilities through an
underlying network that combines both data similarity and
structural measures.
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The proposed approach is actually a general classification
scheme in such a way that one can put any new classification
criteria in the weight matrix to guide the random walk process.
We showed how the low level classification term, represented
by similarities between data items, and the high level term,
represented by a network structural measure, are combined
in this scheme. As a consequence, the proposed approach
can classify data not only using physical features, but also
checking the structural pattern formation via the network
constructed from the training data. We also showed that such
a combination can improve the classification results in real
applications, such as image recognition. Another interesting
finding of this work is that the high level term embedded in
the connection matrix of the data network is specially useful
in complex situations where the low level term fails such as
when there is a high mixture of data classes.

As the general framework, we proposed the following
modified connection weight matrix Ŵ:

Ŵ = αWsim + (1− α)Wstr, (1)

where Wsim is the similarity connection weight matrix, Wstr

is the structural connection weight matrix, and α ∈ [0, 1] is a
tuning parameter of the convex combination.

Each term of Eq. 1 has a distinct and specific role. The simi-
larity weight matrix (Wsim) takes into account the similarities
among instances in the attribute space, that is, each element
wij in Wsim represents the similarity between data samples
xi and xj (low-level term). On the other hand, the structural
weight matrix (Wstr) provides a classification bias consider-
ing information from a different nature: it complements the
similarity weight matrix by providing structural information,
which is a measure of how the network structure of each class
is affected after the insertion of an unlabeled node (high-level
term).

For example, the proposed technique is able to classify the
black squares, which complement the straight line started by
the green discs in Fig. 1. This example depicts a situation
in which the network structural term plays a key role in
classification. For illustration purpose, Table II shows some
representative cases in which the usage of the structural weight
matrix can correct the misclassification made by using the
similarity weight matrix alone. For example, in the 2nd line
of this table (Cup category), the incorrect class is very similar
to the correct class of the sample image. However, when a
value of α = 0.40 was used, this error was corrected.

The efficacy of the technique is also verified on each
category of the ETH-80 data set depicted in Fig. 2. As
each category comprises very similar classes, the classification
process is a hard task. The results showed that a combination
of the similarity and the structural weight matrices resulted in
the best classification accuracies (see Table I).

B. Classification of multiple observation sets

We introduced two network-based techniques which are
able to classify multiple observation sets [14]. One of the
techniques is based on the modularity measure and the other is
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Fig. 1. Artificial data set composed of two overlapped classes forming
specific patterns. The objective is to classify the black squares as belonging
to the straight line including the green discs class, which can be performed
by the proposed technique.

Fig. 2. ETH-80 images collection. Each line corresponds to a category of
objects. Each category comprises 10 distinct classes.

based on the Katz centrality index. The assumption considered
in both techniques is that when two groups of different pattern
observations are linked together into a network, the network
results in a modular structure, that is, both groups can be
discriminated as subnetworks. In this situation, the modularity
measure is applied directly to quantify the link strength
between the subnetworks, and the Katz index measures the
centrality of unlabeled observations in one subnetwork in
relation to the labeled nodes in the other subnetwork.

The problem of multiple observation sets can be stated as
follows [14]. Consider a pattern p has m multiple observations
of the following form:

xi
(u) = oi(p), i = 1, . . . ,m, (2)



TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY (%) FOLLOWED BY STANDARD DEVIATION. EACH RESULT SHOWS THE PARAMETERS ADJUSTED FOR THE MODEL

SELECTION. THE BEST RESULTS ARE IN BOLDFACE.

Category Only similarity term: α = 1 (τ ) Combined terms (α, τ ) Boost (%)

Apple 85.8 ± 0.6 (1) 86.8 ± 0.8 (0.50, 1) 1.2
Car 85.2 ± 1.1 (1) 89.1 ± 0.6 (0.50, 1) 4.6
Cow 61.2 ± 1.1 (4) 65.3 ± 1.3 (0.50, 41) 6.7
Cup 75.4 ± 0.8 (1) 81.1 ± 1.0 (0.40, 47) 7.6
Dog 79.3 ± 0.8 (1) 82.1 ± 1.0 (0.50, 39) 3.5
Horse 74.4 ± 1.1 (1) 75.4 ± 0.9 (0.45, 1) 1.3
Pear 69.8 ± 1.0 (1) 74.3 ± 0.9 (0.55, 47) 6.4
Tomato 89.9 ± 0.9 (1) 89.9 ± 0.8 (0.95, 1) 0.0

TABLE II
SOME REPRESENTATIVE CASES OF THE ETH-80 CLASSIFICATION RESULTS.

Misclassified image when α = 1 Samples from incorrect class Samples from correct class α for correct classification

0.50

0.40

0.55

where oi represents a transformation of the pattern p such
as rotation, scaling, perspective projection etc. Superscript u
denotes that the set of observations is unlabeled, that is, the
pattern the group of observations belongs to is not known. The
task here is to classify p into one of |L| classes by using its
unlabeled set of observations X (u) = {x(u)

i = oi(p), i =

1, . . . ,m} and a group of labeled sets X (l)
j = {x(l)

i =
oi(pj), i = 1, . . . , n}, j = 1, . . . , |L|, where superscript l
denotes that the set of observations is labeled.

We tested the previously introduced techniques, classifi-
cation via modularity and via Katz, on a manuscript digits
database. This collection contains 20 × 16 binary images of
handwritten digits from “0” to “9”. Each of these 10 classes
contains 39 examples. Some examples can be seen in Fig. 3.
We compared the proposed techniques to two other network-
based methods: Label Propagation (LP) [15] and Manifold-
Based Smoothing under Constraints (MASC) [14]. The results
are shown in Fig. 4. For each value of m, 1000 runs were
averaged, corresponding to 100 runs for each of the 10 classes.
For all algorithms, we set k = 5, the value for which the LP
algorithm achieved its best results. The proposed techniques
achieved the best results for most numbers of observations m
of the test sets. Furthermore, the results were even better when
k took smaller values (Fig. 5). For more simulation results,
please refer to the thesis site (click here).

Fig. 3. Examples from the handwritten digit images data set. Each class,
from “0” to “9”, corresponds to a single pattern.

III. CONCLUSIONS

The summarized doctoral thesis have joined three main
research areas: machine learning, complex networks and dy-
namical processes. The main goal has been to enhance and
develop machine learning techniques by exploring the advan-
tages of network representation and dynamical processes on
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Fig. 4. Classification error rates (%) for the handwritten digit images data
set. All techniques used k = 5 for the network construction. Each point was
averaged over 1000 runs.
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Fig. 5. Classification error rates (%) using different values for parameter k
of network construction on the handwritten digits data set. Each value was
averaged over 50 runs. The number of observations for the test set is m = 30.

networks. The motivations came from the fact that network
representation unifies the structure, dynamics and functions of
the system it represents, and it is able to evidence topological
structures. These characteristics make networks suitable for
machine learning tasks by revealing intrinsic structures and
their evolutions within data set relationships. The proposed
methods differ from traditional classification in which decision
borders are defined to separate groups in the attribute space.
Furthermore, the data are not classified by using only its phys-
ical attributes, but also using the semantic structure formed
by the data in a network. Hence, even if different classes
are overlapped in the attribute space, they can be correctly
identified by taking into account the semantic structure each
class comprises.

In this report, only a part of the supervised learning devel-
opments have been introduced due to space restriction. For
a complete explanation concerning the other developments,

including the semi-supervised and unsupervised techniques
and applications, please refer to the thesis site (click here).

IV. LIST OF PUBLICATIONS

The investigations reported in the thesis have been published
in scientific articles in many international journals and confer-
ences, totaling 16 articles. A grouped list by subject is given
below:

Articles for supervised learning techniques:

• Articles in international journals:
1) Cupertino, T. H. and Zhao, L. A unified scheme

for data classification using random walk in net-
works. IEEE Transactions on Cybernetics. Submit-
ted, 2014.

2) Cupertino, T. H. and Zhao, L. Network-based su-
pervised data classification by using an heuristic
of ease of access. Neurocomputing. Accepted for
publication, 2014.

3) Cupertino, T. H.; Silva, T. C.; Zhao, L. Classification
of multiple observation sets via network modularity.
Neural Computing & Applications (Internet), p. 1-7,
2012. DOI: 10.1007/s00521-012-1115-y.

• Publications in international conference proceedings:
1) Carneiro, M. G.; Cupertino, T. H.; Zhao, L. k-

Associated optimal network for graph embedding
dimensionality reduction. IEEE World Congress on
Computational Intelligence (WCCI), July 2014, Bei-
jing, China. Accepted.

2) Cupertino, T. H.; Carneiro, M. G.; Zhao, L. Di-
mensionality reduction with the k-associated op-
timal graph applied to image classification. IEEE
International Conference on Imaging Systems and
Techniques (IST), October 2013, Beijing, China.

3) Cupertino, T. H.; Zhao, L. Bias-guided random
walk for network-based data classification. In:
Tenth International Symposium on Neural Networks
(ISNN), 2013, Dalian, China, v. 7952, p. 375-384.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-39068-5 46.

4) Cupertino, T. H.; Zhao, L. Using Katz central-
ity to classify multiple pattern transformations.
In: 2012 Brazilian Symposium on Neural Net-
works, Curitiba - PR, v. 1, p. 232-237, DOI:
10.1109/SBRN.2012.23.

5) Cupertino, T. H.; Silva, T. C.; Zhao, L. Multiple
images set classification via network modularity. In:
SIBGRAPI 2012 - Conference on Graphics, Patterns
and Images - Workshop of Theses and Dissertations,
Ouro Preto - MG, v. 1, p. 124-129.

6) Silva, T. C.; Cupertino, T. H. High level classifi-
cation for pattern recognition. In: XXIV Sibgrapi
Conference on Graphics, Patterns and Images, 2011,
Maceió - AL. Los Alamitos: IEEE Computer So-
ciety, 2011. v. 1. p. 344-351. DOI: 10.1109/SIB-
GRAPI.2011.19.
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Articles for semi-supervised learning techniques:
• Articles in international journals:

1) Cupertino, T. H.; Gueleri, R.; Zhao, L. A semi-
supervised classification technique based on inter-
acting forces. Neurocomputing (Amsterdam), p. 1-
9, 2013. DOI: 10.1016/j.neucom.2013.05.050.

• Publications in international conference proceedings:
1) Gueleri, R.; Cupertino, T. H.; Carvalho, A. P.;

Zhao, L. A flocking-like technique to perform semi-
supervised learning. IEEE World Congress on Com-
putational Intelligence (WCCI), July 2014, Beijing,
China. Accepted.

2) Cupertino, T. H.; Zhao, L. Semi-supervised learn-
ing using random walk limiting probabilities. In:
Tenth International Symposium on Neural Networks
(ISNN), 2013, Dalian, China, v. 7952, p. 395-404.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-39068-5 48.

3) Cupertino, T. H.; Zhao, L. Using interacting forces
to perform semi-supervised learning. In: 2012
Brazilian Symposium on Neural Networks, Curitiba
- PR, v. 1, p. 91-96, DOI: 10.1109/SBRN.2012.24.

Articles for unsupervised learning techniques:
• Articles in international journals:

1) Cupertino, T. H.; Huertas, J., Zhao, L.
Data clustering using controlled consensus
in complex networks. Neurocomputing
(Amsterdam), v. 118, p. 132-140, 2013. DOI:
10.1016/j.neucom.2013.02.026.

2) Silva, T. C.; Zhao, L.; Cupertino, T. H. Handwritten
data clustering using agents competition in net-
works. Journal of Mathematical Imaging and Vision,
v. 45, n. 3, p. 264-276, 2012. DOI: 10.1007/s10851-
012-0353-z.

• Publications in international conference proceedings:
1) Silva, T. C.; Cupertino, T. H. Stochastic competitive

learning applied to handwritten digit and letter clus-
tering. In: XXIV Sibgrapi Conference on Graph-
ics, Patterns and Images, 2011, Maceió - AL. Los
Alamitos: IEEE Computer Society, 2011. v. 1. p.
313-320. DOI: 10.1109/SIBGRAPI.2011.35.

Furthermore, the publications listed below, which have been
made during undergraduate scientific research, also contributed
to the developments in the thesis:

1) Estepa, R.; Estepa, A.; Cupertino, T. H. A
productivity-oriented methodology for local area
network design in industrial environments. Computer
Networks (1999), v. 55, p. 2303-2314, 2011. DOI:
10.1016/j.comnet.2011.03.011.

2) Estepa, R.; Estepa, A.; Cupertino, T. H.; Vozmedi-
ano, J. M.; Madinabeitia, G. A productivity-based ap-
proach to LAN topology design. IEEE Communica-
tions Letters (Print), v. 15, p. 349-351, 2011. DOI:
10.1109/LCOMM.2011.012511.101742.

3) Cupertino, T. H; Zhao, L. Traffic congestion on clus-
tered random complex networks. In: 2nd Workshop

on Complex Networks, 2010, Rio de Janeiro - RJ.
Communications in Computer and Information Science.
Berlim: Springer, v. 116. p. 13-21. DOI: 10.1007/978-
3-642-25501-4 2.

4) Zhao, L.; Cupertino, T. H.; Bertini, J. R. Jr. Chaotic
synchronization in general network topology for scene
segmentation. Neurocomputing (Amsterdam), v. 71, p.
3360-3366, 2008. DOI: 10.1016/j.neucom.2008.02.024.

5) Cupertino, T. H.; Zhao, L. Minimização de congestion-
amento de tráfego de pacotes em redes com estruturas
complexas. Revista Eletrônica de Iniciação Cientı́fica. v.
7, n. 2, 2007. ISSN: 1519-8219.

6) Zhao, L.; PARK, K.; Cupertino, T. H.; Lai, Y.-C.; J., Xi-
aogang. Optimal structure of complex networks for min-
imizing traffic congestion. Chaos (Woodbury, N.Y.), v.
17, p. 043103-043107, 2007. DOI: 10.1063/1.2790367.

7) Zhao, L.; Park, K.; Lai, Y.-C.; Cupertino, T. H. Attack
induced cascading breakdown in complex networks.
Journal of the Brazilian Computer Society (Print), v. 13,
n. 3, p. 67-76, 2007. DOI: 10.1007/BF03192546.

8) Cupertino, T. H.; Zhao, L. Determining optimal structure
of data traffic flow networks. In: International Joint
Conference, I Workshop on Computational Intelligence,
2006, Ribeirão Preto - SP, v. 1, p. 1-6.
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Fig. 1. Segmentação de arte rupestre utilizando coordenadas estelares: a imagem da esquerda mostra a arte rupestre usada como entrada em nosso método.
A imagem central mostra os pixels da imagem de entrada projetados usando o sistema de coordenadas estelares e a seleção definida pelo usuário (polı́gono
azul). Os pixels dentro do polı́gono são usados para produzir a segmentação mostrada na imagem à direita.

Abstract—In this paper 1 we address the use of visual explo-
ration techniques in the segmentation of rock arts, prehistoric
records of great historical importance and a valuable source of
information about our ancestors.

We developed a computational tool based on the Star Coordi-
nates system that uses digital images of rock arts as input and
provides a friendly and interactive interface that help its users
to separate the pixels of the prehistoric art from the ones related
to the rock surface where it was carved or painted.

The developed tool runs as a plugin inside GIMP (the
GNU Image Manipulation Program) and was implemented using
Python. The obtained results were quantitatively analysed and
lead us to conclude that the proposed method is a significant
contribution to archaeological researches that still suffer from
the lack of a suitable software tool to the study of rock arts.

Resumo-Neste trabalho, abordamos o uso de técnicas de
exploração visual na segmentação de arte rupestre, registros pré-
históricos de grande importância histórica e uma valiosa fonte
de informação sobre os nossos antepassados.

Desenvolvemos uma ferramenta computacional baseada no
sistema de Coordenadas Estelares, que utiliza imagens digitais
de arte rupestre como entrada e fornece uma interface amigável
e interativa, que ajuda seus usuários a separararem os pixels
relacionados à arte pré-histórica, da superfı́cie da rocha onde
ela está esculpida ou pintada.

A ferramenta desenvolvida é executada como um plug-in
dentro do GIMP (GNU Image Manipulation Program) e foi
implementada utilizando Python. Os resultados obtidos foram
analisados quantitativamente e nos levam a concluir que o

1Dissertação apresentada ao Programa de Pós-Graduação em Computação
da Universidade Federal Fluminense - Niterói-RJ - Brasil.

método proposto é uma contribuição significativa para pesquisas
arqueológicas, que ainda sofrem com a falta de uma ferramenta
de software adequada para o estudo das artes rupestres.

Keywords-Exploração Visual; Segmentação de Imagens, Coor-
denadas Estelares; Arqueologia Computacional, Arte Rupestre.

I. INTRODUÇÃO

A arte rupestre é o conjunto de desenhos pintados ou
talhados nas rochas, nas paredes e nos tetos das cavernas pelo
homem pré-histórico, um exemplo de arte rupestre é visto na
Fig. 2. É um patrimônio pré-histórico importante devido á
quantidade e relevância de informações que ela pode fornecer
sobre os nossos antepassados. Pode-se dizer que por meio da
arte rupestre o homem adquire conhecimento sobre o modo de
vida de seus ancestrais, em especial sobre os seus costumes,
crenças, culturas e comportamentos.

Os sı́tios com arte rupestre sofrem riscos permanentes de
degradação por estarem expostos ao ar livre, necessitam, por-
tanto de mecanismos que auxiliem os arqueólogos no trabalho
de registro e preservação desses bens arqueológicos, como
parte desse processo, a computação através do processamento
de imagens pode contribuir de forma preponderante, pois com
a segmentação a arte é capturada, podendo ser arquivada e
disponibilizada para pesquisas.

Técnicas de segmentação de imagem são constantemente
utilizadas por arqueólogos e especialistas em arte rupestre. Até
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Fig. 2. Arte rupestre do Parque Nacional da Serra da Capivara no Municı́pio
de São Raimundo Nonato, Piauı́, Brazil.

a finalização desse trabalho, não há registros de que exista uma
ferramenta especı́fica para a segmentação de imagens de arte
rupestre. Para essa tarefa, é comum a segmentação através
de ferramentas de tratamento de imagens, comerciais e/ou de
código livre, como o Adobe Photoshop e o GIMP.

Métodos e algoritmos desenvolvidos para o uso especı́fico
de arqueólogos no estudo de artes rupestres devem possuir
duas caracterı́sticas fundamentais: serem capazes de extrair
caracterı́sticas importantes da imagem arqueológica e serem
simples de usar. Apesar de a primeira caracterı́stica parecer
óbvia, muitas vezes a qualidade dos resultados obtidos é
afetada pelo fato de o usuário desconhecer os pré-requisitos
necessários para o manuseio de ferramentas muito sofisticadas.

Contributions: Observando esse panorama, este trabalho
apresenta uma ferramenta capaz de subsidiar os profissionais
da arqueologia na segmentação de artes rupestres a partir
de imagens digitais e cujas principais caracterı́sticas são:
qualidade da segmentação e interatividade da aplicação. A
ferramenta é baseada no sistema de coordenadas estelares,
abordado em Bordignon et al. [1] e Kandogan [5], [6], que
projeta cada ponto do espaço n-dimensional dos atributos
de uma imagem em um sistema de coordenadas estelares
representado sobre o plano cartesiano. A definição do novo
sistema de coordenadas é intuitiva e permite uma interação
visual em busca de configurações ótimas, na Fig. 1 temos uma
breve visão do uso da ferramenta.

Serão apresentados na (seção II) alguns trabalhos relaciona-
dos ao processamento de imagens de arte rupestre; na (seção
III), será descrito o sistema de coordenadas estelares, em
seguida, na (seção IV), será apresentado o ambiente computa-
cional, os algoritmos e detalhes sobre a implementação da
ferramenta; já na (seção V), a implementação será validada
e demonstraremos alguns testes á qual ela foi submetida;
finalmente, na (seção VI), serão feitas as conclusões e descritos
direcionamentos para trabalhos futuros.

II. TRABALHOS RELACIONADOS

O realce e a segmentação de imagens estão entre os
métodos computacionais mais utilizados para tratar imagens
de arte rupestre. De forma geral, ambos visam proporcionar
ao pesquisador visões mais claras e detalhadas da arte que está
representada sobre a superfı́cie da rocha. Essas técnicas podem

ser usadas isoladamente ou em conjunto: muitas vezes o realce
é um passo imprescindı́vel para uma boa segmentação. Neste
capı́tulo serão apresentados alguns dos principais trabalhos
existentes na literatura sobre o tema.

O realce seguido da segmentação foi utilizado no trabalho
de Clogg et al. [2], sendo esse, um dos primeiros textos
a descrever o processamento digital de imagens como um
recurso que traz vantagens óbvias à pesquisa de arte rupestre
contribuindo de forma relevante para sua interpretação.

O uso isolado da técnica de realce é tratado nos trabalhos
de David et al. [3] e Mark et al. [8]. Ainda sobre realce,
Harman [4] tornou-se o principal trabalho voltado para a
área. O resultado desse estudo foi a ferramenta DsTrech, um
plug-in que funciona a partir do software gráfico ImageJ e é
direcionada exclusivamente para o tratamento de imagens de
arte rupestre. A partir desse trabalho vieram outros como Mark
et al. [9] que demonstra, com sucesso, algumas das diversas
aplicabilidades dessa ferramenta.

Mais recentemente, Liam et al. [7] destacou o Adobe Pho-
toshop e o DsTretch como as duas ferramentas mais utilizadas
na gravação e preservação digital de imagens de arte rupestre.

Com relação à técnica de segmentação, é comum, no
meio arqueológico, o uso das ferramentas para tratamento de
imagens como o Adobe Photoshop e o GIMP. Diferentemente
da técnica de realce, que já conta com a ferramenta DsTretch,
não existe uma ferramenta especı́fica para a segmentação de
imagens de arte rupestre. Alguns trabalhos recentes como o
Seidl et al. [10], do ano de 2012, propõem métodos para
o futuro desenvolvimento de ferramenta baseado no SVM
(Support Vector Machines) fundamentado em algoritmos de
aprendizado de máquina.

No entanto, destacamos o trabalho de Bordignon et al. [1]
que utiliza o sistema de coordenadas estelares para propor
um protótipo de interface de ferramenta simples e intuitiva,
com uma abordagem que permite ao usuário explorar vi-
sualmente imagens e outros objetos espaciais multivariados,
podendo então separar partes dessas imagens de acordo com
a necessidade do utilizador. Essa pesquisa não se atém a um
tipo especı́fico de imagem, portanto, apresenta-se como uma
metodologia de segmentação que pode ser empregada para
imagens das mais diversas áreas.

III. SISTEMA DE COORDENADAS ESTELARES

Métodos de exploração de dados baseados em algoritmos
interativos de visualização são ferramentas extremamente efi-
cazes para a área de Mineração de Dados: linha de pesquisa
multidisciplinar que tem por objetivo descobrir padrões carac-
terı́sticos em grandes conjuntos de dados. Em Computação
Visual, algoritmos de segmentação de imagens podem ser
vistos como problemas de Mineração de Dados. De fato, uma
imagem é um grande conjunto de dados cujos pontos são
chamados de pixel. Usualmente, os pixels de uma imagem
estão associados a diversos atributos como posição, cor, in-
tensidade, etc.

Nesse contexto, podemos classificar a representação de
dados em coordenadas estelares como uma técnica geométrica



de visualização interativa para a exploração de um conjunto
de dados n-dimensionais, por exemplo, imagens. Neste tra-
balho, entende-se por conjunto de dados, e denota-se por
D, uma coleção de pontos no subespaço euclidiano S =
[min1,max1] × [min2,max2] × ... × [minm,maxm] ⊆ Rn

de dimensão m. Assim, cada ponto Di ∈ D definido por um
conjunto de atributos xj ∈ [minj ,maxj ], with j ∈ [1,m].

A ideia básica da projeção de um conjunto de dados em um
sistema coordenadas estelares é dispor eixos sobre o cı́rculo
de raio unitário centrado na origem 0π = (0x, 0y) do plano
bidimensional. Devemos associar um eixo a cada propriedade
ou dimensão do conjunto de dados. Inicialmente os eixos têm
comprimento unitário e estão dispostos uniformemente entre
si. Os valores extremos [minj ,maxj ] de uma propriedade
xj , são normalizados, isto é, o valor mı́nimo do intervalo é
mapeado na origem do cı́rculo e o máximo sobre o arco de
circunferência.

Na Fig. 3, ilustramos o estado inicial de um sistema de
coordenadas estelares para a representação de um conjunto de
dados com oito propriedades. Observe que os eixos, deter-
minados pelos vetores unitários

〈→
E1, ...,

→
E8

〉
, são dispostos

uniformemente entre si. Note também que os segmentos em
destaque sobre os eixos representam os valores das pro-
priedades xij de um determinado ponto Di. Como veremos
a seguir, a representação ou projeção do ponto Di no sistema
de coordenadas estelares, denotada por π (Di), é calculada em
função do valor de suas propriedades e da posição dos eixos.

Fig. 3. Os eixos
〈→
E1, ...,

→
E8

〉
são de comprimento unitário e estão

dispostos uniformemente entre si. Os segmentos em destaque sobre os eixos
representam os valores das propriedades xij de um determinado ponto
Dj . A representação ou projeção desse ponto no sistema de coordenadas
estelares é denotada por π (Di), sendo calculada em função do valor de suas
propriedades e da posição dos eixos.

A. Fundamentação matemática

Conforme observado em Kandogan [5] o sistema de coor-
denadas estelares é basicamente um sistema de coordenadas
que pode ser formalmente mapeado para as coordenadas
cartesianas, definindo um ponto bidimensional que representa

a origem 0π = (0x, 0y) do sistema e um conjunto de m vetores
unitários bidimensionais Em =

〈→
E1,

→
E2, ...,

→
Ej , ...,

→
Em

〉
que

definem os eixos do sistema.
O mapeamento de um ponto Di do conjunto de dados D

em um ponto π (Di) do plano cartesiano é determinado pela
soma de todos os vetores unitários

→
Ej= (exj , eyj) ponderada

pelo valor normalizado das propriedades relacionadas:

π (Di) = 0π +
m∑
j=1

→
Ej × (xij−minj)

(maxj−minj)

Reescrevendo em coordenadas cartesianas, temos:

π (Di) =

0x +

m∑
j=1

exj ×
(xij −minj)

(maxj −minj)

 ,

0y +

m∑
j=1

eyj ×
(xij −minj)

(maxj −minj)

 (1)

Onde Di = (xi0, xi1, ..., xij , ..., xim),
minj = min {xij , 0 ≤ i < |D|}
e, por fim, maxj = max {xij , 0 ≤ i < |D|}.
Na prática, a Equação 1 é pouco útil, pois, utilizando

a configuração padrão dos eixos que definem o sistema de
coordenadas estelares, os elementos do conjunto de dados D
podem ser projetados em uma mesma região do plano, sem
que haja a distinção clara dos clusters existentes no conjunto,
como podemos observar na Fig. 4 à esquerda.

De fato, na maioria das vezes, a projeção inicial obtida com
o sistema de coordenadas estelares não fornece informações
visuais sobre clusters e regiões caracterı́sticas do dado de
entrada. Essas dificuldades de visualização praticamente in-
viabilizariam o uso da técnica se não houvesse a possibilidade
de interação com o sistema de coordenadas estelares. é impre-
scindı́vel que o sistema possibilite a manipulação dos eixos
de projeção. Para isso é possı́vel atribuir pesos e/ou alterar a
orientação dos eixos para que o usuário possa destacar regiões
de interesse do conjunto de pontos projetados.

B. Parâmetros de interação

A escala de um eixo trata da sua relevância. Ao alterarmos
o peso associado a um determinado eixo, de fato alteramos
o seu comprimento e, assim, cria-se um viés na projeção dos
pontos, o que pode ajudar a destacar regiões caracterı́sticas do
dado.

A rotação de fato ocorre pela mudança de orientação dos ve-
tores unitários associados aos eixos. Quando um subconjunto
dos eixos é girado para uma mesma direção suas contribuições
são efetivamente agregadas na visualização. Por outro lado, se
dois eixos apontam para direções inversas, o efeito obtido é o
oposto.

Partindo da projeção inicial vista na Fig. 4 à esquerda, as
operações de escala e rotação são demonstradas na Fig. 4
ao centro e à direita respectivamente. Na escala, temos uma
diminuição do peso da propriedade G, fazendo com que os
pontos fiquem mais compactados, fluindo no sentido do centro
da projeção. Na rotação, o ângulo dessa mesma propriedade



Fig. 4. À esquerda temos a projeção utilizando a configuração padrão dos eixos, no centro é apresentada a escala com uma variação no eixo G e à direita
observamos a rotação do eixo G.

é alterado no sentido da propriedade H, fazendo com que vi-
sualmente se perceba uma aglomeração dos pontos no sentido
dessas duas propriedades.

Os parâmetros relacionados às operações de escala e
rotação, aqui denotamos por aj e θj respectivamente, são es-
calares que alteram o peso e o ângulo dos eixos. Reescrevendo
a Equação 1, utilizando os parâmetros aj e θj temos:

π (Di) = 0π +

m∑
j=1

(xij −minj)
(maxj −minj)

× aj × (cosθj , sinθj)

(2)
De fato, existem trabalhos que propõem sistemas de co-

ordenadas estelares, nos quais a projeção de um ponto é
calculada de forma ligeiramente diferente. Bordignon et al.
[1], apresentam a seguinte definição para a projeção π (Di):

π (Di) = 0π +
1

m
×

m∑
j=1

(xij −minj)
(maxj −minj)

× aj × (cosθj , sinθj)

(3)
Nessa formulação, a localização de π (Di) pode ser interpre-

tada como o baricentro do polı́gono gerado pelos eixos do sis-
tema, ponderados pelos valores normalizados das propriedades
associadas. Nessa abordagem, os pontos permanecem con-
centrados dentro do polı́gono em questão. Dadas essas per-
spectivas, optamos tomar como base a Equação 2, pois assim
obtemos uma dispersão maior dos pontos projetados no plano,
o que torna mais fácil a visualização e detecção de clusters.

IV. ESTRUTURA COMPUTACIONAL

Para desenvolver a ferramenta adotamos a linguagem de
programação Python e o software GIMP (GNU Image Manip-
ulation Program), como ambiente de desenvolvimento.

O GIMP é um programa open source que oferece suporte
à criação de plug-ins a partir de algumas linguagens de
programação, dentre elas o Python. Disponibiliza um inter-
pretador Python denominado Python-Fu, além de diversos
procedimentos, extensões e outros plug-ins nativos.

A. Implementação

Tratando-se da aplicação em processamento de imagens, a
técnica de coordenadas estelares, visa, a partir da manipulação

interativa dos eixos, a destacar grupos de pixels da imagem
de acordo com suas propriedades.

No algoritmo implementado neste trabalho, foram utilizadas
6 propriedades, 3 correspondentes a cada canal R,G,B e
outras três: H,S,V, que representam as propriedades de Matiz,
Saturação e Brilho.

Os algoritmos a seguir descrevem a lógica utilizada na
implementação do plug-in que desenvolvemos neste trabalho.
O Algoritmo 1 descreve o loop principal da aplicação.

Algorithm 1 (MainLoop() - Loop principal).

1. C ←− OpenImage(I)
2. ok ←− false
3. While(!ok)

4. P ←− CalculateProjection(C)
5. ok ←− ProjectionDisplay(P )

6. EndWhile
7. Q←− SelectP ixel(P )
8. DisplaySegmentation(Q)

Abertura da Imagem: Como o aplicativo desenvolvido é
um plug-in para o GIMP, muitos recursos deste software
estão disponı́veis e serão utilizados em nossa implementação.
Inicialmente o plug-in precisa ter acesso imagem que será
segmentada, aberta pelo GIMP. Esta tarefa é realizada por uma
rotina genérica que aqui chamamos de OpeningImage.

Projeção dos Pixels: Com a imagem aberta e identificada
pelo plug-in, são calculadas as coordenadas de cada pixel no
sistema de coordenadas estelares, como descreve o Algoritmo
2. Inicialmente checamos se houve alteração nas posições
e nos pesos dos eixos do sistema e armazenamos estas
informações nas variáveis aj and θj . O laço principal do
algoritmo consiste em percorrer todos os pixels da imagem
para consultar e/ou calcular suas propriedades e, através da
aplicação da Equação 2 determinar a posição do pixel no
sistema de coordenadas estelares.

Algorithm 2 (ComputeProjection(C) - Cálculo das projeções
no sistema de coordenadas estelares).

1. UpdatesWeights(aj)
2. UpdatesRotationAngles(θj)
3. For (i) ≤ pixels(I) Write

4. Di = (xi1...xim)←− CalculatesP ixelProperties(i)



5. π (Di) = 0π +
m∑
j=1

(xij−minj)
(maxj−minj)

× aj × (cosθj , sinθj)

6. End for
7. Return (π)

Seleção dos pixels e segmentação: A penúltima etapa do
programa, descrita pelo Algoritmo 3, consiste em selecionar
os pixels que irão compor a imagem segmentada. Essa seleção
é feita no sistema de coordenadas estelares através da criação
de um polı́gono de seleção, desenhado interativamente pelo
usuário, com auxı́lio do mouse.

Algorithm 3 (Select Pixels(P) - Seleciona os pixels de inter-
esse para a segmentação da imagem).

1. select←− true
2. While(select)

3. If (button = LeftMouse) Then
4. polygon.add(x, y)

5. Ifnot If (button = RightMouse) Then
6. ClosedPolygon
7. select←− false
8. For all(p ∈ image) Write

9. If (p ⊂ polygon) Then
10. Q←− p

11. End if
12. End for

13. End Ifnot
14. End while

Exibição da Imagem segmentada: Finalmente, utilizamos os
procedimentos pdb.gimp-selection-float( ) que recebe os pixels
selecionados no polı́gono e pdb.gimp-floating-sel-to-layer( ),
para criar uma nova camada no GIMP sendo esses pixels
selecionados desenhados na sua posição original.

B. Interface gráfica
Com a imagem aberta no GIMP, executamos o plugin-in

(Algoritmo 1) e a partir da projeção inicial dá-se inı́cio ao pro-
cesso de manipulação dos eixos para que se possa visualizar
a melhor disposição dos pontos/pixels, conforme Algoritmo
2 (Fig. 5). Chegando a uma configuração satisfatória para os
eixos, é feita a seleção dos pixels que irão compor a imagem
segmentada, conforme o Algoritmo 3.

Após concluir a seleção dos pixels de interesse, obtemos o
resultado final, que é mostrado em uma nova camada apenas
com os pixels da imagem segmentada Fig. 6.

V. TESTES E RESULTADOS

Para atestar a qualidade e validade da ferramenta imple-
mentada, foi definida uma metodologia para avaliar o resul-
tado da segmentação obtida com o método de projeção em
coordenadas estelares. Esse resultado será comparado com o
resultado de uma segmentação realizada de forma manual uti-
lizando o recurso de seleção livre do GIMP, que assumiremos
ser uma segmentação ótima.

De fato, a comparação entre os resultados das segmentações
foi feita a partir da composição das imagens segmentadas, au-
tomática e manualmente. Para isso, os pixels de cada imagem

Fig. 5. Projeção que mostra os pixels da imagem aberta no GIMP, distribuı́dos
no sistema de coordenadas estelares. Destaque para os controladores usados
para alterar a escala e a rotação dos eixos.

Fig. 6. Segmentação feita a partir da seleção

foram representados com cores distintas, conforme observado
na Fig. 7. As imagens de ı́ndice (2) mostram o resultado da
segmentação automática representado com a cor vermelha e,
as imagens de ı́ndice (3), mostram o resultado da segmentação
manual com a cor verde.

Esses dois conjuntos de pixels serão o dado base utilizado na
análise dos resultados e, por isso, serão chamados e denotados
como segue:
• Pixels segmentados automaticamente (A): segmentados

na segmentação automática;
• Pixels segmentados manualmente (B): segmentados man-

ualmente.
Na imagem gerada pelo processo de composição, exibida na

Fig. 7 ı́ndice (4), estão presentes pixels com apenas três tonal-
idades de cores distintas, são elas: vermelha representando o
conjunto (A), verde representando o conjunto (B) e, finalmente,
o amarelo representando os pixels comuns, resultantes dessa
composição.

A análise de desempenho da segmentação automática que



realizamos neste trabalho foi baseada na contagem dos três
grupos de pixels resultantes. Dos dados brutos descritos acima,
destacamos os seguintes conjuntos de pixels:

• Pixels segmentados corretamente: pixels que estão em A
e estão no conjunto B;

• Pixels segmentados indevidamente: pixels que estão em
A e não estão no conjunto B;

• Pixels esquecidos: pixels que estão no conjunto B e não
estão no conjunto A.

A. Resultados

O procedimento descrito acima foi aplicado a três imagens
de arte rupestre, uma com petroglifos (gravuras) e duas com
pictogramas (pinturas). Sendo assim, para cada imagem ex-
ibiremos o resultado visual da segmentação Fig. 7 e os gráficos
apresentando os percentuais dos conjuntos supracitados Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. O ı́ndice indica respectivamente: Imagem que mostra o petroglifo ou
pictograma a ser segmentado (1), segmentação automática (2), segmentação
manual (3) e composição das segmentações (4).

Analisando os resultados, observamos que nos três casos,
a grande maioria dos pixels foram segmentados corretamente
o que se comprova a partir da visualização dos ı́ndices 4 da
Fig. 7.

VI. CONCLUSÕES E TRABALHOS FUTUROS

A ideia que norteou esse trabalho foi a utilização do método
de projeção em coordenadas estelares para o desenvolvimento
de uma ferramenta computacional para a segmentação de
imagens de arte rupestre, tarefa essa que é muito importante
no estudo desses bens arqueológicos.

Fig. 8. Os Gráficos mostram respectivamente o desempenho das
segmentações apresentadas na Fig. 7 usando o método de projeção em
coordenadas estelares com relação segmentação manual.

Concluı́mos, com base em cerca de quinze testes feitos
em três imagens de arte rupestre, que, no geral, a ferra-
menta se mostrou promissora, principalmente em imagens
com pictogramas. Já nos petroglifos, apesar de possibilitar a
detecção da arte na rocha, mostrou-se deficitária. O motivo
dessa disparidade é o contraste, que em petroglifos é muito
sutil e, às vezes, inexistente.

O futuro dessa pesquisa irá seguir no sentido de agre-
gar novas propriedades visando a melhoria dos resultados
alcançados, sobretudo com petroglifos e também em imagens
onde a arte está danificada e/ou com a visibilidade ruim. Para
isso, serão testados outros recursos, principalmente de filtros
de imagens e a utilização de outros modelos de cores que serão
usados como propriedades do pixel buscando uma melhor
identificação dos pontos de interesse.
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